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Preface

Spectrochemical analysis is a powerful instrumental principle for the determina-

tion of the chemical elements and their species in a variety of sample types of dif-

ferent size, at widely di�erent concentration levels and with very di�ering cost

performance ratios and time consumption. In addition, not only monoelement but

also multielement determinations are possible with widely di�ering precision and

accuracy using the various di�erent methods. The basic principles of spectro-

chemical analysis are related to the atomic and molecular structure and also to gas

discharge physics as well as to instrumentation and measurement sciences. There-

fore, research into spectrochemical analysis requires knowledge of the aforemen-

tioned disciplines to enable innovative developments of new methodologies to be

achieved in terms of the improvement of power of detection, accuracy and cost

performance ratios, these being the driving forces in analytical innovation. The

development of analytical procedures also requires the analytical chemist to have a

knowledge of the theory and the principles of the above mentioned disciplines. It is

the aim of this monograph to bring together the theory and principles of todays

spectrochemical methods that make use of ¯ames and plasma sources. This should

enable researchers to enter the ®eld of spectrochemical research, where innovation

is through the use and development of new sources and the application of new

types of spectrometers, and also to face challenges from emerging ®elds of appli-

cation, which is as straightforward today as it was even in the time of Bunsen and

Kirchho�. This work should appeal both to chemists and physicists, the coopera-

tion of whom is instrumental for progress to be made in this ®eld of analytical

chemistry as well as to users from di�erent areas of science, including the life

sciences, material sciences, environmental sciences, geochemistry, chemical pro-

cess technology, etc. This present work could also be viewed as a resume of the

theoretical background, which manufacturers of instrumentation for atomic ab-

sorption spectrometry, arc, spark and glow discharge emission spectrometry as well

as ICP emission spectrometry and plasma mass spectrometry with ICPs or glow

discharges and laser based techniques can recommend to their interested users to

make the most e�cient use of these analytical methods in their respective ®elds of

application. Also research associates entering the ®eld of atomic spectroscopy with

¯ames and plasmas should ®nd the necessary basics and references to further litera-

ture in this book.
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The work also describes a number of achievements of over thirty years of re-

search performed at the University of Gent (Belgium), the Institute for Spec-

trochemistry and Applied Spectroscopy (ISAS), Dortmund, the University of Dort-

mund and the University of Leipzig, which have been made possible through many

interactions and collaborations with experts in the ®eld, whom I thank thoroughly.

A great deal of knowledge gained from my teachers and in interaction with prom-

inent senior researchers in the ®eld worldwide and especially at the Council for

Scienti®c and Industrial Research and the University of Stellenbosch (South-Africa),

the Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen (UIA) (Belgium) and Indiana University,

Bloomington (IN, USA) as well as results obtained while collaborating with col-

leagues and with students made this book possible, for which all of them are

gratefully acknowledged and thanked.

Leipzig, June 2001 JoseÂ A. C. Broekaert
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heating stage 114

high e�ciency nebulizer (HEN) 92

high-energy preburn 141, 245
high-frequency discharge 152

high-power nitrogen discharge 272

high-purity Ag powder 286

high-purity Ga 284
high-purity substance 189, 283

high-purity Ti 285

high resolution 87
high-resolution spectrometer 185

high-temperature superconductor 232, 284

Hittorf dark space 137

hollow cathode 251, 287
hollow cathode discharge 25

hollow cathode lamp 14, 152, 177, 290

hollow cathode source 293

hop 155
hot hollow cathode 243

hot-trapping 107, 173

hydraulic high pressure nebulization system
102

hydride 89, 105

hydride forming element 238

hydride generation 105�, 229, 289
continuous-¯ow 252

electrochemical 230

hydride technique 150, 172

hydrogeological sample 269

i
ICP atomic emission 87

ICP generator 221
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ICP mass spectrometry 255�, see ICP-MS

ICP-AES 87, 232
sequential 226

simultaneous 226

ICP-MS 43, 255�, 272, 307, 310
laser ablation 270�

low-resolution 257

ICP-OES 41, 42, 194, 307

ICP-optical emission spectrometer 219
ignition pulse 125

illumination 52�

image on the entrance slit 54

intermediate image 53
image 86, 203, 204

image dissector tube 67, 68

imaging mirror 52
impact excitation 241

impact ionization 241

impactor 286

impulse theory 139, 144
in-depth resolution 141

indirect determination 175

inductance 214

inductively coupled plasma 2, 193, see ICP
inertion of the emulsion 63

instrument cost 310

instrumental drift 176

integrated absorption 167
integrator 65

interference 116, 170, 201, 224, 265�

additive 85, 224
spectral 85

calcium-phosphate 163

chemical 172

¯ame AAS 163
isobaric 265

matrix 269

multiplicative 85, 86

signal enhancement or depression 86
physical 170

spectral 202, 205, 258, 260, 261, 264, 265

interference noise 40
interferogram 71�

internal standard 192, 212, 225, 265

internal standardization 85, 125, 135, 212,

225, 264
ion

cluster 257, 265

doubly charged 265

doubly charged analyte 258
®ller gas 276

polyatomic 260

ion current 277

ion detection 80�

dual 82

Faraday collector 81
ion counting 81

photographic plate 80

ion energy 259
ion exchange 186

ion extraction 82

ion intensity 277

ion lens 255
ion line

intensity 19

ion optics 83, 84

ion sampling 82
ion source 109

ionization 18�, 192, 262

ionization bu�er 164
ionization energy 22, 136

ionization equilibrium 164, 224

ionization interference 256

irradiance 14
isobaric interference 276

isothermal atomizer 191

isothermal furnace 170

isothermic distillation 304
isotope ratio 266

isotope ratio measurement 267

isotopic abundance 258

isotopic analysis 158

j
jet expansion 83

jet-assisted glow discharge 143

jet-enhanced sputtering 249

k
kerosene 227

kinetic energy 136

l
La- and Sr-compound 164

Lambert±Beers' law 184
laminar-¯ow clean bench 304

lamp

deuterium 293

tungsten halogenide 293
Langmuir probe 138, 248

laser 2, 30, 31, 131�

ablation 131�

continous wave 298
Cu-vapor laser-pumped dye 294

dye 293

excimer 293

femtosecond 135
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laser (cont.)
gas 133
high-power 251

Nd:YAG 133, 134, 135, 230

pulsed dye 294, 299
rod 132

semiconductor 133

solid state 132

source 131
laser ablation 89, 134, 175, 268, 302

laser atomic ¯uorescence 156

laser light scattering 122

laser photoionization 301
laser plume 295

laser radiation 297

laser source 251
layered ceramic 248

leaching 306

least square linear regression 35

lens 52
level

rotational 24

vibrational 24

life science 3, 187, 270
lifetime 15, 298

lifetime of the excited state 11

limit of detection 46�

limit of determination 50, 226
limit of guarantee of purity 50

limits of detection 284

LINA spark 231�
LINA-sparkTM 135

line

atomic 18

atomic emission 225
hard 23, 223

intensity 194

ion 18

rotational 23, 25
soft 23, 223

line coincidence 193

line frequency 196
line pair 12

line pair selection 225

line pro®le 17, 74

line source 149
line spectrum 152

line width 157

line wing 202

linear dynamic range 37, 182, 226, 246, 296,
301

linear regression 84

linearity 182

linearization 163

line-to-background intensity ratio 249
line-to-background ratio 251

liquid chromatography

particle beam 280
local thermal equilibrium 20, 28, 220

local thermodynamic equilibrium 138

longitudinal ®eld 179, 180

loop 118, 162
Lorentzian distribution 16

low pressure ICPs 280

low pressure MIP 280

low-pressure discharge 30, 88
low-pressure ICP 273

m
MacSimion 84, 256

magnetic ®eld 126, 144, 212, 250

magneto-optical e�ect 183

magnetron 234
Marsch method 107

mass analyzer 75

mass resolution 76, 265

mass spectra 258
mass spectrometer 72�, 84

double-focussing 277�

dual-channel 257

ion cyclotron resonance analyzer 79
ion trap 78

multiple-collector magnetic mass analyzer

80
quadrupole 258, 277�

quadrupole mass ®lter 3

rf-GD-TOF 279

sector ®eld 254
simultaneous 80

mass spectrometry 254

elemental 254

glow discharge 309
isotope dilution 267

resonance ionization 301

thermionic 72�
time-of-¯ight 272

mass spectrum 280

matching unit 221

Mathieu equation 74
matrix destruction 114, 119

matrix e�ect 85, 129, 218, 301, see also
interference

matrix interference 215, 309
matrix modi®cation 115, 169

matrix modi®er 114, 115

matrix-free determination 107, 115
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Maxwell distribution 8

Maxwell velocity distribution 10
mean droplet diameter 222

medical sample 270

medium voltage spark 127
medium voltage spark OES 247

Meinhard nebulizer 92

melting point 122

melting with ¯uxes 186
memory-e�ect 104

mercury 108, 190

mercury cold vapor technique 108

metal 246, 269
metal alloy 284

metal argide 282, 284

metal halogenide 160
metal sample 302

metalloprotein 270

metallurgical laboratory 215

metals analysis 232
metals industry 2, 187

metastable argon 237

metastable helium 237

metastable level 220
metastable state 156

meteorite 285

MIBK 227

Michelson interferometer 70
microchannel-plate 66

microdensitometer 81

microdistributional analysis 134
microsample 112, 117

microstrip line 240

microstructured resonant cavity 240

microtechnique 105
microwave assisted digestion 185

microwave induced plasma 157

microwave induced plasma atomic emission

detector 273
microwave-assisted treatment 305

microwave plasma 2, 88, 234�, 255

capacitively coupled 236
microwave plasma torch 239

mill 186

mini-torch 219

MIP 42
MIP torch 238

modelling 241

modi®er 119

Mohs hardness scale 302
molecular band 25, 178, 260

molecular gas 127, 272

molecular species 23, 113, 157, 171

molybdenum 187

momentum
orbital impulse 6

spin 6

monochromatic radiation 14
monochromator 149

Czerny±Turner 150, 203

Ebert 150, 203

monocrystal 139
Monte Carlo model 241

Monte Carlo simulation 143

mounting

Echelle 60
Paschen±Runge 60

MS

ICP-TOF 279
quadrupole ion-trap 280

MSP 240

temperature 240

excitation 240
gas 240

MSP miniaturized MIP 240

multi-CCD system 205

multielement capacity 218, 226
multielement determination 184, 226

multielement method 184

multilayer 287, 288

multiply charged Ar specie 284

n
Na®on membrane 106
nascent hydrogen 105

natural width 15

Nd:YAG laser 251, 268

nebulization
direct injection 222

high pressure 102, 222, 228

jet-impact 101

pneumatic 222
thermospray 228

ultrasonic 103�, 228, 267

nebulization chamber 90, 96, 101, see spray
chamber

nebulization e�ect 100, 164, 224, 265

nebulization e�ciency 92, 102

nebulizer
Babington 94�, 121, 227

Babington-type 222

concentric 91, 161

cross-¯ow 94, 161, 222, 227
direct injection 96�

e�ciency 91

fritted-disk 96, 222
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nebulizer (cont.)
grid 227
high-e�ciency 222, 227

jet-impact 222

LeÂgeÁre 227, 239
maximum dissolved solid 227

Meinhard 222

microconcentric high-e�ciency 271

microultrasonic 228
oscillating 97�, 222

pneumatic 90

nebulizer gas ¯ow 223

negative glow 137, 243, 245
negative ion 264

Nier±Johnson geometry 277

niobium 187
noble metal 188

noise 39, 163, 264, 300

ampli®er 47, 200

background 46
dark current 200

detector 201, 225

excess 40

1=f 41, 42, 264
¯icker 40, 47, 200, 224, 246

fundamental 40, 41

interference 40

nebulizer 224
non-fundamental 40

photon 200

pixel-to-pixel 201
random 40

shot 45

type 39

white 40, 246, 264
noise power spectra 40�, see noise spectrum

noise spectra 225

noise spectrum 40

non-absorbed radiation 149
non-conducting sample 138

non-conductive sample 286

non-element speci®c absorption 168
non-fundamental noise 40

non-LTE 243

non-LTE plasma 30, 241

non-metal 156
non-resonant AFS 293

non-resonant ¯uorescence 292

non-resonant line 250

non-resonant transition 298
non-speci®c absorption 173

norm temperature 211

normal distribution 49

nucleation 116

Nuclepore ®lter 95, 121, 122, 128, 303

Nukuyama±Tanasawa 100
number density

analyte 196

electron 196

o
observation

axial 223
radial 223

observation height 223

observation zone 218
OES using a Grimm-type glow discharge

247

o�-axis 76, 153

oil analysis 189, 216
on-line matrix removal 176

on-line preconcentration 99, 176

on-line trace matrix separation 162

operating stability 93
optical aberration 198

optical beam 165

optical conductance 59
optical emission spectrometry 112

optical spectra 8, 112

optical spectrometer 84

optical spectrometry 112
optical transmittance 196

optimization maximum 262

optimization study 262

optimization 163, 261
optogalvanic e�ect 297

ore 189

organic matrices 168
organolead compound 172

organolead 190, 271

organotin 190

oscillator strength 13, 299
over-ionization 220

over-population 220

oxyanions 163, 164

p
P-branch 24

paint analysis 189
particle diameter 128

particle size distribution 104, 122

particle size 121, 123, 303

partition function 9, 20, 226
Paschen curve 244

Paschen series 4

Paschen±Runge 203, 206

peak area 116
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peak height 116

peak skew 273
pellet 125, 248, 285

Peltier cooling element 235

Peltier element 102
penetration rate 139, 287

Penning e�ect 220

Penning ionization 138, 242, 275, 276

peristaltic pump 94
permanent magnet 181

Pfund series 4

pharmaceutical 189

photocurrent 64
photoelectric measurement 47, 198

photographic detection 2

photographic emulsion 201
photomultiplier 64�, 150

solar-blind 59, 65, 210

photon 196

photon ¯ux 197
photon stop 84

photoplate 59

physical interference 164

physical line width 149
physical width 15, 198, 223

p-component 179, 180

pin-shaped electrode 287

pin-shaped sample 277
Planck's constant 196

Planck's law 8, 11

plasma 8, 28, 290
current-carrying 217

current-free 217

high-frequency 233�

low-power 233�
inductively coupled 219�

laser-produced 294

microwave 235

capacitively coupled 235
microwave induced 235

stabilized capacitively coupled 233

toroidal 219
transferred 217

plasma discharge

high-frequency 30

microwave 30
plasma jet 31

three-electrode 218

plasma mass spectrometry 129, 254�

plasma parameter 248
plasma source AES 216�

plasma spectrometry 89

plasma temperature 21

plasma tomography 29

plasmaarray spectrometer 68

platform 115
platform technique 113

plume 251

pneumatic nebulization 89, 222
pneumatic nebulizer 161

optimization 100�

point to plane 127

Poiseuille law 100
Poisson distribution 45

polarizer 180, 182

polyatomic compound 160

population inversion 131, 132
positive column 137

powder sampling syringe 174

power 223, 263
power detection 215

power of detection 46�, 99, 109, 115, 148,

156, 162, 163, 169, 220, 223, 246, 263,

268, 307
absolute 134

practical resolution 59

precision analysis 125

precision 35, 104, 266
preconcentration 107

predisperser 56, 153

prespark 215

primary combustion zone 160
primary radiation source 152�

primary source 148, 149, 290, 291, 293

prism 1
probability 199

pro®le

absorption 148, 292

spectral 292
pro®le function 17

pro®le of spectral line 16

pro®le of the line 76

protein fraction 270
Pt powder 284

PTFE vessel 185

pulse di�erential height analysis 215
pulse length 294

pulse width 46

pulsed laser 299

pulsed mode 133
pulverization 123

pumping e�ciency 132

pumping process 291

pyrolytic graphite 112
pyrolytic graphite coated graphite tube

170

pyrolytically coated 110

pyrolytically coated graphite 172
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q
Q-branch 24
Q-switched 133

quadrupole mass spectra 282

quadrupole 256
qualitative analysis 86, 193�

quantitative analysis 192

quantitative atomic emission spectrometry

194�
quantum e�ciency 64, 65, 197

quantum number

magnetic 5

main 5
orbital 5

rotational 24

spin 6
quarternary ammonium salt 168

quartz ®ber optics 54�

quasi-simultaneous measurement of line and

background absorption 177
quaternary ammonium salt 114

quenching 291

r
R-branch 24

radial viewing 227

radiance 132

radiant density 179, 198, 290, 292, 293
radiant ¯ux 51, 151

radiant intensity 64

radiation
¯uorescence 294

radiation density 11, 150

radiation detector

photoelectric detection device 61�
photographic emulsion 61�

photomultiplier 61

radiation source 10, 17, 51, 109, 192, 198

radiation trapping 220
radiative 242

radiative decay 242

radiative recombination 220
radical 171

radioisotope 286

radiotracer 169

Raman shifting 299
random noise 40

rare earth element 283

raw material 187

Rayleigh scattering 172
reciprocal linear dispersion 170

recombination 136, 138, 165, 241

recombination continuum 18

recombination process 110

reduced pressure discharge 2, see glow
discharge

reducing ¯ame 159

reduction 112
reference element 85, 125, 151

reference signal 197

re¯ectivity 196

re¯ectron 256
refractive index 154

refractory 110

refractory carbide 112

refractory element 164
refractory powder 229, 232, 304

refractory sample 186

relative method 197
relative method of analysis 170

relative sensitivity factor 281�

relative standard deviation 195

remote sampling 125
removal 100

repeatability 36

repeller 76

residence time 109, 167, 258
residual gas impurity 276

resistance 214

resolution 78, 79, 277

resolving power 148
resonance ¯uorescence 292

resonance line 156, 163, 183

resonance radiation 148
resonant transition 298

resonator 132, 234, 236

response time 291

restrictor tube con®guration 142
Reticon 66

reversed-phase chromatography 271

rf coil 256

rf discharge 138
rf glow discharge 144

rf shielding 278

rf-GD-MS 283, 286
rf-powered glow discharge 278

rinsing time 222

R-L-C-circuit 221

rotating arc 118
rotation mill 302

rotation±vibration band spectra 210

rotation±vibration hyper®ne structure 178

rotational energy 24
rotational hyper®ne structure 23

RSF 284, 286

Russell and Saunders 7
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Rydberg constant 4

Rydberg state 298, 301

s
Saha constant 19
Saha equation 19�

Saha-Eggert equation 257

sample 88

¯at 278
inhomogeneity 131

pin 278

sample decomposition 185

sample decomposition step 107
sample dissolution 302, 304

sample feeding 94

sample homogeneity 115
sample inhomogeneity 284

sample introduction 88�

pneumatic nebulization 90�

sample preparation 302
sample solution consumption 161

sample uptake 222

sample volatilization 88, 126, 246

sampler 83, 255
sampler clogging 264

sampling boat 229

sampling depth 134

sampling e�ciency 161
saturation 291, 293

Sauter diameter 100

scanning electron micrograph 129
scanning electron microscopy 96

scanning monochromator 193

scattered radiation 183

scattering 183
scintillator 70

seawater analysis 270

secondary cathode 285, 286

secondary electron emission 136
sector ®eld 256

high-resolution 258

sediment 286
Seidel 63

selection rule 6

selective volatilization 118, 130

self biasing 138
self-absorption 17, 153

self-aspirating 92

self-reversal 17, 126, 153, 182, 193, 227, 246,

250, 296
self-sputtering 140

semi-conductor 189, 281

semiconductor-grade material 283

semi-quantitative analysis 254

semi-transparent mirror 151
sensitivity 85, 86, 184, 300

sequential 222

serum 187
Seya±Namioka mounting 61

sheathing gas 218

shock wave 83

SiC 123, 285, 303, see silicon carbide
side-on 221

side-on observation 29

sieve 303

sieving 302
sifter 125

s-component 179, 180

signal depression 84, 261
signal enhancement 84, 261

signal generation 88

signal-to-background 116

signal-to-background ratio 112
signal-to-noise 66

signal-to-noise ratio 44�, 47, 59, 69, 293

silicon±boron±carbo±nitride 225

Silsbee focussing 140
Simplex optimization 223

simultaneous 222

simultaneous detection 75

simultaneous emission spectrometer 194
single beam 150

single-channel instrument 151

SIT vidicon 204
Skewedness and excess test 48�

skimmer 83, 255

cone 279

potential 279
slag 189

slit

entrance 196

exit 196
slope 37

slurry 95, 114, 120

slurry atomization 120�, 174
slurry nebulization 95, 268

slurry sampling 188

small sample 99

Smith±Hieftje technique 182
SNR value 101, see signal-to-noise ratio

soft plasma 272

soil 285, 286

solid sample 211
solid state detector

photodiode array 67

SIT vidicon system 67
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solid state detector (cont.)
vidicon 67

solid-phase extraction 162

solids ablation 251

solid-state detector 206
charge injection device 66

charge-coupled device 66

solution 184

solvent residue 172
source 27, 30�

continuous 292

pulsed 292

space angle 196
space charge

positive 136

space charge e�ect 265
spark 2, 30, 31, 126, 210

ac 213

channel 213

condensed 127
critically damped 215

detection limit 216

emission spectrometry 213�

generator 214
high-voltage 126, 128, 215

medium voltage 215

oscillating 215

overcritically damped 215
repetition rate 127

single 215

unidirectional 215
spark ablated aerosol 239

spark ablation 88, 128

spark ablation coupled with ICP-OES 231�

spark-ablation ICP-MS 282
spark chamber 128, 129

miniaturized 127

spark channel 128

spark emission spectrometry 88, 131
spark frequency 214

spark gap 127

spark source mass spectrography 254
spark source mass spectrometry 254, 284

spark train 127

sparking

chamber 127
spatially isothermal graphite furnace 165

spatially-resolved measurement 221

speciation 190, 271, 289

species density 143
spectra 1, 195

display 86

ICP atomic emission 204

ICP mass 261

high-resolution 261

ICP-MS 258
spectral background 203, 220

spectral bandwidth 148, 149, 163, 177

spectral dispersion
angular 57

reciprocal linear 57

spectral interference 144, 163, 193, 282, 296,

301, 309
spectral line 12, 193

spectral line table 193

spectral line width 155

spectral radiance 152
spectral radiance t 59

spectral range 154, 209

spectral resolution 194
spectral scan 87, 202

spectral slit width 57, 198

spectral stripping 194

spectral term 5
spectrochemical analysis 192

spectrograph 2

spectrometer

atomic absorption 150�
atomic emission 202�

CCD 240

Czerny±Turner mounting 58

dispersive spectral apparatus 55
Ebert mounting 59

Echelle 206�

Fastie±Ebert mounting 59
Fourier transform 70�

grating 52

Hadamard transformation 70�

ICP atomic emission 258
mass 73, 74, 76

magnetic mass analyzer 74

quadrupole 73

time-of-¯ight 76�
multichannel 151

non-dispersive 70

non-dispersive spectral apparatus 55
optical 51

optical mounting 58

Paschen±Runge 61, 223

sequential 203
simultaneous 203

two-channel 226

spectrometry

ac arc 213
dc arc 211�

laser enhanced ionization 297�

spectroscope 192

spray chamber 91
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cyclone 91

single pass 98
spray chamber 90, see nebulization chamber

spray chamber±burner assembly 161

sputter pro®le 250
sputtering 126, 245, 275

cathodic 135

sputtering e�ciency 144

sputtering equilibrium 141
sputtering rate 139

sputtering yield 139, 140

stabilized temperature platform furnace 167

stack gas 235
standard addition 86, 172, 260

standard deviation 36, 199, 200

statistical weight 19, 22
steel 187, 269, 282, 284, 287

brass-coated 287

high alloy NiaCr 131

low-alloyed 252
steel analysis 282

steel mill 303

stigmatic spectral apparatus 58

stimulated emission 131
stoichiometry 189

stray-light measurement 100

stray-radiation 52, 202, 294

strip line 234
structured background 181

student table 37

superalloy 282
superconductor

PbaBiaSraCaaCuaO 225

superconductor material 188

surface tension 170
surfactant 170

surfatron 236

suspension 120

switch
electro-acoustic 133

opto-acoustic 133

t
tandem source 33

tandem source concept 88

tantalum 187
temperature

electron 27, 193, 221, 245, 276

excitation 12�, 27, 196, 220, 226

gas 27
gas kinetic 16

ionization 28

norm 22�

plasma 223

rotation 220

rotational 25, 26, 27
spectroscopic measurement 13

volatilization 168

temperature pro®le 165
temperature program 169

temperature programming 114�

temperature tuning 155

term scheme 7
theoretical resolving power 17

thermal equilibrium 10, 11

thermal evaporation 109, 211

thermal matrix removal 171
thermal method 117

thermal spray 89

thermal volatility 130
thermal volatilization 89, 129

thermally stable compound 172

thermally stable oxide 163, 295

thermionic diode 300
thermochemical aid 211

thermochemical behavior 117, 168

thermochemical decomposition 172

thermochemical modi®er 119, see matrix
modi®er

thermochemical reaction 113, 118

thermochemical reagent 114, 119, 168, 229

thermochemistry 168
thermospray 228

Thomson scattering 239, 241

three-body collision 242
three-body recombination 276

three-level system 292

time-of-¯ight 272

time-of-¯ight mass spectrometry 273
time-of-¯ight system 256

time-resolved absorption spectra 154

TM010 resonator 237

TOF-ICP-MS 267
TOF-MS

plasma 272

torch
Fassel 220

green®eld 220

toroidal argon discharge 237

toroidal MIP 238
toxic element 187

trace-matrix separation 123, 269

trace-O-mat 305

tracer experiment 266
trajectory 75

transfer of free atom 166

transformation equation 63

transformation function 62�
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transient 116

transient signal 76, 87, 110, 176, 267
transition

non-resonant 294

resonant 294
transition probability 13, 24, 196, 290, 298

transmission 62, 84

transmittance 51

transport 167
transport e�ciency 169

transversally-heated furnace 165

transverse magnetic ®eld 179

trapping 107, 173, 238
hot 107

trapping hydride 238

TTA 162, see also thenoyltri¯uoroacetone
tube furnace 109, 165

tunable diode laser 191

tunable diode laser source 176

tunable laser 292, 299
tuned laser 290

tungsten 187

tungsten coil 166

tungsten ®lament 228, 233
tungsten ®lament atomizer 166

tungsten furnace 165

tungsten trioxide 174

tuning range 155
turbomolecular pump 84, 255

turret 185

two-body collision 242
two-line method 21

two-photon spectroscopy 301

u
U3O8 213

ultrasonic nebulization 89, 123

ultrasonic stirring 123

uncertainty 38
undissociated molecule 171

unidirectional spark 127

urine 270, 288

v
vapor 289

vapor cloud 109
vapor condensation 128

vapor sampling 289

vaporization

electrothermal 109�
vegetation 286

velocity of light 13

vesicle 174

vesicle mediation 108

vibrational ®ne structure 23
vidicon 59

viewing port 165

viscosity 170
viscosity drag force 121

Voigt e�ect 183�

Voigt pro®le 16

volatile element 164
volatile species formation 108

volatile species generation 105�

volatilization 128, 165

volatilization e�ect 109
volatilization interference 161

volatilization process 27, 109

volatilization temperature 119
VUV wavelength 216

w
wandering e�ect 126
wash-out time 90

waste water analysis 270

water analysis 190

water loading 102
waveguide 234

wavelength gap 155

wavelength modulation laser AAS 157

WC 123
wet chemical dissolution 304

wetting agent 121

white noise 40
wire 130

wire cup 118

wire loop atomization 112

working coil 219

x
xenon lamp 290

x-ray ¯uorescence 122
x-ray spectrometry 311

xylene 227

z
Zeeman AAS 179

Zeeman e�ect 6, 154, 179

anomalous 179
longitudinal ®eld 180

normal 179

Zeeman splitting 180, 182

Zeeman-e�ect background correction 158
zero-background 183

ZrO2 162, 186, 194, see also zirconium

dioxide
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Introduction

Atomic spectroscopy is the oldest instrumental elemental analysis principle, the

origins of which go back to the work of Bunsen and Kirchho� in the mid-19th

century [1]. Their work showed how the optical radiation emitted from ¯ames is

characteristic of the elements present in the ¯ame gases or introduced into the

burning ¯ame by various means. It had also already been observed that the inten-

sities of the element-speci®c features in the spectra, namely the atomic spectral

lines, changed with the amount of elemental species present. Thus the basis for

both qualitative and quantitative analysis with atomic emission spectrometry was

discovered. These discoveries were made possible by the availability of dispersing

media such as prisms, which allowed the radiation to be spectrally resolved and the

line spectra of the elements to be produced.

Around the same time it was found that radiation of the same wavelength as that

of the emitted lines is absorbed by a cold vapor of the particular element. This

discovery was along the same lines as the earlier discovery made by Fraunhofer,

who found that in the spectra of solar radiation line-shaped dark gaps occurred.

They were attributed to the absorption of radiation by species in the cooler regions

around the sun. These observations are the basis for atomic absorption spectrom-

etry, as it is used today. Flames proved to be suitable sources for determinations in

liquids, and in the work of Bunsen and Kirchho� estimations were already being

made on the smallest of elemental amounts that would still produce an emission

or absorption signal when brought into a ¯ame. From this there was already a link

appearing between atomic spectroscopy and the determination of very small

amounts of elements as being a basis for trace analysis.

With industrial developments arose a large need for the direct chemical analysis

of solids. This resulted from expansion of production processes, where raw mate-

rials are subjected to large-scale processes for the production of bulk materials,

from which products of increased value, complying to very strict speci®cations, are

manufactured. The search for appropriate raw materials became the basis for min-

ing, which was then developed on a large scale. Geological prospecting with the

inevitable analyses of large amounts of samples for many elements, often down to

low concentration levels as in the case of the noble metals, took place. Also trading

of raw materials developed, which intensi®ed the need for highly accurate charac-

terization of ores and minerals, a development that today is becoming more strin-
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gent. Accordingly, analytical methodology that allows widely diverse materials to be

characterized for many elements became necessary. Because of economic implica-

tions this information must frequently be obtained rapidly, which necessitates

so-called multielement methods for the direct analysis of solids.

Not only is there a need for the characterization of raw bulk materials but also

the requirement for process controled industrial production introduced new de-

mands. This was particularly the case in the metals industry, where production of

steel became dependent on the speed with which the composition of the molten

steel during converter processes could be controlled. After World War II this task

was e�ciently dealt with by atomic spectrometry, where the development and

knowledge gained about suitable electrical discharges for this task fostered the

growth of atomic spectrometry. Indeed, arcs and sparks were soon shown to be of

use for analyte ablation and excitation of solid materials. The arc thus became a

standard tool for the semi-quantitative analysis of powdered samples whereas spark

emission spectrometry became a decisive technique for the direct analysis of metal

samples. Other reduced pressure discharges, as known from atomic physics, had

been shown to be powerful radiation sources and the same developments could be

observed as reliable laser sources become available. Both were found to o�er spe-

cial advantages particularly for materials characterization.

The need for environmentally friendly production methods introduced new

challenges for process control and fostered the development of atomic spectro-

metric methods with respect to the reliable determination of elements and their

species in both solids, liquids and gaseous samples. The limitations stemming

from the restrictive temperatures of ¯ames led to the development of high tem-

perature plasma sources for atomic emission spectrometry. Thus, as a result of the

successful development of high-frequency inductively coupled plasmas and micro-

wave plasmas these sources are now used for routine work in practically all large

analytical laboratories. Accordingly, atomic emission spectrometry has developed

into a successful method for multielement analyses of liquids and solids as well as

for determinations in gas ¯ows. This is due to the variety of sources that are avail-

able but also to the development of spectrometer design. The way started with the

spectroscope, then came the spectrographs with photographic detection and the

strongest development since photoelectric multichannel spectrometers and ¯exible

sequential spectrometers, has recently been with array detectors becoming available.

In time, the use of ¯ames as atom reservoirs for atomic absorption spectrometry

was also transformed into an analytical methodology, as a result of the work of

Walsh [2]. Flame atomic absorption spectrometry became a standard tool of the

routine analytical laboratory. Because of the work of L'vov and of Massmann, the

graphite furnace became popular as an atom reservoir for atomic absorption and

gave rise to the widespread use of furnace atomic absorption spectrometry, as o�ered

by many manufacturers and used in analytical laboratories, especially for extreme

trace analysis. However, in atomic absorption spectrometry, which is essentially a

single-element method, developments due to the multitude of atomic reservoirs

and also of primary sources available, is far from the end of its development. Lasers

will be shown to give new impetus to atomic absorption work and also to make
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atomic ¯uorescence feasable as an extreme trace analysis method. They will also

give rise to new types of optical atomic spectrometry such as laser enhanced ion-

ization spectrometry.

The sources investigated and that are being used successfully for optical atomic

spectrometry are also powerful sources for elemental mass spectrometry. This led

to the development of classical spark source mass spectrometry moving through to

what are today important plasma mass spectrometric methods, such as glow dis-

charge and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The development of ele-

mental mass spectrometry started with the work of Aston on the elemental mass

separator. Here the ions of di�erent elements are separated on the basis of their de-

¯ection in electrical and magnetic ®elds. This development lead to high-resolution

but expensive instrumentation, with which highly sensitive determinations could

be performed, as e.g. are necessary for high-purity materials that are required for

the electronics industry. Towards the end of the 1970s, however, so-called quadru-

pole mass ®lters developed to such a high standard that they could replace con-

ventional mass spectrometers for a number of tasks. The use of mass spectrometry

instead of optical emission spectrometry enabled considerable gains in the power

of detection to be made for the plasma sources developed around that time. The

development of this ®eld is still proceeding fully, both with respect to the ion sources

and the types of mass spectrometers used as well as with respect to detector tech-

nology. All the items mentioned will ®nally make an impact on the analytical per-

formance of plasma mass spectrometry. Certainly the latter is considerably more

advantageous than optical methods as a result of the possibility of detecting the

various isotopes of particular elements.

The di�erent atomic spectrometric methods with ¯ames and plasmas have to be

judged by comparing their analytical ®gures of merit with those of other methods

for elemental analysis, a point which has to be seen through a critical eye with respect

to the analytical problems to be solved. The scope for plasma spectrometry is still

growing considerably, as it is no longer elemental determinations but the deter-

mination of the elements as present in di�erent compounds that is becoming im-

portant, for problems associated with the design of new working materials, chal-

lenges in life sciences as well as for environmental and bio-medical risk assesment.

This gives the area of interfacing atomic spectrometry with separation sciences a

strong impetus, which needs to be treated in depth, both from the development

of types of interfaces as well as from the point of view of reshaping existing and

developing new sources of suitable size and cost±performance ratios.
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1

Basic Principles

1.1

Atomic structure

The basic processes in optical atomic spectrometry involve the outer electrons of

the atomic species and therefore its possibilities and limitations can be well under-

stood from the theory of atomic structure itself. On the other hand, the availability

of optical spectra was decisive in the development of the theory of atomic structure

and even for the discovery of a series of elements. With the study of the relation-

ship between the wavelengths of the chemical elements in the mid-19th century a

fundament was obtained for the relationship between the atomic structure and the

optical line emission spectra of the elements.

In 1885 Balmer published that for a series of atomic lines of hydrogen a rela-

tionship between the wavelengths could be found and described as:

l � k � n2=�n2 ÿ 4� �1�

where n � 2; 3; 4; . . . for the lines Ha;Hb ;Hg etc.

Eq. (1) can also be written in wavenumbers as:

n 0 � 1=l � R�1=22 ÿ 1=n2� �2�

where n 0 is the wavenumber (in cmÿ1) and R the Rydberg constant (109 677 cmÿ1).

The wavenumbers of all so-called series in the spectrum of hydrogen are given by:

n 0 � 1=l � R�1=n2
1 ÿ 1=n2

2� �3�

where n2 is a series of numbers >n1 and with n1 � 1; 2; 3; 4; . . . for the Lyman,

Balmer, Paschen and Pfund series, respectively.

Rydberg applied the formula of Balmer as:

n 0 � R � Z2�1=n2
1 ÿ n2

2� �4�

where Z is the e�ective charge of the atomic nucleus. This formula then also allows

calculation of the wavelengths for other elements. The wavenumbers of the atomic
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spectral lines can thus be calculated from the di�erence between two positive num-

bers, called terms, and the spectrum of an element accordingly contains a large

number of spectral lines each of which is related by two spectral terms.

The signi®cance of the spectral terms had already been re¯ected by Bohr's

theory, where it is stated that the atom has a number of discrete energy levels related

to the orbits of the electrons. These energy levels are the spectral terms. As long as

an electron is in a de®ned orbit no electromagnetic energy is emitted but when

a change in orbit occurs, another energy level is reached and the excess energy is

emitted in the form of electromagnetic radiation. The wavelength is given accord-

ing to Planck's law as:

E � h � n � h � c=l �5�

Here h � 6:623� 10ÿ27 erg s, n is the frequency in sÿ1, c � 3� 1010 cm/s is the

velocity of light and l is the wavelength in cm.

Accordingly:

n 0 � 1=l � E=h � c � E1=�h � c� ÿ E2=�h � c�
� T1 ÿ T2 �6�

T1 and T2 are the Bohr energy levels and the complexity of the emission spectra

can be related to the complexity of the structure of the atomic energy levels.

For an atom with a nucleus charge Z and one valence electron, the energy of this

electron is given by:

E � ÿ 2 � p � Z2 � e4 � m
n2h2

�7�

m � m �M=�m �M�, with m being the mass of the electron and M the mass of the

nucleus; n is the main quantum number �n � 1; 2; 3; . . .� and gives the order of the

energy levels. Through the movement around the atomic nucleus, the electron has

an orbital impulse moment L of which the absolute value is quantitized as:

jLj � h=�2p�
���������������
l�l � 1�

p
�8�

l is the orbital quantum number and has values of: 0; 1; . . . ; �nÿ 1�.
The elliptical orbits can take on di�erent orientations with respect to an external

electric or magnetic ®eld and the projections on the direction of the ®eld also are

quantitized and given by:

Lz � h=�2p�m l �9�

Lz is the component of the orbital momentum along the ®eld axis for a certain

angle, ml �Gl;G�l ÿ 1�; . . . ; 0 is the magnetic quantum number and for each

value of l it may have �2l � 1� values.
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When a spectral line source is brought into a magnetic ®eld, the spectral lines

start to display hyper®ne structures, which is known as the Zeeman e�ect. In order

to explain these hyper®ne structures it is accepted that the electron rotates around

its axis and has a spin momentum S for which:

jSj � h=�2p�
������������������
S�S� 1�

p
�10�

The spin quantum number ms determines the angles possible between the axis of

rotation and the external ®eld as:

sz � h=�2p�ms �11�

where ms �G1
2.

The orbital impulse momentum and the spin momentum are vectors and deter-

mine the total impulse momentum of the electron J as:

J � L� S with j Jj � h=�2p�
�����������������
j� j� 1�

p
�12�

j � lG s and is the total quantum number.

In the case of an external magnetic or electrical ®eld, the total impulse momen-

tum also has a component along the ®eld, whose projections on the ®eld are

quantized and given by:

Jz � h=�2p� �mj with mj �G j;G� jÿ 1�; . . . ; 0 �13�

This corresponds with possible 2 j� 1 orientations.

The atomic terms di�er by their electron energies and can be characterized by

the quantum numbers using the so-called term symbols:

nmlj �14�

Here l � 0; 1; 2; . . . and the corresponding terms are given the symbols s (sharp), p

(principal), d (di�use), f (fundamental), etc., originally relating to the nature of

di�erent types of spectral lines: n is the main quantum number, m is the multi-

plicity �m � 2sG 1� and j is the total internal quantum number. The energy levels

of each element can be given in a term scheme. In such a term scheme, also indi-

cated are which transitions between energy levels are allowed and which ones are

forbidden. This is re¯ected by the selection rules. According to these, only those

transitions are allowed for which Dn has an integer value and at the same time

Dl �G1, D j � 0 orG1 and Ds � 0. The terms of an atom with one valence electron

can easily be found, e.g., for Na �1s22s22p63s1�, in the ground level: 32S1=2 [l � 0

(s), m � 2:1=2� 1 � 2 �s � 1=2� and j � 1=2 � j � jl G sj�]. When the 3s electron

goes to the 3p level, the term symbol for the excited level is: 32P1=2; 3=2 [l � 1 (p),

m � 2:1=2� 1 � 2 as s � 1=2 and j � 1=2; 3=2]. The terms have a multiplicity of 2

and accordingly the lines have a doublet structure.
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The term schemes of the elements are well documented in the work of Grotrian

[3]. For the case of the Na atom the term scheme is represented in Fig. 1.

When atoms have more than one valence electron, the term schemes become

more complex as a coupling between the impulse and orbital momentums of the

individual electrons occurs. According to Russell and Saunders �Lÿ S� a coupling

applies, where the orbital moments of all electrons have to be coupled to a total

orbital momentum, as with the spin momentum. This coupling applies for ele-

ments with Z below 20, where it is accepted that the spin±orbital interactions are

much lower than the spin±spin and the orbital±orbital interactions. The fact that

none of the electrons in an atom can have the same set of quantum numbers is

known as the Pauli rule. The total quantum number L is obtained as L � Sl, S � Ss
and J � Lÿ S; . . . ; L� S. The term symbol accordingly becomes:

MLJ �15�

For the case of magnesium �1s22s22p63s2�, the ground level is 31S0 (as there are

two 3s electrons which must have antiparallel spins L � 0 as l1 � 0 and l2 � 0,

S � 0 as s1 � 1=2 and s2 � ÿ1=2, and J � 0 as both L and S � 0). The excited level

�1s22s22p63s3p� is characterized by the terms: 31P1 (L � 1 as l1 � 0 and l2 � 1,

S � 0 as s1 � 1=2 and s2 � ÿ1=2, and J � jLG 1j � 1) but also 33P2, 33P1 and

33P0 (as for the spins s1 � 1=2 and s2 � 1=2, S � 1, and further J � 0; 1; 2 parallel).

Here singlet �m � 1� and triplet �m � 3� terms are present in the term scheme.

Also a j j coupling is possible, when the interaction between spin and orbital mo-

mentum of the individual electrons is decisive.

With a number of electrons the coupling becomes more complex and leads to a

high number of terms and accordingly line-rich atomic spectra. Also not only neu-

Fig. 1. Atomic energy level diagram for the

sodium atom. (Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [3].)
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tral atoms but also ions with di�erent levels of ionization have term schemes,

making the optical spectra very line rich. Indeed, for 90 elements between 200 and

400 nm more than 200 000 atomic lines have been listed, and many others are

missing from the tables.

From Planck's law, as given by Eq. (5), the relationship between the optical

atomic spectra of the elements and energy level transitions of the valence electrons

can be understood. Indeed, the wavelength corresponding to a transition over an

energy di�erence of 1 eV according to Planck's law corresponds to a wavelength of:

1 eV � 1:6� 10ÿ12 erg � 6:62� 10ÿ27 erg s� 3� 1010 cm=s� 1=l �cm� or 1240

nm. Accordingly, the optical wavelength range of 200±800 nm corresponds to

energies of 2±7 eV, this being the range involved in transitions of the valence

electrons.

1.2

Plasmas

Partially ionized gases are usually denoted as plasmas [4]. They contain molecules,

radicals and atoms but also ions and free electrons and result from the coupling of

energy with matter in the gaseous state. As has been previously stated for atoms,

radicals, molecules and ions also present in the plasma can be in their ground

states and in excited states and radiation can be emitted or absorbed when tran-

sitions from one state to another occur. The wavelength of the radiation can be

obtained from Planck's law whereas the intensities of the discrete lines depend on

the number densities of the species and the states involved.

Transfer of energy for the di�erent species in a plasma results from the non-

radiative as well as from the radiative processes taking place. Non-radiative pro-

cesses involve collisions and radiative processes involve emission, absorption and

¯uorescence of radiation. The e�ciency of collision processes is described by the

cross section s�v�. This re¯ects the loss in impulse a particle with mass m and ve-

locity v undergoes when it collides with a particle with mass M. It can be given by:

s�v� � 2p

� p

0

p�v; y��1ÿ cos y� sin y dy �16�

This expression shows that apart from loss of momentum a change in direction

may also result from collisions. The mean collision cross section is denoted as:

hs�v�i. A collision frequency is described as hs�v� � vi and a mean collision fre-

quency as hs�v� � vi=hvi.

Apart from the cross section, however, the velocity distribution for a given species

is important for describing the energy transfer in a plasma.

In the case of a Maxwell distribution the velocity distribution is given by:

dn=n � 2=� ���pp � � �����
u 0
p
� eÿu 0 � du 0 �17�
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In the case of a so-called Druyvenstein distribution:

dn=n � 1:039 �
�����
u 0
p
� exp�ÿ0:548 � u 02� du 0 �18�

u 0 � E=kT , where E is the mean energy of the particles and T the absolute tem-

perature.

For a plasma contained in a closed system and which is in so-called thermal

equilibrium, the population of the excited levels for every type of particle is given by

Boltzmann's law:

nq=n0 � gq=g0 � exp�ÿEq=kT� �19�

nq is the number density of particles in the excited state, n0 is the number density

of particles in the ground state, gq and g0 are the statistical weights of the corre-

sponding levels, Eq is the excitation energy of the state q, k is Boltzmann's constant

(1:38� 10ÿ16 erg K) and T is the absolute temperature. In Eq. (19) a relationship is

formulated between the temperature and the atom number densities in a single

excited state and in the ground state, respectively. As the latter is not constant, the

Boltzmann equation can be better formulated as a function of the total number of

particles n distributed over all states. Then

nq=n � �gq � exp�ÿEq=kT��=�Smgm � exp�ÿEm=kT�� �20�

as n � Smnm. The sum Zm � Smgm � exp�ÿEm=kT� is the partition function. This

is a function of the temperature and the coe�cients of this function for a large

number of neutral and ionized species are listed in the literature (see e.g. Ref. [5]).

When Eq is expressed in eV, Eq. (20) can be written as:

log naq � log na � log nq ÿ �5040�=T � Vq ÿ log Z �21�

1.3

Emission and absorption of radiation

In a steady-state plasma the number of particles leaving an energy level per unit of

time equals the number returning to this level [6]. In order to characterize such an

equilibrium, all processes which can lead to excitation as well as to de-excitation

have to be considered. The most important energy exchange processes in a plasma

are as follows.

. (1a) Collisions where atoms are excited to a higher level by collision with ener-

getic neutrals (collisions of the ®rst kind).
. (1b) Collisions where excited neutrals loose energy through collisions without

emission of radiation (collisions of the second kind).
. (2a) Excitation by collision with electrons.
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. (2b) De-excitation where energy is transferred to electrons.

. (3a) Excitation of atoms by the absorption of radiation.

. (3b) De-excitation of atoms by spontaneous or stimulated emission.

When n is the number density of the ®rst type of particles and N the one of a

second species that is present in excess �nfN�, the following equilibria can be

considered:

a � N � n0 � b � N � nq �22�
ae � ne � n0 � be � ne � nq �23�
B 0 � rn � n0 � �A� B � rn� � nq �24�

ne is the electron number density, A, B and B 0 are the Einstein transition proba-

bilities for spontaneous emission, stimulated emission and absorption and ae; a; be

and b are functions of the cross sections for the respective processes as well as of

the velocity distribution of the particles involved. rn is the radiation density (fre-

quency n).

When the system is in so-called thermodynamic equilibrium, the neutrals and

the electrons have the same Maxwell velocity distribution and at a temperature T
we have:

nq=n0 � a=b � ae=be � B 0=�A=rn � B� � gq=g0 � exp�ÿEq=kT� �25�

Thus each process is in equilibrium with the inverse process and the Boltzmann

distribution of each state is maintained by collisions of the ®rst and the second

kind, including the ones with electrons, and there are no losses of energy through

the emission of radiation or any absorption of radiation from an external source.

In a real radiation source this perfect equilibrium cannot exist and there are

losses of energy as a result of the emission and absorption of radiation, which also

have to be considered. However, as long as both only slightly a�ect the energy bal-

ance, the system is in so-called local thermal equilibrium and:

a � N � n0 � ae � ne � n0 � B 0 � rn � n0

� b � N � nq � be � ne � nq � �A� B � rn� � nq �26�

from which nq=n0 can be calculated as:

nq=n0 � �a � N � ae � ne � B 0 � ru�=�b � N � be � ne � �A� B � ru�� �27�

The population of the excited states is determined by the excitation processes in the

radiation source, as re¯ected by the coe�cients in Eq. (26).

In the case of a dc arc for instance a � N g ae � ne � B 0 � rn and b � N g be � ne�
�A� B � rn�. This leads to:
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nq=n0 � a=b � gq=g0 � exp�ÿEq=kT� �28�

As the radiation density is low, it can be accepted that the dc arc plasma is in ther-

mal equilibrium. The excited states are produced predominantly and decay through

collisions with neutrals.

The simpli®cation which leads to Eq. (26) does not apply to discharges under

reduced pressure, where collisions with electrons are very important as are the radia-

tion processes. Moreover, the velocity distributions are described by the Druyven-

stein equation. These sources are not in thermal equilibrium.

Excited states are prone to decay because of their high energy and therefore

mainly have short lifetimes. The decay can occur by collisions with surrounding

particles (molecules, atoms, electrons or ions) or by emission of electromagnetic

radiation. In the latter case the wavelength is given by Planck's law. When the

levels q and p are involved, the number of spontaneous transitions per unit of time

is given by:

ÿdNq=dt � Aqp � Nq �29�

where Aqp is the Einstein coe�cient for spontaneous emission (in sÿ1). When

considering an optically thin sytem with atoms in the excited state q, which decay

spontaneously to a level p under the emission of radiation, the number of tran-

sitions per unit time at each moment is proportional to the number of atoms in the

state q. When several transitions can start from level q �q! p1; q! p2; . . . ;

q! pn� Eq. (29) becomes:

ÿdNq=dt � Nq � SpAqp � Nq � nq �30�

Here nq is the inverse value of the mean lifetime of the excited state q. For levels in

which a decay by an allowed radiative transition can take place the lifetime is of

the order of 10ÿ8 s. When no radiative transitions are allowed we have metastable

levels (e.g. Ar 11.5 and 11.7 eV), which only can decay by collisions. Therefore,

such levels in the case of low pressure discharges may have very long lifetimes (up

to 10ÿ1 s).

In the case of the absorption of electromagnetic radiation with a frequency nqp

and a radiation density rn, the number density of Nq increases as:

dNq=dt � Bqp � Nq � nr �31�

For the case of stimulated emission, atoms in the excited state q only decay when

they receive radiation of the wavelength lqp and

ÿdNq dt � Bqp � Nq � rn �32�

For the case of thermal equilibrium:

gq � Bqp � gp � Bpq �33�
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and:

A � �8phn3=c3� � Bqp � �8phn3=c3� � �gq=gp� � Bqp �34�

where gp and gq are the degeneratives of the respective levels with g � 2J � 1.

The intensity �Iqp� of an emitted spectral line is proportional to the number

density of atoms in the state q:

Iqp � Aqp � naq � h � nqp �35�

or after substitution of naq, or nq for atomic species, according to Eq. (20):

Iqp � Aqp � h � nqp � na � �gq=Za� � exp�ÿEq=kT� �36�

When multiplying with d=�4p�, where d is the depth of the source (in cm), one

obtains the absolute intensity. T is the excitation temperature, which can be deter-

mined from the intensity ratio for two lines (a and b) of the same ionization stage

of an element as:

T � �5040�Va ÿ Vb��=flog��gA�a=�gA�b� ÿ log�la=lb� ÿ log�Ia=Ib�g �37�

In order to determine the excitation temperature with a high precision, the thermo-

metric species should have a high degree of ionization, otherwise the temperature

or the geometry of the discharge change when the substance is brought into the

source. Furthermore, the di�erence between Va and Vb must be large. Indeed, the

error of the determination can be obtained by di�erentiating Eq. (37):

dT=T � T=�5040�Va ÿ Vb�� � 0:434� dI=I �38�

�gA�a=�gA�b must be large when �Va ÿ Vb� is large and Ia=Ib should not be partic-

ularly small or large. In addition the transition probabilities must be accurately

known. Indeed, the error of the determination of the temperature strongly depends

on the accuracy of �gA�a=�gA�b, as by di�erentiating Eq. (37) with respect to

log��gA�a=�gA�b� one obtains:

dT � T 2=�5040�Va ÿ Vb�� � d��gA�a=�gA�b� �39�

Often the line pair Zn 307.206/Zn 307.59 is used, for which: Va � 8:08 eV and

Vb � 4:01 eV and �gA�a=�gA�b � 380 and:

T � 20510=�2:58� log�I307:6 nm=I307:2 nm� �40�

This line pair is very suitable because the ionization of zinc is low as a result of its

relatively high ionization energy, the wavelengths are close to each other, which
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minimizes errors introduced by changes in the spectral response of the detector,

and the ratio of the gA values is well known.

The excitation temperature can also be determined from the slope of the plot

ln�Iqp=�gq � Aqp � nqp�� or ln�Iqp � l=�gAqp�� versus Eq, which is ÿ1=k � T as:

ln�Iqp=�gq � Aqp � nqp�� � ln�h � n=Z� ÿ Eq=�k � T� �41�

The l=gA values for a large number of elements (such as argon, helium, iron) and

their lines have been compiled [6]. The determination of excitation temperatures in

spatially inhomogeneous plasmas has been treated extensively by Boumans [7] and

is described later (see Ref. [8]).

. Example

For the case of a 2 kW inductively coupled plasma the four iron lines Fe I 381.58

nm, Fe I 383.04 nm, Fe I 382.44 nm and Fe I 382.58 nm have relative intensities of

5, 10, 2.3 and 7.4 a.u., respectively. When using the transition probability products

gA of 66, 36, 1.26 and 26 (see Ref. [9]) as well as the excitations energies of 38175,

33096, 26140 and 33507 cmÿ1, respectively, it can be calculated that the excitation

temperature should be 5000 K.

Limitations to the spectroscopic measurement of the temperatures from line

intensities lie in possible deviations from ideal thermodynamic behavior in real

radiation sources, but also in the poor accuracy of transition probabilities. They can

be calculated from quantum mechanics, and have been determined and compiled

by Corliss and Bozman at NIST [10] from measurements using a copper dc arc.

These tables contain line energy levels, transition probabilities and the so-called

oscillator strengths for ca. 25000 lines between 200 and 900 nm for 112 spectra of

70 elements. Between the oscillator strength fqp (being 0.01±0.1 for non-resonance

and nearer to 1 for resonance lines) there is the relationship [11]:

fqp � �gq=gp� � Aqp � ��m � c3�=�8 � p2 � e2 � n2�� �42�

and

fqp � 1:499� 10ÿ16 � l2 � gq=gp � Aqp �43�

As g is known to be 2J � 1, oscillator strengths can be converted into transition

probabilities and vice versa.

According to the classical dispersion theory, the relationship between the absorp-

tion and the number density of the absorbing atoms is given by:�
Kn � dn � �pe2�=mc � Nn � f �44�

Kn is the absorption coe�cient at a frequeny n;m is the mass and e the charge of

the electron, c is the velocity of light, Nn is the density of atoms with a line at a
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frequency between n and n� dn and is almost equal to N; f is the oscillator

strength. This relationship applies purely to monochromatic radiation. As the

widths of the absorption lines in most atom reservoirs are of the order 1±5 pm, the

use of a primary source which emits very narrow lines would be advantageous.

Indeed, when using a continuous source one would need a spectral apparatus with

a practical resolving power of at least 500 000 to reach the theoretically achievable

values of Kn and this certainly would lead to detector noise limitations as a result of

the low irradiances. Therefore, it is more advantageous to use sources which emit

relatively few narrow lines and to use a low-resolution monochromator which just

isolates the spectral lines in the spectra.

The relationship between the absorption A and the concentration of the absorb-

ing atoms in an atom reservoir is given by the Beer±Lambert law. When I0 is the

intensity of the incident radiation, l the length of the atom reservoir and I the

intensity of the sorting radiation, the change in intensity dI resulting from the ab-

sorption within the absorption path length dl is given by:

ÿdI � k � I0 � c � dI �45�

or

� I

I0

�dI�=I � k � c �
� l

0

dl �46�

A � log�I0=I� � log�1=T�, in which A is the absorbance and T the transmission.

Accordingly, Eq. (46) becomes:

A � k � c � l �47�

The absorbances are additive. The Lambert±Beer law, however, is only valid within

a restricted concentration range. This is due to the fact that not all radiation

reaching the detector has been absorbed to the same extent by the analyte atoms.

Normally the calibration curve at high concentrations levels o� asymptotically to

the signal for the non-absorbed radiation. The latter consists of contributions from

non-absorbed lines of the cathode material in the hollow cathode lamp or of lines

of the ®ller gas within the spectral bandwidth of the monochromator. The calibra-

tion curve is only linear in the concentration range where the ratio of the widths of

the emission to the absorption line is <1=5. Also incomplete dissociation of ana-

lyte molecules leads to a curvature towards the concentration axis, and this in-

complete dissociation then becomes limiting at high concentrations. A decrease in

the ionization at higher analyte concentrations, however, may cause curvature away

from the concentration axis. For all these reasons, in atomic absorption spec-

trometric measurements deviations from linearity are common and the linear dy-

namic range is much smaller than in atomic emission or atomic ¯uorescence.
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Line broadening

Atomic spectral lines have a physical width as a result of several broadening

mechanisms [12].

The natural width of a spectral line is due to the ®nite lifetime of an excited state

�t�. The corresponding halfwidth in terms of the frequency is given by:

DnN � 1=�2pt� �48�

For lines corresponding to transitions that are allowed according to the selection

rules, lifetimes are of the order of 10ÿ8 s and, accordingly, for most spectral lines

this results in a natural broadening with a halfwidth of the order of 10ÿ2 pm.

The Doppler spectral width results from the movement of the emitting atoms

and their velocity component in the viewing direction. The respective halfwidth is

given by:

DnD � �2 �
������������
�ln 2�

p
=c� � n0 �

�����������������������������
��2 � R � T�=M�

p
�49�

where c is the velocity of light, n0 is the frequency of the line maximum, R is the

gas constant and M the atomic mass. The Doppler broadening thus strongly de-

pends on the temperature. Accordingly, it is also often denoted as temperature

broadening and re¯ects the kinetic energy of the radiating species (atoms, ions or

molecules). The relevant temperature is denoted as the gas temperature or Doppler

temperature. The measurement of the Doppler broadening thus allows the deter-

mination of the gas temperatures in spectroscopic sources (see line pro®les). For

the light elements, the Doppler broadening is larger than it is for analytical lines

with shorter wavelengths. For the Ca 422.6 nm line in the case of a hollow cathode

discharge at a few mbar pressure, the Doppler broadening at 300 K for instance is

0.8 pm whereas at 2000 K it is 2 pm [13].

The Lorentzian broadening or pressure broadening results from the interaction

between the emitting atoms of the element considered and atoms of other ele-

ments. The halfwidth is given by:

DnL � �2=p� � s2
L � N

������������������������������������������������������������
�2 � p � R � T � �1=M1 � 1=M2��

p
�50�

M1 and M2 are the atomic masses, N is the concentration of the foreign atoms and

sL is their cross section. The pressure broadening is low in the case of discharges

under reduced pressure. For the case of the Ca 422.6 nm line this type of broad-

ening at a temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 9 mbar is only 0.02 pm. At at-

mospheric pressure, however, this type of line broadening is the predominant one.

Furthermore, isotopic structure and hyper®ne structure, and also resonance

broadening, resulting from the interaction between radiating and non-radiating

atoms of the same species, and Stark broadening, resulting from interaction with

electrical ®elds, contribute to the physical widths of the spectral lines.
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The natural broadening and the Lorentzian broadening have a Lorentzian dis-

tribution, which is given by:

I�n� � I0=f1� �2�nÿ n0�=Dn�2g �51�

The Doppler broadening has a Gauûian distribution, described by:

I�n� � I0 � exp ÿf�2�nÿ n0�=2DnD� �
������������
�ln 2�

p
g �52�

The combination of both types of pro®le functions (which is normally due to the

predominance of both pressure and temperature broadening) results in a so-called

Voigt pro®le, which can be described by:

V�a;o� � a=p

��y
ÿy
f�exp�ÿy2 � dy��=�a2 � �oÿ y��2g �53�

o � 2�nÿ n0�=DnD �
������������
�ln 2�

p
and a � DnD �

������������
�ln 2�

p
when the contribution of the natural width is neglected. From the physical line

widths of the spectral lines, which in most cases are between 1 and 20 pm, and the

information on the pro®le functions discussed above, the contributions of the dif-

ferent processes can be calculated by deconvolution methods. However, the exper-

imentally measured full-widths at half maximum (FWHM) must be corrected for

the bandwidth of the spectral apparatus used. In the determination of absorption

pro®les with the aid of very narrow bandwidth tunable laser sources, the spectral

bandwidth of the probing beam can often be neglected. Equation (53) can e.g. be

solved by a mathematical progression as:

V�a;o� � a=�constant� �a2 � o2��f1� �3�a2 ÿ o2�=2�a2 � o2�2�

� �3�a4 � 10a2o2 � 5o4�=4�a2 � o2�4� � � � �g �54�

From this solution a and o and accordingly DnL and DnD can be determined and

from the latter the gas kinetic temperature. This is a measure of the kinetic energy

of atoms and ions in the plasma.

Owing to the line broadening mechanisms, the physical widths of spectral lines

in most radiation sources used in optical atomic spectrometry are between 1 and 20

pm. This applies both for atomic emission and atomic absorption line pro®les. In

reality the spectral bandwidth of dispersive spectrometers is much larger than the

physical widths of the atomic spectral lines.

The pro®les of spectral lines as are obtained in plasma sources at atmospheric

pressure are illustrated by the high-resolution records of a number of rare earth

spectral lines obtained in the case of an inductively coupled plasma source (ICP)

(Fig. 2) [14].
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Self-absorption

The radiation emitted in a radiation source is absorbed by ground state atoms of

the same species. This phenomenon is known as self-absorption (for an explana-

tion, see e.g., Ref. [15]). As the chance that an absorbed photon is re-emitted is <1,

this causes the observed radiation to be smaller than the emitted radiation. When

I0 is the intensity emitted at the wavelength of the line maximum and PE�n� is the

pro®le function, the intensity distribution for a line emitted by a radiation source

over the pro®le of a line equals I0 � PE�n� and the intensity observed after the radi-

ation has passed through a layer with a number density of absorbing atoms of nA

is:

I�n� � I0 � PE�n� � exp�ÿr � PA�n�=PA�n0�� �55�

n0 is the frequency at the line center, PA�n� is the absorption pro®le function,

PA�n0� is its value at the line center and p is an absorption parameter:

pAB � PA�n� � nA �56�

p increases with the absorption transition probability and thus is larger for reso-

nance lines which stem from transitions ending at the ground level. It is also larger

in sources with a high analyte number density nA. As the absorption is maximum

in the center of the line, self-absorption always leads to ¯atter line pro®les. Self-

absorption increases with the analyte number densities in the source and with the

number densities of emitting and absorbing analyte atoms the intensity of a line

goes to that given by Planck's law for black body radiation. When a minimum occurs

in the absorption pro®le, then the line undergoes so-called self-reversal, when the

absorption parameter is then >1. Self-reversal only occurs when there is a strong

temperature gradient in the radiation source and when the analyte number den-

sities both in the hot as well as in the cooler zones of the plasma are high.

Fig. 2. Line profiles of some rare earth
element atomic emission lines in inductively

coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry

(photographic measurements obtained with a
high-resolution grating spectrograph):

theoretical resolving power: 460 000. (1): Ho II
345.6 nm, (2): Er II 369.2 nm, (3): Yb II 369.4

nm, (4): Y II 371.0 nm, (5): Tm II 376.1 nm,

(6): Eu II 381.9 nm and (7): La II 398.8 nm.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [14].)
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Continuum radiation

Apart from the atomic and ion lines of the species present in a plasma source an

emission spectrum has a continuum on which the emission lines are superimposed.

This extends over the whole spectrum. It is due to the interactions between free

electrons (``Bremsstrahlung'') and to the interaction of free and bound electrons

(``recombination continuum''). The former is particularly important in the UV

spectral region, whereas the latter is important at longer wavelengths. The spectral

intensity distribution for the continuum radiation is given by:

I�n� � dn � K � ne � nr � r 2=�Te�1=2 � exp��ÿhn�=�kTe�� � dn�freeafree�
� K 0 � 1=� j3� � ne � nZ � �Z4�=�T 3=2

e �
� exp�ÿ�Uj ÿ hn�=kTe��freeabound� �57�

K and K 0 are constants, ne is the electron number density, nr is the number

density of the ions with a charge of r times the elementary charge, Te is the elec-

tron temperature, and is a measure of the kinetic energy of the electrons in the

plasma. n is the frequency, h and k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, re-

spectively, Uj is the ionization energy from the term with quantum number j, nZ is

the number density of the atoms with atomic number Z.

The intensity per unit of wavelength (radiant density Bl) is obtained by multi-

plying with 4pc=l2. Accordingly, for a hydrogen plasma the intensity of the

``Bremsstrahlung'' is given by:

Bl � �2:04� 10ÿ32 � n2
e �=�l2 � T 1=2

e � exp�ÿ�1:44� 108�=�lTe�� �58�

At complete ionization of the hydrogen (e.g. when added to a plasma with another

gas as the main constituent) ne � p=�2� k� Te� has a maximum at a wavelength

of l � �7:2� 107�=Te or at a ®xed wavelength, the maximum intensity is found at a

temperature Te � �5:76� 107�=l. Thus, the electron temperature can be deter-

mined from the wavelength dependence of the continuum intensity. As Te is the

electron temperature, absolute measurements of the background continuum

emission in a plasma, e.g. for the case of hydrogen, allow determination of the

electron temperature in a plasma, irrespective of whether it is in local thermal

equilibrium or not. Similar methods also make use of the recombination contin-

uum and of the ratio of the ``Bremsstrahlung'' and the recombination continuum.

1.4

Ionization

Provided that su�cient energy is transferred to a plasma, atoms can also be ion-

ized. This depends on the temperature of the plasma and also on the ionization

energy of the elements. As these ions have discrete energy levels between which
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transitions are possible, just as atoms do, ionic spectra also will be important when

considering the emission of radiation by a plasma. The ionization of atoms (a) of

the element j into ions (i) is an equilibrium:

naj T nij � ne �59�

and the equilibrium constant Snj�T�, known as the Saha constant, is given by:

Snj�T� � �nij � ne�=naj �60�

The degree of ionization aj for an element j is given by:

aj � nij=nj � nij=�naj � nij� �61�

naj and nij are the concentrations of the atoms and the ions and can be expressed as

a function of the total number of atoms nj by:

naj � �1ÿ aj� � nj and nij � aj � nj �62�

Accordingly, using the notation given in Ref. [7] the intensity of an atom line can

be written as:

Iqp � Aqp � h � nqp � gq=Zaj � �1ÿ aj� � nj � exp�ÿEq=kT� �63�

and the intensity of an ion line is given by:

I�qp � A�qp � h � n�qp � g�q =Zij � aj � nj � exp�ÿE�q =kT� �64�

These expressions for the intensities contain three factors that depend on the

temperature, namely the degree of ionization, the Boltzmann factors and the par-

tition functions. In particular, aj can be written as a function of the electron num-

ber density and the Saha function as:

�aj=�1ÿ aj�� � ne � Snj�T� �65�

However, the latter is also given by the well-known Saha equation. With the aid of

wave mechanics and through di�erentiation of the Boltzmann equation, the Saha

function in terms of the partial pressures can also be expressed as:

Spj�T� � �pij � pe�=�paj� � ��2pm�3=2 � �kT�5=2�=h3

� 2Zij=Zaj � �exp�ÿEij=kT�� �66�

The factor of 2 is the statistical weight of the free electron (2 spin orientations),
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k � 1:38 � 10ÿ16 erg/K, m � 9:11� 10ÿ28 g, h � 6:67� 10ÿ27 erg s and 1 eV �
1:6� 10ÿ12 erg. This leads to the expression:

�Pij � pe�=paj � Spj�T� � 6:58� 10ÿ7 � T 3=2

� Zij=Zaj � �exp10�ÿ5040Vij=T�� �67�

or in the logarithmic form:

log Spj � 5=2 log T ÿ 5040=T � Vij � log�Zij�=�Zaj� ÿ 6:18 �68�

where Vij is the ionization energy (in eV).

The Saha equation is only valid for a plasma which is in local thermal equilib-

rium, where the temperature in the equation is then the ionization temperature.

When this condition is not full®lled, the equilibrium between the di�erent states of

ionization is given by the so-called Corona equation [16].

Accordingly, the degree of ionization in a plasma can be determined from the

intensity relationship between an atom and an ion line of the same element as:

log��aj�=�1ÿ aj�� � log�I�qp=Iqp� ÿ log��g�q � A�qp � n�qp�=�gq � Aqp � nqp��
� �5040=T��V� ÿ Vq� � log�Zij=Zaj� �69�

This method can again only be applied for a plasma in local thermal equilibrium,

the temperature of which is known. The partition functions Zaj and Zij for the

atom and ion species, respectively, are again a function of the temperature and the

coe�cients of these functions have been calculated for many elements [5]. Further-

more, the accuracy of the gA values and of the temperatures is important for the

accuracy of the determination of the degree of ionization. One often uses the line

pairs Mg II 279.6 nm/Mg I 278.0 nm and Mg II 279.6 nm/Mg I 285.2 nm for de-

terminations of the degree of ionization of an element in a plasma.

Once aj is known, the electron pressure can also be determined. Indeed, from

log�aj=�1ÿ aj�� � log�Spj�T�=pe� �70�

one can calculate

log pe � ÿlog�aj=�1ÿ aj�� � log Spj�T� �71�

When taking into account Eqs. (68) and (69), this results in:

log pe � ÿlog�I�qp�=�Iqp� � log�g�q � A�qp � n�qp�=�gq � Aqp � nqp�
ÿ �5040=T��Vij � V�q ÿ Vq� � 5=2�log T� ÿ 6:18 �72�

By di�erentiating Eq. (72) with respect to temperature it can be found that the error
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in the determination of the electron pressure as a result of errors in the determi-

nation of the temperature is given by:

d�log pe� � ��0:434� 5=2� � �5040=T��Vij � V�q ÿ Vq�� � �dT=T� �73�

Eq. (72) also shows that the intensity ratio of the atom and ion lines of an element

will change considerably with the electron pressure in the plasma. Elements with a

low ionization energy such as Na will thus have a strong in¯uence on the intensity

ratios of the atom and ion lines of other elements. This is analytically very impor-

tant as it is the cause of the so-called ionization interferences, found in classical dc

arc emission spectrometry but also in atomic absorption and plasma optical emis-

sion as well as in mass spectrometry.

When the plasma is not in local thermal equilibrium (LTE), the electron number

densities cannot be determined on the basis of the Saha equation. Irrespective of

the plasma being in local thermal equilibrium or not, the electron number density

can be derived directly from the Stark broadening of the Hû line or of a suitable

argon line. This contribution to broadening is a result of the electrical ®eld of the

quasi-static ions on one side and the mobile electrons on the other side. As de-

scribed in Ref. [17] it can be written as:

dl � 2�1� 1:75a�1ÿ 0:75r��o �74�

where r is the ratio of the distance between the ions �rm� and the Debye path

length �rD�, o is the broadening due to the interaction of the electrons �Ane� and a

is the contribution of the interaction with the quasi-static ions �An1=4
e �.

rm � �4p� ne=3�ÿ1=3 �75�

rD � ��k� T�=�4p� e2 � ne��1=2 �76�

dl can thus be calculated as a function of ne. Accordingly, from the widths of the

Ar I 549.59 or the Ar I 565.07 nm lines, which are due mainly to Stark broadening,

ne can be determined directly and is independent of the existence of LTE. Thus

the temperature can also be determined when combined with measurement of the

intensities of an atom and an ion line of the same element. Indeed,

log ni=na � ÿlog ne � 3=2 log T ÿ �5040=T� � Vij � log�Zij=Zaj� � 15:684 �77�

which can be combined with Eq. (72).

Because with the ``two-line method'' using lines of the same ionization level for

the determination of temperatures, it is di�cult to ful®l all conditions necessary to

obtain highly accurate values [see Eqs. (38) and (39)], a method was developed that

enables the plasma temperature to be determined from intensities of lines be-

longing to di�erent ionization levels. When Ii is the intensity of an ion line and I
the intensity of an atom line (in general both lines have to belong to two adjacent
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ionization levels), one can write:

Ii=I � 2�Aigili=Agl� � ��2pmkT�3=2=�h3�� � �1=ne�
� �T 3=2� � exp�ÿ�Ei ÿ E � Ei ÿ DEi�=�kT�� �78�

DEi is a correction for the ionization energy of the lowest level. The plasma tem-

peratures can also be determined from the measurements of absolute line inten-

sities. A survey of all methods used and discussed in the various chapters is given

in Refs. [7, 8, 12].

Norm temperatures

From Eqs. (63) and (64), which give the intensity of a line, and from the Saha

equation [Eq. (68)], it can be understood that for each spectral line emitted by a

plasma source there is a temperature where its emission intensity is maximum.

This is the so-called norm temperature. In a ®rst approximation [18], it can be

written as:

Tn � �0:95Vij � 103�=�1ÿ 0:33 � a� 0:37 � log�Vij=10� ÿ 0:14 log P�e � �79�

where Vij is the ionization energy, a � Va=Vij and Ve is the excitation energy. P�e is

the electron pressure (in atm; 1 atmA101 kPa) and is a function of T and ne:

P�e � 1:263� 10ÿ12ne � T �80�

In the case where we have to consider the norm temperature for a line of an ele-

ment which is only present as an impurity in a plasma, e.g., one formed in a noble

gas, the dilution in the plasma (a) also has to be considered. For a system with

more components P�e is given by:

P�e � ��2i� 1�=�2i� 3�� � �gi=gi�1� � �4a=�1� a�2� � P �81�

gi and gi�1 are the statistical weights of the ions with charge i and i� 1, respec-

tively. Accordingly, as a result of the dilution the change in the norm temperature

�Tn� at a dilution of a will be given by:

DTn=Tn � 0:14 log�4a=�1� a�2� < 1 �82�

At a dilution of 0.1 the change in norm temperature will thus be ÿ7:2%. In a

source such as the inductively coupled plasma the analyte dilution can be very high

[of the order of 108 (1 mL/min of a 1±10 mg/mL solution for an element with

a mass of 40, which is nebulized with an e�ciency of 1% into an argon ¯ow of
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10 L/min). In an ICP the norm temperatures for lanthanum atom lines such as La

I 418.7 nm (Vij � 5:61 eV and Va � 2:96 eV), will thus change from ca. 5000 K for a

pure lanthanum plasma to 2830 K as a result of the large dilution. However, for

atom lines of elements with relatively low ionization energies, although the change

in the norm temperatures as a result of the analyte dilution is high, it is much less

than for ion lines. For the La II 412.3 nm line (second ionization energy: 11.43 eV

and Va: 3.82 eV) Tn is 9040 K.

From what is known about the norm temperatures, it becomes clear which types

of lines will be optimally excited in a plasma of a given temperature, electron

pressure and gas composition, and the norm temperatures thus give important

indications for line selection in a source of a given temperature. Atom lines often

have their norm temperatures below 4000 K, especially when the analyte dilution

in the plasma is high, whereas ion lines often reach 10 000 K. Both types of lines

are often denoted as ``soft'' and ``hard'' lines, respectively.

1.5

Dissociation

The dissociation of molecular plasma gases or analyte molecules which are brought

into the radiation source is an equilibrium reaction. Accordingly, thermally stable

radicals in particular or molecules are always present in a radiation source. They

emit molecular bands which occur along with the atomic and ionic line spectra in

the emission spectrum. Radicals and molecules may also give rise to the formation

of cluster ions, the signals of which will be present in the mass spectra. The main

species stemming from the plasma gases are: CN, NH, NO, OH and N2 (or N�2 ).

From the analytes, predominantly thermally stable oxides remain (e.g., AlO�,

TiO�, YO�, etc.). A thorough treatment of molecular spectra is available in many

classical textbooks (see e.g., Refs. [19, 20]).

Molecules or radicals have di�erent electronic energy levels �1S; 2S; 2P; . . .�,
which have a vibrational ®ne structure �n � 0; 1; 2; 3; . . .� and the latter again have a

rotational hyper®ne structure � J � 0; 1; 2; 3; . . .�. The total energy of a state is then

given by:

Ei � Eel � Evibr � Erot �83�

Eel is of the order of 1±10 eV, the energy di�erence between two vibrational levels

of the same electronic state is of the order of 0.25 eV and for the case of two rota-

tional levels of a vibrational band the energy di�erence is of the order of only 0.005

eV. Through a transition between two rotational levels a rotational line is emitted.

When the rotational levels considered belong to the same electronic level, the

wavelength of the radiation emitted will be in the infrared region. When they be-

long to di�erent electronic levels, their wavelengths will be in the UV or in the visible

region. Transitions are characterized by the three quantum numbers of the states
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involved, namely: n 0; n 0; j 0 and n 00; n 00; j 00. All lines which originate from transitions

between rotational levels belonging to di�erent vibrational levels of two electronic

states form the band: n 0; n 0 ! n 00; n 00. For these band spectra the selection rule

is D j � j 0 ÿ j 00 �G1; 0. Transitions for which j 00 � j 0 � 1 then give rise to the

P-branch, j 00 � j 0 ÿ 1 to the R-branch and j 0 � j 00 to the Q-branch of the band. The

line corresponding with j 0 � j 00 � 0 is the zero line of the band. When n 0 � n 00 � 0,

it is also the zero line of the system. The di�erence between the wavenumber of a

rotation line (in cmÿ1) and the wavenumber of the zero line in the case of the P

and the R branch is a function of the rotation quantum number j and the rota-

tional constant Bn for which:

Ej=�hc� � Bn � j� j� 1� �84�

The functional relationship is quadratic and is known as the Fortrat parabola.

For the CN radical and the N�2 molecular ion, the transitions giving rise to band

emission between 370 and 400 nm, together with the rotational line pattern are

represented in Fig. 3 [21]. For the violet system of the CN band, there is no Q-

branch and the lowest j in the R-branch is j � 1.

Molecular and radical band spectra thus consist of electronic series, which in

their turn consist of various vibrational bands, which again consist of rotational

lines, many often only partially resolved. As in the case of atomic spectral lines, the

intensity of a rotation line can be written as:

Inm � Nm � Anm � h � nnm � 1=2p �85�

where Nm is the population of the excited level and nnm the frequency of the emitted

radiation. The transition probability for dipole radiation is:

Anm � �64 � p4 � n3
nm�=3k� 1=�gm� � SjRnimk j2 �86�

i and k are degenerate levels of the upper (m) and the lower state (n). Rnimk is a

matrix element of the electrical dipole moment and gm is the statistical weight of

the upper state. Nm is given by the Boltzmann equation:

Nm � N � �gm�=Z�T� � exp�ÿEr=kT� �87�

where Er is the rotational energy of the excited electronic and vibrational level and

is given by:

Er � h � c � Bn 0 � J 0 � � J 0 � 1� �88�

Bn 0 is the rotational constant and J 0 is the rotational quantum number of the upper

state (m). For a 2Sg±2Su transition the term SjRnimk j2 � J 0 � J 00 � 1 where J 0 and

J 00 are the rotational quantum numbers of the upper and the lower states, respec-
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tively. Accordingly:

Inm � �16 � p3 � c � N � n4
nm�=3Z�T� � � J 0 � J 00 � 1�

� exp�ÿh � c � Bn 0 � J 0� J 0 � 1�=kT� �89�

or

ln�Inm=� J 0 � J 00 � 1�� � ln�16 � p3 � c � N � n4
nm�=�3Z�T��

ÿ �h � c � Bn 0 � J 0� J 0 � 1��=kT �90�

By plotting ln�Inm=� J 0 � J 0 � 1�� versus J 0� J 0 � 1� for a series of rotational lines a

so-called rotational temperature can be determined. It characterizes the kinetic en-

ergy of the molecules and radicals, by which the band spectra are emitted. It is

also a good approximation of the temperature re¯ecting the kinetic energy of the

neutrals and ions in a plasma. For the case of a hollow cathode discharge the

Boltzmann plot and the temperatures as measured from CN and N�2 band hyper-

®ne structures are given in Fig. 3.

Spectral lines of molecular bands emitted by molecules and radicals present in a

plasma often interfere with the atomic spectral lines in atomic emission spec-

trometry. However, in atomic absorption spectrometry the absorption by molecular

bands stemming from undissociated molecules in the atom reservoir also lead to

systematic errors and require correction. Furthermore, in mass spectrometry mole-

cular fragments give rise to signals, which can also interfere with the signals from

the ionized analyte atom. Therefore, it is important to study the dissociation of

molecular species in the high-temperature sources used as radiation sources, atom

reservoirs or ion sources. In di�erent plasma sources a series of band-emitting

species stem from the working gas. In this respect, for instance, N2, N�2 , CN, OH

and NH band emission has to be mentioned. However, undissociated sample and

analyte species are also present in the plasma. In particular, thermally stable mole-

cules such as AlO, LaO, BaO, AlF, CaF2 and MgO may be present in atomic spec-

trometric sources. It is important to understand their dissociation as a function of

the plasma temperature and the plasma composition. This dependence can be de-

scribed by a dissociation equation, which is similar to the Saha equation:

Kn � ��2p=h2� � �mX �mY=mXY� � �kT�3=2� � �ZX � ZY=ZXY� � �exp�ÿEd=kT�� �91�

where:

Kn � �nX � nY�=nXY �92�

Z represents the partition functions for the di�erent atomic and molecular species,

MX, MY and MXY are the respective masses and Ed is the dissociation energy.

This can be rewritten as:
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log Kn � 20:432� 3=2 log�MX �MY=MXY� � log�ZX � ZY=ZXY�
ÿ log g � 1=2 log T � log B� log�1ÿ 10ÿ0:625o=T�
ÿ �5040=T� � Vd �93�

For most diatomic molecules B and o (in cmÿ1) have been listed in tables (see e.g.

Ref. [19]). Vd then is given in eV and for a diatomic molecule:

Z � �kT=�h � c � B�� � �g � exp�ÿEd=kT��=�1ÿ exp�h � c � o=kT�� �94�

with g � 1 �1S�; 2 �2S; 1p; 2p1=2;
2p3=2; . . .�; 3 �3S; . . .�.

Fig. 3. Determination of rotational

temperatures in a transitional hollow cathode.

Rotational lines used are of the R-branch of
2S±2S (0,0) CN 388.3 nm and 2S±2S (0,0) N�2
391.4 nm band (positive m � J 0 values belong

to the R-branch) (a); Boltzmann plots for a

graphite hollow cathode (fi � 4:76 mm)

operated at 80 mA and 330 Pa argon (b).

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [21].)
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Thus for a metal oxide (XY), from nXY=nX � NY=Kn the ratio of the number

densities for the metal oxide and the metal atoms �nX� as well as the degree of

dissociation can be calculated when the plasma temperature, the partial pressure of

oxygen in the plasma �pY� and the dissociation constant are known. For refractory

oxides of relevance in dc arc analysis, these data are listed, for example, in Ref. [7].

1.6

Sources for atomic spectrometry

In atomic spectrometry the sample material is brought into a high-temperature

source (plasma, ¯ame, etc.) with the aid of a sampling device. The sample, which

may be a liquid, a gas mixture or a solid must be transformed into a vapor or an

aerosol. This involves sample nebulization or various volatilization processes (e.g.,

by thermal evaporation or sputtering). It is advantageous to supply as much energy

as possible for this process. The volatilization processes, the principle of which is to

lead to a physical or chemical equilibrium, will possibly result in complete atom-

ization, irrespective of the state of aggregate, of the eventual solid state structure or

of the chemical composition of the sample. This is very important both for obtain-

ing the highest sensitivity as well as for keeping the matrix interferences involved

in the analyses at the lowest possible level. The e�ectiviness of the volatilization

processes involved, the plasma temperatures describing the kinetic energy distri-

butions of the various plasma components as well as their number densities will all

in¯uence the atomization of the sample in the source.

The rotational temperatures are relevant to all processes in which molecules,

radicals and their dissociation products are involved. They can be obtained from

the intensity distribution for the rotational lines in the rotation±vibration spectra,

as described by Eqs. (83±90). The molecules OH, CN etc. have often been used to

measure temperature (see e.g. Refs. [21±23]).

The gas temperature is determined by the kinetic energy of the neutral atoms

and the ions. It can be determined from the Doppler broadening of the spectral

lines, as described by Eq. (49). However, to achieve this contributions of Doppler

broadening and temperature broadening have to be separated, which involves the

use of complicated deconvolution procedures as e.g. shown for the case of glow

discharges in Ref. [24].

Whereas the rotational and the gas temperature are particularly relevant to the

evaporation processes in the plasma, the electron temperature, being a measure of

the kinetic energy of the electrons, is relevant to the study of excitation and ion-

ization by collisions with electrons. This is an important process for generation of

the analyte signal both in optical atomic emission and in mass spectrometry. The

electron temperature can be determined from the intensity of the recombination

continuum or of the ``Bremsstrahlung'', as described by Eq. (57).

The excitation temperature describes the population of the excited levels of

atoms and ions. Therefore it is important in studies on the dependence of analyte

line intensities on various plasma conditions in analytical emission spectrometry.
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It can be determined from the intensity ratio of two atomic emission lines of the

same element and ionization state [see Eq. (42)] or from plots of the appropriate

function for various atomic emission lines versus their excitation energies.

The ionization temperature is relevant for all phenomena involving equilibria

between analyte atoms, ions and free electrons in plasmas. In the case of thermal

equilibrium, it occurs in the Saha equation [Eqs. (66, 68)] and can be determined

from the intensity ratio of an ion and an atom line of the same element. In all other

cases ionization temperatures can be determined from the ne value obtained from

Stark broadening [see Eqs. (74, 77)].

The di�erent temperatures for the most important sources in atomic spectro-

metry are listed in Table 1.

In a plasma, which is at least in local thermal equilibrium, all the temperatures

discussed are equal. In addition, this implies that the velocity distribution of all types

of particles in the plasma (molecules, atoms, ions and electrons) at any energy level

can be described by the Maxwell equation [Eq. (17)]. For all species the population

of the di�erent levels is then given by the Boltzmann equation [Eq. (19)]. Further-

more, the ionization of atoms, molecules and radicals can be described by the Saha

equation [Eqs. (66, 68)] and the related equations for the chemical equilibrium.

Finally, the radiation density in the source conforms to Planck's law and both the

exchange of kinetic energy between the particles as well as the electromagnetic

radiation exchange are in equilibrium with each other. The real plasma sources

used in atomic spectrometry are at best in so-called local thermal equilibrium.

However, contrary to the case of thermal equilibrium all processes between the

particles do not involve emission or absorption of electromagnetic radiation, as the

plasma cannot be considered as a completely closed system. Moreover, real plasma

sources are extremely inhomogeneous with respect to temperature and species

number density distributions. Accordingly, the above mentioned equilibria only occur

within small volume elements of the sources, where gradients can be neglected.

Many plasmas, however, have a cylindrical symmetry and can be observed later-

ally. The observer then integrates the information provided for many volume ele-

ments along the observation direction and:

I�x� � 2

�y
0

I�x; y� � dy �95�

where x and y are the coordinates of the volume element and integration of an

Tab. 1. Temperatures (K) for sources in atomic spectrometry.

Source Trotational Texcitation Telectron Tionization

Arc discharges 5000 5000 5500 5000 LTE

Spark Ð 20 000 20 000 2000 LTE (transient)

Inductively coupled plasma 4800 5000 6000 6000 ALTE

Microwave plasmas 2000 4000 6000 6000 departures from LTE

Glow discharges 600 20 000 30 000 30 000 non-LTE
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intensity I is performed along the x-axis. When considering I�r�, with r the radial

distance away from the plasma center (Fig. 4), this becomes:

I�x� � 2

�y
x

I�r� � r � dr=�
�������������������
�r 2 ÿ x2�

p
� �96�

From these integral values, however, the values at a well-de®ned radial distance

away from the plasma center can be calculated. This necessitates side-on observa-

tion along several parallel axes, which are equidistant with respect to each other

and an Abel-inversion. Indeed, when I 0�x� is the ®rst derivative of the function

I�x�, describing the variation of a measured value as a function of the lateral posi-

tion (x) during side-on observation (Fig. 4), the radial values at a distance r are

given by:

I�r� � ÿ�1=p�
�y

r
�I 0�x� � dx�=

�������������������
�r 2 ÿ x2�

p
�97�

This integral can only be solved numerically. One has to write each laterally mea-

sured intensity as a sum of the di�erent volume elements with a given coe�cient

denoting their contribution. For certain numbers of lateral observation positions

�3; 10; . . .� these Abel coe�cients are listed in the literature [25]. By inversion of

the corresponding matrix the radial values are then obtained. This allows determi-

nation of the radial distributions of emissivities, absorbances, temperatures or

species number densities in plasmas. By repeating this procedure at di�erent

heights in a plasma one can perform plasma tomography. Similar results, which do

not require the assumption of cylindrical symmetry in the source, can now be ob-

tained by imaging spectrometry using two-dimensional detectors (for a discussion,

see e.g. Ref. [26]).

In real plasmas departures from thermal equilibrium often occur. For the ex-

treme case, as encountered in plasmas under reduced pressure, the emission or the

Fig. 4. Abel inversion procedure used for the

determination of radial distributions in plasma
sources. x : lateral position, y: direction of

observation, r : radial distance.
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absorption of radiation becomes so important that there is no longer a clear rela-

tionship between the mean kinetic energies of the species and the excitation tem-

peratures. The latter then lose the physical meaning of a temperature. The absence

of local thermal equilibrium in these so-called non-LTE plasmas relates to the ex-

istence of high ®eld gradients or ac ®elds, by which only the light electrons and not

the heavy atoms and ions can follow the ®eld changes and take up the dissipated

energies fully. Accordingly, the mean kinetic energy of the electrons and thus also

the electron temperature will be much higher than the gas kinetic temperature. For

a plasma, which is not in local thermal equilibrium, the equilibrium between spe-

cies at di�erent ionization levels at di�erent temperatures will be given by the

so-called Corona equation, as is, for example, derived for the sun by astrophysicists

[27].

Sources for atomic spectrometry include ¯ames, arcs, sparks, low-pressure dis-

charges, lasers as well as dc, high-frequency and microwave plasma discharges at

reduced and atmospheric pressure (Fig. 5) [28]. They can be characterized as listed

in Table 2. Flames are in thermal equilibrium. Their temperatures, however, at the

highest are 2800 K. As this is far below the norm temperature of most elemental

lines, ¯ames only have limited importance for atomic emission spectrometry, but

they are excellent atom reservoirs for atomic absorption and atomic ¯uorescence

spectrometry as well as for laser enhanced ionization work. Arcs and sparks are

Fig. 5. Sources for atomic

spectrometry (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [28].)

(A): arc; (B): spark; (C): flame;

(D): plasma sources; (E): low-

pressure discharges; (F):
furnace; (G): laser.
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well known as sources for atomic emission spectrometry. The high temperatures

obtained in spark sources anticipate that ion lines in particular will be excited, the

norm temperatures of which are often beyond 10 000 K, whereas in arc sources

atom lines will be predominant. In plasma sources under reduced pressure the gas

kinetic temperatures are low. Accordingly, their atomization capacity will be lim-

ited. When these sources are used as both atomic emission sources and as primary

sources in atomic absorption the line widths will be very narrow. Moreover, partic-

ularly when gases with high ionization energies such as helium are used, lines

with high excitation energies, such as the lines of the halogens, can also be excited.

The discharges under reduced pressure are valuable ion sources for mass spectro-

metry as analyte ionization takes place, and because of the low pressure the cou-

pling with a mass spectrometer operated at 10ÿ5 mbar becomes easier. So-called

plasma jet and plasma sources at atmospheric pressure are of particular use for the

emission spectrometric analysis of solutions. Their gas kinetic temperatures are

high enough so as to achieve a complete dissociation of thermally stable oxides and

both atom lines as well as ion lines occur in the spectra. As re¯ected by the fairly

high ionization temperatures, they are powerful ion sources for mass spectrometry

and plasma mass spectrometry is now one of the most sensitive methods of atomic

spectrometry. Lasers are very suitable devices for material ablation in the case of

solids. Owing to their high analyte number densities, the plasmas are subjected to

high self-absorption thus it is more appropriate to use them as sources for material

volatilization only and to lead the ablated material into a second source.

1.7

Analytical atomic spectrometry

Analytical atomic spectrometry nowadays includes the use of ¯ames and plasma

discharges for optical and mass spectrometry. The sources are then used directly as

Tab. 2. Use of sources in analytical atomic spectrometry.

Source Optical spectrometry Mass spectrometry

emission absorption fluorescence

Chemical ¯ame � � �
Arc � �
Spark � �
Electrically-heated furnace � � � �
Arc jet plasma �
Inductively coupled plasma � � �
Microwave plasma � � �
Glow discharge � � � �
Laser plasma � � � �
Exploding wire/foil �
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emission sources or atom reservoirs for atomic absorption or atomic ¯uorescence

or they are used for ion production. In optical atomic spectrometry, atomic emis-

sion, absorption and ¯uorescence all have their speci®c possibilities and analytical

features. The type of information obtained is clear from the transitions involved

(Fig. 6).

In atomic emission, thermal or electrical energy is used to bring the analyte

species into an excited state, from which they return to their ground state through

emission of radiation characteristic of all species that are present and that were

su�ciently excited. Thus from the principle of atomic emission spectrometry it is a

clearly multielement method. The number of elements that can be determined si-

multaneously is only limited by the availability of su�ciently sensitive interference-

free spectral lines. In the case of atomic emission spectrometry the selectivity is

achieved by the isolation of the spectral lines with the aid of the exit slit of the

spectrometer. This puts high demands on the optical quality of the spectral appa-

ratus used and certainly requires a spectrometer with high spectral resolution.

Moreover, the lines are superimposed on a spectral background, which is partly

structured as the result of the presence of radicals and molecular ions emitting

band spectra. Broad wings arising from neighboring spectral lines, e.g. of matrix

constituents, may also occur and ®nally there will be a continuum resulting from

the interaction of free and bound electrons (see Section 1.3, continuum radiation).

The intensity of the spectral background on which the line to be measured is

superimposed, may thus di�er considerably from one sample to another. It must

be subtracted from the total line intensities, as only the radiation emitted by the

analyte atoms is relevant for the calibration. This can be done by estimating the

spectral background intensity ``under'' the analytical line for the background in-

tensities at the wavelength of the analytical line using a blank sample. It is often

safer to estimate it from the spectral background intensities close to the analytical

line (e.g. on each side) in the spectrum of the sample itself. The latter is certainly

the case when the line is positioned on a wing of a band or a broad matrix spectral

line, providing di�erent spectral background intensities on either side of the ana-

lytical line. The means to correct for the spectral background must be available in

every atomic emission spectrometer used for trace analysis.

In atomic absorption spectrometry we need a primary source delivering mono-

chromatic radiation of which the wavelength agrees with that of a resonance line of

the elment to be determined. The spectral width must be narrow with respect to

the absorption pro®le of the analyte line. From this point of view atomic absorption

Fig. 6. Term schemes for (a):

atomic emission, (b): absorp-
tion and (c): fluorescence

spectrometry (resonant: hn

and non-resonant: hn 0 ).
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is a single-elemental method, of which the dynamic range is usually much lower

than in atomic emission spectrometry. It is, at a ®rst approximation, a zero-back-

ground method, when neglecting absorption due to radiation scattering and mole-

cular absorption. As the ®nal spectral selectivity is realized by the primary source,

the spectral apparatus only has to enable line isolation in a spectrum of the ele-

ment to be determined, where the spectral lines are very narrow. Accordingly, the

demands on the spectral resolving power of the spectrometer are much lower than

in atomic emission spectrometry.

In atomic ¯uorescence, the excitation can be performed both with white as well

as with monochromatic sources, which consequently a�ects the ¯uorescence

intensities obtainable and the freedom from stray radiation limitations. The latter

are particularly low with monochromatic primary sources and when using ¯uo-

rescence lines with wavelengths di�ering from that of the exciting radiation. Gen-

erally, in atomic ¯uorescence the linear dynamic range is higher than in atomic

absorption and spectral interference as well as background interferences are just as

low.

In the case of atomic absorption and atomic ¯uorescence the selectivity is thus

already partly realized by the radiation source delivering the primary radiation,

which in most cases is a line source (hollow cathode lamp, laser, etc.). Therefore,

the spectral bandpass of the monochromator is not as critical as it is in atomic

emission work. This is especially true for laser based methods, where in some

cases of atomic ¯uorescence a ®lter is su�cient, or for laser induced ionization

spectrometry where no spectral isolation is required at all.

For glow discharges and inductively coupled high-frequency plasmas ion gener-

ation takes place in the plasmas. In the ®rst case mass spectrometry can be per-

formed directly on solids and in the second case on liquids or solids after sample

dissolution. In the various atomic spectrometric methods, real samples have to be

delivered in the appropriate form to the plasma source. Therefore, in the treatment

of the respective methods extensive attention will be given to the techniques for

sample introduction.

In an atomic spectrometric source both the atomic vapor production as well as

signal generation processes take place. The ®rst processes require high energy so

as to achieve complete atomization as already discussed, whereas the signal gener-

ation processes in many cases would pro®t from a discrete excitation which makes,

use for example, of the selective excitation of the terms involved. Therefore, in a

number of cases the use of so-called tandem sources, where the analyte vapor

generation and the signal generation take place in a di�erent source (for a discus-

sion, see Ref. [29]), may o�er advantages with respect to the power of detection as

well as freedom from interferences.
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2

Spectrometric Instrumentation

Atomic spectrometric methods of analysis essentially make use of equipment for

spectral dispersion so as to isolate the signals of the elements to be determined and

to make the full selectivity of the methodology available. In optical atomic spectro-

metry, this involves the use of dispersive as well as of non-dispersive spectrometers.

The radiation from the spectrochemical radiation sources or the radiation which

has passed through the atom reservoir is then imaged into an optical spectrometer.

In the case of atomic spectrometry, when using a plasma as an ion source, mass

spectrometric equipment is required so as to separate the ions of the di�erent ana-

lytes according to their mass to charge ratio. In both cases suitable data acquisition

and data treatment systems need to be provided with the instruments as well.

When designing instruments for atomic spectrometry the central aim is to real-

ize fully the ®gures of merit of the methods. They include the power of detection

and its relationship to the precision, the freedom from spectral interferences causing

systematic errors and the price/performance ratio, these being the driving forces in

the improvement of spectrochemical methods (Fig. 7).

2.1

Figures of merit of an analytical method

In practice atomic spectrometric methods are relative methods and need to be

calibrated.

Calibration

The calibration function describes the functional relationship between the analyti-

cal signals, whether they be absorbances, absolute as well as relative radiation inten-

sities or ion currents. The simplest form of the calibration function can be written

as:

Y � a � c � b �98�

In the calibration this functional relationship is established from m measurements

Analytical Atomic Spectrometry with Flames and Plasmas. JoseÂ A. C. Broekaert
Copyright > 2002 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA
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of the signals Yi obtained for samples with a known concentration c i. The coe�-

cients a and b are then determined by a least square linear regression procedure,

which ensures that the deviations between the measured signals and the signals

calculated from the regression equation are minimal. This is the case for

a � �mSci � Yi ÿ Sc i � SYi�=�mSc2
i ÿ �Sc i�2� �99�

and

b � �SYi ÿ aSc i�=m �100�

Often the inverse function of the calibration function is used, namely:

c � a 0 � Y � b 0 �101�

This is known as the analytical evaluation function. Calibration curves are often not

linear, which necessitates use of a polynome of a higher degree to describe the

calibration function. The latter may have the form:

Y � a0 � a1 � c � a2 � c2 � � � � �102�

a0; a1; a2; . . . are determined by multivariate regression. Normally, a polynome of

the 2nd degree is su�cient to describe the calibration function over a large concen-

tration range. A segmented calibration curve can also be used when the calibration

function is not linear.

Precision

When performing a series of measurements of analytical signals as they are ob-

tained for a well-de®ned concentration of the analyte, there is a statistical uncer-

Fig. 7. Qualities of an analytical method.
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tainty that stems from ¯uctuations in the analytical system. This gives rise to a

statistical error. This determines the precision of an analytical method. The preci-

sion achievable is an important ®gure of merit of an analytical procedure and the

statistical evaluation of analytical data has been treated extensively in classical

textbooks (see e.g. Refs. [30±32]). The precision of a measurement procedure is

expressed in terms of the standard deviation as:

s �
���������������������������������������������
�S�Ym ÿ Yi�2=�nÿ 1��

p
�103�

provided the distribution of the individual values can be described by a Gaussian

function and, accordingly, is a normal one. Ym � S�Yi=n� is the mean value, Yi is

an individual measurement value, n the number of individual measurements and s
is an estimate for the standard deviation.

The standard deviations for values resulting from di�erent series of measure-

ments are the result of a propagation of errors. Thus the coe�cients of variation

�s2� for a and b in the linear regression [Eqs. (99±100)] can be calculated as:

s�a�2 � m � s2
Y=�mSc2

i ÿ �Sci�2� �104�
s�b�2 � s2

Y � Sc2
i =�mSc2

i ÿ �Sci�2� �105�

and the con®dence levels for a and b are:

Da �Gt�P; f � � s�b� and Db �Gt�P; f � � s�b� �106�

where t is the value of the Student distribution (see e.g. Ref. [33]).

For the precision of an analytical method not only the repeatability of single

measurements but also the errors in the calibration procedure should be included.

This is a complex problem, because according to the nature of the signal noise, the

precision obtainable may vary considerably with the concentration level. In the case

of a calibration the scattering of the measured Yi values around the calibration

curve is given by the standard deviation of the regression:

s�Y�2 � �Sm
1 �Yi ÿ yi�2�=�m ÿ 2� �107�

yi are the signal values obtained for a standard sample with concentration c from

the regression equation. The latter is calculated by a least square procedure from

the pairs �Yi; ci�, where Yi are the measured values for ci; m is the total number of

measurements taken with the standard samples and F � m ÿ 2 is the number of

degrees of freedom and:

S�Yi ÿ yi�2 � SY 2
i ÿ bSYi ÿ aSxiYi �108�

Accordingly, the standard deviation for the concentration of the analytical sample

�cX �, which includes the error on the calibration, in the case of a calibration with
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samples, for which it is accepted that the errors in their concentration are low as

compared with the scattering on a limited number of signals, can be calculated

through a propagation of the errors as:

sr�c� � ln 10� s�log c� � ln 10� b� s�Y� �109�

b is the slope of the calibration curve. The magnitude of the concentrations of the

analytical sample with respect to those of the calibration samples used also has to

be considered, which can be included in Eq. (109) as:

s�cX � � t � cX � ln 10 � b � s�Y�
�
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�1=m � 1=nX � �log cX ÿ log c ��2=S�log ci ÿ log c ��2�

p
�110�

t is the value from the Student table for a given probability and number of degrees

of freedom, cX is the concentration determined for the unknown sample, b is the

slope of the calibration curve (sensitivity), s�Y� is the standard deviation of the re-

gression, m is the number of replicates for all calibration samples, nX is the num-

ber of replicates for the unknown sample and log c � is the mean for all calibration

samples used [32].

Both Eqs. (109) and (110) are only valid for a limited concentration range, which

is known as the linear dynamic range. This range is limited at the upper end by

physical phenomena such as the detector over¯ow and at the lower end by the limit

of determination. This limit is typical for a given analytical procedure and is the

lowest concentration at which a determination can still be performed with a certain

precision. When using calibration by standard additions, the sample matrix is

present both in the unknown as well as in the calibration samples. Therefore, one

can e�ectively correct for all interferences stemming from changes in the sensitiv-

ity resulting from in¯uences of matrix constituents on the signal generation. Pro-

vided one makes a single addition of an amount of analyte, which is free of errors,

the statistical error for the analysis can be derived by a propagation of errors. When

X is a function of n variables, for each of which N replicate measurements are made,

the estimate of the standard deviation s�X� can be calculated from the individual

standard deviations for the n variables [s�k� with k: 1; 2; 3; . . .] and the estimates Xk

as:

s2�X� �
Xn

k�1

�qX=qXk � sk�2 �111�

For:

Y1 � b � c �112�

and after an addition cA for which:
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Y2 � b�c � cA� �113�
c � �cA=�Y2 ÿ Y1�� � Y1 �114�

A propagation of error according to Eq. (111) delivers:

s2�c� � fq=qY1�cA � Y1=�Y2 ÿ Y1��g2 � s�Y1�2

� fq=qY2�cA � Y1=�Y2 ÿ Y1��g2 � s�Y2�2 �115�

or

s2�c� � c2
Af�1 � �Y2 ÿ Y1� � Y1�=�Y2 ÿ Y1�2g � s�Y1�2

� f�Y1 � 1�=�Y2 ÿ Y1�2g2 � s�Y2�2 �116�

and as cA � c � �Y2 ÿ Y1�=Y1:

s2�c� � ��c=Y1� � Y2=�Y2 ÿ Y1� � s�Y1��2 � �c � 1=�Y2 ÿ Y1� � s�Y2��2 �117�

or:

s2
r �c� � Y 2

2 =�Y2 ÿ Y1�2�s2
r �Y1� ÿ s2

r �Y2�� �118�

Normally, there is also an uncertainty in the concentrations of the calibration

samples used both in the case of calibration with synthetic calibration samples as

well as in calibration by standard additions. In both cases these errors can also be

included in the calculation of the analytical error [34].

When weighing an amount of sample M there is a weighing error sM and when

dissolving this amount of sample in a volume V, there is an additional uncertainty

sV in the volume to be taken into account. The resulting relative standard deviation

can be calculated as:

sr; c �
���������������������������������������������
��sM=M�2 � �sV=V�2�

p
�119�

and when further diluting to a volume V 0: c 0 � c � �V=V 0� and the standard devia-

tion for the sample is:

sr; c 0 �
������������������������������������������������������������������
��sc=c�2 � �sV=V�2 � �sV 0=V 0�2�

p
�120�

When calibrating with one synthetic calibration sample �cS� giving a signal Ys, the

concentration of the unknown sample cX can be calculated as:

cX � YX=YS � cS �121�
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and:

s2�cX � � �qcX=qYX �2 � s2�IX � � �qcX=qYS�2 � s2�YS� � �qcX=qcS�2 � s2�cS� �122�

with:

qcX=qYX � q=qYX ��YX=YS� � cS� � CS=YS �123�
qcX=qYS � q=qYS��YX=YS� � cS� � ÿ�YX � cS�=Y 2

S �124�
qcX=qcS � q=qcS��YX=YS� � cS� � YX=YS �125�

and:

s2�cX � � �cS=YS�2 � s2�YX �� �ÿ�YX � cS�=Y 2
s �2 � s2�YS�� �YX=YS�2 � s2�cS� �126�

Also in the case of calibration by standard additions, the uncertainty in the amount

added in the case of one standard addition can be taken into account. When

cX � �Yx=�YX�A ÿ YX �� � cA �127�
s2�cX � � �qcX=qYX �2 � s2�YX � � �qcX=qYX�A�2 � s2�YX�A�

� �qcX=qcA�2 � s2�cA� �128�

with:

qcX=qYX � q=qYX �YX=�YX�A ÿ YX � � cA� � �YX�A=�YX�A ÿ YX �2� � cA �129�
qcX=qYX�A � q=qYX�A�YX=�YX�AÿYX � � cA� � ÿ�YX=�YX�AÿYX �2� � cA �130�
qcX=qcA � q=qcA�YX=�YX�A ÿ YX � � cA� � YX=�YX�A ÿ YX � �131�

and:

s2�cX � � �YX�A=�YX�A ÿ YX �2 � cA�2 � s2�YX � � �ÿYX=�YX�A ÿ YX �2 � cA�2

� s2�YX�A� � �YX=�YX�A ÿ YX ��2 � s2�cA� �132�

Noise

The precision which can be obtained with a certain measurement system depends

on the noise in the system. The latter may have di�erent causes and accordingly,

di�erent types of noise can be distinguished as follows (for a detailed treatment,

see Ref. [35]).
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. ``Fundamental noise'' or ``random noise'': this type of noise is statistically dis-

tributed and its amplitude as a function of the frequency can be written as a sum

of many sinusoidal functions. This type of noise is related to the corpuscular

nature of matter or to the quantization of radiation, respectively, and cannot be

completely eliminated.
. ``Non-fundamental noise'' also called ``¯icker noise'' or ``excess noise''. Here the

sign or the magnitude can correlate with well-de®ned phenomena.
. ``Interference noise'', resulting in contributions at well-de®ned frequencies and

mostly stemming from components in the system.

The last two types can often be eliminated by appropriate ®ltering.

In a so-called noise spectrum (Fig. 8) the noise amplitude is plotted as a function

of the frequency [see Ref. [36]). Here one distinguishes between ``white noise'',

Fig. 8. Noise power spectra commonly found

in chemical instrumentation. (A): ``white''
noise; (B): flicker �1= f � noise and (C): inter-

ference noise. (Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [36].)
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which spreads over all frequencies and is almost always ``fundamental'' in origin,

whereas for the ``1=f noise'' the amplitude decreases with the frequency and it has

non-fundamental causes. Also discrete noise bands with well-de®ned causes may

occur. They may stem from the source and be caused by the gas ¯ow dynamics or

contributions from the vacuum line etc.

In the case of an inductively coupled plasma for example (Fig. 9) [37], there is a

1=f noise contribution stemming from large droplets which vigorously and in

some way unpredictably evaporate in the plasma. Furthermore, there is a white

noise contribution spread out over all frequencies stemming from the nebuliza-

tion. There is also a noise contribution in the form of a broad noise band at ca.

300 Hz. This stems from the pulsing of the plasma which is related to the gas ¯ow

dynamics. These pulsations can be visualized by high-speed photography [38]. It

was also found, for example, that in the case of slurry nebulization, the contribu-

tion of the 1=f noise may increase. This can be shown by the 1=f noise increase

obtained when using a direct powder introduction (Fig. 10). The frequency noise

component depending on gas ¯ow was found to depend both on di�erent gas

¯ows as well as on the power level. This is understandable, as both parameters in-

¯uence the size and hence the expansion and shrinkage of the plasma and their

frequencies.

In the case of a toroidal microwave discharge obtained in a microwave plasma

torch, the frequency dependent noise stemming from the gas ¯ow dynamics could

also be found at a frequency of 150±250 Hz (Fig. 11) [39]. When using hydride

Fig. 9. Noise power spectra

for ICP-OES using a Fassel-
type torch. (a): 0±500 Hz and

(b): 0±24 Hz; sample: 10 000

mg/mL Al solution; power: 1.8

kW, outer gas: 18 L/min Ar;
nebulizer pressure: 3 bar Ar;

sample uptake rate: 1 mL/min.

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [37].)
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generation only a gaseous mixture enters the MIP, which might be the reason why

the 1=f noise contribution is then almost absent. For glow discharge atomic spec-

trometry, the sputtering processes and analyte introduction and interaction with

the plasma are so smooth that both 1=f noise and white noise are virtually absent

and the noise spectra are con®ned to some frequency dependent noise components

(Fig. 12) [40], which either stem from the power line (50 or 60 Hz) or may also be

introduced by the vacuum line (10±20 Hz). The latter component can be identi®ed,

as it decreases when throttling the main vacuum line.

In plasma mass spectrometry noise power spectra were also found to re¯ect the

Fig. 10. Noise power spectra

and precision in ICP-OES for
the introduction of (a): a

10 000 mg/mL Al solution,

(b): a 10 000 mg/mL Al suspen-

sion and (c): the dry powder
(Al2O3, Sumitomo, Japan).

Fassel-type torch with outer

gas flow: 18.1 L/min Ar;

(a), power: 1.75 kW, nebulizer
pressure: 3 bar Ar, sample

uptake rate: 1 mL/min;

(b), power: 1.7 kW, nebulizer

pressure: 3 bar Ar, sample
uptake rate: 1 mL/min;

(c), power: 1.8 kW, aerosol

gas flow: 1.3 L/min.
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [37].)
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gas ¯ows dynamics (Fig. 13) [41]. However, in ICP-MS they also were found to be

severely in¯uenced by the cooling of the spray chamber. This is understandable as

this will in¯uence the droplet evaporation during aerosol transport as well as the

concentration of vapor present in the aerosol. In particular, it was found that the

level of the white noise follows the spray chamber temperature.

Fig. 11. Noise power spectra of the He I
501.56 nm line collected at 1, 3 and 5 mm

above the top of the torch for a 220 W He

MPT plasma as source for OES. Gas flow of
the He support gas: 2.2 L/min; gas flow of He

carrier: 0.2 L/min. (a): low-frequency noise
spectra (0±50 Hz), (b): high-frequency noise

spectra (0±1000 Hz). (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [39].)
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Accordingly, noise spectra are a strong diagnostic tool to trace the sources of noise,

and to study the limitations stemming from di�erent sources (source stability,

atom reservoir stability, detector used, etc.). For instance, it will be important to see

if the noise of the detector is predominant, as this type of noise can be described by

Poisson statistics where:

s2 � n �133�

n is the number of events per second and s its standard deviation. Alternatively, it

might be that the background noise of the source is much more important or that

``¯icker noise'' or ``frequency-dependant noise'' are predominant. In the last case

overtones will often occur.

Signal-to-noise ratios

The signal-to-noise ratios, which can be measured, depend on all aspects that in-

¯uence the signal magnitude and also on the magnitude and the nature of the

Fig. 12. Amplitude noise

spectra for a matrix line in
glow discharge source

(GDS) atomic emission

spectrometry. Steel stan-

dard sample 218A
(Research Institute CKD,

Czech Republic); i: 50 mA;

argon pressure: 600 Pa;

burning voltage: 900 V; 0.35
m McPherson monochro-

mator; line: Fe I 371.9 nm.

(a): Without needle valve

between the vacumm
pump and the GDS, (b):

with needle valve between

the pump and the GDS.
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [40].)
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noise. Depending on the nature of the noise several measures can be taken so as to

improve signal-to-noise ratios in a system (for a discussion in the case of atomic

¯uorescence spectrometry, see Ref. [42]).

Provided both the source (primary source and/or atom reservoir, nebulizer, etc.)

as well as the detector contribute to the noise, the signal-to-noise ratio �S=N� in the

case of a Poisson distribution for all types of noise is then given by:

S=N � S=
����������������������
�s2

DC � s2
S�

q
�134�

sDC is the noise of the dark current of the detector (shot noise) and sS is the noise

of the source (radiation or ion source or in the case of absorption measurements

the primary source). In the case of absorption measurements, e.g., three cases can

be considered.

. A continuous source and a continuously measuring detector: here the signal is

proportional to the mean radiant density of the source Bs
ave and the measurement

time t0, the shot noise Ns (being s2
S) is proportional to the signal Bs

ave and t0, and

Fig. 13. Noise power spectra in ICP-MS for ArO� (56 dalton).

Meinhard nebulizer, power: 1350 W, outer gas: 14 L/min,

intermediate gas: 1.4 L/min, nebulizer gas: 1.0 L/min, sample
uptake rate: 1.05 mL/min, doubly distilled water. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [41].)
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the background noise of the atom reservoir is proportional to the background

signal Bb
ave and:

S=N � K � Bs
ave=

��������������������������
�Bs

ave � Bb
ave�

q
�135�

. A pulsed source and a continuously measuring detector: here the signal is again

proportional to the mean radiant density of the source, but when the pulse width

is tp, the pulse frequency is f and the pulse heigth is Bs
p, it can be written as

Bs
p � f � tp and the background noise is still given by Bb

ave. Accordingly:

�S=N�0 � K � Bs
p � f � tP=

�������������������������������������
�BS

P � f � tP � Bb
ave�

q
�136�

When the background noise is predominant, the improvement in signal-to-noise

ratio is Bs
P � f � tP=Bb

ave, whereas the improvement in the case where the shot

noise dominates is given by �BS
p � f � tP=Bs

ave�1=2

. A pulsed source and a synchronously pulsed detector: here the signal again is

proportional to Bs
P, tP and f, however, the background level also depends on tP

and f and:

�S=N�00 � K � BS
P � f � tP=

����������������������������������������
� f � tP � �BS

P � Bb
ave��

q
�137�

or

�S=N�00 � K � BS
P � � f � tP�1=2=

�����������������������
�BS

P � Bb
ave�

q
�138�

and the improvement as compared with S=N or �S=N�0 can be considerable

when the background noise predominates (Bb
ave > BS

ave and Bb
ave > BS

P). Then the

improvement is f � tP. As f � tP can be 10ÿ2 to 10ÿ4 and with pulsed lasers and

so-called boxcar integrators large improvements of even 10ÿ8 in signal-to-noise

ratios are possible.

Power of detection

According to Kaiser [43], the limit of detection of an analytical procedure is the

concentration at which the analytical signal can still be distinguished from a noise

level with a speci®c degree of uncertainty. In the case of a 99.86% uncertainty and

provided the signal ¯uctuations of the limiting noise source can be described by a

normal distribution, the lowest detectable net signal YL is three times the relevant

standard deviation:

YL � 3s� �139�

In atomic spectrometry the net signal is determined from the di�erence between a
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brutto signal, including analyte and background contributions, and a background

signal, a propagation of error has to be applied as:

s� �
�����������������������������������������
�s2

Signal � s2
background�

q
�140�

and provided the total signal and the background have almost the same absolute

standard deviation, a factor of only
���
2
p

must be introduced.

For photoelectric measurements s�I�, the standard deviation of the measured

signals contains several contributions and:

s2�I� � s2
P � s2

D � s2
f � s2

A �141�

Here, sP represents the noise of the photoelectrons. When the photon ¯ux is n,

sPA
��������n�p � sD is the dark current noise of the photomultiplier and is proportional

to the dark current itself. sf is the ¯icker noise of the source and is proportional to

the signal and sA is the ampli®er noise resulting from electronic components. The

last contribution can usually be neglected, whereas sf is low for very stable sources

(e.g., glow discharges) or can be compensated for by simultaneous line and back-

ground measurements. As sD AID one should use detectors with low dark current,

then the photon noise of the source limits the power of detection.

In many cases it is not the background signal from the source or the measure-

ment system but blank contributions that limit the power of detection, the limiting

standard deviation is often the standard deviation of the blank measurements and

this value must be included in Eq. (139) [44]. From the calibration function the

detection limit then is obtained as:

cL � a 0 � �3
���
2
p
� s� �142�

The detection limit thus is closely related to the signal-to-background ratio and the

signal-to-noise ratio. It is the concentration for which the signal-to-background ratio

equals 3
���
2
p

times the relative standard deviation of the background or at which the

signal-to-noise ratio is 3
���
2
p

. The signal-to-noise ratio itself is related to the types of

noise occurring in the analytical system. From the knowledge of the limiting noise

sources well-established measures can be taken during signal acquisition to improve

the signal-to-noise, as discussed before, and accordingly, also the power of detec-

tion of a system.

Provided the ¯uctuations of the relevant background or blank and the ¯uctua-

tions near this signal level are not identical, the detection limit cannot be calculated

using the 3
���
2
p

s criterion but must be de®ned considering the error of the ®rst and

the error of the second kind [45] (Fig. 14). Here, the error of the ®rst kind stems

from the scattering of the blank or background values around a mean value,

whereas the error of the second kind follows the con®dence intervals of the calibra-

tion curve, which are a function of the concentration. In particular, when the

background signal stems mainly from the detector dark current whereas the ¯uc-
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tuations of the signals for the calibration samples are related to the source and the

signal generation, the error of the ®rst and the error of the second kind may di�er.

A similar di�culty may arise when the distribution of the background mea-

surement values and/or the standard signals is not normal. This can be tested by

the w2 and the ``Skewedness and excess'' (S & E) test [46].

In the w2 test [47] the test value is:

w2 �
Xk

i�1

��wi ÿ n � yi�2=�n � yi�� �143�

with wi the number of measurements in a class i normalized to 1 as Swi � 1 and yi

the theoretical frequency in a class i (in tables for a normal distribution) again

normalized to 1. The distribution must thus be investigated to establish whether

the n measurements comply with a normal distribution with mean m � m and

standard deviation s � s calculated from the measurements. The theoretical normal

distribution for m and s can be calculated from:

P�u� � �1=
������������������
�2 � p � s�

p
� � expfÿ��x ÿ m�=

���
2
p
� s�g � dx �144�

Fig. 14. Calculation of the detection limit (xD) taking into
account the error of the first �a� and the error of the second �b�
kind. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [45].)
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Which theoretical frequency is found for the di�erent classes is thus calculated.

Every term ��wi ÿ n � yi�2�=�n � yi� is quadratic in a normally distributed value. The

sum of k squares of normally distributed values is w2 distributed with k degrees of

freedom (k is the number of classes). As m and s are calculated from the data and

Syi � 1, three degrees of freedom have to be subtracted. The resulting test value

can be compared with tabulated values for a given con®dence (e.g., 95%) and

number of degrees of freedom and this can be done for the values or for a given

function of them. When the latter is a logarithmic one for example, it can be con-

trolled if the distribution of the data is normal or logarithmically normal.

Whereas the w2 test only gives information on the distribution of measured

values over di�erent classes the S & E test gives further information on whether

the extreme values are not only systematically too high or too low and whether or

not there is an excess of values around the mean. For a number of measured values

one determines the parameter Q [46]:

Q � �S�xi ÿ x ��3 � fi�=�s3 � N� �145�

Here Q is a measure for the skewedness, x � is the mean, xi is a measured value, fi

is the number of measured values of a magnitude xi, s is the standard deviation

and N the total number of measurements. One can further determine:

e � �S�xi ÿ x ��4 � fi�=�s4 � N� ÿ 3 �146�

For a normal distribution both values should simultaneously be zero. With a ®nite

number of N:

S � f
�����������������������������������������
�N�N ÿ 1��=�N ÿ 2�

p
g �Q �147�

and

E � �N ÿ 1�=��N ÿ 2��N ÿ 3�� � ��N � 1�e� 6� �148�

In the case of a normal distribution the values of S and E should also have normal

distributions with relative standard deviations:

sS �G
���������������������������������������������������������������������������
�6N�N ÿ 1�=�N ÿ 2��N � 1��N � 3��

p
�149�

and:

sE �G
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�24N�N ÿ 1�2=�N ÿ 3��N ÿ 2��N � 3��N � 5��

q
�150�

If 66% of the experimental S and E values lie within theGsS orGsE limits it can be

controlled. If the values scatter according to a normal distribution.
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Limit of determination

The limit of determination indirectly relates to the limit of detection. It is the con-

centration level from where a determination can be performed with a preset preci-

sion. The de®nition can be understood from the con®dence lines at each side of the

calibration curves (Fig. 15), which diverge both at lower concentrations, as a result

of sample inhomogeneities or noise magnitude, as well as at large concentrations,

as a result of deviations from linearity in the calibration or source instabilities.

When for a sample with a given concentration a number of signal measure-

ments n are obtained with a standard deviation sS, the probability P of ®nding the

value between the limits ms G uxsS will be the ratio of the integral under the whole

population from ÿy < x < �y to the integral within the limits mÿ u � sS < x <
m� u � sS. On the contrary, for a single value, P will be the probability within which

limits it deviates from the true value mS as a result of statistical ¯uctuations. For the

mean mS of n measurements:

mS ÿ u�P� � sS=�
���
n
p � < x < mS � u�P� � sS=�

���
n
p � �151�

The analytical value then di�ers with a probability P by less than Gu�P� � sS=�
���
n
p �

from the value m and this is the con®dence interval. It is the interval belonging to

the mean value m in which with a preset probability one can assume a certain ana-

lytical error. This interval changes with the concentration and this determines the

con®dence limits.

The limit of determination is often pragmatically de®ned as being found at a

concentration being 5±6 times the detection limit. Indeed, it is at this concentra-

tion level that the full precision of the analytical method is likely to be realized.

Limit of guarantee of purity

The guarantee of purity �cG� is the highest concentration that can be present in a

sample, without being able to obtain an analytical signal, which can be di�eren-

Fig. 15. Limit of determination and limit of

detection.
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tiated with a given probability from the limiting noise level. When excluding errors

from sample heterogeneity, cG is given by:

cG � 2cL �152�

This analytical ®gure of merit is of special importance especially in the control of

high-purity substances and materials for microelectronics, and also in food analysis

and other disciplines.

In atomic spectrometry, the analytical signals measured often include contribu-

tions from non-spectrally resolved features stemming from constituents other than

the analyte (e.g. matrix constituents). These contributions are known as spectral

interferences. They can be corrected for by subtracting their contributions to the

signal, which can be calculated from the magnitude of the interference and the

concentration of the interferent. A special type of spectral interference is that which

in¯uences the background signal on which the analyte signals are superimposed.

For this type of interference a number of corrections are known. The degree of free-

dom from interferences is an important ®gure of merit for an analytical method.

2.2

Optical spectrometers

In optical atomic spectrometry the radiation emitted by the radiation source or the

radiation which comes from the primary source and has passed through the atom

reservoir has to be lead into a spectrometer. In order to make optimum use of the

source, the radiation should be lead as complete as possible into the spectrometer.

The amount of radiation passing through an optical system is expressed by its optical

conductance. Its geometrical value is given by:

G0 �
�

A

�
B
�cos a1 � cos a2 � dA � dB�=a2

12 �153�

A�A � B�=a2
12 �154�

dA and dB are surface elements of the entrance and the exit apertures, a12 is the

distance between them. a1 and a2 are the angles between the normals of the aper-

ture planes and the radiation. When n is the refractive index of the medium, the

optical conductance is given by:

G � G0 � n2 �155�

The radiant ¯ux through an optical system is given by:

f � t � B �G �156�

t is the transmittance determined by re¯ection or absorption losses at the di�erent
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optical elements and B is the radiant density of the source (in W/m2 sr). For an

optimal optical illumination of a spectrometer, the dispersive element, which serves

to provide the spectrum, should be fully illuminated so as to obtain full resolution.

However, no radiation should bypass the dispersive element, as this would cause

stray radiation. Furthermore the optical conductance at every point of the optical

system should be maximum.

2.2.1

Optical systems

Illumination of the spectrometer

The type of illumination system with which these conditions can be full®lled, will

depend on the dimensions of the source and the detector, the homogeneity of the

source, the need to ®ll the detector homogeneously with radiation, the distance

between the source and the entrance aperture of the spectrometer and on the focal

length of the spectrometer.

In conventional systems lenses as well as imaging mirrors are used. In the case

of lenses, the lens material is important. Here glass lenses can only be used at

wavelengths above 330 nm. In the case of quartz, radiation with wavelengths down

to 165 nm can still be transmitted. However, as a result of the absorption of short-

wavelength radiation by air, evacuation or purging of the illumination system and

the spectrometer with nitrogen or argon is required when lines with wavelengths

below 190 nm are measured. At wavelengths below 160 nm, evacuation and the

use of MgF2 or LiF optics is required.

With lenses mainly three illumination systems are of use.

Imaging on the entrance collimator. A lens is placed immediately in front of the en-

trance slit and should image the relevant part of the radiation source on the entrance

collimator (Fig. 16A). This has the advantage that the entrance slit is homogeneously

illuminated, however, stray-radiation may easily occur inside the spectrometer. The

distance between the source and the entrance slit (a) is given by the magni®cation

required, as:

x=W � a=fk �157�

x is the width (or diameter) of the source, W is the width of the entrance collimator

and fk its focal length. The f-number of the lens than is given by:

1=f � 1=a� 1=fk �158�

. Example

When a grating spectrometer with a focal length of 1.2 m and collimator dimen-

sions of 55� 55 mm2 must be illuminated for a wavelength of 200 nm with a

radiation source of 7 mm in diameter the enlargement for 55
���
2
p � 77:8 mm is
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b � 77:9=7 and the distance d between the entrance slit of the spectrometer and the

source should be b � fk=d or d � 108 mm, with fk the focal length. According to

Eq. (158):

1=f � 1=1200� 1=108

and therefore a lens with a focal length of 99 mm at 200 nm is required. It must be

considered that the focal length of a lens depends on the wavelength as:

f �l1�=f �l2� � n1=n2 �159�

n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the lens material at the respective wave-

lengths. For quartz, e.g., a factor of 0.833 has to be applied when passing from the

Na 583 nm D-line to 200 nm.

Illumination with an intermediate image. Here a ®eld lens is used to produce an in-

termediate image on a diaphragm. To illuminate the collimator mirror fully, the

appropriate zone can be selected with the aid of a lens placed immediately in front of

the exit slit. A third lens is used to illuminate the entrance slit homogeneously (Fig.

16B). The magni®cation is then divided over all 3 lenses, thus chromatic aberrations

Fig. 16. Illumination of the optical spectrometer with lenses.

(A): Imaging on the entrance collimator, (B): illumination with
intermediate image, (C): imaging on the entrance slit.
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are minimized, but the set-up is highly in¯exible. The distances between the three

lenses must be chosen so as to achieve the respective magni®cations. Accordingly:

x=I � a1=a2 �160�
D=sh � a2=a3 �161�

and

I=W � a3=fk �162�

I is the diameter of the intermediate image, D the diameter of the ®eld lens, sh the

entrance slit height and a1; a2 and a3 are the distances between the respective

lenses. Furthermore:

a1 � a2 � a3 � A �163�

is usually ®xed because of the construction of the system, and

1=f1 � 1=a1 � 1=a2 �164�
1=f2 � 1=a2 � 1=a3 �165�
1=f3 � 1=a3 � 1=fk �166�

give the f-numbers of the respective lenses. One parameter (e.g. the width of the

intermediate image) can be freely selected as x, W, sh, A and fk are ®xed.

. Example

When a radiation source with a diameter of 4 mm is to be coupled with a 1 m

monochromator with an entrance collimator of 50 mm width, an entrance slit

heigth of 20 mm and a total distance between the radiation source and the entrance

slit of 1 m, for an intermediate image I of 10 mm Eq. (162) gives: a3 � 200 mm.

Eq. (166) gives f3. According to Eq. (160): 2:5� a1 � a2 and from Eq. (163)

3:5� a1 � 800 mm, so that: a1 � 230 mm and a2 � 590 mm; f1 is given by Eq.

(164) and from Eq. (161): D � 50 mm.

Image on the entrance slit. With the aid of one lens this is also possible. Here the

structure of the source appears on the entrance collimator and on the detector. This

allows spatially-resolved line intensity measurements to be made when a detector

with two-dimenional resolution such as a photographic emulsion or an array detector

(see Section 2.2.2) are employed. This type of imaging is often used for diagnostic

studies.

Quartz ®ber optics. These have been found to be very useful for radiation trans-

mission. Small lenses are used so as to respect the opening angle of the ®ber. This

depends on the refractive index of the material, which because of optical transmission
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reasons is usually quartz, and is often of the order of 30±40�. A typical illumination

of a spectrometer with an optical ®ber (Fig. 17) uses a lens (diameter d) for imaging

the source on the ®ber. Fibers or ®ber beams with a diameter of D � 600 mm are

often used. Then the magni®cation �x=D� as well as the entrance angle tga �
�d=2�=a2 and the lens formula determine the f number of the lens and the diameter

d. At the exit of the ®ber, a lens is used so as to allow the radiation to enter the spec-

tral apparatus, without causing stray radiation.

With quartz ®bers it is easier to lead the optical emission into the spectral appa-

ratus, however, it should be mentioned that the transmittance decreases seriously

below 220 nm. This may give rise to detector noise limitations for analytical lines at

lower wavelengths.

As an alternative to lenses and optical ®bers so-called light pipes which use total

re¯ection of radiation may also be used.

Spectrometers

Spectral apparatus are used to produce the spectrum or to isolate narrow spectral

ranges, without further spectrum deconvolution. In dispersive spectral apparatus,

the spectrum is produced with a prism or a di�raction grating. In non-dispersive

spectral apparatus, spectral areas are isolated from a radiation beam, without any

further spatial deconvolution, by re¯ection, interference or absorption in an inter-

ferometer or a ®lter monochromator, respectively. The ®lter is now only of use in

¯ame emission spectrometry.

A dispersive spectral apparatus contains an entrance collimator, a dispersive ele-

ment and an exit collimator (for an example discussion, see Refs. [48, 49]).

Fig. 17. Use of optical fibers for the illumination of an optical
spectrometer. a: Opening angle of the fiber; d: lens diameter, D:

diameter of the fiber, x : dimension of the zone in the radiation

source to be selected, a1: distance between lens and radiation
source, a2: distance between fiber entrance and lens.
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With an entrance collimator a quasi parallel beam is produced from the radiation

coming through the entrance aperture, which has a width se and a heigth he. The

entrance collimator has a focal length fk and a width W. The di�raction slit width

�s0� and the di�raction slit heigth �h0� are the half-widths given by:

s0 � l � f =W and h0 � l � f =h �167�

The entrance aperture dimensions should not be made smaller than s0 and h0, as

then di�raction will limit the resolution that can be obtained. The value of f =W is

a measure of the amount of radiation energy entering the spectral apparatus.

The exit collimator images the monochromatized radiation leaving the dispersive

element on the exit slit. Here we have a series of monochromatic images of the

entrance slit. In the case of one exit slit in which one line after another can be iso-

lated by turning the dispersive element, we have a monochromator. In a polychro-

mator the dispersive element is ®xed and there are many exit slits placed at loca-

tions where monochromatic images of the entrance slit for the lines of interest are

obtained. They are often on a curved surface with a radius of curvature R (Rowland

circle). Here simultaneous measurements of several lines and accordingly simul-

taneous multielement determinations are possible. In the case of a spectrographic

camera, the lines are focussed in a plane or on a slightly curved surface, where a

detector with two-dimensional resolution can be placed. With such a detector

(photoplate, diode array detector, etc.), part of the spectrum over a certain wave-

length range as well as the intensities of the signals, eventually at several locations

in the source, can be recorded simultaneously. The energy per unit of surface on

the detector is given by the irradiance:

E � f � cos a=A �168�

a is the angle between the surface of the radiation detector (A) and the incident

radiation. Virtually the only dispersive elements now used are di�raction gratings.

Prisms are used only as predispersers. Distinction can be made between plane and

concave gratings, of which the latter have imaging qualities. One also has to dis-

tinguish between mechanically ruled and holographically ruled gratings. As a result

of the pro®le of the grooves, they have a fairly uniform radiant output over a large

spectral area. Mechanically ruled gratings always have a so-called blaze angle and

accordingly a blaze wavelength where the radiant energy delivered is at a maxi-

mum. In modern spectrometers re¯ection gratings are usually used. As a result of

interference, a parallel beam of white radiation incident at an angle f1 with the

grating normal is dispersed and at an angle f2, radiation of wavelength l is dif-

fracted (Fig. 18), according to the Bragg equation:

sin f1 � sin f2 � ml=a �169�

m is the order, f2 is the angle the di�raction beam of wavelength l makes with the

grating normal and a � 1=nG is the grating constant, where nG is the number of
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grooves per mm. When B is the width of the grating, the total number of grooves,

N � B � nG, determines the theoretical resolving power R0 as:

R0 � B � nG �m �170�

The angular dispersion can be obtained by di�erentiation of Eq. (169) with respect

to l:

df2=dl � m=�a cos f2� �171�

The angular dispersion and the theoretical resolving power R0 are related as:

df2=dl � R0=D 0s, where D 0s is the width of the monochromatic beam where it exits

the dispersive element. The reciprocal linear dispersion is given as:

dx=dl � �dx=df2��df2=dl�
� � fk=cos y 0��m=a � cos f2� �172�

where y 0 is the angle between the plane of the detector and the direction of the

sorting beam. The spectral slit width of the spectrometer is given by:

Dl � �dl=dx� � se �173�

where se is the entrance slit width. The form and the depth of the grooves deter-

mine the intensity distribution in the spectrum. The angle for the maximum inten-

sity is the so-called ``blaze'' angle b. The blaze wavelength for the order m can be

calculated as:

sin b � lB �m=�2a cos�e=2�� �174�

where �f1 ÿ f2� � e.

Fig. 18. Spectral dispersion at

a diffraction grating. a: Grating
constant, b: Blaze angle, f1:

angle of incident radiation, f2:

angle of diffracted radiation

with wavelength l.
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In a stigmatic spectral apparatus the height and the width of the slit are imaged

in the same plane. In an autocollimation spectral apparatus the rays before and

after the spectral dispersion pass through the same optical elements. With a poly-

chromator all optical elements are usually ®xed, whereas in monochromators the

desired wavelength is normally brought into the exit slit by turning the grating

around its axis.

With a plane grating several mountings (Fig. 19) can be used. In the Czerny±

Turner mounting, two spherical mirrors with slightly di�erent focal lengths are

Fig. 19. Important optical mountings for optical

spectrometers with a plane (A: Ebert, B: Czerny±
Turner) and a concave (C: Seya±Namioka, D:

Paschen±Runge) grating. m: Mirror, se: entrance

slit, sa: exit slit, gP: plane grating, gc: concave

grating.
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positioned at sligthly di�erent angles. In this way spherical aberration can be ade-

quately corrected for. This mounting is used for high-luminosity monochromators

with fairly short focal lengths and highly dispersive gratings (more than 1800

grooves/mm). With the Ebert mounting, there is only one mirror serving as the

entrance and the exit collimator. Accordingly, aberrations occur and the use of curved

slits is necessary, so as to be able to realize the highest resolution and optical con-

ductance. The Fastie±Ebert mounting is used for large spectrographs, where the

entrance collimator and the exit collimator plane lie above each other. The spec-

trum is focussed in a plane and the f =W value can be as low as 1/30, which is very

low and may require the use of a cylindrical lens to increase the irradiance on the

detector.

Photoplates, ®lms and photo multipliers are used as detectors. Normally, gra-

tings are used at low orders �m < 4� and they have a small grating constant (1/3600

mm < a < 1=300 mm). The di�erent orders can be separated by using special

photomultipliers. For instance, with a solar-blind photomultiplier only radiation

with a wavelength below 330 nm can be detected. This allows separation of the 1st

order radiation at 400 nm from the 2nd order radiation at 200 nm. This can, for

example, be applied in polychromators to double the practical resolution.

Apart from gratings used at low orders, the so-called echelle gratings can be

used. Their groove density is low (a up to 1/100 mm) but therefore order numbers

of up to 70 can be used [50]. Here, the orders overlap and must be separated by

using a second dispersive element (e.g. a prism) either with its axis parallel to the

one of the echelle grating or in so-called crossed-dispersion mode. In the latter case

the spectrum occurs as a number of dots with a height equalling that of the en-

trance slit. The optical conductance is given by:

f � �Bl � t � s � h �W �H � cos b�=f 2 �175�

where Bl is the spectral radiance, t is the transmittance of the optics, W is the

width and H the height of the grating. Echelle spectrometers often use an Ebert

mounting and allow a high practical resolution to be obtained at low focal length

� f �. Therefore, they are thermally very stable and are used both with monochro-

mators as well as polychromators. As two-dimensionally resolving array detector

technology [vidicons, charge coupled devices (CCD) now also with image inten-

si®ers] with high spatial resolution and high sensitivity as well as signal-to-noise

ratios, have become available, such Echelle spectrometers have become very useful.

They allow the whole spectrum to be collected on one detector of limited dimen-

sions (e.g. 1 in� 1 in) and enable ¯exibility in selecting any analytical wavelength.

The practical resolution then is ®nally limited by the pixel dimensions (e.g. 1000

pixels in one direction) and blooming as well as cross talk. In modern instrumen-

tation a separate spectrometer is often built-in to zoom into remote spectral areas,

as required, for example, for the alkali sensitive lines (Fig. 20).

Mountings with a concave grating are also used. Here the radius of the grating

determines the so-called Rowland circle. In the direction of dispersion the spectral

lines are focussed on the Rowland circle and are monochromatic images of the
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entrance slit. In the Paschen±Runge mounting, the grating, the entrance slit and

all the exit slits are ®xed on the Rowland circle. This mounting is most often used

in large simultaneous polychromators with photoelectric detection. The number

of detectors used here is often more than 30 and they are usually used in several

orders. In this mounting, and when using conventional photomultipliers behind

an exit slit, background acquisition is possible in a sequential way by slewing the

entrance slit. This can be done very reproducibly by positioning the entrance slit in

a stepping-motor driven unit drawn by a spring against a plate. This may provide

for dynamic background correction as well as for sequential atomic emission spec-

trometry when working with time-stable sources.

As the price of individual CCDs has come down, the whole relevant Rowland

circle can be covered with CCDs. By positioning them below and above the plane of

the exiting radiation and providing mirrors placed at 45�, coverage of the whole

spectrum, without missing any wavelength areas, becomes possible and a fully

simultaneous spectrometer with data acquisition possibilities for analytical lines

and background measurements at any wavelength can be realized (Fig. 21). Such

Fig. 20. Echelle mounting in

optical set-up for CCD-ICP-

OES (Optima)(PerkinElmer

Inc.).

Fig. 21. Optical set-up for

CCD-ICP-OES (CIROS) (Spectro
Analytical Instruments GmbH).
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instruments are now commercially available, so the capacity of a photographically

recording spectrograph for obtaining simultaneous information has now been real-

ized in atomic spectrometry with however, the ease, precision and time-resolution

of a photoelectrical system.

In the Eagle mounting, the grating can be turned around its axis and moved

along the direction of the radiation at the same time. The center and the focal plane

change when switching to other wavelengths. This mounting is mechanically easy

to construct, the astigmatism is low and the system can be easily housed in a narrow

tank. It is often used in vacuum monochromators. The directions of the entering

and the dispersed radiation beam in the Seya±Namioka mounting are constant and

the angle between them is 70� 30 0. The entrance and exit slit as well as the grating

axis are ®xed and the wavelength selection at the exit slit is performed by rotating

the grating. At large angles a serious defocussing occurs and the aberrations are

larger than in the case of the Eagle mounting. The Seya±Namioka system is also

often used in vacuum monochromators.

With most sequential spectrometers switching from one line to another by

turning the grating is usually fairly quick. From Eq. (169) it can be calculated that,

as the spectral lines have widths of 1±3 pm, the angle selection must be performed

very accurately for wavelength selection. Indeed, for a grating with a � 1=2400 mm

and a line width of 1 pm the grating must be positioned with an accuracy of 10ÿ4

degrees.

Therefore, one can scan the pro®le of the line or realize random access by using

angle encoders. Computer-controlled stepper motors are used for turning the grat-

ing. Their angular resolution is often above 1000 steps per turn. In the case of a so-

called sinebar drive, the number of steps performed by the motor is directly pro-

portional to the wavelength displacement. Here a ball-bearing runs along while

being pressed against a block moving on the spindle driven by the stepper motor. A

further system uses a Paschen±Runge spectrometer with equidistant exit slits and

a detector moving along the focal plane. Fine adjustment of the lines is then done

by computer-controlled displacement of the entrance slit.

2.2.2

Radiation detectors

Photographic emulsions and photoelectric detection devices can be used as detectors

for electromagnetic radiation between 150 and 800 nm. Among the photoelectric

devices, photomultipliers are the most important but new solid state devices have

become a useful alternative.

Photographic emulsions

These were frequently used for analytical spectrography. They allow the whole

spectrum to be recorded simultaneously and, accordingly, for multielement survey

analysis they have a high information capacity. However, their processing is long,

the precision obtainable is low and they do not allow on-line data processing. Ac-
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cordingly, the quantitative treatment of photographically recorded spectra remained

only of limited importance for analytical use and the interest in photographic de-

tection is now limited to research where documentation of the whole spectrum is

required. Therefore, it will be treated only brie¯y here.

When a photographic emulsion is exposed to radiation a blackening is produced,

which is a function of the radiant energy accumulated during the exposure time. It

is given by:

S � log�1=t� � ÿlog t � log f0=f �176�

t is the transmission, f0 is the ¯ux through a non-irradiated part of the emulsion

and f is the ¯ux obtained for an exposed part of the emulsion, when a white light

beam is sent through the emulsion in a so-called densitometer. The emulsion

characteristic for a selected illumination time gives the relationship between the

logarithm of the intensity (Y � log I ) and the blackening and has an S-shape (Fig.

22).

Originally, only the linear part of the characteristic was used for quantitative

work. However, soon transformations were described, which also allowed this

characteristic to be linearized at low blackenings. The P-transformation has been

Fig. 22. Emulsion characteristic (S) and

transformation functions (P, W ).
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described by Kaiser [51] as:

P � g�Y ÿ Y0� � Sÿ k � D �177�

where D � log�1=�1ÿ t��.
The Seidel function is given by:

W � log�10S ÿ 1� �178�

and thus:

P � �1ÿ k�S� kW �179�

Y0 is the inertia of the emulsion and the constants k and g describe the properties

of the emulsion but they also depend on the densitometer. Y0 in most cases is not

known as DP or DY values are usually used. g � tan a and is the contrast of the

emulsion. The emulsion can be calibrated with the aid of a step ®lter which is

placed in front of the spectrometer. When the ratio of the intensities passing

through two sectors of the ®lter is given by:

DYm � log�Im�1�=Im�2�� �180�

the transformation equation becomes:

DS � g � DYm � k � DD �181�

where DD is the independent variable and DS the function. A linear regression for

a number of line pairs gives k as slope and g � DYm as intersection with the x-axis

[52]. Y � log I values for a given blackening then can be calculated as:

Y � k=gÿ log�1ÿ t� ÿ 1=g � log t� Y0 �182�

and:

DY � ÿk=g � DD� 1=g � DS �183�

Errors on the intensity measurement stem from the graininess of the emulsion.

According to Siedentopf [53], the standard deviation for measurements of small

blackenings is given by:

s�S� �
������������������������������
�0:5 � �a=F� � S�

p
�184�

a is the surface of a grain and F the surface of the densitometer slit (e.g. 10 mm �
1 mm).
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. Example:

For the Kodak SA 1 emulsion at a photometrically measured surface of 10 mm�
1 mm and SA0:2 the standard deviation sS � 0:003, from which it can be calcu-

lated according to Eq. (184) that the grain diameter is about 1 mm.

From s�S� one can calculate the relative standard deviation of the intensities

sr�I� according to the rule of the propagation of errors as:

sr�I� � ln 10 � s�S� � 1=gf1� �k=�10S ÿ 1��g �185�

Typical values for g are 1±2.5 and for k 0.5±2. Non-sensitized emulsions can be

used in the wavelength range 220±450 nm. At longer wavelengths green- or red-

sensitized emulsions can be used. They have a large g and accordingly a small dy-

namic range. At UV or VUV wavelengths the gelatine layer absorbs, so emulsions

with less gelatine have to be used, which are fairly insensitive, or the radiation

must be transformed to longer wavelengths with the aid of a scintillator, such as

sodium salicylate.

Whereas in optical atomic spectrometry photographic emulsions are now rarely

used, they are made use of in mass spectrometry with spark sources in particular.

Here they are very useful for survey semi-quantitative analyses, and they still are of

great importance for routine high-purity metals analysis and semiconductor mate-

rial analysis.

For the precise and quick measurement of radiant intensities but also of ion

currents photoelectric techniques are used almost exclusively. The measurements

can easily be automated. The detectors used are photomultipliers, electron multi-

pliers, photodiode array detectors, camera systems and other solid state detectors.

Photomultipliers

These are most commonly used for precise measurements of radiant intensities.

The photomultiplier has a photocathode and a series of so-called dynodes. Its

properties and their theoretical basis have been well treated in Ref. [54]. The radi-

ation releases photoelectrons from the photocathode as a result of the Compton

e�ect. After acceleration these photoelectrons impact on the dynodes so that a large

number of secondary electrons are produced, which after successive action on a

number of dynodes leads to a measurable photocurrent at the anode �Ia�. For a

photon ¯ux Nf passing through the exit slit of the spectrometer and impacting on

the photocathode, the ¯ux of photoelectrons produced �Ne� is:

Ne � Nf � Q :E:�l� �186�

Q :E: is the quantum e�ciency (up to 20%). The cathode current Ic is given by:

Ic � Ne � e �e � 1:9� 10ÿ19 A s� �187�

and:
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Ia � Ic � y�V� �188�

y�V� is the ampli®cation factor (up to 106). The dark current Id is the Ia measured

when no radiation enters the photomultiplier (about 1 nA). Q :E:, y�V� and Id are

characteristics of a certain type of photomultiplier. The photocurrents are lead to a

measurement system. Firstly, Ia is fed to a preampli®er containing a high-ohmic

resistor. The voltage produced is fed to an integrator. Each measurement channel

mostly contains a preampli®er and an integrator. By selection of the resistors and

capacitors, a high dynamic measurement range can be realized. When Ia accumu-

lates in the capacitor with capacitance C (in Faradays) during an integration time t
the potential obtained is:

U � Ia � t=C �189�

This voltage is digitized in an A/D convertor. The dynamic range of measurement

is then ®nally limited at the lower side by the dark current of the photomultiplier

and at the high side by saturation at the last dynode. The linear dynamic range of a

photomultiplier is usually more than 5 decades of intensity.

In the case of a photomultiplier the relative standard deviation of the measured

intensities �sr�I�� is determined by the noise of the photoelectrons and the dark

current electrons. The quantum e�ciency and the ampli®cation at the dynodes are

also important. Approximately:

sr�I�A1:3�Ne;d�ÿ1=2 �190�

where Ne;d is the total number of photoelectrons and dark current electrons in the

measurement time t. The dark current should be so low that the lowest intensity

signal to be measured (e.g. the spectral background intensity) produces a photo-

electron ¯ux near which the dark current is negligible. Then the noise of the photo-

electrons is predominant.

Photomultipliers for the spectral range between 160 and 500 nm usually have an

S20 photocathode, where Q :E:�l�A5±25%, the ampli®cation factors are 3±5 at

dynode voltages between 50 and 100 V and there are 9±15 dynodes mounted in

head-on or side-on geometry. For selected types the dark current may be below 100

photoelectrons/s (Ia < 10ÿ10 A). Red-sensitive photomultipliers have a bialkali

photocathode. Their dark current is higher, but can be decreased by cooling. For

wavelengths below 160 nm photomultipliers with MgF2 or LiF windows are used.

So-called ``solar-blind'' photomultipliers are only sensitive for short-wavelength

radiation (e.g. below 330 nm).

. Example:

With an ICP atomic emission spectrometer, for the spectral background intensity

at 250 nm a signal of 104 digits is obtained with a 10 V A/D convertor and 12 bit

resolution (4096), thus representing a voltage of 0.254 V. When a capacitor with

1:11� 10ÿ8 F and a measurement time of 10 s are used, this corresponds to a
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photomultiplier anode current of 2:8� 10ÿ10 A. For the EMI 9789 QB photo-

multiplier with a voltage of 780 V, the ampli®cation is 1:11� 105, which means

that the photocathode current is 2:5� 10ÿ15 A or 1:5� 104 photoelectrons/s. As

the quantum e�ciency is 17% this represents a photon ¯ux at the photomultiplier

of 8:7� 104 photons/s. When the dark current of the photomultiplier is 0.1 nA,

this means that the ¯ux of the dark current electrons is below 1000 electrons/s and

that even with the spectral background at this wavelength, the noise of the photo-

electrons is still dominant.

Solid-state detectors

In optical atomic spectrometry solid-state detectors have become more and more

important. They are multichannel detectors and include vidicon, SIT-vidicon, photo-

diode array detectors and image dissector tubes [55]. Furthermore, charge-coupled

devices (CCD) and charge injection devices (CID) [56] have now been introduced.

Photodiode arrays (PDA) may consist of matrices of up to 512 and even 1024 indi-

vidual diodes (e.g. Reticon) which individually have widths of 10 mm and heights of

up to 20 mm. The charge induced by the photoelectric e�ects gives rise to photo-

currents which are sequentially fed into a preampli®er and a multichannel ana-

lyzer. Therefore, they are rapid sequential devices. They have the advantage that

memory e�ects due to the incidence of high radiant densities on individual diodes

(lag) as well as cross talk between individual diodes (blooming) are low. Their

sensitivity in the UV and the VUV spectral range is low as compared with photo-

multipliers. Nevertheless, at present they are of interest for atomic emission spec-

trometry in particular as they can be coupled with microchannel plates giving an

additional ampli®cation. This plate can be considered as being built up from a

semiconductor plate in which parallel channels of low diameter at a high density

have been provided. When a high potential is applied between both sides of the plate

each tube acts as a single electron multiplier (Fig. 23). The signal-to-noise ratios

Fig. 23. Principle of the

microchannel-plate/diode-array

camera.
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of photodiode arrays can be considerably improved by cooling them with the aid of

a Peltier element or liquid nitrogen. Commercial instrumentation is now available

(e.g. EG&G OMA 4; Spectroscopy Instruments Inc.) and has replaced silicon inten-

si®ed target (SIT) vidicon detectors for most applications. In vidicons the charge is

integrated into the individual pixels and the simultaneously collected information

is read out sequentially with the aid of an electron beam. When using an electro-

static beam intensi®er (Fig. 24), in a number of cases these devices are quite sensi-

tive and also permit two-dimensionally resolved measurements. However, they su�er

from blooming. This means that in pixels near places receiving a high radiance

a charge decay and thus a signal is also induced. Furthermore, lag is present,

through which an irradiated pixel has some hysteresis e�ects, deteriorating subse-

quent signal acquisition. Photodiode array detectors have been used successfully,

for example, in a segmented echelle spectrometer (Plasmarray, Leco Co) [57]. Here,

spectral segments around the analytical lines are sorted by primary masks subse-

quent to spectral dispersion with an echelle grating and are detected after a second

dispersion on a diode array. Accordingly, more than ten analytical lines and their

spectral background contributions can be measured simultaneously. An example of

this can be shown in the case of a glow discharge lamp (see Fig. 25) [58], however,

it should be mentioned that restrictions arise due to detector noise limitations at

low wavelengths.

Image dissector tubes (Fig. 26) make use of an entrance aperture behind the

photocathode, by which the photoelectrons stemming from di�erent locations of

the photocathode can be scanned and measured after ampli®cation in the dynode

train, as in a conventional photomultiplier. Although used in combination with an

echelle spectrometer with crossed dispersion for ¯exible rapid sequential analyses

[59], these systems have not had any commercial breakthrough. This might be due

to the limited cathode dimensions but also to stability problems.

Charge transfer devices (CTD) [60] are solid-state multichannel detectors and

integrate signal information as light strikes them, just as a photographic ®lm does.

An individual detector in a CTD array consists of several conducting electrodes

overlaying an insulating layer that forms a series of metal oxide semiconductor

(MOS) capacitors. The insulator separates the electrodes from a doped silica region

used for photogenerated charge storage. In this n-doped silicon, the major current

carrier is the electron, and the minor carrier is the hole. When the electrodes are

negatively charged with respect to the silicon, a charge inversion region is created

Fig. 24. Early SIT vidicon system. (Courtesy of SSR Instruments, Inc.)
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under the electrodes. This region is an energetically favorable location for mobile

holes to reside in. The promotion of an electron into the semiconductor conduction

band, such as by the absorption of a photon, creates a mobile hole that migrates to

and is collected in the inversion region. The amount of charge generated in a CTD

detector is measured either by moving the charge from the detector element, where

it is collected, to a charge-sensing ampli®er, or by moving it within the detector

element and measuring the voltage change induced by this movement. These two

modes of charge sensing are employed by the charge-coupled device (CCD) and the

charge injection device (CID), respectively. In the CCD, the charge from each de-

tector element is shifted in sequence to an ampli®er located at the end of a linear

array or the corner of a two-dimensional array of detector elements. Charge is

transformed to the on-chip ampli®er by sequentially passing the charge packets

Fig. 25. Spectral-segmented spectrum of a glow discharge [58].

Grimm-type glow discharge lamp with floating restrictor (8 mm

diameter): 50 mA, 3.5 torr, 2 kV [42]; Plasmaarray spectrometer
(LECO); steel sample: 217 A (Research Institute, CKD, Prague,

Czech Republic).

Fig. 26. Image dissector tube. (a): Photo-

cathode, (b): accelerating electrode (mesh),

(c): deflection coils, (d): aperture, (e): electron
multiplier.
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through a row of detectors. The organization of a two-dimensional, three-phase

CCD array is illustrated in Fig. 27. Columns are read in parallel. With each reading,

all of the charge in the imaging array is shifted towards the serial register by one

row, whereas charge from the row adjacent to the serial register is transferred into

the serial register. Once this done, the charge packets are shifted sequentially to the

on-chip ampli®er. Modern CCDs are capable of thousands of transfers with almost

immeasurable charge transfer losses. By their ability to transfer the photogenerated

signal from the photoactive element to an on-chip ampli®er, a very high signal-to-

noise ratio can be obtained, as compared with other detectors (see Fig. 28) [60].

Whereas in photodiode arrays the limiting noise is read noise, this is not the

case here with CTDs. With CIDs the charge information can be read out non-

destructively further increasing the signal-to-noise ratios. With CCDs binning can be

applied, which is the process of summing the charge contained in multiple elements

on the detector before sensing the total charge [61]. CTDs which can be used from

the soft x-ray region to the IR are now commercially available and the signal-to-

noise ratios achievable have become as high as with photomultipliers. The dynamic

range has risen up to 7 orders of magnitude in the case of a CID [62].

Fig. 27. Charge-coupled

device (CCD) detector. Layout
of a typical three-phase CCD.

Photogenerated charge is

shifted in parallel to the serial

register. The charge in the
serial register is then shifted

to the amplifier. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref.

[63].)

Fig. 28. Calculated signal-to-

noise ratios for different
detectors at a photon flux of

10 photons/s for observation

times ranging from 1 to 100 s
at a wavelength of 600 nm.

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [60].)
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These two-dimensional detectors [63] are ideally suited for coupling with an

echelle spectrometer, which is state of the art in modern spectrometers for ICP

atomic emission spectrometry as well as for atomic absorption spectrometers. As

for CCDs the sensitivity is high and along with the signal-to-noise ratios achievable,

they have become real alternatives to photomultipliers for optical atomic spectro-

metry (Table 3) and will replace them more and more.

2.2.3

Non-dispersive spectrometers

Filter monochromators are now used almost only for ¯ame photometry. They make

use of interference ®lters, which may have a fairly low spectral bandpass (less than

a few nm). However, it is also possible to use such ®lters for dynamic measure-

ments of line and background intensities, and for transient signals, as occur in gas

chromatography. The use of oscillating ®lters has been described, where the wave-

length bandpass is slightly shifted by inclining them towards the radiation beam

[65].

Non-dispersive multiplex spectrometers include Hadamard transformation spec-

trometers and Fourier transform spectrometers and are particularly useful for the

case of very stable sources. In both cases the information, such as intensities at

various wavelengths, is coded by a multiplex system, so that it can be recorded with

a conventional detector. A suitable transformation is then used to reconstruct the

wavelength dependence of the information. In Hadamard spectrometry use is

made of a codation of the spectrum produced by recombining the information with

the aid of a slit mask which is moved along the spectrum [66].

Fourier transform spectrometry [67] makes use of a Michelson interferometer

(Fig. 29) to produce the interferogram. With the aid of a beam splitter the radiation

is split into two parts each of which is directed to a mirror. When shifting the

Tab. 3. Evaluation of some new radiation detectors for atomic emission spectrometry.

Detector Dimensions Spectral range Sensitivity versus

photomultiplier

Ref.

Vidicon 12:5� 12:5 mm2

bidimens

with scintillator

to 200 nm

poorer particularly

at <350 nm

dynamics <102

lag/blooming

55

Diode array up to 25 mm up

to 1024

monodimens

particularly for

>350 nm

poor in UV

dynamics 103

55, 64

Diode array MCP 12.5 mm

monodimens

200±800 nm similar to PM

dynamics >103

55

Dissector tube up to 60 mm

bidimens

200±800 nm similar to PM

dynamics >103

59

CCD up to 13� 2 mm2

bidimens

200±800 nm similar to PM

dynamics >103

56
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mirror in one of the side arms, the interference for each wavelength is given by:

I�x� � B�s��1� cos�2psx�� �191�

x is the optical path di�erence, s is the wavenumber of the radiation (cmÿ1), I is

the intensity measured with the detector, and B is the radiation density of the

source. The frequency of the signal at the detector for a radiation with a frequency n

is a function of the velocity v by which the optical path di�erence is changed:

f � s � v �192�

Accordingly rapid changes in optical frequencies are transformed to lower fre-

quencies, where they can be measured with the normal detector systems. For a

wavelength of 400 nm or a frequency of 25000 sÿ1 and a scanning velocity of 0.08

cm/s the frequency becomes 2 kHz.

Polychromatic radiation from a source accordingly gives an interferogram where

the intensity of each point is the sum of all values resulting from Eq. (191). The

central part contains the information at low resolution and the ends contain infor-

mation at high resolution. A detector with a high dynamic range is thus required

and this especially applies for line-rich atomic emission spectra with lines of widely

di�ering intensities. Furthermore, the source must be very stable during the re-

cording of the interferogram. The resolution obtained depends on the recording

time, the spectral bandwidth and the number of repetitive scans. By applying a

Fourier transform of the signal for each point of the interferogram, one can write:

I�x� �
��y
ÿy

B�s� ds�
��y
ÿy

B�s� cos�2psx� ds �193�

� C �
��y
ÿy

B�s� cos�2psx� ds �194�

Fig. 29. Principle of Fourier transform

emission spectrometry.
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C is a constant term and must be subtracted before the transformation and one

®nally obtains:

B�s� �
��y
ÿy

I�x� cos�2psx� dx �195�

In the transformation the physical units are inverted. When the interferogram is

expressed in optical path di�erence units (cm), the spectrum is obtained in wave-

numbers (cmÿ1) and when the interferogram is expressed in time units (s) the

spectrum is in frequency units (sÿ1). Apart from sine and cosine functions, box-car

and triangular, etc. functions are also known, for which the Fourier transformation

can be calculated. When applying the Fourier transformation over the whole area

Gy, the arm of the interferometer also would have to be moved from ÿy to �y.

When making a displacement over a distance of GL only, the interferogram has to

be multiplied by a block function, which has the value of 1 between � and ÿL and

the value 0 outside. L then in¯uences the resolution that can be obtained.

By digitizing the interferogram, a quick Fourier transform becomes possible

provided a powerful computer is used. In the case of line-rich spectra this is pos-

sible with a limited but highly accurate displacement of the sidearm in a number of

steps. In addition, repetitive scanning is applied so as to obtain a su�ciently in-

tense image, during which a reference laser is used to ensure that the positioning

of the mirror is reproducible. The technique has been well known in infrared

spectroscopy for some time and now can be used for spectra in the visible and UV

regions also, as su�ciently precise mechanical displacement systems and high-

capacity computers have become available. Fourier transform atomic emission

spectrometry is attractive for sources with a low radiance but a high stability. Fur-

thermore, the wavelength calibration can be very accurate and the highest resolu-

tion can be realized. This makes the technique very attractive for line wavelength

and line-shape measurements for diagnostics as well as for the development of line

tables. However, only in the case of low-noise sources is it possible to obtain rea-

sonable signal-to-noise ratios.

2.3

Mass spectrometers

As in the sources used in optical atomic spectrometry a considerable ionization

takes place, they are also of use as ion sources for mass spectrometry. Although an

overall treatment of instrumentation for mass spectrometry is given in other text-

books [68], the most common types of mass spectrometers will be brie¯y outlined

here. In particular, the new types of elemental mass spectrometry sources have to

be considered, namely the glow discharges and the inductively and eventually the

microwave plasmas. In contrast with classical high voltage spark mass spectrome-

try (for a review see Ref. [69]) or thermionic mass spectrometry (see e.g. Ref. [70]),

the plasma sources mentioned are operated at a pressure which is considerably
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higher (around 0.1 mbar up to atmospheric pressure) than the pressure in the

mass spectrometer itself (10ÿ5 mbar). Consequently, an interface with the appro-

priate apertures has to be provided, along with high displacement vacuum pumps

for bridging the pressure di�erence between the source and the spectrometer itself.

In commercial instrumentation fairly low-cost quadrupole mass spectrometers

and also expensive double-focussing sector ®eld mass spectrometers are usually

used (for a survey of mass spectrometers for analytical use, see Ref. [71]) and today

new types of mass spectrometers such as time-of-¯ight mass spectrometers are

being ®nd utilized in plasma atomic spectrometry.

2.3.1

Types of mass spectrometers

In all mass spectrometers used for atomic spectrometry a vacuum of 10ÿ5 mbar or

better is maintained so as to avoid further ion formation from residual gas species

or collisions of analyte ions with these species, by which the background signals

would be increased. To this aim, turbomolecular pumps are used at present. They

are preferred over di�usion pumps as their maintenance is easier and back¯ow of

oils does not occur. They are backed up by rotation pumps. To monitor the vacuum

in the mass spectrometer a Penning gauge is generally used, whereas the vacuum

in the sampling region, which is at the 0.1±1 mbar level, is often controlled with

the aid of a capacitance pressure gauge.

Quadrupole instruments

The spectrometer consists mainly of 4 equidistant and parallelly mounted rods

(diameter 10±12 mm) between which a dc voltage and in addition a high-frequency

®eld (frequency: up to 1 MHz) or U � V � cos�ot� is provided (Fig. 30). The dc

voltage at the quadrupole should be slightly below the energy of the ions entering

(usually below 30 eV). By varying the electric alternating ®eld, ions with di�erent

m=z can leave the analyzer sequentially and scanning becomes possible. A mathe-

Fig. 30. Principle of a quadrupole mass
spectrometer.
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matical treatment of the processes taking place is possible with the aid of the Mathieu

equations:

A � 8 � e �U=m � r2
0 � o2 �196�

and

Q � 4 � e � V0=m � r 2
0 � o2 �197�

with U the dc potential applied, m the mass of the ion, o=2p is the frequency of the

alternating current, V0 the amplitude of the alternating current potential, r0 the

radius of the quadrupole ®eld and e the elementary charge. Plotting A and Q on a

diagram there is a zone for stable oscillation for ions within a narrow m=z range.

The ions enter the instrument through the so-called skimmer and in addition

have to pass the ion lenses and eventually a mask, which prevents the UV radiation

from entering the spectrometer (``beam-stop''). By changing the voltages at the ion

lenses, at the beam-stop and eventually at the quadrupole rods, the transmission of

the spectrometer and the mass resolution for ions of a given mass and energy can

be optimized. As these parameters all are interdependent, the optimization of the

mass spectrometer is complex. By changing the quadrupole ®eld, the transmission

for a certain ion changes. Accordingly, ions of a certain mass can be ®ltered out by

manual setting of the ®eld or the spectrum can be scanned. The scanning velocity

is normally limited to up to 30 000 dalton/s as a result of the high-frequency and dc

components used in the spectrometer. Thus a mass interval of 0±300 dalton can

be scanned in about 30 ms. The mass resolution achievable is mainly determined

by the quality of the ®eld and in quadrupoles used for plasma mass spectrometry

in the best case it is about 1 dalton. The line pro®les to a ®rst approximation are

triangular, but side-wings also occur. Together with the isotopic abundances they

determine the magnitude of the spectral interferences. Quadrupole mass spec-

trometers are rapid sequential measurement systems. Accordingly, the precision

obtainable and also the ®gures of merit in the case of isotopic dilution techniques

for calibration are limited by noise occurring in the source. Therefore, the price of

quadrupole instruments is reasonable and also their transmission is high. This is

important because it allows their use in plasma mass spectrometry, where the

source itself can be kept at earth potential. This is a particular advantage in the case

of inductively coupled plasmas.

Magnetic mass analyzers

The oldest type of mass analyzers used, going back to the early 1920s, are magnetic

mass analyzers. They consist of a curved ¯ight tube located between the poles of an

electromagnet, so that the ®eld is perpendicular to the ¯ight direction of the ions.

The ions ®rst pass through an electrical ®eld and then enter a magnetic ®eld where

mass selection takes place. The electrical ®eld is used to extract the ions by a force:
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F � z �U �198�

where z is the charge and U the voltage (up to 10 kV).

The ions then enter a magnetic ®eld B and start to follow a curved trajectory on

which they are held by the centrifugal force so that:

m � v 2=r � B � z � v �199�

where r is the radius of the curved trajectory and v the velocity of the particle. Then:

v � B � z � r=m �200�

As

z �U � 1=2 �m � v2 �201�

v �
��������������������������
�2 � z �U=m�

p
�202�

and by combining with Eq. (200):

B � z � r=m � ���������������������������2 � z �U=m�p
or

m=z � B2r 2=2U �203�

By sweeping the ®eld B it is possible to scan the mass spectrum �m=z� at an exit

slit. As ions with di�erent masses are de¯ected towards di�erent locations in the

focal plane simultaneous detection of ions with di�erent masses is thus possible

with these spectrometers, provided multichannel detection is applied.

As the energy spread of the ion beam limits the resolving power of a de¯ecting

magnetic sector mass analyzer, energy focusing must be applied. This can be done

by providing an electrostatic analyzer in the ion optics. This electrostatic analyzer

consists of two curved plates with a voltage of the order of 1.5±1 kV applied be-

tween them. For a mean radius r and a gap d operated with a voltage E, a singly

charged ion with a mass m and a velocity v will be focussed through the exit slit

only when:

m � v 2=z � E � r=d �204�

with the radius of the circular path being de®ned by the kinetic energy as:

r � �2 � d=E � z� � 0:5� �mv 2� �205�

When bringing the magnetic sector and the electrostatic sector together, a double-
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focusing instrument is obtained, where ions are selected by mass only and where

the ion energy of the particles does not play a role. The use of sector ®eld mass

spectrometers requires the ion source to be brought to a high positive potential

relative to the mass spectrometer entrance or the whole mass spectrometer to be at

a high negative voltage with respect to the ion source. The low transmission of the

complex arrangement accordingly is compensated for by a higher ion extraction

yield. With sector ®eld instruments the resolution can easily be improved to below

0.1 dalton, enabling a number of spectral interferences in plasma mass spectrom-

etry to be eliminated. The pro®les of the lines may be ¯at-topped but can be ad-

justed by optimizing with the aid of the widths of the source slit and the collector

slit. The scanning speed cannot be increased in an unlimited manner, as hysteresis

of the magnet may hamper this. When the signals are transient and multielement

detection is required, there are certainly limitations here.

Advanced types of mass spectrometers such as ion traps, ion cyclotron resonance

and speci®cally time-of-¯ight mass spectrometers have also been considered for

use in plasma mass spectrometry.

Time-of-flight mass spectrometer

This spectrometer is based on the detection of ions produced from a single tem-

porally well-de®ned event with high time resolution. The principle is well known

and has long been applied in secondary ion mass spectrometry [72] and in laser

micro mass spectrometry [73].

The basic formula for mass resolution is [71]:

m=Dm � 1=2�t=Dt� �205�

The velocity of the ions is given by:

v � 1:4� 104
��������������
�U=m�

p
�206�

where m is the mass and U the accelerating voltage. Inserting 50 dalton for m and

5000 V for U would result in v � 1:4� 105 m/s. Hence for a ¯ight tube having a

length l of 1.4 m one obtains, neglecting the time required to accelerate the ions:

t � l=v � 10ÿ5 s. With modern instruments a time spread Dt of 5 ns and even

lower can be obtained. Thus according to Eq. (205) a resolution of 2000 is feasable.

The resolution can be increased further by using a re¯ectron, doubling the ¯ight

time (Fig. 31). With this type of instrumentation high transmission can be achieved

and high mass resolution can also be realized. In addition to ICP, mass spectrom-

etry [74, 75] with the MIP [76] and glow discharges [77±79] has been developed. In

the latter, packages of ions can be extracted on- or o�-axis by using a pulsed ®eld

and it is even possible to de¯ect the abundant argon or helium ®ller gas ions e�-

ciently to clean the spectrum, by applying a repeller pulse (Fig. 32). The technique

has been shown to be particularly useful for transient signals, where a fair dynamic

range and power of detection are achievable (see Ref. [80]). This also applies in the

case of conventional ion detectors, such as dynode electron multipliers (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 31. On-axis ICP-time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Renaissance). (Courtesy of Leco Corp.)

Fig. 32. Two-stage acceleration region in an

ICP-TOF instrument. w: Beam width, v: beam

velocity, R: repeller plate, f: repetition
frequency, G1: extraction region entrance grid,

d: packet length, a1: extraction region, a2:

acceleration region, G2 flight-tube entrance

grid, S: steering plates, D: deflection plates.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [74].)
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Ion trap. In an ion trap [81] we have a tridimensional quadrupole mass spectrome-

ter (Fig. 34), in which ions may be trapped or stored. This is achieved by applying a

suitable rf voltage to a specially shaped electrode. Even during storage collisional

dissociation as well as excitation may be achieved. The sensitiviy is excellent and a

high resolution may also be achieved (in excess of 10 000 particularly when working

with long acquisition times). This means one can also work with very weak ion

beams [82]. The ®rst applications of an ion trap with an ICP have been published,

both when using the ion trap behind a conventional quadrupole [83] as well as when

coupling it through a suitable lens directly to the ICP [84].

Fig. 33. Continuous dynode electron multiplier. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [81].)

Fig. 34. Ion trap detector

analyzer, single stage

configuration. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [71].)
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Ion cyclotron resonance analyzer

In this type of analyzer [85] the ions are trapped in circular orbits in a magnetic

®eld. To achieve this, three pairs of mutually perpendicular plates are placed in a

strong magnetic ®eld. Externally produced ions may be injected into the cell, in

which the time t for one revolution (Fig. 35) [81, 86] is given by:

t � �2 � p � rm�=v �207�

where v is the velocity and rm the radius of the orbit. Combination with Eq. (199)

delivers:

m=z � B=2 � p � f �208�

where f is the frequency.

At a constant magnetic ®eld strength B, the m=z for the orbit depends on the

frequency of the cyclotron. When applying an RF pulse of this frequency to two

opposite plates, the respective ions will gain energy and when pulsing with a broad

pulse distribution, many ions will come into resonance. This will lead to the re-

spective signals in the receiving electrodes being a function of the ions in the cell.

As the frequency distribution is determined by a Fourier transform of the induced

currents, this method is known as Fourier transform mass spectrometry. In ion

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry a very high resolution can be achieved, as

frequency distributions can be determined with a very high accuracy. Further-

Fig. 35. Operating principles of ion cyclotron

resonance mass spectrometry. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [81].)
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more, the method has a multiplex advantage and therefore allows for true simul-

taneous detection of ions over a wide mass range.

Simultaneous mass spectrometer

This can be realized by using Mattauch±Herzog geometry, as is known from spark

source mass spectrometry. Here the ions are conducted through an appropriate

lens system into a magnetic analyzer and separated according to mass before reach-

ing a linear focal plane (Fig. 36). A linear photodiode array with a microchannel

plate can be used for the simultaneous and time-resolved detection of ions over the

whole mass range.

Multiple-collector magnetic mass analyzers

There are particularly useful when a highly accurate recording of ratios of ion cur-

rents for di�erent isotopes is required. This is known from earlier work with ther-

mal ionization used for isotopic analysis, and is important, for instance, in geo-

chronology. An double-focusing instrument with a stigmatic focusing magnet and

several individual collectors placed in the focal plane can be used to achieve such a

system. Here the dispersion of the ions in the focal plane is larger than with the

Mattauch±Herzog arrangement, allowing for the placement of several detectors.

One also can use a beam-splitter in front of two quadrupole instruments [87]. As

isotopic dilution becomes more and more important for tracer work as well as for

highly accurate calibration, similar types of mass spectrometers may gain consid-

erable importance.

2.3.2

Ion detection

For ion detection, several approaches are possible. From classical spark source

mass spectrometry, the use of photographic plates is known, where very hard

Fig. 36. Marge Mattauch±

Herzog system. (Reprinted
with permission of Ref. [71].)
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emulsions with low gelatine contents are required. The procedure for emulsion

calibration is similar to the one described in optical emission spectrography, but

di�erent exposure times are normally used instead of the optical step ®lters. Pro-

vided an automated microdensitometer is used, mass spectrography is still a useful

tool for survey analysis of solids down to the sub-mg/g level.

However, for the precise work that is possible with the plasma sources, electron

multipliers and pulse counting are usually used for ion detection. In elemental

mass spectrometry the magnitudes of the signal to be detected may vary between

0.1 ion/s for the case of ultratrace analysis and 1010 ions/s in the case of major

elements, and depending on the ion source used. As the charge of an electron is

1:6� 10ÿ19 Coulomb, these ion densities correspond to currents of between 10ÿ20

and 10ÿ9 A and for a such a range, several detectors need to be used. For low sig-

nals (<106 ions/s) ion counting is usually applied whereas for higher ranges ana-

logue detection is used.

In an ion counting device (Fig. 33) the ions entering the analyzer are directed to

a suitable surface held at high potential, so that the incident ions release several

electrons. The surface may consist of a continuous dynode, the curvature of which

guides the electrons, which increase in number at each interaction with the dynode

surface and ®nally onto an anode. In the case of discrete dynodes the construction

of the detector is similar to that of a photomultiplier. These detectors have a dead

time, as the interaction of an ion takes a ®nite time (usually less than 10 ns), dur-

ing which the detector is blind to the next ion. One can make a correction of the

measured count rate �nmeas� for this dead time �t� as:

ncorr � nmeas=�1ÿ nmeas � t� �209�

where ncorr is the corrected count rate. At a count rate of 1 MHz a correction of

about 1% will usually be made and this will be the upper limit for which ion

counting can be used. Above this rate the uncertainties in the corrections applied

become too large and moreover, damage of the electron multiplier may occur as ion

counters also have a high gain.

The ion counters su�er from further problems when ions are allowed to impact

directly on the dynode. Indeed, depending on the mass and ionization potential of

the respective elements the number of electrons released by the impact may di�er

from one element to another, which introduces a mass bias and in addition, when

high masses impact on a dynode, the lifetime of the dynode may decrease consid-

erably. Therefore, the ion current is generally de¯ected onto a conversion dynode,

which is more robust and is at a high negative potential for the ion impact, and the

current then carried by electrons enters the dynode system.

For the registration of larger signals, the voltage applied at the electron multi-

plier can be decreased and then a current is obtained, which in the case of ion

currents above 106 ions/s is directly proportional to the input current. A gain of 103

is thus generally applied instead of the 108 used for ion counting. Another solution

is the use of a so-called Faraday collector (Fig. 37) [81]. With this, currents of down

to 10ÿ15 A (104 ions/s) can be counted, corresponding to the upper range accessible
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with ion counting. The variable feedback-resistor allows the measuring range to be

adjusted and voltage-to-frequency conversion is applied for read-out. Faraday col-

lectors have low mass bias and are robust but slow.

So-called dual detection can also be applied, providing for both ion counting and

analogue counting, and switching can even be made within a single scan. This is

realized with a dual mode electron multiplier by sweeping the gain voltage.

Microchannel plate detectors can also be used. When using a phosphor, the detec-

tor can be coupled with photodiode arrays or charge coupled devices, which are

known from optical atomic spectrometry, and it becomes possible to detect ions of

di�erent masses simultaneously as in the case of photoplate detection.

The signal currents are fed into a preampli®er and the sorting signals can be

directly displayed. However, it is more convenient for the signal to enter a multi-

channel analyzer after analogue-to-digital conversion. Accordingly, accumulation

of the spectrum or a part of it during a high number of scan cycles becomes

possible.

2.3.3

Ion extraction

In the case of an rf spark one can work at high vacuum in the source. However, the

ions formed in the analytical zone of plasmas, such as the ICP or a glow discharge,

which are at atmospheric pressure or at a reduced pressure (mbar range), are

extracted with the aid of a metal aperture. In the case of the ICP they enter into

an interspace where the pressure is around 0.1 mbar. For glow discharges, this is

achieved without any additional precautions, as these sources are operated in

the mbar region. With plasma discharges at atmospheric pressure such as the ICP

and MIP as ion sources, we therefore need a powerful pumping system using, for

example, high-displacement rotary vacuum pumps. Also the aperture cannot be

much larger than 1 mm. Its minimum dimensions are dictated by the fact that

below a certain aperture diameter ion sampling from the plasma would no longer

be possible due to barrier-layer e�ects. According to Turner et al. [81] the plasma±

MS interface should ful®ll the following requirements.

Fig. 37. Dc analogue detector for mass spectrometry.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [81].)
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1. The plasma MS pressure should be su�ciently low as to minimize chemical

reactions.

2. The diameter of the sampling aperture should be as large as possible to maxi-

mize the analyte signal and to minimize ori®ce clogging, while keeping the

pumps used for this section to a reasonable size.

3. To sample the plasma in as undisturbed a state as possible, the diameter of the

sampling ori®ce must be large compared with the Debye length in the plasma,

which is a measure of the distance of the electric ®eld of an ion as seen by the

electrons and is given by:

lD � 6:9
������������������
�Te � Ne�

p
�210�

where Ne is the electron number density and Te the electron temperature.

4. The gas ¯ow through the sampler should not exceed the whole gas ¯ow in the

plasma, as only well de®ned zones of the plasma (namely those with the highest

analyte concentrations) should be sampled.

5. Behind the sampler a concentric shock wave structure is formed, which sur-

rounds a zone of silence and ends in a shock wave front called the Mach disk.

The interface should be such that the skimmer aperture still lies in the zone of

silence for an optimal extraction.

In the case of the ICP the sampler must be cooled, so as to withstand the high

temperature of the ICP and corrosion from the sample aerosol. Therefore, in the

early work on ICP-MS, samplers were made of nickel or copper [88]. With very

corrosive acids (HF and HNO3), which are often present after the decomposition of

geological materials, samplers made of Pt were also proposed [89]. Furthermore,

nebulizing a Ti solution before the analysis of corrosive samples has also been

proposed so as to build up a protective TiN layer on the sampler. Owing to the large

pressure di�erence between the plasma discharge and the ®rst vacuum stage, the

ions enter the interface with high energy. There is also a considerably high adia-

batic expansion of the plasma in the interface. This jet expansion is critical with

respect to the analytical performance of the system. A second aperture (skimmer)

is used to sample a part of the ion beam and to bring it into the high vacuum of the

mass spectrometer (10ÿ5 mbar). Behind the skimmer the mutual repulsions of

ions within the ion beam, known as space charge e�ects, also in¯uence the ion

trajectories. The magnitude of this e�ect depends on the total radial voltage drop

�Er�, the current density � j�, the total current �I� and the velocity �v� and is given by

[90]:

Df �
� a

0

Er � dr �
� a

0

�2 � p � j � r=v� dr � �9� 1011�I=v �211�

where v � 2:5� 105 cm/s and I � 10ÿ6 A, Df � 3:6 V. With a ®eld such as this,

ions will move away from the beam axis and this movement is mass dependent

and has to be corrected for with the aid of suitable ion optics.
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The vacuum in the mass spectrometer itself is maintained by a cryopump or by

turbomolecular pumps backed by a rotary pump. The aperture of the skimmer is

again below 1 mm.

2.3.4

Ion optics and transmission

A cylindrically symmetric lens is used to transfer the ions sampled through the

skimmer to an analyzer [91]. To reduce the noise level, a metallic disk denoted as

the ``photon stop'' is often placed in the center of the so-called Bessel box. Thus

radiation coming from the plasma sampled as it enters through the axially centered

sampler and or skimmer can be eliminated. Furthermore, the voltage at the lens is

optimized so as to obtain as low a background (stemming from radiation and

neutrals) as possible without decreasing the sensitivity. Alternatively, the mass

spectrometer and/or the detector can be placed o�-axis. A series of various lenses at

di�erent voltages is usually provided so as to direct the analyte ions as e�ciently as

possible into the analyzer. Often 3 so-called ``Einzel'' lenses at negative potentials

relative to the skimmer (varying from around ÿ10 to ÿ150 V) are used. The vol-

tages applied determine the trajectories of the ions, which, however, also depend

on their kinetic energies. The latter are element-dependent and also relate to the

zones in the ion source that were sampled.

A computer program, MacSimion, [92] can be used to model the ion trajectories

in ion optics after various assumptions. From these considerations it becomes clear

that when dealing with several elements any optimization will also lead to com-

promises. Thus there will always be a di�erence in performance in mass spec-

trometry with respect to sensitivity and to the lowest matrix in¯uences between

single-element optimization and compromise conditions.

2.4

Data acquisition and treatment

Modern optical spectrometers as well as mass spectrometers are controlled by a

computer, responsible for pre-setting the wavelength or ion mass and parameter

selection, as well as for control of the radiation or ion source and of the safety sys-

tems. The software for the data acquisition and processing may consist of routines

for the calculation of calibration functions with the aid of linear or higher regres-

sion procedures, for the calculation of the concentrations in the samples according

to standard additions techniques, as well as for calibration with synthetic samples,

for the calculation of statistical errors and the correction of drift. It must also be

possible to display parts of the spectrum graphically or to superimpose spectra

from several samples so as to recognize spectral interferences or to execute back-

ground correction. Furthermore, routines for the correction of signal enhance-

ments and depressions as well as of spectral interferences must be present.

In most cases a linear calibration function can be used, as discussed earlier. It
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can be calculated by a linear regression with a number of values �ci; xi� where ci is

the concentration of a standard sample and xi is the radiation intensity, absorption

or ion current obtained for the element to be determined. It has the form:

xi � a � ci �212�

a is the sensitivity and the slope of the calibration curve. In order to eliminate

¯uctuations of the source and to obtain the highest precision it can be useful to

plot the analytical signals as signal ratios. Then the calibration function obtained is

of the form:

xi=R � a � ci �213�

R is the signal obtained for a reference element, which may be the matrix element,

a main constituent or an element added in known concentration to all samples to

be analyzed and not present in the sample. This approach is known as internal

standardization. It may also happen that the calibration function is not linear, but

can be described by a function of the 2nd or even of the 3rd degree. Then it has the

form:

xi=R � a0 � a1 � ci � a2 � c2
i �� a3 � c3

i � �214�

The a coe�cients have to be calculated using regression procedures. In the case of

a calibration function of a higher degree, the calibration graph is curved. The latter

also can be approximated by a polygone, where di�erent linear calibration func-

tions are used for well-de®ned concentration ranges.

Interferences or matrix e�ects occur when the analytical signals not only depend

on the analyte element concentrations but also on the concentrations of other

sample constituents. Additive and multiplicative interferences have to be distin-

guished. The ®rst may result from spectral interferences. Here the interference can

be corrected for by an estimation of the magnitude of the interfering signal from a

scan of the spectral background in the vicinity of the analytical line. A mathemati-

cal interference correction can also be applied. Here the net analytical signal is

calculated as:

xi=R � �xi=R�measured ÿ �d�xi=R�=dcinterferent� � cinterferent �215�

where cinterferent must be determined separately and d�xi=R�=dcinterferent is the inter-

ference coe�cient for a certain sample constituent. The latter also has to be deter-

mined from a separate series of measurements. The calibration function can also

be expressed as:

xi=R � a1 � c1 � a2 � c2 �216�

where a1 and a2 have to be determined by regression, which can easily be done in

the case of a linear relationship.
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It could also happen that certain matrix constituents produce signal enhance-

ments or depressions. The latter are known as multiplicative interferences and may

be due to in¯uences on the sampling e�ciency, on the transport of the analyte into

the source and on the generation of the species delivering the analytical signals.

They can be written as:

Y � a�cSt� � c �217�

where the sensitivity �a� is a function of the concentration of the interferent �cSt�.
This relationship can be linear but also of a higher order. Calibration by standard

additions allows correction for all errors arising from signal depressions or enhance-

ments insofar as the spectral background is fully compensated for.

Indeed, when calibrating by standard additions the concentration of the un-

known sample can be determined graphically by extrapolating to zero the curve

that is obtained by plotting the signals for samples to which known amounts of

analyte have been added versus the added amounts. Therefore, standard additions

can be very useful in atomic absorption spectrometry and plasma mass spectrom-

etry, which are zero-background methods. However, in the case of atomic emission

where the lines are superimposed on a spectral background, which stems from the

atomic emission source itself and which is highly dependent on the sample matrix,

it is more di�cult. Here, calibration by standard additions can only be used when a

highly accurate background correction is applied. When calibrating by standard

additions, care must be taken that the curve remains within the linear dynamic

range of the method. This might be problematic in the case of atomic absorption

spectrometry, especially when background correction with the aid of the Zeeman

e�ect is applied.

In atomic spectrometry the computerized treatment of spectra and spectral data

have became very important, as it allows considerable method development to be

facilitated as well as the optimum ®gures of merit to be obtained.

The display of spectra enables spectral interferences to be traced. To this aim

spectral slots are scanned or taken from simultaneously recorded data at a multi-

tude of wavelengths. Spectral scanning at high scan speed and with a high dy-

namic range is now possible, e.g. in optical emission spectrometry with the aid of

high-precision grating drives coupled with a high-dynamics detector. Here, for ex-

ample, the voltage at a photomultiplier can be rapidly changed through a feedback

circuit, as is done in the IMAGE system from Instruments S.A., Jobin-Yvon. In this

way it is possible to scan the whole spectral range of 200±800 nm within 2 min

with a resolution of 5 pm in the case of a 0.6 m monochromator and a grating

constant of 1/2400 mm. When working with a stable source, recording spectra of

the sample and the matrix alone becomes easy, which can then be subtracted en-

abling a qualitative analysis of a sample. In addition, determination by calibration

with aqueous solutions containing only the element to be determined is possible,

as shown by the example of the determination of Fe in the presence of Zr by ICP-

OES (Fig. 38) [93]. Matrix spectra for matrices with a multitude of components can

even be composed in this way, without having to mix the chemicals but by working
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with spectra of pure substances. Also assumptions about the line pro®les, which

certainly become relevant for work at high resolution, can no longer be neglected.

When using multichannel detectors, the quality of the spectra acquisition much

improves, as now source noise appears equally at all wavelengths to the same ex-

tent and short-term drift no longer plays a role. In the case of mass spectrometry,

spectrum synthesis and stripping may be less important as the spectra contain

much fewer elemental lines and the formation of infering doubly charged ions or

molecular species might depend more stringently on the matrix elements present.

Further requirements in graphical signal display arises from the need for back-

ground correction. Estimates of the spectral background under an analytical signal

must be made from extrapolations of the spectral background intensities measured

in the vicinity of the spectral line, so the availability of low-noise spectral scans in

the vicinity of the analytical lines, which are free from signal drift e�ects, is very

important. In the case of transient analytical signals, multichannel detectors with

high time resolution are very helpful.

The display of signal versus time curves in real time is very important for the

development of analytical procedures. In atomic absorption spectrometry with

electrothermal atomization this is now indispensable and is an integral part of the

development of an analytical procedure to be applied for a given analytical task. It

is of further importance during the optimization of the plasma working parameters

in ICP-AES and is certainly very useful for the optimization of the spectrometer

with respect to drift and as a result of changes in any of the working parameters.

Fig. 38. Experimentally obtained ICP atomic

emission spectral scan for a solution

containing 10 mg/L Fe and spectral scan

obtained by stripping the experimental
spectral scan for a solution of 500 mg/L Zr

and 10 mg/L Fe (2% Fe in Zr) from the

contribution of the Zr spectral scan (shifted to

higher wavelengths by 100 pm). (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [93].)
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3

Sample Introduction Devices

In atomic spectrometry the sample must ®rst be brought into the form of an

aerosol and atomized, before excitation involving emission, absorption or ¯uores-

cence and/or ionization can take place. Accordingly, the sample introduction is a

very important step in all atomic spectrometric methods. Many approaches, which

can be used for very di�erent types of samples with respect to size, state of aggre-

gate, stability, etc., have been investigated and treated extensively in textbooks (see

e.g. Refs. [94±98]).

Sample volatilization and signal generation can take place in a single source.

However, sample volatilization can also take place in one source, and then to gen-

erate the signal the sample vapor or atom cloud is taken into a second source,

usually with the aid of a carrier-gas ¯ow. The use of separate sources for sample

volatilization and signal generation is known as the ``tandem source concept'', a

term which was introduced by Borer and Hieftje [99]. This concept has the advan-

tage that the best conditions for sample volatilization, with respect to source tem-

perature and analyte residence time, are selected for the ®rst source and at the

same time conditions can be selected in the second source for which, for example,

the signal-to-background ratios and, accordingly, the power of detection are opti-

mum or the matrix e�ects are lowest. This makes sense as these conditions may be

totally di�erent and using a single source for both sample volatilization and signal

generation may lead to compromise conditions with losses in analytical perfor-

mance. This has been demonstrated by the combination of spark ablation and

plasma spectrometry for the direct analysis of electrically-conducting samples, when

compared with conventional spark emission spectrometry. Both matrix e�ects from

sample volatilization as well as from analyte excitation can be decreased as com-

pared with spark emission spectrometry (see e.g. Ref. [100]) without losing the

high power of detection of plasma atomic spectrometry. Similar e�ects are experi-

enced when laser ablation is combined with the relatively cheap microwave plasma,

where a matrix-independent calibration in many cases becomes feasible (see e.g.

Ref. [101]).

For sample volatilization of solids or dry solution residues both thermal evapo-

ration and cathodic sputtering may be useful. The latter is particularly important in

the case of low-pressure discharges, as here the ions are highly energized when

they pass through the high-energy zones of the discharge and lose only a little en-
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ergy, because of the low number of collisions occurring in the low-pressure envi-

ronment. Thermal volatilization takes place in sources where ohmic heat develop-

ment is predominant, and this will be the case for sources where a large amount of

electrical power is dissipated or high amounts of energy are absorbed.

In the case of solutions, various nebulization devices are often used for the pro-

duction of aerosols. For plasma sources at atmospheric pressure or ¯ames, the

aerosol generation is frequently performed in a separate device. As shown sche-

matically in Fig. 39, a number of sampling techniques for the analysis of solutions

as well as for direct sampling of solids can be applied. The techniques used for

plasma spectrometry [103] as well as sampling based on thermal evaporation and

Fig. 39. Techniques for sample

introduction in plasma
spectrometry [102].
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on cathodic sputtering, as performed in low-pressure discharges, will be treated in

detail here.

3.1

Sample introduction by pneumatic nebulization

In the analysis of solutions, pneumatic nebulization and then the introduction of

the aerosol into the source are already well known from the early work on ¯ame

emission spectrometry. Pneumatic nebulizers must enable a ®ne aerosol to be

produced, which leads to a high e�ciency, and the gas ¯ow used must be low

enough to transport the droplets of the aerosol through the source with a low veloc-

ity. The production of ®ne droplets and the use of low gas ¯ows are essential to

obtaining complete atomization in the source.

Pneumatic nebulization of liquids is based on the viscous drag forces of a gas

¯ow passing over a liquid surface and entraining parts of the liquid, by which small

independent droplets are produced. This may occur when the liquid is forced

through a capillary tube and at the exit the gas then ¯ows concentrically around the

tube or perpendicularly with respect to the liquid stream. A frit can also be used,

which is continuously wetted and through which the gas passes.

Nebulizers are mounted in a nebulization chamber, which has the function of

separating o� the larger particles and leading them into the waste. Impact surfaces

are often provided, so as to fractionate the aerosol droplets further, by which the

e�ciency of aerosol production increases. Whereas much research has been done

on nebulizers with the aim of maximizing their e�ciency, much less has been

done on spray chambers. They form a unit along with the nebulizer and the two

can only be evaluated and optimized together. With respect to spray chambers when

working with ¯ames, impact surfaces are often provided so as to fractionate the

droplets formed by the nebulizer further and to trap the large droplets. According

in plasma spectrometry the nebulization chamber according to Scott et al. [104]

is used in the rule. However, by providing smooth sample run-o�, the noise, for

example in ICP spectrometry, can be much reduced, as shown in early work by

Schutyser and Janssens, who investigated many types of spray chambers [105]. In

the case of ICP mass spectrometry the amount of vapor formed from the liquid

needs to be limited, as analyte is thus not brought into the plasma and this only

increases risk of formation of molecular ions. To this aim it is very e�cient to cool

the nebulization chamber down. This leads on the one hand to a decrease in the

background and, accordingly, an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratios (Table 4,

[41]) and on the other hand to a decrease in the white noise level, as shown by the

noise power spectra (Fig. 2).

The spray chamber needs some time to ®ll up with the aerosol produced and

some tailing of signals is seen, resultng from removal of the sample aerosol by the

new incoming gas and aerosol. These build-up and wash-out times limit the speed

of analysis and lead to a ¯attening of transient signals, when a vapor cloud passes

through the spray chamber, as is the case in ¯ow injection analysis. In order to
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minimize these dead times, small spray chambers with short build-up and rinsing

times have been constructed by decreasing their volume and optimizing their form

with respect to ideal aerosol droplet fractionation and very e�cient surface renewal.

This resulted e.g. in the cyclone spray chamber described by Wu and Hieftje [106].

They showed that with this cyclone spray chamber the wash-out times were short

without sacri®cing analytical precision, as shown by the noise spectra, or deterio-

ration in the power of detection. Indeed, for a 10 mg/mL solution of Mg in ICP-OES

the wash-out time, de®ned as the time required to reach a signal below 1% of the

analyte signal, is below 10 s and the signals are of a similar magnitude as with a

Scott-type chamber. Systematic investigations are just beginning on the frequency

and nature of pulsations in spray chambers of varying forms, based on the calcu-

lation of the ¯ow patterns on the one hand and measurements of droplet sizes and

droplet velocities on the other [106a].

In the pneumatic nebulizers used in atomic spectrometry, the liquid ¯ow is

usually of the order of 1 to a few mL/min and the full e�ciency of the nebulizer

(a few %) can actually be realized at gas ¯ows of 2 L/min. However, even with gas

¯ows below 2 L/min, droplet diameters as low as about 10 mm and injection

velocities below about 10 m/s are obtained. Pneumatic nebulization can be realized

with a number of types of nebulizers. For ¯ame emission and atomic absorption as

well as for plasma spectrometry, they include concentric nebulizers, so-called cross-

¯ow nebulizers, Babington nebulizers and fritted-disk nebulizers (Fig. 40) [95].

Concentric nebulizers

These have been known since the work of Gouy [107] in the middle of the 19th

century, and in principle are they are self-aspirating. They can be made of metal,

plastic or of glass. In atomic absorption spectrometry, PtaIr capillaries are often

used so as to allow the aspiration of highly acidic solutions. In plasma atomic

Tab. 4. Influence of cooling of the spray chamber on the stability of ICP-MS (30 min short-term

stability) with a Meinhard nebulizer and an aqueous standard solution; analyte concentration:

20 ng/mL of each element mentioned. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41].)

Element RSD* without cooling RSDa with cooling 10 �C

9Be 3.03 2.46
29Mg 2.18 2.75
59Co 2.17 2.31
60Ni 1.94 1.84
69Ga 2.49 2.26
115In 3.07 1.29
154Sm 3.08 1.28
208Pb 3.52 1.38
209Bi 3.66 1.61
238U 3.38 1.97

a RSD (relative standard deviations) in % resulting from 10 replicate

measurements.
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spectrometry, the use of concentric glass nebulizers (Meinhard Associates) is typi-

cal [108]. They use a fairly low gas ¯ow (1±2 L/min) as compared with the nebu-

lizers used in atomic absorption (up to 5 L/min) and are often self-aspirating.

In both cases, however, the sample uptake rates are 1±2 mL/min and the aerosol

e�ciencies 2±5%. The nebulizers work at pressures of 2±7 bar, which are speci®ed

as are their sample uptake rates, being functions of their ori®ce dimensions (15±35

mm). Meinhard nebulizers can also be made of quartz, in which case even solutions

containing dilute HF can be nebulized, without attacking the nebulizer.

In the case of solutions with high salt contents, the danger for clogging and

signal drift is high as compared with other nebulizers (Fig. 41) [109]. The maxi-

mum admissible salt content is 20±40 g/L but it varies considerably along with the

type of salt involved. It is particularly high for easily hydrolyzable compounds such

as aluminum salts and phosphates.

Through long-term experiments, concentric glass nebulizers have also been

shown to be sensitive to high concentrations of alkali and alkaline earth elements.

The changes in nebulization e�ciency and sample uptake are connected with ion-

exchange phenomena at the glass wall, as mentioned in Ref. [109]. However, the

in¯uence of such salts can be reduced considerably by wetting the nebulizer gas

¯ow.

A type of concentric glass nebulizer which is operated at pressures of several tens

of bars is known as a high e�ciency nebulizer (HEN) [110]. More recently micro-

Fig. 40. Pneumatic nebulizers

for plasma spectrometry. A:
concentric glass nebulizer, B:

cross-flow nebulizer, C:

Babington nebulizer, D: fritted-

disk nebulizer. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [95].)
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concentric nebulizers have also been described, for which the internal volume is

very small and the liquid channel is connected directly to capillaries. One type that

is available, the MCN-100, is very useful for coupling chromatography to plasma

spectrometry, as the ¯ow used can be in the sub-mL/min range (Fig. 42) [111].

Fig. 41. Operating stability of different types of pneumatic
nebulizers having high salt contents. (AA): concentric nebulizer

as used in AAS work, solution:A16 g dissolved salts (mainly

NaCl) per liter. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [109].)
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Cross-flow nebulizers

The cross-¯ow nebulizers are less sensitive to salt deposits at the nozzle. They are

used in plasma spectrometry as well as in ¯ame work and require the use of a

peristaltic pump for sample feeding. The pump must have a su�cient number of

rolls, so as to avoid pulsing, and even then may still introduce a low-frequency

noise. However, dual tube pumps with a time delay between both channels, have

been introduced, through which pulsing can be further minimized. In the cross-

¯ow nebulizer the sample solution is fed through a vertically mounted capillary

and nebulized by a gas ¯ow entering through a horizontal capillary which ends

close to the tip of the vertical one. The design of cross-¯ow nebulizers has been

discussed previously by Kranz [112].

A cross-¯ow nebulizer for dc arc solution and AAS work was described by

Valente and Schrenk [113]. For ICP work the nebulizer should have capillaries with

diameters < 0.2 mm and a distance of 0.05±0.5 mm between the tips. The capil-

laries also can be made of metal, glass or plastic and they have similar character-

istics to the concentric nebulizer. Types made of Ryton for example enable the

aspiration of solutions containing higher concentrations of HF. Then aerosol gas

¯ows are around 1±2 L/min at 2±5 bar. This has been con®rmed by optimization

measurements described by Fujishiro et al. [114]. They found that by varying the

inside and the outside diameters of the capillary from 0.15 to 0.9 mm and from 0.5

to 1.5 mm, respectively, the pressure drop across the sample tube decreases from

150 to 50 mbar. By increasing the gas ¯ow from 0.75 to 1.75 L/min, the pressure

drop across the sample tube was found to increase from 150 to 350 mbar. As

shown in Fig. 43 [114], the variations in the drops in pressure considerably in¯u-

ence the droplet size.

Babington nebulizer

Here the sample solution is pumped through a wide tube into a groove, where the

®lm running o� is nebulized by a gas ¯ow entering perpendicular to the ®lm of

Fig. 42. Microconcentric

nebulizer for ICP-OES/MS.
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [111].)
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liquid. As the sample solution does not need to pass through a narrow capillary,

solutions containing high salt concentrations and also slurries can be analyzed

without the risk of clogging. This type of nebulizer, ®rst described by Babington in

1973 [115], was later used extensively used by Ebdon (see e.g. [116]) especially for

slurry nebulization.

Work with slurries requires that the slurries are ®rst nebulized and behave just

as solutions with respect to the sample introduction into the aerosol. From electron

probe micrographs of aerosol particles sampled on Nuclepore ®lters under iso-

kinetic conditions, it was found that at nebulizer gas ¯ows of 3 L/min, being typical

of plasma spectrometry but far below those for ¯ame atomic absorption, particles

with a diameter of up to 15 mm can be found in the aerosol (Fig. 44) [117]. This

would imply that powders with a grain size of up to about 15 mm could still be

nebulized as could a solution. This, however, is not true as the mass distribution in

the case of powders may be quite di�erent in the slurry and in the aerosol, as

shown for the case of SiC (Fig. 45) [118]. The nebulization limitations for the case

of slurry nebulization thus must be investigated from case to case and leads to

certain types of restrictions.

Fig. 43. Influence of pressure decrease across the sample tube

of a cross-flow nebulizer on droplet size distribution. Pressure

decrease: (�): 95 mm H2O, (o): 250 mm H2O. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [114].)
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Fritted-disk nebulizers

Nebulizers such as these have high nebulization e�ciencies and a low sample con-

sumption (down to 0.1±0.5 mL/min). In particular, they have been shown to be

useful for plasma spectrometry in the case of organic solutions or for coupling with

liquid chromatography [119]. However, in comparison with the other types of neb-

ulizers they su�er from memory e�ects. Indeed, the rinsing times are much higher

than the 10±20 s as required for the other pneumatic nebulizers. In the case of the

so-called thimble nebulizer, as described by Liu et al. [120] (Fig. 46), these dis-

advantages have been eliminated, mean droplet sizes were reported to be of the 2 mm

level, which is lower by a factor of 5 than with the HEN mentioned previously.

Direct injection nebulizers

Direct injection nebulizers, as they were ®rst described by Kimberley et al. [121],

are used without a nebulization chamber. In this way sample losses are low as

Fig. 44. Scanning electron microscopy images

of Al2O3 particles sampled from a 1% suspen-
sion itself and from the aerosol produced

from the suspension. Al2O3 (VAW 143±85,

Vereinigte Aluminium Werke, Bonn)

sieved fractions. GMK nebulizer with an

impactor 3 mm from the orifice. Aerosol gas
flow rate: 1 L/min, pumping rate: 2 mL/min.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [117].)
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are the dead times. This can only be achieved when the aerosol droplets are ®ne

enough to avoid sample deposition or incomplete evaporation in the source. High

nebulization e�ciencies can then also be obtained, as shown by the comparative

measurements reported by McLean et al. [122]. These features can only be realized

when the drop in pressure at the top of the nebulizer is high or when the nebulizer

is operated at high pressure.

Oscillating nebulizer

A special type of pneumatic nebulizer is the oscillating nebulizer, described by

Wang et al. [123] (see Fig. 47) [124]. Here the droplet distribution is narrow, the

Fig. 45. Particle size and mass distribution of a suspended SiC

powder and the aerosol generated with a GMK nebulizer [118].
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droplet size is low, e.g. as compared with the concentric nebulizer and the e�-

ciency is also high.

With pneumatic nebulizers the samples can be taken up continuously. Then

after a few seconds of aspiration a continuous signal is obtained and it can be

integrated for a certain time. However, small sample aliquots can also be injected

directly into the nebulizer [125±128] or into a continuous ¯ow of liquid. The latter

Fig. 46. Demountable thimble

frit nebulizer and its spray
chamber (not drawn to scale).

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [120].)

Fig. 47. Oscillating capillary nebulizer with single pass spray
chamber. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [124].)
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is known as ¯ow injection analysis (FIA) and has been treated extensively (for the

principles, see Ref. [129]). The signals in both cases are transient. They rise sharply

and there is some tailing, resulting from generation of the analyte aerosol cloud at

the front end and dilution of the aerosol at the signal end, respectively. The signals

can last a few seconds up to eventually some 10 s and with sample volumes of 10±

20 mL similar signal intensities to continuous nebulization can often be obtained.

These techniques enable analysis of small samples (down to around 10 mL), lower

the salt deposits on nebulizers and maximize the absolute power of detection.

Also useful in work with the introduction of small-volume samples, denoted as

discrete sampling, the use of small cyclone chambers as well as of direct injection

nebulizers has to be mentioned [121]. FIA has gained further importance as auto-

mation is easy and on-line sample preparation becomes possible. This is speci®-

cally due to the use of on-line digestion of slurries at high temperatures, as described

e.g. by Haiber and Berndt [130], as well as by on-line preconcentration and matrix

removal by coupling with column chromatography. In the case of dissolved Al2O3

ceramic powders, matrix removal is easily possible by ®xation of the dithiocarba-

mate complexes of the impurity metals on a solid phase while aluminum is not

retained. The traces can then be eluted from the column and e.g. directly deter-

mined by ICP mass spectrometry (Fig. 48) [131]. The other solution lies in retain-

ing the matrix on the column, as e.g. is possible in the case of zirconium by the

formation of thenoyltri¯uoroacetonates [132], which also could be ®xed on an RP

Fig. 48. ICP-MS coupled on-line to liquid

chromatography using hydraulic high-pressure

nebulization. (1): HPLC pump, (2): sample
loop, (3): chromatographic column, (4):

HHPN nebulization chamber, (5): desolvation

system with heating and two-stage cooling,

(6): ICP torch, (7): drain. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [131].)
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18 solid phase, in amounts of up to a few mg [133]. Further examples of on-line

matrix removal are given in the literature (see e.g. Refs. [134±136]).

The optimization of pneumatic nebulizers is aimed in particular at selecting the

working conditions that give the optimum droplet size and e�cieny. The so-called

Sauter diameter d0, i.e. the diameter for which the volume to surface ratio equals

that of the complete aerosol, is given by the Nukuyama±Tanasawa equation (see

Ref. [137]):

d0 � C=vG�s=r�0:5 � C 0fh=��s � r�0:5�gC 00 � �1000 � �Q L=QG��C
000 �218�

vG is the gas velocity, QG the gas ¯ow, Q L the liquid ¯ow, h the viscosity, r the

density, s the surface tension of the liquid and C, C 0 and C 00 are constants.

When the nebulizer gas ¯ow increases d0 becomes smaller (through vG and QG)

and the e�ciency of the sample introduction will increase and as a result the sig-

nals also do. However, as more gas is passed through the source, it will be cooled

and, moreover, the residence time of the droplets will decrease and thus the atom-

ization, excitation and ionization will also decrease. These facts will counteract any

increase in the signals as a result of the improved sampling. Accordingly, the

highest signal intensity and thus the greatest power of detection will be achieved at

a compromise gas ¯ow.

The physical properties of the liquid sample (s; h and r) also in¯uence d0, the

e�ciency and the analytical signals. Di�erences in the physical properties of the

liquid samples to be analyzed thus lead to so-called nebulization e�ects. h has a

large in¯uence. It in¯uences d0 through the second term in Eq. (218). However, in

the case of free sample aspiration it also in¯uences d0 through Q L, which is given

by the Poiseuille law as:

Q L � ��p � R4
L�=�8 � h � l�� � DP �219�

RL is the diameter and l the length of the capillary. DP is the pressure di�erence

and is given by:

DP � DPU ÿ g � h � rÿ f �s� �220�

DPU is the di�erence between the pressure inside and outside the nebulizer, h is the

height and f �s� a correction factor. In order to minimize the nebulization e�ects

one can utilize forced feeding with a peristaltic pump, a result of which is that Q L

is no longer a function of h. One also can operate the nebulizer at a high gas ¯ow,

by which Eq. (218) reduces to:

d0 � C=vG�s=r�0:5 �221�

when QG=Q L becomes>5000. However, the gas ¯ow may then cool the source down

through which incomplete atomization or signal depressions or enhancements

may lead to even stronger interferences.

Droplet size distributions of aerosols can be determined by stray-light measure-
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ments (see e.g. Refs. in [122, 137]). Data obtained from sampling with cascade

impactors could be in¯uenced by evaporation of the droplets on their way through

the device, especially as isokinetic sampling may require the application of reduced

pressure [138]. Various nebulizers have been used to provide data, e.g. Olsen and

Strasheim (see Ref. [139]). When comparing the di�erent nebulizers used in early

work on ICP-OES (Fig. 49), they found that the high pressure cross-¯ow nebulizer

has the highest SNR values, the lowest particle size and the narrowest droplet size

distribution. The SNR values found in ICP-OES, for example, seemed to correlate

with the fraction of the aerosol present as droplets with diameters below 8 mm.

Particle size distributions depend on the nebulizer and its working conditions, on

the liquid nebulized and also on the nebulization chamber. These relationships

have been studied in depth, also for organic solutions (see e.g. Refs. [140, 141]). In

these cases, an aerosol with a lower mean particle size is often produced with a

fairly low gas ¯ow pneumatic nebulizer as compared with aqueous solutions and

thus resulting in a higher e�ciency and power of detection.

Jet-impact nebulization

Apart from pneumatic nebulization through gas entrainment other types of pneu-

matic nebulization have been realized. In so-called jet-impact nebulization, use is

made of the impact of a high pressure jet of liquid on a surface [142].

Fig. 49. Particle size distribu-

tions of pneumatic nebulizers
for ICP. MAK, high-pressure

cross-flow nebulizer; CGN,

concentric glass nebulizer;

JAB, Jarrell±Ash Babington
nebulizer; JAC, Jarrell±.Ash

fixed cross-flow nebulizer

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [139].)
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High-pressure nebulization

This has been described by Berndt [143], and makes use of the expansion of a

liquid jet under high pressure at a nozzle (Fig. 50). Here much higher nebulization

e�ciencies can be obtained even for solutions with high salt solutions and for oils.

This is due to the small droplet size, which is in the 1±10 mm size [144]. The neb-

ulization e�ciency can be improved further by heating the capillary, so that a

mixture of vapor and aerosol is released at the nozzle [145]. In ICP-OES the detec-

tion limits can be decreased by an order of magnitude as compared with pneumatic

nebulization, provided a heated spray chamber is used. Such systems are ideally

suited for speciation work as they allow easy coupling of HPLC and atomic spectro-

metry [146]. A further advantage lies in the fact that the aerosol properties are fairly

independent of the physical properties of the liquid. High-pressure nebulization is

very promising for the coupling of on-line pre-enrichement or separations by high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with atomic spectrometry.

In the case of plasma spectrometry, however, it is usually necessary to desolvate

the aerosol produced, as high water loadings cool the plasma too much and de-

crease the analytical signals and, further, may also lead to increased matrix e�ects.

Desolvation can be achieved by heating the aerosol leading to solvent evaporation,

as previously applied in atomic absorption work by Syti [147] (Fig. 51). Other new

ways of cooling in aerosol desolvation are possible by the use of Peltier elements.

Also, IR heating may be used to heat up the aerosol. Another new method of

Fig. 50. Hydraulic high pressure nebulization

system. (a): Solvent filter (20 mm), (b): solu-

tion reservoir (water, organic solvents), (c): high-
pressure pump, (d): solvent feed valve/sample

loop, (e): plate with concentric holes;

(f ): high-pressure nebulization nozzle (10±30

mm) with integrated protection filter, (g): drain,

(h): impact bead and (i): gas mixing chamber.
(Courtesy of H. Berndt)
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desolvation lies in the use of membranes, such as those made of Na®on. Here

water molecules can di�use through, while salt aeosol particles as well as droplets

are retained (Fig. 52). The principle and features as demonstrated by Yang et al.

[148] may be particularly useful for various types of sample introduction used in

plasma spectrometry.

3.2

Ultrasonic nebulization

By the interaction of su�ciently energetic acoustic waves of a suitable frequency

with the surface of a liquid, geysers are formed by which an aerosol is produced.

Fig. 51. Desolvation unit for ICP atomic spectrometry.

Fig. 52. Aerosol drying by

using a single tube NafionR

membrane desolvation stage.

(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [148].)
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The diameter of the aerosol droplets produced depends on the frequency and on

the physical properties of the liquid sample. In the case of water for example,

aerosol droplets formed at a frequency of 1 MHz have a diameter of about 4 mm.

The energy can be focussed with the aid of a liquid lens onto the surface of the

sample solution or the liquid sample can be pumped continuously over the trans-

ducer, which must then be cooled e�ciently (Fig. 53A and B). Ultrasonic nebu-

lization has two considerable advantages over pneumatic nebulization. At ®rst the

aerosol particles have a lower diameter and a fairly narrow particle size distribution

as compared with pneumatic nebulization (<5 versus 10±25 mm). Therefore, the

aerosol production e�ciency may be as high as 30% and a high analyte introduc-

tion e�ciency is achieved. In addition, no gas ¯ow is required for aerosol produc-

tion and accordingly, the transport gas ¯ow can be freely selected. However, when

applying ultrasonic nebulization to plasma spectrometry, it is also necessary to

desolvate the aerosol so as to prevent too intensive a cooling of the plasma. After

taking these measures ultrasonic nebulization leads to an increase in power of

detection.

It should be mentioned that with ultrasonic nebulization memory-e�ects are

generally higher than in the case of pneumatic nebulization. Furthermore, the

nebulization of solutions with high salt concentrations may lead to salt depositions.

Therefore, speci®c attention should be paid to rinsing, and the precision eventually

achieved is generally lower than in pneumatic nebulization [151].

Fig. 53. Ultrasonic nebulization. (A): Discontinuous system

(reprinted with permission from Ref. [149]), (B): system with
liquid flowing over the transducer (reprinted with permission

from Ref. [150]).
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3.3

Hydride and other volatile species generation

For elements with volatile hydrides or other volatile species, the sampling e�ciency

can be increased by volatilization of these species from the samples.

Hydride generation

This can be applied for the elements such as As, Se, Sb, Te, Bi. Sn as well as some

others. Indeed, by in situ generation of the hydrides of these elements (AsH3, etc.)

from the sample solutions the sampling e�ciency can be increased from a few

percent in the case of pneumatic nebulization to virtually 100%.

Hydride generation can be performed e�ciently by reduction with nascent

hydrogen. This can be produced chemically by the reaction of zinc or NaBH4 with

dilute acids. In the latter case use can be made of a solid pellet of NaBH4 and

placing the sample on it, which might be useful as a microtechnique (see e.g. Ref.

[152]). However, a ¯ow of a solution of NaBH4 stabilized with NaOH can be joined

by one of an acidi®ed sample. This can be done in a reaction vessel, as was ®rst

used in atomic absorption work (see e.g. Ref. [153]) or in a ¯ow-through cell, as

®rst used in plasma atomic emission spectrometry (Fig. 54) [154, 155]. In this case,

the hydrides produced are separated from the liquid and are subsequently led into

the source by a carrier-gas ¯ow. The hydrides, however, are accompanied by an

excess of hydrogen. In the case of weak sources such as microwave discharges, the

hydrogen may disturb the discharge stability. To avoid this the hydrides can be

separated o�, e.g. by freezing them out in a liquid nitrogen cooling trap (b.p.:

Aÿ30 �C), during which the hydrogen (b.p.: <ÿ200 �C) escapes, and sweeping the

collected hydrides into the source during a subsequent heating step [156]. The use

Fig. 54. Modified flow-cell type hydride generator. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [155].)
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of membranes may also be useful, through which the hydrogen is selectively re-

moved by di�usion whereas the elemental hydrides are retained [157]. In addition,

it has been shown to be e�ective to lead the reaction gases over concentrated

H2SO4, so as to dry them before they enter weak sources such as microwave

plasma discharges.

Electrolysis can also be used for the generation of hydrogen, which has the ad-

vantage that the use of the NaBH4 reagent becomes super¯uous. This is advanta-

geous from the point of view of reagent consumption and the related costs, includ-

ing the e�orts of preparing a new solution daily, and because the NaBH4 reagent

may also contribute to the blank.

In electrolytic hydride generation, a cell as shown schematically in Fig. 55 can be

used [158]. It is made of PTFE rings and disks and can be easily disassembled for

cleaning. The electrodes are platinum sheets with a surface of 10 cm2 each. The

compartments of the anode (10 cm2) and the cathode (2 cm2) both have a solution

inlet and outlet and are separated by a Na®on membrane. The cell is held together

with six screws. Solutions of the sample acidi®ed with HCl are used as the catho-

lyte and dilute H2SO4 as the anolyte. At a cell current of a few amperes, the solu-

tions are continuously fed through the cell compartments, and on the cathodic

Fig. 55. Flow-cell for electrochemical hydride generation.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [158].)
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side hydrogen and the hydrides are generated and led into the gas±liquid separator.

At a current of 3.5 A, HCl concentration of 0.5 M and an H2SO4 concentration of 2

M as well as equal ¯ow rates for anolyte and catholyte of 2 mL/min, a hydrogen

production of about 1.6 L/h is obtained, with which more or less the same e�ects

can be obtained as in chemical hydride generation.

It was found that with electrolytic hydride generation in the case of low-power

microwave discharges the detection limits were somewhat lower than in chemical

hydride generation using the same plasma emission system. This was shown to be

partly due to the smoother generation of hydrogen, but also might be related to the

lower blanks stemming from the reagents. Furthermore, such cells can be mini-

aturized, at the same time keeping the e�ciency, and can be coupled on-line with

electrolytic preconcentration of the hydride forming elements, constituting a line of

further research.

Hydride generation readily allows the power of detection of atomic spectrometric

methods to be increased for the determination of elements having volatile hydrides.

Moreover, it allows matrix-free determinations of these elements. It should, how-

ever, be emphasized that the technique, irrespective of the type of hydride genera-

tion used, is prone to a number of systematic errors. Firstly, the hydride-forming

elements must be present as inorganic compounds in a well-de®ned valence state.

This may require a sample decomposition step prior to analysis. In the case of

water analysis a treatment with H2SO4aH2O2 may be e�ective [159]. In addition,

traces of heavy metals such as Cu2� may have a catalytic in¯uence on the forma-

tion and dissociation of the hydrides, as investigated by Welz and Melcher (see e.g.

Ref. [160]) in atomic absorption using quartz cuvettes. This e�ect may also be due

to a reaction of the interferent with the NaBH4. The latter can be partly avoided by

using fairly high concentrations of acid in the chemical hydride generation, as this

was found to be e�ective for removing interferences of Fe [155]. These interfer-

ents can be masked further by complexation with tartaric acid or coprecipita-

tion with La(OH)3. It is advised that calibration should be carried out by standard

additions.

In order to increase the power of detection of hydride generation, trapping of the

hydrides can be applied, which also has the advantage that hydrogen, which might

make low power excitation or ionization sources and atom reservoirs unstable, is

removed. This can be done by freezing out the hydrides. However, as the volatili-

zation temperatures of the elements forming voltatile hydrides are much higher

than the decomposition temperatures of the hydrides, hot-trapping can also be ap-

plied. For instance, as is known from the Marsch method, which is an old method

for the isolation and preconcentration of arsenic, AsH3 decomposes at 600 �C
leaving behind a layer of elemental arsenic, which volatilizes at around 1200 �C.

Accordingly, for hot trapping the reaction gases containing the hydrogen and the

volatile hydrides are led through a quartz capillary into a heated graphite furnace

and directed through the sampling hole onto the hot wall of the graphite tube.

Thus, the hydride thermally dissociates and the respective elements are deposited,

by which a preconcentration by orders of magnitude can take place [161].
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In a number of cases the e�ciency of the trapping can be increased still further

by a pretreatment of the graphite tubes. Indeed Zhang et al. [162, 163] and Stur-

geon et al. [164] have shown that Pd can be used for the e�cient trapping of hy-

drides and they explained the mechanism of preconcentration on the basis of the

catalytic reactivity of Pd, which promotes the decomposition of hydrides at rela-

tively low temperatures (200±300 �C). Normally Pd(NO3)2 is used for this purpose.

After trapping the elements they can subsequently be released by heating up the

furnace.

Mercury cold vapor technique

Similar to hydride generation, the mercury cold vapor technique can be applied.

Here Hg compounds are reduced to metallic mercury with nascent hydrogen. The

latter is normally formed by using an SnCl2 solution as the reducing agent. How-

ever, NaBH4 can also be used as the reagent (see e.g. Ref. [165]). This, however, has

the drawback that hydrogen is formed, which dilutes the reaction gases. The ele-

mentary Hg is released from the reaction mixture by the aid of a carrier gas ¯ow.

The resulting analyte ¯ow can be dried e.g. by passing it over KClO4 and then can

be led into an absorption cell or into a plasma source. It can also be trapped on gold

e.g. in the form of a gold±platinum gauze. Here the mercury is preconcentrated by

amalgamation and subsequently thermically released by resistance heating. Finally,

it is transferred to an absorption cell made of quartz or to a plasma source. This

approach allows e�ective preconcenration and in the case of optical and mass

spectrometry leads to very sensitive methods for the determination of Hg.

Volatile species formation

This can be applied to many elements by appropriate choice of reactions.

In the case of iodine, iodide present in the sample can be oxidized, e.g. in a ¯ow

cell with the aid of K2Cr2O7 in acidic solutions and in this way be released into a

radiation source for atomic emission spectrometry [166].

Sulfur can be reduced to H2S by the action of nascent hydrogen [167]. For the

determination of chloride, chlorine can be generated in a ¯ow cell by a reaction

with KMnO4 and concentrated sulfuric acid [168].

For elements such as bromine, phosphorus, germanium, lead and others, reac-

tions for the generation of hydrides or of similar volatile species can also be found.

For many metals and semi-metals and even for an element such as cadmium, it

has recently been described that volatilization can be obtained by vesicle mediation.

Indeed, surfactants are able to organize reactants at a molecular level, by which

chemical generation of volatile species is enhanced. It was shown, by Sanz-Medel

et al. [169], that by adding micelles or vesicles to cadmium solutions it is possible

to generate volatile CdH2 with a high e�ciency. This volatile compound can even

be transported to a measurement cell where a ``cold vapor'' of cadmium can be

measured.
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3.4

Electrothermal vaporization

Thermal evaporation of the analyte elements from the sample has long been used

in atomic spectrometry. For instance, it had been applied by Preuû in 1940 [170],

who evaporated volatile elements from a geological sample in a tube furnace and

transported the released vapors into an arc source. In addition, it was used in so-

called double arc systems, where selective volatilization was also used in direct

solids analysis. Electrothermal vaporization became particularly important with the

work of L'vov et al. [171] and Massmann in Dortmund [172], who introduced elec-

trothermally heated sytems for the determination of trace elements in dry solution

residues by atomic absorption spectrometry of the vapor cloud. Since then, the idea

has regularly been taken up for several reasons.

. Firstly, an analyte can be released from a solution residue and thus be brought

into an atom reservoir, a radiation or an ion source free of solvent. This is par-

ticularly useful for the case of sources operated at low power and gas consump-

tion, which are cheap but generally do not tolerate the sudden introduction of

moisture. On the other hand, independence of the physical and chemical prop-

erties of the sample solvent can be gained, which may introduce physical (nebu-

lization e�ects), chemical (volatilization e�ects) or spectral interferences (e.g.

those stemming from band spectra of the solvent molecules or their dissociation

products).
. Secondly, the thermal evaporation process can be performed with a conversion

e�ciency of 100%, by which the analyte introduction e�ciency into the source

may be increased from a few percent in pneumatic nebulization, through around

10±20% in ultrasonic nebulization to nearly 100%.
. Thirdly, it has to be considered that it is often possible, e.g. through selection of

the appropriate gas ¯ows, to realize a long residence time in the plasma. This

favors volatilization and dissociation of the analyte. Both of these e�ects enable

the high absolute power of detection that can usually be achieved with electro-

thermal vaporization to be reached, as compared with other sample introduction

techniques.

3.4.1

The volatilization process

Electrothermal evaporation can be performed with dry solution residues, resulting

from solvent evaporation, as well as with solids. In both cases the analyte evapo-

rates and the vapor is kept inside the atomizer for a long time, from which it dif-

fuses away. The high concentration of analyte in the atomizer results from a for-

mation and a decay function. The formation function is related to the production of

the vapor cloud. After matrix decomposition the elements are present in the fur-

nace as salts (nitrates, sulfates, etc.). They dissociate into oxides as a result of the
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temperature increase. In the case of a device made of carbon or graphite, the oxides

are reduced by the carbon in the furnace as:

MO�s=l� � C�s� ! M�g� � CO�g� �222�

However, a number of metals tend to form carbides, as they are very stable (a

thermodynamically controlled reaction) or because they are refractory (a kinetically

controlled reaction). In this case no analyte is released into the vapor phase. The

decay of the vapor cloud is in¯uenced by several processes [174], namely:

. di�usion of the liquid sample into the graphite, which often can be prevented by

the use of tubes, which are pyrolytically coated with carbon;
. di�usion of the sample vapor in the gaseous phase;
. expansion of the hot gases during the temperature increase (often at a rate of

more than 1000 K/s);
. recombination processes, these being minimum when the sample is brought

into the electrothermal device on a carrier platform with a small heat capacity,

such as was introduced by L'vov et al. [173];
. action of purging gases.

Therefore, in electrothermal devices, transient signals are obtained. They increase

sharply and have a more or less exponential decay lasting 1±2 s. Their form has

been studied from the point of view of the volatilization processes. The real signal

form (see Fig. 56) is also in¯uenced by adsorption and then subsequent desorption

of the analyte inside the electrothermal device at the cooler parts.

Fig. 56. Signal form in graphite furnace atomic
absorption spectrometry.
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3.4.2

Types of electrothermal devices

In most cases the furnace is made of graphite, which has good thermal and corro-

sion resistance. As a result of its porosity, graphite can take up the sample without

formation of appreciable salt deposits at the surface. However, apart from graphite,

atomizers made of refractory metals such as tungsten have also been used (Fig. 57)

(see e.g. Refs. [175, 175a]).

In the case of graphite, tubes with internal diameters of around 4 mm, a wall

thickness of 1 mm and a length of up to 30±40 mm are usually used. However,

®laments enabling the analysis of very small sample volumes and mini-cups of

Fig. 57. Graphite atomizers used in atomic
spectrometry. (A): Original graphite tube

furnace according to Maûmann (a): graphite

tube with sampling hide (reprinted with
permission from Ref. [172]), (B): carbon-rod

atomizer system according to West (a):

support; (b): clamps (cooled); (c): graphite

rod or cup (reprinted with permission from
Ref. [175]).
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graphite, which are held between two graphite blocks, have also been described in

the literature.

When using graphite tube furnaces for optical spectrometry, the optical path

coincides with the axis of the graphite tubes, whereas in the case of ®laments and

cups, the radiation passes above the atomizer. With furnace currents of up to 100 A

and when voltages of up to a few V are used, temperatures of up to and above 3000

K can be reached. The tube is shielded by an argon ¯ow, ensuring stable working

conditions for up to several hundred ®rings. With ®laments a lower power is used

and the system can be placed in a quartz enclosure so as to keep it away from air.

Cups and tubes nowadays are often made of pyrolytic graphite, which prevents

the analyte solution from being entrained in the graphite. Thus, chromatographic

e�ects leading to selective volatilization are avoided. Furthermore, the formation of

refractory carbides, which hamper the volatilization of elements such as Ti and V,

decreases.

Electrothermal furnaces made of refractory metals (tungsten in particular) have

been described by Sychra et al. (see Ref. [175a]) for use in atomic absorption work.

The heat capacity is generally smaller than in the case of graphite tubes, which re-

sults in a steeper rate of heating and cooling. This may be extreme in the case of

tungsten probes and cups [176], which are mechanically more stable than probes

made of graphite. The signals are then extremely short and the analyte is released

over a very short time, which leads to high signal-to-background ratios and ex-

tremely low detection limits, as has been shown in wire loop atomization in AAS

[177] or wire loops used for microsample volatilization in plasma spectrometry

[178]. Therefore, it is di�cult to cope with high analyte loadings when using metal

devices for electrothermal evaporation. Small amounts of sample are easily lost

during heating, as the sample is located only on the surface and thermal e�ects

cause tension inside the salt crystals that are formed during the drying phase.

In the case of graphite the sample partly di�uses into the graphite, by which this

e�ect is suppressed.

Graphite has further advantages in that for a large number of elements a reduc-

tion is obtained, which leads to free element formation, as is required for atomic

absorption spectrometry. Tungsten atomizers can be used to temperatures of be-

yond 3000 K. However, here oxygen must be excluded from the evaporation device,

so as to prevent the volatilization of the device as the oxide. This can be achieved by

adding a few percent of hydrogen to the internal and external gas streams by which

the number of ®rings per atomizer becomes higher than 100. Also the presence of

chlorine has to be avoided when working with tungsten, as then the more volatile

chloride shortens the lifetime of the atomizer. This may be particularly problematic

when analyzing biological materials. A decomposition step then needs to be in-

cluded to remove the chlorine by treatment with higher-boiling oxidizing acids. In

general, graphite may enable a still higher number of ®rings per device to be made.

However, the price of high-purity graphite is also high. The use of metal atomizers

made of tungsten has another drawback in that the optical spectra of tungsten are

very line rich as compared with those obtained with graphite in an inert atmo-

sphere. This will be a particular drawback when using electrothermal vaporization

in optical emission spectrometry.
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In order to bring the sample rapidly into a hot environment, use is often made of

the platform technique, as was ®rst introduced in atomic absorption spectrometry

by L'vov [179]. Here the very rapid heating may enable the formation of double

peaks to be avoided, which are a result of various subsequent thermochemical re-

actions, all of which have their own kinetics. Also the high temperature avoids the

presence of any remaining molecular species, which are especially troublesome in

the case of atomic absorption spectrometry. Thin platforms can be made of graph-

ite, which have a very low heat capacity, or from refractory metals. In the latter case

wire loops, on which a drop can easily be previously dried, are often used.

For optical measurements directly in the graphite atomizer, this can be open

both during the solvent vapor release and during the analyte volatilization. When

the analyte vapor has to be transported into a further source for signal generation,

it may be useful to close the cell during the analyte volatilization to guarantee a

high transportation e�ciency. To this aim pneumatically-driven stubs closing the

sampling hole and both gas pressure as well as gas ¯ow control systems are pro-

vided in commercial equipment. However, open systems can also be used in elec-

trothermal vaporization with transport of the vapors into a second source. Here, for

example, use is made of the fact that the carrier gas pushes the atom vapor cloud

into the transport line instead of allowing it to escape through the sampling hole.

This even has the advantage that no pressure jumps occur, which makes this

approach feasable for coupling with low-power sources, as shown by the case of the

MIP in Ref. [180] (Fig. 58).

Fig. 58. Graphite furnace evaporation coupled

to MIP-OES. Argon gas flows: (1): plasma gas
flow, (2): for exhaust of solvent vapor, (3):

carrier gas flow. (T1): Coupling rod, (T2): fine

tuning rod. Spherical quartz lenses ( f : focal
length, d: diameter): (L1): f 35 mm, d 19 mm,

a1 41 mm; (L2): f 66 mm, d 19 mm, a2 249

mm; (L3): f 82 mm, d 19 mm, a3 90 mm.

(S1): entrance slit, (S2): fixed exit slit, (S3):

moveable exit slit (wavelength coverage: la G 2

nm); (PM1, PM2): photomultipliers; (D):

diaphragm (6 mm� 6 mm). (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [180])
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3.4.3

Temperature programming

When using electrothermal evaporation for sample introduction, the development

of a suitable temperature program for the elements to be determined in a well-

de®ned type of sample is of prime importance. In the case of liquid samples a

small sample aliquot (10±50 mL) is brought into the electrothermal device with a

syringe or with the aid of an automated sampler and several steps are performed.

. Drying stage. The sample solvent is evaporated and the vapors are allowed to

escape, e.g. through the sampling hole in the case of a graphite furnace. This

step can last from around 10 s to a few minutes and takes place at a temperature

near to the boiling point, e.g. at 105 �C in the case of aqueous solutions. This

procedure should often consist of several steps, so as to avoid splashing, as is

advisable in the case of serum samples.
. Matrix destruction. During this step the matrix is decomposed and removed by

volatilization. Often chemical reactions are used to facilitate the volatilization of

matrix constituents or their compounds. The temperature must be chosen so that

the matrix but not the analyte is removed. This is often achieved by applying

several temperatures or even by gradually increasing the temperature by one or

several ramping rates. Temperatures during this step are usually between 100

and 1000 �C, depending on the matrix to be removed and on the analyte ele-

ments. Thermochemical reagents are often used, which chemically assist the

destruction of the matrix and help to achieve complete matrix removal at a lower

temperature. Quaternary ammonium salts are often used e.g. for the destruction

of biological matrices at relatively low temperatures. Matrix decomposition is very

important so as to avoid the presence of analyte in di�erent chemical com-

pounds, which could lead to transient peaks with several maxima. At this level it

is, however, very important to avoid analyte losses, which can be done through

the formation of volatile matrix compounds as well as by stabilizing the analytes,

both of which can be achieved through the use of matrix modi®ers (see e.g. Ref.

[164]).
. Evaporation stage. The temperature chosen for the analyte evaporation strongly

depends on the analyte elements and can range from 1000 K for relatively volatile

elements (e.g. Cd or Zn) to 3000 K for fairly refractory elements (Fe, etc.). This

step normally lasts around 10 s but not longer, so as to keep the number of ®rings

that can be performed with a single tube as high as possible.
. Heating stage. The temperature is brought to the maximum (e.g. 3300 K over

around 5 s with graphite tubes) so as to remove any sample residue from the

evaporation device and to minimize memory and cross-over e�ects.

Direct solids sampling with electrothermal evaporation can be performed by dis-

pensing an aliquot of a slurry prepared from the sample into the furnace. The an-

alytical procedure is then completely analoguous with the one with solutions (see

e.g. Ref. [181]). However, powders can also be sampled with special dispensers,
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as for example the one described by Grobenski et al. [182]. They managed to sam-

ple a few mg of powder reproducibly. Analyses with such small amounts put

high requirements on the sample homogeneity, so as to prevent errors due to non-

representative sampling. In the case of direct powder sampling, the temperature

program may often start with matrix decomposition and then proceed as for the

case of dry solution residues. In modern atomic spectrometric equipment the

sampling into the electrothermal device, the temperature programming, the selec-

tion and change of the appropriate gas ¯ows as well as the visualization of the

complete temperature programming and the direct signals are usually controlled

by computer.

When using matrix modi®cation the aim is to make e�cient use of the thermo-

chemical properties of the elements so as to be able to remove the matrix more

e�ectively or to immobilize the analytes. Both should bring the goal of a matrix-

free determination nearer, along with its advantages with respect to ease of cali-

bration and minimization of systematic errors. Matrix modi®cation has developed

into a speci®c line of research in atomic spectrometry.

For carbide modi®cation of graphite tubes (for a recent review see Refs. [183,

184], use is made of physical and chemical vapor deposition with metals such as

Ta, W, Zr, etc., which leads to the formation of MC-coated graphite tubes or plat-

forms. A solid layer of tantalum or niobium carbide can also be obtained as a result

of treatment of the graphite furnace with large quantities of pure salts or a suspen-

sion of the element or its oxide in water; however, this can lead to tubes with

shorter lifetimes. Alternatively, the surface may be treated with aqueous [e.g. of

Na2WO4, (NH4)2Cr2O7 or ZrOCl2] or alcoholic solutions of the salts of the ele-

ments mentioned.

As further matrix modi®ers Mg(NO3)2 and often Pd(NO3)2 are used. The can be

used separately but are often also used as a mixture. The mechanisms of their sta-

bilizing action, although having been investigated intensively, are not completely

known, but seem to relate to the formation of intermetallic compounds with the

analytes. In the case of Pd such as is used for the determination of Sn, the selec-

tivity for the stabilization of tin, for example in determinations in organic media, is

based on the formation of Pd3Sn2, which can be shown by x-ray di�raction.

Salts such as (NH4)2HPO4, Ni(NO3)2 and even organic compounds (e.g. ascorbic

acid in the case of Sn) have also frequently been proposed as matrix modi®ers.

The development of the temperature program is a most important step in es-

tablishing a working procedure for any spectrometric method using electrothermal

evaporation. It should be fully documented in all analytical procedures for the deter-

mination of a given series of elements in a well-de®ned type of sample.

3.4.4

Analytical performance

Electrothermal atomization, because of its high analyte vapor generation e�ciency

(in theory 100%), allows it to obtain extremely high absolute as well as concentra-

tion power of detection with any type of atomic spectrometry. In the case of two-
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stage procedures, where the analyte vapor has to be transported into the signal

generation source, di�usional losses of analyte vapor may occur. This has been

described in detail, for example, for the case of Cd [185], but it is a general prob-

lem. Answers to the problem have been found for a number of cases where use is

made of the addition of salts to the analyte solutions, by which nucleation in the

vapor ¯ow is promoted.

Owing to the transient nature of the analytical signals, the analytical precision is

generally lower, as with the nebulization of liquids. Relative standard deviations

range from around 3±5% in the case of manual injection of microaliquots to 1±3%

in the case of automated sample dispensing, whereas in pneumatic nebulization

they are below 1%. A gain in precision is often possible by measuring peak area

instead of peak height. However, peak height measurements enable the best signal-

to-background intensity ratios or limits of detection to be reached.

Interferences in electrothermal evaporation may stem from di�erences in the

physical properties between the liquid samples. Indeed, these properties in¯uence

the wetting capacities of the graphite or the metal of the electrothermal device.

When the device has a temperature pro®le, this leads to di�erences in volatiliza-

tion. In general the use of surface tension modi®ers, such as TRITON X, can help

to decrease di�erences from one sample solution to another. Further di�erences

between the anions present may severely in¯uence the evaporation, which is

known as the chemical matrix e�ect. Indeed, the boiling points of the compounds

formed dictate the volatilization. It should be considered, here, that in many cases,

especially when a graphite atomizer is used, the elemental species themselves

evaporate. However, it may be that the reaction with the carbon is too slow and the

compounds too volatile, so that often oxides or even halogenides are the volatilizing

species. In the case of such kinetically controlled reactions, the boiling points of the

elements and their species must be considerd, a brief summary of which is given

below.

Elements:

Hg: 357; As: 616; Se: 685; Cd: 765; Zn: 906; Sb: 1380; Te: 1390; Tl: 1457; Pb: 1750;

Mn: 2095; Ag: 2212; Sn: 2430; Al: 2447; Cu: 2595; Co: 2880; Ni: 2800; Fe: 3070; Ti:

3280 �C
Chlorides:

AsCl3: 130; CdCl2: 475 �C
Oxides:

PbO: 890; Sb4O6: 1559; SnO2: A1850 �C

When using electrothermal vaporization the presence of di�erent species of the

same elements, as evoked by an incomplete reaction of a species, can thus lead to

the appearance of double peaks. In the case of Cd, this has been documented for a

sample that is rich in chloride (Cd evaporates as the chloride at 480 �C) and for a

sample rich in nitrate (Cd volatilizes ®rst at 900 �C as Cd or at 1200 �C as CdO)

(Fig. 59) [186].
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3.5

Direct solids sampling

These techniques often make use of two-stage procedures. Here a separate source

is used for the generation of a su�ciently concentrated sample vapor cloud, the

composition of which is a good re¯ection of that of the sample, and this cloud is

lead into a second source. However, several approaches can be used according to

the sample properties.

3.5.1

Thermal methods

For powders, electrothermal evaporation may be used as most substances volatilize

far below the volatilization temperature of graphite (>3600 �C). This approach is

often hampered by the sample inhomogeneity, as it is generally a micromethod, as

well as by anion e�ects causing chemical interferences [187]. Furthermore, trans-

port losses can occur.

In order to solve the problems related to microsamples, suitable solutions may

lie in the use of larger furnaces with higher power dissipation so that much larger

samples than the usually 2±5 mg admitted to a conventional graphite furnace for

Fig. 59. Thermochemical behavior of Cd and

its compounds in graphite furnace evapora-
tion. 3 kW argon±nitrogen ICP; samples: 10

mg/mL Cd(NO3)2 in aqueous solution (±),

added to 0.1 g/mL of SRM 1571 (± ±) and

SRM 1577 (±.±.); line Cd II 226.5 nm;

sampling volume: 50 mL; temperature program:
drying: 95 �C, gradual temperature increase

from 350 to 2400 �C (600 �C per min).

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [186])
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atomic absorption can be surpassed by far. Graphite furnaces can even be used

where a small crucible is introduced from the side, which then contains the sample

(for a description of such systems, see e.g. Ref. [188]). Also when using thermal

volatilization from one of the electrodes of a dc arc, the latter normally can contain

a few mg of sample, which then must be mixed with graphite powder so as to

make them electrically conductive. A rotating arc can thus be used, which can

move with a constant velocity over a larger electrode, both improving the precision

and the sample size that can be admitted. Rotating arcs can be easily produced by

applying magnetic ®elds.

Transport phenomena occur particularly when transporting the vapors them-

selves. They disappear completely when the sample is inserted directly into the

signal generation source, where it is evaporated thermally. This approach is known

from work with graphite or metal probes in atomic absorption, where for example

W wire cups and loops are used. The technique is also used in plasma spectrome-

try with the inductively coupled plasma (ICP), both in atomic emission [189±191]

and in mass spectrometry [192]. Its absolute power of detection is extremely high

and the technique can be used both for the analysis of dry solution residues as well

as for the volatilization of microamounts of solids.

The in situ thermal destruction of the matrix or selective volatilization can also

be applied. The latter has been shown, for example, to be useful in the case of

geological samples [193]. In addition, selective volatilization of volatile elements

from refractory matrices is useful. In this way spectral interferences from matrices

with line-rich spectra can be avoided. The approach can also be used for the vola-

tilization of refractory oxide or carbide forming elements that have volatile halo-

genides (e.g. Ti). Here freons can be added to the carrier gas, through which the

elements are converted into volatile ¯uorides before they can form carbides. The

approach appears to be useful, as can be demonstrated from the volatilization of

various impurities from Al2O3 powders, which seems to increase signi®cantly with

the amount of sample used (Fig. 60). In other cases such as ICP-OES, the addition

of freons to the working gas has not been found to be very e�ective, e.g. in the

volatilization of particles brought into the plasma. This may be due to the short

residence times of the particles in the ICP, through which both thermochemical

di�usion of the freons to the elemental species and the thermochemical reactions

cannot be completed.

Solid substances such as AgCl and also PTFE powder can be used as thermo-

chemical reagents (see e.g. Ref. [191] for an ICP application). In the case of Ti in

the presence of C and PTFE the following reactions have to be considered:

TiO2 � 2C! Ti� 2CO

Ti� C! TiC

Ti� 4F! TiF4

At high temperature the last reaction is favored thermodynamically as well as

kinetically, the latter because TiF4 is volatile.
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The use of solid thermochemical reagents is well known from early dc arc work

and has been continuously re®ned in spectrochemical analysis. More recently they

have also been shown to be very e�ective for analyte volatilization from refractory

ceramic powders introduced as slurries into the graphite furnace in the work of

Krivan et al. (see e.g. Ref. [194]). Thermochemical modi®ers have also been shown

to be e�cient when using ETV for sample volatilization only and introduction of

the vapor into an ICP (see e.g. [195]).

To ®nd the optimal solid modi®er for the determination of analytes with high

volatilization temperatures by ETV-ICP-OES or ETV-ICP-MS, thermodynamic cal-

culations are very helpful. For example, from theoretical and experimental data for

SiC, which provide information on the physico-chemical properties of SiC and the

modi®ers, two e�ects of one (hypothetical) modi®er may be discerned: the ability to

transform a matrix into a reactive form; and the ability to ``attract'' silicon con-

tained in that reactive form by another, stronger chemical bonding reagent. It is to

be expected that the SiC lattice will be destroyed mainly during the ®nal process

and the impurity elements released. Then they can be vaporized independently of

either location or chemical form. It is only at this stage that an e�ective halogen-

ating reaction can be expected. Accordingly, it can be assumed that the extent of

matrix destruction achieved is a measure of the e�ectiveness of a modi®er. The

results of thermochemical calculations allow the following sequence of chemical

modi®ers that have been investigated to be arranged, according to increasing e�ec-

tiveness on the SiC matrix:

�C2F�n < KF < AgCl < Na2B4O7 < BaCO3 < Pb�NO2�2 < Ba�NO3�2
< Ba�NO3�2 � CoF2 < BaO� CoF2

Fig. 60. Increase in signals with sampled amounts in direct

solids sampling ETV-ICP-OES with the addition of AgCl [34].
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The calculated results show that for the quantitative determination of impurities in

SiC powder, a mixture of BaO� CoF2 (1:1) will be the optimal modi®er, as shown

from the temperature dependence resulting from the thermodynamic calculations

for the reaction of SiC with the modi®er BaO� CoF2 (Fig. 61) [196]. Here the gain

in free chemical energy is de®nitely maximum. This complex modi®er will almost

totally destroy the SiC thus enabling the evaporation of the impurities, which is

re¯ected by x-ray di�raction studies that reveal the existence of BaSiO3, CoSi

(CoSi2) and BaF2 as reaction products.

3.5.2

Slurry atomization

With powders, stable slurries can often be formed by using suitable dispersing

¯uids. These ¯uids should be able to wet the powder and form stable suspensions,

both of which depend on their physical properties (viscosity, density and surface

tension). For example, the surface tension, which is largely also a function of the

pH, is known to in¯uence the surface charge of suspended particles and therewith

the stability of the slurry (for ZrO2 powders see e.g. Ref. [117]). The stability of

Fig. 61. Thermochemical

calculations for the reactions
between SiC and the complex

modifier BaO� CoF2.

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [196].)
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suspensions further depends signi®cantly on the particle size of the powder and its

tendency to form particle agglomerates. This tendency depends on the preparation

method applied, as is known from synthesized ceramic powders (see e.g. Ref. [197]).

With a Babington nebulizer, as mentioned earlier, slurries of ®ne powders can be

nebulized, as has already been shown by Ebdon and Cave [116] in the early 1970s.

With the gas ¯ows (1±2 L/min) and the sample pumping rates (1±2 mL/min)

normally used for a Babington nebulizer [198], it was found that slurries prepared

with for example 1 g of a ceramic powder (Al2O3, SiC or ZrO2) could be aspirated

without deposition of particles in the aspiration sleeves. Therefore, when the slurry

is formed by adding water to the powder, it is necessary to treat it in an ultrasonic

bath for 10 min. Furthermore, the slurry should be continuously homogenized

with a magnetic stirrer during sample aspiration. For many types of powders ana-

lyzed (coals, ground biological samples, ceramic powders, ¯y ashes, etc.), stabiliz-

ing the slurries by addition of wetting agents was found to be unnecessary. From

experiments with an Al2O3 powder with grain size fractions of below 5 mm, be-

tween 5 and 15 mm and larger than 15 mm, from measurements with an electron

microprobe it was found that no particles larger than 15 mm occur in the aerosol,

which marks the ®rst limitation for slurry nebulization of powders with respect

to their grain size. This was shown by electron probe micrographs made for dry

solution residues of slurries prepared from these powders and for the aerosols

collected, and also by laser di�raction measurements under isokinetically con-

trolled conditions, on a Nuclepore ®lter.

After solvent removal the aerosols produced from slurries deliver solid particles,

the diameters of which are those of the powder particles. In slurry nebulization

used for ¯ame work or plasma spectrometry, they are injected with a velocity that is

less than or equal to the nebulizer gas atom velocities, as viscosity drag forces are

responsible for their entrainment into the ICP. The velocity of the gas atoms �vG�
can be calculated from the gas temperature at the location considered �TG�, the

injection velocity �vi� and the temperature at the point of injection �Ti�, as vG �
vi � TG=Ti and the acceleration of particles �d2z=dt2� as a result of the viscosity

drag forces is:

d2z=dt2 � 3phD�vG ÿ v�=m ÿ g �223�

where h is the viscosity of the hot gas, D is the diameter of the solid particles, m
their mass and v their velocity, and g is the gravitational constant.

The temperature increase of a particle resulting from the heat uptake from the

surrounding gas can be calculated as described by Raeymaekers et al. [117] and in

other papers (Refs. [199, 200]). A program, as well as examples, for these calcu-

lations is given in Ref. [201], published in Spectrochimica Acta Electronika. The gas

temperature at a given height z in the plasma TG�z� can be modelled according to

decay functions. Accordingly, the temperature increase �dTp� of a particle at a point

with a certain temperature within a time de®ned by Eq. (223) can be calculated. By

adding the respective amounts of heat taken up, the total amount of heat (q) can be

obtained. For a particle with mass m and known latent heats, the mass fraction F
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which is evaporated at a certain height in the ICP is then given by F � q=Q with:

Q � m
� Tm

293

cs � dT � cm �
� Td

Tm

cl � dT � cd �224�

where Tm is the melting point, cm the melting heat, Td the decomposition point, cd

the decomposition heat, cs and cl are the latent heats in the solid and the molten

phases, respectively. Accordingly, it can be calculated that, in the case of an analyt-

ical ICP with a temperature of 6000 K at the point of injection, a 50% evaporation

in the analytical zones could be obtained for Al2O3 particles with a diameter of 20

mm. For ZrO2, however, the maximum admittable particle size for a 50% evapora-

tion was found to be 8 mm, which shows that for very refractory powders, even in a

high-temperature source such as the ICP, the evaporation and not the nebulization

will be the limiting factor for the use of slurry nebulization.

The particle size distribution of powders in the range 0.2±0.5 mm can be deter-

mined by automated electron probe microanalysis, as developed for particle char-

acterization work at the University of Antwerp (see e.g. Ref. [202]). Here the excit-

ing electron beam of a microprobe scans a deposit of the aerosol particles collected

on a Nuclepore ®lter under computer control, and from the detection of element

speci®c x-ray ¯uorescence signals, the diameters of a large number of particles are

determined automatically. As shown by results for Al2O3, the particle size distri-

butions determined by automated electron probe microanalysis agree to a ®rst ap-

proximation with those of stray laser radiation (Fig. 62) [203]. Deviations, however,

Fig. 62. Particle size
distribution for the Al2O3

powder AKP-30 (Sumitomo,

Japan) by automated electron

microprobe analysis (mean
diameter � 0:35 mm)(a), and

by laser light scattering (mean

diameter � 0.59 mm) (b).
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [203].)
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occur and are di�cult to eliminate, as for example particle aggregates may always

form. The powder particle size in work with slurries is particularly critical when the

aerosol is produced by pneumatic or ultrasonic nebulization and the particles are to

be vaporized, during their passing through a high-temperature source.

For other sample introduction techniques, the particle size is not so critical. This

applies when slurries are analyzed by graphite furnace atomic absorption spec-

trometry. A large number of elements can here be evaporated from a number of

types of samples. In a variety of cases, where there is a large di�erence in volatility

between the analyte and the matrix, trace-matrix separations can even be per-

formed in the furnace itself, resulting in reductions in interference. In general,

calibration can often be made by standard additions with solutions dried onto the

slurry residue in the furnace itself. Whereas Miller-Ihli showed the possibilities of

the approach in the analysis of food and biological samples [181] both in the case of

furnace AAS but also recently in the coupling of furnace ETV and ICP-MS, much

work has been done on industrial matrices by Krivan s group, using graphite fur-

nace AAS [204], including work with diode lasers [205] as well as with ETV from a

metal atomizer coupled with ICP-AES [206]. Also inter-method comparison studies

on high-purity molybdenum and tantalum as well as on high-purity quartz powders

have been reported.

In any case it is often necessary to apply ultrasonic stirring to destroy agglomer-

ates and to disperse powders optimally prior to and even during the slurry analyses.

This is e.g. done during slurry sampling by automated syringes into the graphite

furnace. The addition of surface active substances such as glycols [207] has been

proposed, however, this might introduce contamination when trace determinations

are required.

Slurry analysis can also be applied for the analysis of compact samples which are

di�cult to bring into solution subsequent to their pulverization. Then, however,

special attention must be paid to possible contamination resulting from abrasion of

the mills. Also in the case of very hard materials, such as ceramics, the abrasion of

very resistant mill materials, such as WC, may amount to up to several % of the

sample weight. Furthermore, the grinding e�ciency depends considerably on the

particle size of the starting materials. With a combined knocking±grinding machine

with a pestle as well as with a mortar made of high-purity SiC (Elektroschmelzwerk,

Kempten, Germany) (Fig. 63), it was possible to grind an SiC granulate material.

The mortar was held in a steel enclosure. With this device it was found that SiC

granules with grains of dimensions between 1 and 20 mm can be pulverized. Be-

low this grain size the grinding action of the machine was not e�ective, as it seems

that a certain size is required for the pressure to work on the granules. For mate-

rials that are not so hard, such as plant tissues, grinding often can be performed

for example in agate based grinding equipment consisting of a mortar and balls

or disks of suitable dimensions, which are commercially available (see e.g. Spex

Industries, Ref. [208]). Grinding instructions for di�erent materials, together with

suitable sieving procedures are described in the literature. It must be mentioned

that the range of particle sizes for slurry sampling with ETV, as is done in AAS, is

generally not as stringent as in the case of slurry nebulization.
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3.5.3

Arc and spark ablation

By using an electrical discharge between an electrically conductive sample and a

counter electrode, sample material can be ablated. In this case it is advisable to use

the sample as the cathode of a dc discharge, as then the anode is hardly ablated

because it is only subjected to electron bombardment. A high-melting metal such

as tungsten can also be taken as the anode. Consequently, the anode species are not

found in the atomic spectra nor are ion signals produced. Ablation can generally

occur as a result of thermal processes. This is the case when the heat dissipation in

the source is very high, as it is taking place with arcs at atmospheric pressure hav-

ing high burning currents and fairly low burning voltages. The material thus vola-

tilizes from a molten phase in the burning crater, with the components volatilizing

according to their boiling points. When the burning voltages are high, as with dis-

charges under reduced pressures or sparks, the particles impacting on the cathode

have high energies and mechanically remove material from the sample, which de-

pends much less on the boiling points of the individual components.

Arc ablation

This has long been proposed for producing an aerosol at the surface of electrically-

conducting samples and has been used in combination with various sources. In

the version described by Johnes et al. [209], the metal sample acts as the cathode

Fig. 63. Grinding mill for compact SiC.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [203].)
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of a dc arc discharge. When using an open circuit voltage of 600 V and currents of

2±8 A, a broad pulse spectrum (mean frequency up to 1 MHz) is observed and a

rapid movement of the discharge across the cathode produces a uniform sam-

pling over a well-de®ned area. The burning voltage of the source is of the order of

60 V and the discharge is ignited by an ignition pulse of ca. 10 kV. The arc burns

between the sample, which acts as the cathode, and a hollow anode, the distance

between them being around 1±2 mm. The area which is subjected to the discharge

is usually restricted to some 6±8 mm with the aid of a BN plate, placed not too

close to the sample, which is water-cooled. A ¯owing gas stream can then transport

the aerosol particles, which have a diameter of a few mm only, through the hollow

anode into the transport line and further on into the signal generation source.

Remote sampling of up to 20 m makes the system attractive for the analysis of

large items. On the other hand, the system is also useful for precision analyses

both by atomic absorption and plasma spectrometric methods. The analysis of

electrically non-conductive powders is also possible, where a mixture of the powder

to be analyzed and copper powder in a ratio of about 1:5 can be made and bri-

quetted into a pellet. This can be realized by using pressures of up to 80 Torr/cm2,

as has been described for glow discharge work by El Alfy et al. [210]. The mass

ratio of analyte to copper may, however, di�er considerably from one sample base

to another.

The volatilization in the case of briquetted powder mixtures can certainly be in-

¯uenced by sifters, i.e. substances that deliver large amounts of gaseous breakdown

products, such as ammonium salts. Here thermally less volatile substances are

blown into the arc plasma, where they can be fragmented as a result of the high

plasma temperatures. As the arc plasma is almost in thermodynamic equilibrium,

high gas temperatures might de®nitely be expected. However, the introduction of a

cold argon carrier gas ¯ow into the arcing regions certainly decreases the gas tem-

peratures, which makes the use of sifters less e�ective. In the case of NH4Cl, not

only the sifter e�ect but also the e�ect of halogenation may be positive with respect

to the volatilization of refractory substances through plasma reactions. Further-

more, the use of plugs such as CsCl for work with powders briquetted to pellets

may be useful. They can help to stabilize the burning voltage of the arc when there

are variations in the sample composition. This may then lead to a uniformity in

thermal volatilization.

The use of internal standardization may also be very helpful, both with respect to

the analytical precision as well as for obtaining low matrix e�ects. In many cases

the sample matrix element can be taken as the reference element. However, when

an internal reference is added, such as is possible when mixing powders and bri-

quetting pellets, a reference element with thermochemical behaviour (i.e. boiling

points of the elements but also of the volatile compounds eventually formed in the

arc plasma) similar to the analytes should be selected.

The ablation rates are considerably enhanced by using the jet electrode, where

the argon being used as carrier is blown through the electrode, which has a narrow

bore gas channel. This results not only in a very e�cient transport of the ablated

material away from the arc channel, but its particle size might even be favorably
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decreased, as a result of an immediate dilution of the atomic vapor produced,

which makes analyte condensation into large droplets less likely.

In the case of an ac discharge, the thermal nature of the sample volatilization

may decrease in favor of sputtering, as the thermal energy released is lower.

Therefore, ablation of the anode begins to occur, which may be kept low by taking

very hard and high-temperature resistant anode materials such as tungsten. This

approach may be useful for the ablation of very weak and easily volatile metals such

as lead alloys.

With an optimized device, as described by Jones (Fig. 64) analysis times of about

30 s, including 2 s for pre¯ushing, 10±20 s for preburn and 10 s for measuring,

were possible. The signal versus time curves are the same as those found for

atmospheric pressure discharges in argon. With a capillary arc as the analytical

atomic emission radiation source (dc arc with 5 A discharge current and 50 V

burning voltage in argon), the calibration curves are linear over a large concentra-

tion range. Self-reversal of atomic spectral lines has not been found and the matrix

e�ects are low. The precision is also high, as relative standard deviations of 1% are

obtained and the sampling area, which must be available as a ¯at surface is not

larger than 10 mm in diameter.

In the case of arc ablation wandering e�ects may make the sampling irreprodu-

cible. To avoid these di�culties, however, the use of magnetic ®elds, as known

from classical dc arc spectrometry, may be very helpful. Indeed, when applying a

magnetic ®eld perpendicular to the discharge column of the arc, the arc can be

rotated with a frequency depending on the magnetic ®eld strength. Thus the sam-

ple ablation can be made to be more reproducible.

Sparks

These were proposed in the 1970s for sample ablation use only [211]. Both the high

voltage sparks, with mechanical or electronic interruption and a burning voltage of

Fig. 64. Direct solids nebulizer. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [209].)
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up to 10 kV, as well as medium voltage sparks, which are now in standard use for

the atomic emission spectrometric analysis of metals, can be made use of. In the

latter case the burning voltages are between 500 and 1000 V and it is often neces-

sary to provide a high-frequency spark across the spark gap for re-ignition of the

discharge after a spark train. Therefore with medium voltage sparks repetition

rates of up to 1 kHz can be used. Through suitable provisions in the discharge

circuit, unidirectional sparks can be obtained, by which material ablation at the

counter electrode is suppressed, especially when very hard metals (such as tung-

sten) are used and the electrode is water cooled.

For the favorable use of sparks as ablation devices, it must be guaranteed that

condensed sparks and not di�use spark discharges are obtained. The latter can be

recognized immediately from the burning spot (Fig. 65), and they often occur par-

ticularly in the case of aluminum samples. They are mostly due to the presence of

molecular gases, set free by desorption or by the presence of oxide layers, but may

also be caused by leaks in the sparking chamber. Here the provision of a Viton-0-

ring in the petri dish bearing the sample is very useful, as is the use of gas-tight

electrode mountings and small but easily purgeable sparking chambers. Work is

usually carried out with a geometry that is point to plane with a sample surface,

which is ¯at as a result of turning o� and/or polishing. In the spark chamber, it is

again useful to direct the carrier-gas ¯ow onto the spark burning spot so as to re-

move the ablated material easily and to dilute it before large particulates can be

formed. Furthermore, the form of the spark chamber should be optimized from

the ¯ow dynamics point of view so as to minimize the risk of deposition of larger

ablated particles. A miniaturized spark chamber is schematically shown in Fig. 66

[213].

It was found that an increase in voltage as well as in spark repetition rate leads to

a considerable increase in the ablation rates. Indeed, in the case of aluminum

Fig. 65. Burning spots resulting from a diffuse (a) and a
concentrated spark discharge (b) for the case of low-alloyed

steel samples. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [212].)
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samples it can be shown by trapping of the ablated material in concentrated HNO3

that the ablation rates increased with the burning voltage of 0.5±1.5 kV from 1 to 5

mg/min in the case of a 25 Hz spark [215].

The particle diameter in the case of a medium voltage spark is of the order of a

few mm, through which the particles can easily be volatilized in many sources,

ranging from ¯ames, through microwave discharges to inductively coupled plas-

mas. When a high-voltage spark is used the particle diameter may be considerably

increased, which is due to an increase in the ablation of larger particles as a result

of the highly energetic impacting gas and metal species. This hampers the volati-

lization of the material in a high-temperature source such as the ICP and may lead

to ¯icker noise [215]. With the formation of larger particles, selective e�ects can

also become important. Hence low volatility elements may be present in the larger

particles and highly volatile elements present more so in the small-size particles,

which may stem from vapor condensation. This may also be the case when the ele-

ments are distributed irreproducibly in the sample. The latter e.g. is the case in

supereutectic alloys.

After aerosol sampling on Nuclepore ®lters, it was shown, by x-ray ¯uorescence

spectrometry, that the composition of the aerosol produced for aluminum samples

was in good agreement with the composition of the compact samples [216]. The

particle size in the case of a 400 Hz spark was in the 1±2 mm range and the par-

ticles are mostly spherical, which is a good argument for their formation by con-

densation outside the spark channel. In the case of supereutectic AlaSi alloys

(cSi > 11% w:w), the smaller particles (especially Si) were indeed found to be en-

riched in some elements. Therefore, it is better to use a medium voltage spark at a

high sparking frequency. In this way, small-sized particles are obtained for a large

Fig. 66. Miniature spark chambers for spark ablation of metal

samples. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [213].)
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variety of matrices, as can be seen from electron probe micrographs of aerosols

sampled isokinetically on a Nuclepore ®lter [216] (Fig. 67).

When sparks are used for the ablation of electrically conducting solids, less

changes with variations in the matrix composition than in the case of arc ablation

occur. This is due to the fact that thermal volatilization plays less of a role. How-

ever, in the case of brass, it is seen from x-ray analyses of the ablated material on a

Nuclepore ®lter, for samples of the crater wall and the burning crater, that zinc

volatilizes more than copper (Table 5), which makes the method di�cult to apply to

these samples.

In spark ablation, a spark at constant density is obtained in a matter of seconds,

and thus, particularly in the case of small spark chambers, preburn times are ac-

cordingly low. In plasma emission as well as in plasma mass spectrometry a linear

dynamic range of more than 4 orders of magnitude can be obtained and RSDs are

a few percent in the case of absolute measurements. However, as shown by the

results in Table 6, they can easily fall to below 1%, when using an internal standard

element (Fe in the case of steel samples). The matrix e�ects from the sampling

Fig. 67. Scanning electron micrograph of aerosol particles
collected on a Nucleopore filter (pore size: 1 mm). Spark at 1

kV and 25 Hz; Al-alloy 442, tube length: 0.9 m. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [216].)
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source are low, as will be shown in combination with ICP-OES (see Refs. [209,

216]). They are lower than in arc ablation, as here di�erences stemming from the

thermal volatility of the elements and their compounds play a lesser role. The

cross-contamination in the source is also low. Spark chambers with special features

for small samples, such as wires and chips, have also been developed. Here the

sample is cooled less e�ciently and thermal volatilization has to be limited by

using low-frequency sparks and an appropriate choice of the reference element.

The gliding spark, which is formed through an hf discharge superimposing

sparks along the surface of electrically non-conducting samples, can also ablate

Tab. 5. Selective volatilization effects in laser and spark ablation as measured by x-ray

fluorescence electron probe microanalysis (according to Refs. [212, 217].)

Laser ablation Spark ablation

a) Brass (S 40/2)

Concentration (%) Concentration (%)

Cu Zn Cu Zn

bulk 58G 1 42G 1 bulk 30G 3 40G 3

crater wall 66G 1 34G 1 burning spot 71G 3 29G 2

droplet 65G 1 35G 1 particles 51G 6 49G 7

b) Steel (E-106)

Concentration (%) Concentration (%)

Fe Ni Cr Fe Ni Cr

bulk 51G 2 20G 1 28G 1 bulk 69G 2 18G 1 13:2G 0:6

crater wall 50G 2 20G 1 30G 1 burning spot 70G 2 17G 1 13:4G 0:7

Tab. 6. Analytical precision of spark ablation ICP-OES

for a BAS 410/1 steel sample, cCu � 3:6 mg/g. Line

pair ICu 324:7 nm=IFe 238:2 nm. 400 Hz medium voltage

spark, 1.5 kW argon ICP, transport gas flow: 1.2 L/min,
0.5 m Paschen±Runge spectrometer, measurement

time: 10 s [213].

101.89

102.18

101.11

103.72

103.54

102.91

100.87

101.84

101.69

srelative � 0:009
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electrically non-conducting materials such as plastics and even ceramics. This has

been proposed for use in the classi®cation of plastics, as the halogens can also be

excited in atomic emission sources coupled with gliding sparks as the sampling

devices [218]. However, the ablation rates are much lower than in the case of sparks

used for metal analysis and thus only poor detection limits have been obtained

so far. This certainly applies when turning to more robust sample types, such as

ceramics.

Spark ablation becomes very abrasive, when it is performed under a liquid. In-

deed, Barnes and Malmstadt [219] have already used this e�ect to increase the

material ablation and thus to reduce errors stemming from sample inhomogeneity

in classical spark emission spectrometry. In addition, the approach is also useful

for the dissolution of refractory alloys, which are highly resistive to acid dissolution

[220]. Indeed, when sparking under a liquid, ablation rates of up to around 3 mg/

min can easily be achieved. With measurements on high alloy NiaCr steels, from

electron probe micrographs it can be concluded that selective volatilization might

here become problematic. Under a standing liquid, it was found that very stable

colloids can be formed when a complexing agent such as EDTA is present in the

liquid.

3.5.4

Laser ablation

By the interaction of the radiation from high-power laser sources with solid matter,

the latter can be volatilized. This occurs partly as a result of thermal evaporation

through the local heating of the sample as a result of the absorption of the laser

radiation. However, material volatilization also occurs partly as a result of the

highly energetic atoms from the laser vapor cloud or the laser plasma impacting on

the sample surface. Laser ablation is independent of the fact of whether the sample

is electrically conductive or not and thus has become increasingly important for

solids analysis. This is enhanced by the fact that stable laser sources with high

energy density have become more widely available in recent years. The feasibility

of the approach has been treated in several classical textbooks, but the analytical

®gures of merit of the technique have recently drastically improved as a result of

the novel laser sources that are now available [221, 222].

Laser sources

Laser sources make use of population inversion. When radiation enters a medium

both absorption or stimulated emission of radiation can occur as a result of the

interaction with matter and the change in ¯ux at the exit is given by:

dF � s � F�N2 ÿN1� dz �225�

where dz is the length of the volume element in the z direction, s is the cross

section for stimulated emission or absorption and F is the ¯ux. The sign of
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�N2 ÿN1� is normally negative, as the population of the excited state �N2� is given

by:

N2 � N1 � exp�ÿ�E2 ÿ E1�=kT � �226�

and is smaller than the population of the ground state �N1�. In the case of popu-

lation inversion N2=N1 > 1, and the medium acts as an ampli®er. When it is

brought between two re¯ecting mirrors of which one is semi-re¯ectant, the energy

can leave the system. When R1 and R2 are the re¯ectances of the mirrors, the

minimum population inversion required for ampli®cation is given by:

�N2 ÿN1�th � 1=�2sl� ln�1=�R1R2�� �227�

as then the losses by re¯ection over a double pathway 2l are compensated for.

Population inversion requires the presence of a three- or four-term system in the

energy level diagram of the medium. The excited level is populated during the

pumping process. This may make use of the absorption of radiation, of an elec-

trical process, of adiabatic expansions or of chemical reactions. The excited level

can be depopulated to a level that is just below it, for example as a result of non-

radiative processes such as thermal decay. The laser transition can go back to the

ground state or to a slightly higher state (Fig. 68). Laser radiation is monochro-

matic and coherent. The beam has a radiance and a divergency aD (Al=D, where D
is the beam diameter). The medium is in a resonator the length (d) of which deter-

mines the resonance frequency, n � nc=2d, where n is the mode.

Solid state lasers are of particular interest for laser ablation. Here the laser me-

dium is a crystal or a glass, which is doped with a transition metal. The medium is

optically pumped by ¯ashlamps (discharges of 100±1000 J over a few a few ms) or

continuously with a tungsten halogenide lamp. When using a ¯ashlamp, both the

laser rod and the ¯ashlamp must be cooled so as to provide a frequency of a few

pulses per second. Both the laser rod and the ¯ashlamps are placed in a resonator,

which can be the space between two ¯at mirrors, or an ellipsoid in which the laser

rod is in one focus and the ¯ashlamp in the other. Also a cylindrical biellipsoidal

mirror can be used where one laser rod is in the common focus and a ¯ashlamp is

in each of the two other focus points. Here the pumping e�ciency is lower but the

thermal damage to the laser rod is also lower. A ruby laser uses a rod of Al2O3

doped with 0.05% (w:w) Cr, the wavelength of which is in the visible region (694.3

Fig. 68. Three- and four-level scheme of a
laser medium.
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nm). It is thermally very robust but requires a high pumping energy and its energy

conversion e�ciency is low. The Nd:YAG laser, which uses an yttrium aluminum

garnet doped with Nd is very widely used. Its wavelength is 1.06 mm and it has a

much higher energy conversion. Gas lasers with CO2 or Ar can be pumped elec-

trically with a high power output as well, whereas so-called dye lasers and semi-

conductor lasers are mostly used for selective excitation (see later).

The lasers can be operated in the continuous mode or in the pulsed mode, de-

pending on the type of pumping applied. With ¯ashlamps only pulsed operation is

possible. However, when pulsing with W-X lamps or electrically, continuous oper-

ation is also possible. In addition, a pulsed laser can be operated free-running.

However, a lot of irregularly spaced spikes of <1 ms then appear, which start about

100 ms after the pumping pulse. Lasers can also be operated in the Q-switched

mode. Here they are forced to deliver their energy spikes very reproducibly, as a

result of a periodic interruption of the radiation path. In order to realize this, opto-

acoustic or electro-acoustic switches are often used. The former make use of a

change of the refractive index of gases such as SF6 with pressure variations, which

may be produced periodically at a suitable frequency (Boissel switch), whereas the

latter are based on periodic changes of the transmittance of crystals when they are

brought into ac electric ®elds. To this aim crystals of ADP (NH4H2PO4), KDP

(KH2PO4) and KD�P (KD2PO4) are used.

As the interaction of laser radiation with solids very much depends on the

wavelength of the radiation, frequency doubling resulting from non-linear e�ects

e.g. in LiNbO3 or quartz is often used. By doubling the frequency the degree of

re¯ection can often be drastically reduced in favor of the degree of absorption. For

this reason in the case of Nd:YAG lasers even a quadrupling of the frequency is

used. As the intensity of non-linear e�ects is low, the original laser radiation must

have very high radiant densities. Apart from frequency doubling and quadrupling,

Raman shifting can also be used to shift the radiation further towards lower wave-

lengths in the UV range.

Interaction of laser radiation with solids

When a laser beam with a small divergence impinges on a solid surface, part of the

energy is absorbed (10±90%) and material evaporates locally [223]. The energy re-

quired therefore varies between about 104 W/cm2 (for biological samples) and 109

W/cm2 (for glasses). Hence as a result, a crater is formed, the smallest diameter of

which is determined by the di�raction of the laser radiation, and can be approxi-

mated by:

d � 1:2f � aD � n �228�

where f is the focal length of the lens used for focussing the laser radiation onto

the sample (between 5 and 50 mm, the minimum of which is dictated by the risk

of material deposits) and aD is the divergency (2±4 mrad). Typical crater diameters

are of the order of about 10 mm. They also depend on the energy and the Q-switch
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used. Also the depth of the crater relates to the laser characteristics (wavelength,

radiant density, etc.) as well as to the properties of the sample (heat conductance,

latent heat, evaporation heat, re¯ectance, etc.). The ablated material is ejected away

from the surface with a high velocity (up to 104 cm/s); then it condenses and is

again volatilized by the absorption of radiation. In this way a laser vapor cloud is

formed, the temperature and the optical density of which are high and for which

the expansion velocity, the composition and the temperature again very much de-

pend on the laser parameters and the gas atmosphere and pressure. It is possible to

perform di�erent types of optical and mass spectrometry directly on the laser vapor

cloud and also to conduct the ablated material into another source.

Analytical performance of laser ablation

Laser ablation is a microsampling technique and thus enables microdistributional

analyses to be made. Laterally resolved measurements can be taken with a resolu-

tion of around 10 mm [224]. However, the sampling depth can also be varied from 1

to around 10 mm by suitably adjusting the laser. The amounts of material sampled

can be of the order of about 0.1±10 mg. As a result of the high signal generation

e�ciencies possible, e.g. with mass spectrometry or in laser spectroscopy, the ab-

solute power of detection will be very high. Furthermore, the laser sources now

available allow high precision to be obtained (relative standard deviations in the

region of 1%), being limited only by variations in the re¯ectivity along the sample

surface and the sample homogeneity. Di�erent ways have been investigated to im-

prove the precision. One method makes use of the acoustic signal of the laser,

which can be converted into an electrical signal and used as a reference signal.

Matrix atomic emission lines or ion signals have also been successfully used as

reference signals, as shown by the measurements made when laser ablation is

combined with ICP-OES [217].

With advanced Nd:YAG lasers at atmospheric pressure, as utilized when cou-

pling with ICP-OES or MS, selective volatilization is moderate. However, in the

case of brass, it is as high as in spark ablation and causes problems in calibration

[225]. In recent work favorable working conditions in laser ablation studies were

also shown to apply at reduced pressures of around 10±100 mbar [224, 226, 227].

For a number of cases analytes in very di�ering matrices were giving signals which

®tted astonishly well with the same calibration curves from OES, and a nearly

matrix independent calibration could be possible. This would be very welcome in

the analysis of compact ceramics, for which no other direct analysis methods exist.

By careful optimization of the laser working conditions, it now is possible to obtain

very reproducible sample material from plastics, as shown by Hemmerlin and

Mermet [228].

An interesting development is the system where the laser beam is moved over

the sample surface by swinging the focussing lens (Fig. 69). In this way material

sampling from a larger part of the sample is possible. Bulk information from the

sample is then obtained and the method could be an alternative to conventional

spark emission spectrometry. The high precision of the approach, which again can
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be signi®cantly improved when applying internal standardization, and the low de-

tection limits, these being in the mg/g range, when coupled to ICP-OES [209] testify

to the prospects of the method.

The heat conductance through the sample and in the plasma is responsible for

the fact that with the Nd:YAG lasers available today, the crater diameters are still

much wider than the values determined by the di�raction limitations. When using

conventional lasers with pulses in the ns and ps range the plasma shields the radia-

tion, whereas with the femtosecond lasers that are now available a free expanding

plasma is obtained, where the heating of the plasma appears to be less supple-

mented by the laser radiation. This leads to less fractionated volatilization of the

solid sample and di�erences in crater shape, which need to be investigated further

[229].

3.6

Cathodic sputtering

In discharges under reduced pressure the atoms and ions undergo little collision in

the gas phase. Therefore in an electric ®eld they can gain the high energies re-

quired to remove material from the grating positions in solids by impact and mo-

mentum transfer. As positive ions in particular can take up the required energies,

the phenomenon takes place when the sample is used as a cathode and it is known

as cathodic sputtering. Its nature can be understood from the properties of low-

pressure discharges, both with dc and also with rf discharges. The models devel-

oped in physical studies allow the analytical features of cathodic sputtering to be

Fig. 69. Set-up for LINA-

sparkTM. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [217].)
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understood and will be discussed brie¯y (for an extensive treatment, see Ref.

[230]).

Discharges under reduced pressure

When providing a dc voltage across two electrodes positioned in a gas atmosphere

under reduced pressure, the ionization in the vicinity of the electrodes produces

ions and some free electrons. The latter in particular may easily gain energy in the

®eld and cause secondary ionization of the gas by collision. In addition, secondary

electron emission occurs when they impact on the electrodes. Field emission may

take place near the electrodes (at ®eld strengths above 107 V/cm) and when the

cathode is hot, glow emission can also take place. In such a discharge energy an

exchange takes place as a result of elastic collisions. When a particle with a mass

m1 collides with one having a mass m2, the fraction of the kinetic energy of particle

1 being transferred equals:

DE=�EI ÿ Em� � 2m1 �m2=�m1 �m2�2 �229�

where DE is the transferred amount of kinetic energy, Ei the kinetic energy of par-

ticle 1 and Em the mean kinetic energy of particles 1. When an electron collides

with an atom �me fmatom�:

DE=�EI ÿ Em�A2m1=m2 and 10ÿ5 < 2�m1=m2 < 10ÿ3 �230�

Whereas when the masses of both collision partners are equal, the e�ciency of

energy transfer is optimal:

DE=�E1 ÿ Em�A 1
2 �231�

In the case of charge transfer leading to ionization, only electrical charge and no

energy is transferred. Also recombination may occur, the probability of which in-

creases quadratically with the gas density. At increasing dc voltage across the elec-

trodes, a dc current is built up accordingly. The characteristic (Fig. 70) includes the

region of the corona discharge (a) and the normal region (b), where the discharge

starts to cover the whole electrodes (c). Here the current can increase at practically

constant voltage, whereas once the discharge covers the whole of the electrodes

(restricted discharge) the current can only increase when the voltage is increased

drastically (d) (abnormal part of the characteristic). The burning voltage, the posi-

tive space charge and the ®eld gradient in front of the cathode are very high. Once

the cathode has been heated to a su�ciently high temperature, thermal emission

may start and the arc discharge region is entered, where the burning voltage as well

as the space charge decrease rapidly (e). The arc discharge has a burning voltage of

ca. 50 V, thus reaching the order of magnitude of the ionization energy of the ®ller

gas, the current and the heat devlopment become high (several A) and the charac-

teristic is normal.
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Analytically relevant discharges under reduced pressure (glow discharges) [232,

233] are operated in the region of 0.01±1 mbar (for mass spectrometry) and 1±10

mbar (in optical atomic spectrometry). The burning voltage is then between 400

and a few thousand volts and the currents are between 0.05 and 2 A. When the

whole electrode, mostly consisting of the sample, is exposed to the discharge the

characteristic is abnormal. A normal characteristic could be due to an increase in

the electrode surface exposed to the discharge, however, also to increased ther-

mionic emission.

In a glow discharge we recognize the cathode dark space in the immediate vi-

cinity of the cathode. Here the energies are too high for there to be e�cient colli-

sions. Other regions are the cathode layer where intensive emission takes place, a

further dark space and the negative glow where the negative space charge is high

and thus excitation as well as ionization through electron impact occurs (Fig. 71).

Fig. 70. Current±voltage

characteristic of a self-
sustaining dc discharge. Vb:

breakdown voltage, Vn:

normal cathode fall of

potential, and Va: arc
voltage. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [231].)

Fig. 71. Geometry (A) and
potential distribution (B) of a

dc electrical discharge under

reduced pressure. (1): Aston
dark space, (2): Hittorf dark

space, (3): negative glow, (4):

Faraday dark space, (5):

positive column, (6): anode
region.
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As the potential outside the cathode fall region hardly changes, the length of a

discharge tube will not really have any in¯uence on the electrical characteristic.

Apart from these collisions of the ®rst kind, also collisions of the second kind be-

tween excited gas species and atoms released from the cathode may occur. This

process in the case of an argon discharge is particularly important when argon

metastables, with energies at 11.7 eV, are involved. They can cause ionization and

excitation in one step (Penning ionization) and this process is of speci®c impor-

tance when it has resonance character. As the elements volatilizing from the cathode

and their excitation or ionization is analytically most important, the negative glow

of the plasma will be the most analytically relevant region.

A glow discharge plasma is not in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), as the

number of collisions is too low to thermally stabilize the plasma. Thus the electron

temperatures are high (5000 K for the electrons involved in recombination and

>10 000 K for the high-energy electrons responsible for excitation through electron

impact) but the gas temperatures (below 1000 K) are low.

Rf discharges are now widely used for sputtering [234], but the principle of these

discharges goes back to the work of Wehner et al. [235]. They proposed the use of

high (radio) frequency potentials to power a low pressure plasma. The placement

of a high voltage on the surface of a non-conductor, e.g. by an electrode at the rear

side of the non-conductor, induces a capacitor-like response. The surface acquires

the applied potential only to be neutralized by charge compensation by (depending

on the polarity) ions or electrons. The result is no net current ¯ow and an unsus-

tained discharge. Rapid polarity reversals of voltage pulses allow for rapid charge

compensation and reapplication of the desired high voltage, overcoming the in-

herent decay time constant. To achieve a ``continuous'' discharge, pulse frequencies

of the order of 1 MHz are required.

A necessary by-product of the capacitor-like response is the self (dc) biasing of

the electrode, such that it gets an average negative bias potential su�cient to

maintain the discharge processes, establishing it as a cathode. Analytical radio-

frequency glow discharges are operated at the 10±40 W level at an operating pres-

sure of up to 10 mbar. The average kinetic energies of atoms leaving the surface at

the 0.1 mbar level was found to be 10±14 eV, as measured with Langmuir probes

[236] and ¯oating plasma potentials of around 40 V were obtained as well. Ac-

cordingly, the sputtering in these sources certainly qualitatively can be treated as in

the case of dc glow discharges. Rf glow discharges became very important for direct

solids analysis, as here electrically non-conducting samples are also analyzed, such

as compact ceramics and glasses, with respect to their bulk as well as to their in-

depth composition.

Material ablation by cathodic sputtering

In abnormal glow discharges the working gas ions, after having passed through the

cathodic fall, have very high energies and even after neutralization they can knock

atoms out of the cathode when impacting, which is denoted as cathodic sputtering.
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The models developed for cathodic sputtering start from ideal solids, these being

monocrystals without defects, where in fact real samples in atomic spectrochemical

analyses are polycrystals which are actually chemically heterogeneous. Further-

more, the models available are only valid for monoenergetic beams of neutrals im-

pacting on the sample under a well de®ned angle, whereas in fact both ions and

atoms with widely di�erent energies impact at di�erent angles.

The ablation is characterized by a sputtering rate q (in mg/s) and a penetration

rate w (in mm/s). The latter is the thickness of the layer removed per unit of time

and relates to the sputtering rate as:

w � �10ÿ2 � q�=�r � s� �232�

s is the surface of the target (in cm3) and r its speci®c weight (in g/cm3). The

sputtering yield (S) indicates the number of sputtered atoms per incident particle

and is given by:

S � �10ÿ6 � q � N � e�=�M � i�� �233�

N is the Avogadro number, e the charge of the electron (in coulombs), M the atomic

mass and i� the ion current (in A).

When a monocrystalline sample without defects is subjected to atom or ion

bombardment, an ion or atom can be released from the grating, when the energy

of the impacting particle at least equals the bond energy of the analyte species in

the solid. This displacement energy �Ed� is given by:

Ed � S�EVan der Waals � Ecoulomb � Ecovalent � � � �� ÿ EV�T� �234�

The sum of the binding energies thus has to be lowered by the vibration energy.

As the energy of the impacting ions is high, any particles can be displaced and

released from the solid sample into the glow discharge plasma.

From classical sputtering experiments with a monoenergetic ion beam under a

high vacuum, it was found that the sputtering yield increases with the mass of the

incident ions and that it ®rst increases with the pressure but then decreases. Fur-

thermore, in the case of polycrystals the sputtering yield was found to be maximum

at an incident angle of 30�. For monocrystals it was maximum in the direction

perpendicular to a densely packed plane (often the 111 plane). The results of these

experiments can only be explained by the impulse theory. According to this theory

a particle can be removed from a grating position, when the displacement energy is

delivered by momentum transferred from the incident particles. Provided colli-

sions are still of the ``hard-sphere'' type, where there is no interaction between the

positive nuclei, the smallest distance between two atoms is:

R � �1=m� V 2� � 2Z1 � Z2 � e2 �235�
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where m � m �M=�m �M� with m and M the masses of the incident and the dis-

placed particles, Z1 and Z2 the number of elementary charges e per atom and V the

velocity of the impacting particles. The cross section sd for displacement is:

sd � pR2�1ÿ Ed=Emax� �236�

The maximum fraction Emax of the energy transferrable from an incident particle is

given by:

Emax=E � 4m �M=��m �M�2� �237�

The ablation rate thus will be proportional to the number of particles which deliver

an energy equal to the displacement energy. It should, however, be taken into ac-

count that a number of incident particles are re¯ected � fr� or adsorbed at the sur-

face. In addition, particles with a small mass can penetrate into the grating and be

captured � fp�. Other incident particles enter the grating and cause a number of

collisions until their energy is below the displacement energy. The overall sputter-

ing yield accounting for all processes mentioned can ®nally be written as:

S � ��a � E�=Ed�1=2� fp � A � fr�f �238�

a � 2m �M=�m �M�2 and f � f �m;M�. Accordingly, the cathodic sputtering in-

creases with the energy of the incident particles and is inversely proportional to the

displacement energy. It will be maximum when m � M. This explains why sput-

tering by removed analyte particles which di�use back to the target is very e�cient

(self-sputtering).

Also the dependence of the sputtering yield on the orientation of the target with

respect to the beam of incident particles can be easily explained. In a monocrystal,

there is a focussing of momentum along an atom row in a direction of dense

packing. Indeed, when Dhkl is the grating constant and d the smallest distance be-

tween atoms (or ions) during a collision, the angle y0 under which particles are

displaced from their grating places relates to the angle y1 between the direction of

the atom row and the connection from the center of the displaced atom to that of

the atom approaching to the closest possible distance in the next row, and is given

by:

y1 � y0 � �Dhkl=dÿ 1� �239�

This focussing of momentum, denoted as Silsbee focussing, takes place when:

f � yn�1=yn < 1 or Dhkl=d < 2 �240�

Also the energy distribution of the ablated atoms and ions can be calculated (see

Ref. [230]).
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Analytical performance

The model described above delivers the theoretical background for understanding

the features of cathodic sputtering as a technique of sample volatilization and is

very helpful for optimizing sources using cathodic sputtering with respect to their

analytical performance (see e.g. Ref. [232]). When using sputtering for sample

volatilization, however, it should be noted that some unique features only can be

realized when working under sputtering equilibrium conditions. Indeed, when in-

itiating a discharge the burning voltage normally is so high as to be able to break

through the isolating layer of oxides and gases adsorbed at the electrode surface.

When these species are sputtered o� and the breakdown products are pumped

away, the burning spot can start to penetrate with a constant velocity into the

sample and the composition of the ablated material can become constant. The time

required for obtaining sputtering equilibrium (burn-in time) depends on the na-

ture and on the pretreatment of the sample as well as on the ®ller gas used and its

pressure. All measures which increase the ablation rate will shorten the burn-in

times. The ablated material is deposited at the edge of the crater wall and partly

taken into the interspace between the anode and cathode when a restricted glow

discharge lamp with two vacuum connections is used. These ablations ®nally limit

the total burning time without sample change and interspace rinsing to about 10

min depending on the discharge parameters and types of sample. As for di�erent

types of discharge lamps with ¯at cathodes, the current±voltage characteristics

may, for example, di�er considerably (Fig. 72) [237], the preburn times may

depend on the type of glow discharge lamp used. A feasable way of shortening the

preburn time is the use of high-energy preburns, with which preburn times down

to around 10 s can be reached. This can be achieved either by increasing the cur-

rent density or by decreasing the gas pressure through which the burning voltage

increases.

The burning crater itself has a topography which depends on the solid state

structure of the sample. It re¯ects the graininess, the chemical homogeneity and

the degree of crystallinity. Inclusions and defects in the crystal structure can dis-

turb the sputtering locally. These e�ects can be observed on micrographs, compar-

ing the craters obtained with a glow discharge and a spark, respectively [233]. The

roughness of the burning crater can be measured with sensing probes. It con-

stitutes the ultimate limitation of the in-depth resolution that can be obtained when

applying sputtering to study how the sample composition varies with the distance

to the sample surface.

The burning craters are curved. They are normally slightly convex as the ®eld

density in the middle of the sample might be lower than at the edges, where the

sputtered sample is removed more e�ciently. This is usually pronounced in a dis-

charge with a ¯at cathode according to Grimm, where there is a higher vacuum in

the interspace. It is less pronounced in a discharge lamp with a ¯oating anode

tube, which accordingly should perform better for depth-pro®ling work.

In order to increase the sputtering, gas jets have been shown to be very e�ective.

They are particularly useful when glow discharges are used as atom reservoirs.
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Fig. 72. Restrictor tube configurations and

current±voltage characteristics of flat cathode

dc glow discharges. (A): According to Grimm;
(B): floating restrictor; (C): restrictor made of

isulating material; (D): restrictor made of

isolating material and isolated anode.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [237].)
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Then of course through the jet action places of increased sputtering occur (Fig. 73)

and the analyte removal and redeposition may then become element speci®c under

particular conditions , as can be shown for brass samples (Fig. 73) [238]. Bogaerts

et al. [239] set up models enabling a calculation of the species densities in an ana-

lytical glow discharge as used as an ion source for mass spectrometry. They then

calculated trajectories and also burning crater pro®les, which were in particularly

good agreement with those obtained experimentally. In their work they used three-

dimensional models based on ¯uid dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, re-

spectively. In the ¯uid model the energy gained for the species from the electrical

®eld is balanced by the di�erent energy loss mechanisms for di�erent species. The

Monte Carlo simulations cope with the non-equilibrium situation of the plasma

species for a statistically signi®cant number of particles of di�erent energies.

The achievable ablation rates depend on the sample composition, the discharge

gas and its pressure. As a ®ller gas a noble gas is normally used. Indeed, in the case

of nitrogen or oxygen, chemical reactions at the sample surface would occur and

disturb the sputtering, as electrically non-conductive oxide or nitride layers would

be formed. Furthermore, reactions with the ablated material would produce mole-

cular species, which emit molecular band spectra in optical atomic spectrometry or

produce cluster ion signals in mass spectrometry. In both cases severe spectral in-

Fig. 73. Electron microprobe (EPMA) line

scans (x-ray intensity in arbitrary units, versus
beam location) of burning spots of jet-assisted

Grimm-type glow discharge. (a) 0.5 mm jets

and (b) 0.2 mm jets; sample: brass; sputtering

time: 5 min; gas flow: 210 mL/min at 530 Pa

argon pressure, burning voltage: 1 kV; current:
58 mA. The scanned line is highlighted in

white in the left-hand photograph. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [238].)
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terferences could occur and hamper the measurement of the analytical signals. The

relationship between the ablation rates and the sample composition can be under-

stood from the impulse theory. In most cases argon �m � 39� is used as the sput-

tering gas, and then the sequence of the ablation rates would agree with the mass

sequence:

C < Al < Fe < steel < copper < brass < zinc:

Within the series of the noble gases, helium is not suitable, as due to its small

mass its sputtering e�ciency is negligible. The sputtering rates further increase in

the sequence neon < argon < krypton < xenon. The last two gases are rarely used

because of their price. The use of neon may be attractive because of its high ion-

ization potential and for the case of argon, spectral interferences occur. In addition,

the gas pressure is a very important parameter which considerably in¯uences the

electrical characteristic. Indeed, at low gas pressure the burning voltage is high as

is the energy of the incident particles. At high pressure the number density of po-

tential charge carriers is higher and the voltage decreases. The number of collisions

will increase, by which the energy of the impinging particles decreases. The re-

sulting decrease in the sputtering rate with the gas pressure for the case of a glow

discharge with a planar cathode and abnormal characteristic [240], accordingly, can

be described well by:

q � c=
���
p
p �241�

where c is a constant and p is the pressure in mbar.

Many studies have been done on material volatilization by cathodic sputtering in

analytical glow discharges used as sources for atomic emission, atomic absorption

and for mass spectrometry (for a treatement see Refs. in [241]). Also studies on the

trajectories of the ablated material have been performed, as described e.g. for the

case of a pin glow discharge [242]. The species number densities obtained for de-

®ned working conditions can already be calculated with high reliability for the case

of a dc glow discharge [243]. Accordingly, it could be expected that, similar to

burning crater pro®les, ablation rates can also be calculated, both for dc and rf glow

discharges.

Ablation rates have also been measured for rf glow discharges and compared

with those of dc glow discharges. With 5±9 mbar of argon and a power of 30 W,

penetration rates in the case of a dc glow discharge are of the order of 2 mm/min.

This is, for the case of an average density metal (5 g/cm3), a few mg/min and is of

the same order of magnitude or even higher than in a 50 W dc discharge. Also in

the case of rf discharges, the burning craters have curvatures that limit the depth

resolution. They show the same pro®les more or less as dc discharges (Fig. 74)

[244]. Both the ablation rates and the form of the burning craters were found to be

in¯uenced by the addition of helium to an argon discharge.

In addition, the in¯uence of magnetic ®elds on dc and rf discharges has been

investigated, also with respect to the sputtering properties of the plasmas. In the
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Fig. 74. Crater profiles in an rf glow discharge for a steel

sample when adding He to a 5 Torr (a) and a 9 Torr (b) argon

plasma. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [244].)
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Fig. 75. Influence of a magnetic field on the
crater profiles. (1): Dc discharge, sample:

electrolytic copper plate, discharge voltage: 1

kV, argon pressure: 4 Torr, cathode-restrictor

distance: 0.29 mm, sputtering time: 15 min,

500 Gauss. (reprinted with permission from
Ref. [245]) (2): Rf discharge, sample: quartz,

argon pressure: 2 Torr (a) and sample:

electrolytic copper plate, argon pressure: 2 Torr

(b) (reprinted with permission from Ref. [246]).
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case of dc discharges, the application of a magnetic ®eld, even through thin plate

samples (1±2 mm of copper plates) was considerable. The ablation rates were

found to increase by a factor of 2 as compared with the abscence of a magnetic

®eld. Also the curvature of the burning crater increases (Fig. 75) [245]. This can easily

be understood as the plasma, in the case of a ¯at Grimm-type glow discharge, takes

on a ring structure, causing a more intensive ablation towards the edge of the

burning crater. In the case of an rf argon glow discharge, operated at 2 mbar and

90 W a fairly ring-shaped plasma is obtained, resulting in the appropriate burning

pro®le in the case of a quartz sample [246]. When applying a magnetic ®eld

through the positioning of a magnet behind the sample, the plasma contracts,

resulting accordingly in a change of the burning crater pro®le. This e�ect could be

ideally adapted to provide ¯at pro®les as required in depth-pro®ling, which is now

also very important for glass and plastic coatings on surfaces.
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4

Atomic Absorption Spectrometry

4.1

Principles

As a method for elemental determinations atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS)

goes back to the work of Walsh in the mid-1950s [247]. In AAS the absorption of

resonant radiation by ground state atoms of the analyte is used as the analytical

signal. Accordingly, a source delivering the resonant radiation of the analyte is

required as well as an atom reservoir into which the analyte is introduced and

atomized. The absorption of resonance radiation is highly selective as well as very

sensitive and thus, AAS became a powerful method of analysis, which is now used

for trace elemental determinations in most analytical laboratories for a wide variety

of applications. Its methodological aspects and applications have been treated in

several textbooks (see e.g. Refs. [248±250]).

A primary source is used which emits the element-speci®c radiation. Originally

continuous sources were used and the primary radiation required was isolated with

a high-resolution spectrometer. However, owing to the low radiant densities of

these sources, detector noise limitations were encounterd or the spectral bandwidth

was too large to obtain a su�ciently high sensitivity. Indeed, as the width of atomic

spectral lines at atmospheric pressure is of the order of 2 pm, one would need for

a spectral line with l � 400 nm a practical resolving power of 200 000 in order

to obtain primary radiation that was as narrow as the absorption pro®le. This is

absolutely necessary to realize the full sensitivity and power of detection of AAS.

Therefore, it is generally more attractive to use a source which emits possibly only a

few and usually narrow atomic spectral lines. Then low-cost monochromators can

be used to isolate the radiation.

Accordingly, it was very soon found that using sources for which the physical

widths of the emitted analyte lines are low is more attractive. This is necessary so

as to obtain high absorbances, as can be understood from Fig. 76. Indeed, when the

bandwidth of the primary radiation is low with respect to the absorption pro®le of

the line, a higher absorption results from a speci®c amount of analyte as compared

with that for a broad primary signal. Primary radiation where narrow atomic lines

are emitted is obtained with low-pressure discharges as realized in hollow cathode

lamps or low-pressure rf discharges. Recently, however, the availability of narrow-

band and tunable laser sources, such as the diode lasers, has opened up new per-
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spectives, as shown in recent work [251, 252]. Here only the analytical line is

present and the use of a monochromator is super¯uous. When tuning is applied

the absorption pro®le can be scanned, which allows the dynamic range to be in-

creased, as measurements are taken in the side-wings of the lines as well as at their

maxima. Also, correction for non-element speci®c background absorption then be-

comes very easy, and switching from one element to another becomes feasible,

certainly when several diode lasers are provided. The restriction, however, still lies

in the laser sources due to the limited spectral range that can be covered at this

moment and whuch only goes down to the green. However, a recent breakthrough

reaching down to the 400 nm range has been achieved, which should increase the

prospects of this approach.

In the present commercially available instrumentation, virtually always only line

sources are used as primary sources, which generally leads to a high analytical

sensitivity and power of detection as well as to a high dynamic range within which

the Lamber±Beer law, as expressed in Eq. (47) applies. Commercially available

diode AAS systems already exist. A linear relationship between the absorption

and the concentration can only apply when all radiation passing to the detector is

absorbed to the same extent by the analyte atoms (the ideal case). In a real case,

the calibration curve displaying the relationship between the concentration and the

absorption bends o� towards the concentration axis, as a result of the presence of

non-absorbed radiation. For a primary source emitting narrow lines (line widths

being below 1/5 of those of the absorption lines) non-absorbed radiation mainly

consists of contributions from non-absorbed lines of the cathode material or of the

®ller-gas that fall within the spectral bandwidth of the monochromator. Further-

more, at high concentrations a decrease in dissociation gives rise to lower absor-

bances and a suppression in ionization leads to higher absorbances. Thus the cali-

bration curve starts to bend towards the concentration axis and towards the

absorption axis, respectively.

For AAS the analyte must be present in the atomic vapor state. Therefore, the

Fig. 76. Importance of

physical line widths in atomic
absorption spectrometry. (a):

absorption signal for elemen-

tal line; (b): spectral bandpass

of monochromator; (c): emis-
sion of hollow cathode lamp.
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use of an atomizer is required. Both ¯ames and furnaces are used and the appro-

priate methodologies are known as ¯ame AAS and graphite furnace AAS, respec-

tively. The shape of the atomizer with respect to obtaining the highest possible

atomic vapor cloud density is still an important ®eld of research. To this aim, at-

tempts can be made to increase the e�ciency of the sample introduction device as

well as to increase the residence time of the atomic vapor in the atomizer or to

prevent a di�usion of the analyte out of the absorption volume. In order to achieve

these aims, special methods of atomization have been developed, which are based

on volatile compounds formation, as is done with the hydride technique. AAS is

generally used for the analysis of liquids and thus solids must ®rst be brought into

solution. Therefore, wet chemical decomposition methods are of use, but involve

all the care that is normally required in trace analysis to prevent element losses or

contamination and the according systematic errors. For direct solids analysis a few

approaches also exist.

4.2

Atomic absorption spectrometers

Classical atomic absorption spectrometers contain a primary source, an atom res-

ervoir with the necessary sample introduction system and a monochromator with a

suitable detection and data acquisition system, as schematically shown in Fig. 72.

4.2.1

Spectrometer

The radiation of the primary source (a) is lead through the absorption volume (f )

and subsequently into the monochromator (h). As a rule the radiation densities are

measured with a photomultiplier (i) and the measured values are processed elec-

tronically. Usually a Czerny±Turner or an Ebert monochromator with a low focal

length (0.3±0.4 m) and a moderate spectral bandpass (normally not below 0.1 nm)

is used.

In most instruments, the radiant ¯ux is modulated periodically. This can be

achieved by modulating the current of the primary source or with the aid of a rotat-

ing sector (g) in the radiation beam. Accordingly, it is easy to di�erentiate between

the radiant density emitted by the primary source and that emitted by the ¯ame.

Both single beam and dual-beam instruments (see also Fig. 77) are used. In the

latter the ®rst part of the radiation of the primary source is led directly into the

monochromator, whereas the second part initially passes through the ¯ame. In this

way ¯uctuations and drift can be compensated for insofar as they originate from

the primary radiation source or the measurement electronics. Furthermore, the

spectrometer can be provided with equipment for a quasi-simultaneous measure-

ment of the line and background absorption [253].

Therefore, a second source which emits continuous radiation is used. The radi-

ation of this secondary source (b) is passed with rapid alternation relative to the

radiation of the other primary source, through the absorption volume, eventually
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by re¯ection at a semi-transparent mirror. The radiant ¯ux of the continuum

source will not be signi®cantly decreased by atomic absorption, due to the low

spectral resolution of the monochromator, however, it will be weakened by broad-

band absorption from molecules or stray radiation. With the aid of this principle

non-element speci®c background absorption can be compensated for. A detailed

discussion of this and other approaches for background correction will be discussed

in Section 4.6.

Apart from single-channel instruments, with which only measurements at a

single wavelength in one channel can be performed, dual-channel instruments are

also used. They contain two independent monochromators which enable measure-

ments to be taken simultaneously at two di�erent wavelengths. They are of use for

the simultaneous determination of two elements, where e.g. one element can be

the analyte and the second a reference element. Two lines with widely di�erent sen-

sitivities can also be used so as to determine one element over a wide concentration

range.

Multichannel spectrometers which would have a large number of measurement

channels and allow the simultaneous determination of a large number of elements,

as is done in atomic emission spectrometry, have as yet not found a way into AAS.

However, work over a number of years with high-intensity continuous sources and

Fig. 77. Flame atomic absorption spectrometer. A.: Single

beam and B: dual-beam system. (a): hollow cathode lamp;

(b): flame; (c): monochromator; (d): rotating mirror;
(e): semi-transparant mirror.
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high-resolution Echelle spectrometers for the case of multielement AAS determi-

nations deserves some mention (see e.g. Ref. [254]). This was fostered by the fact

that Fourier transform spectrometry and multichannel detection with photodiode

arrays opens up new prospects for the simultaneous detection of a larger number

of spectral lines and by the considerable improvements in high-intensity sources.

4.2.2

Primary radiation sources

The primary radiation sources used in AAS have to full®l several conditions:

. they should emit the line spectrum of the analyte element, or several of them,

with line widths that are smaller than those of the absorption lines in the respec-

tive atom reservoirs;
. they should possibly have a high spectral radiance density (radiant power per

surface, space angle and wavelength unit) in the center of the spectral line;
. the optical conductance (radiant surface multiplied by the usable space angle)

must be high;
. the radiances of the analytical lines must be constant over a long period of time.

These conditions are full®lled by discharges under reduced pressure, such as hol-

low cathode discharges and for some elements by high-frequency discharges.

In a commercially available hollow cathode lamp (Fig. 78), the cathode has the

form of a hollow cylinder and is closed at one side. The lamp is sealed and contains

a noble gas at a pressure of a few mbars. At discharge currents of up to 10 mA (at

about 500 V), a glow discharge is sustained between this cathode and an anode at a

removed distance away. The atomic vapor is produced by cathodic sputtering and

excited in the negative glow contained in the cathode cavity. Lines of the discharge

gas are also emitted, which may lead to interferences in AAS. In most cases high-

purity argon or neon is used. Because of mechanical reasons, it may also be nec-

essary to manufacture the hollow cathode mantle from a material other than that of

the internal part of the hollow cathode, which as a rule is made of the analyte, and

thus a further atomic spectrum could be emitted.

For a number of elements, lamps where the hollow cathode consists of several

elements may also be used. The number of elements contained in one lamp is

limited because of the risk of spectral interferences.

Electrodeless discharge lamps are preferred over hollow cathode lamps for a

small number of elements. This applies to volatile elements such as As, Se and Te.

Fig. 78. Hollow cathode

source for atomic absorption

spectrometry. a: Hollow
cathode; b: anode; c: mica

isolation; d: current supply; e:

window (usually quartz).
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In the hollow cathode lamps of these relatively volatile elements self-absorption at

low discharge currents may also be considerable and even self-reversal may take

place. This is not the case with electrodeless discharge lamps. They consist of a

quartz balloon in which the halogenide of the element is present. The analyte

spectra are excited with the aid of a high-frequency (MHz range) or a microwave

®eld (GHz range), supplied e.g. through an external antenna.

The development of high-intensity continuous sources is very straightforward.

Indeed, Heitmann et al. [255] have reported on the use of a xenon arc lamp

(Hanovia 95 9C1980/500 W) with a special design of electrode and working at a

pressure of about 17 atm in cold conditions. This lamp operates in a hot spot

mode, which leads to an increased radiation intensity especially in the UV region.

In addition, an ellipsoidal mirror is used for focussing the radiation into the

graphite furnace. Subsequently, the exiting radiation is focussed onto the variable

slit width of a double Echelle spectrometer (Fig. 79). With this instrument an ex-

tremely high practical resolving power, l=Dl, of up to A110 000 can be obtained,

combined with a stable and compact design. In the apparatus an o�-axis parabolic

mirror (5) (focal length 302 nm) is used to form a parallel light beam and to re¯ect

the incoming radiation beam onto a prism (6) (apex angle 25�). The prism is

mounted in a Littrow mounting and is used as a predisperser. Once again, the re-

turning beam is re¯ected by the o�-axis parabolic mirror, and only the preselected

radiation passes through the intermediate slit (7).

The main part of the dual Echelle monochromator, which the authors refer to as

DEMON, is arranged symmetrically to the premonochromator. It consists of an

Echelle grating (8) (75 grooves/mm, length 270 mm, blaze angle 76�) operating in

high orders. For wavelength selection both components (prism and grating) are

Fig. 79. Set-up for continuous source-AAS

with a double Echelle spectrometer (DEMON):
(1): xenon arc lamp, (2): off-axis ellipsoidal

mirrors, (3): longitudinal Zeeman graphite

furnace, (4): variable entrance slit, (5): off-axis

parabolic mirrors, (6): prism in Littrow

configuration, (7): deflection mirrors and
variable intermediate slit, (8): Echelle grating

and (9): linear array CCD detector. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [255].)
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rotated by means of stepping motors. A spectral range from 190 nm (136th order)

to 900 nm (29th order) is covered and the instrumental bandwidth (with a slit

width of 23 mm) was found by the authors to be 1.9 pm at 200 nm and 8.6 nm at

900 nm. Finally, the spectral radiation is recorded by a UV sensitive linear array

CCD detector (9) (L 172, 512 pixel, size 43� 480 mm2, WF Berlin). The system is

controlled by an 80 486/33 MHz personal computer running a data acquisition

program developed in-house. With this instrument it is easily possible to measure

the Zeeman e�ect of absorption lines using a continuous radiation detector. This

could be shown both for the normal Zeeman e�ect of the 1S0 ! 1P1 transition of

cadmium at 228.8 nm when using a longitudinal magnetic ®eld and a ®eld

strength of 610 mT, as well as for the anomalous Zeeman e�ect of the 3P2 ! 3S1

transition of selenium at 196.0 nm. Both pro®les agree well with the calculated line

pro®les, in the latter case after summing up the individual components. Further

time-resolved absorption spectra can be readily measured, this being possible

simultaneously at a large number of individual wavelengths. Such time-resolved

spectra e.g. of a Pb 247.638 nm line (1 mg) and a Pd 247.642 nm line (2 ng) with

and without a magnetic ®eld show that lines, which through the use of di�erent

atomization temperatures can be slightly separated, can be clearily separated when

using a magnetic ®eld [256]. This demonstrates that continuous source AAS com-

bined with a high-luminosity and high-resolution spectrometer shows prospects for

even atomic absorption spectrometry becoming a multielement method.

Further development of atomic absorption spectrometry in the other direction

lies in the use of photodiode lasers as primary sources, as discussed in a review

article by Niemax et al. [257].

Diode lasers are based on semiconductor materials doped with elements from

Group III±V and the technology has now been developed for low power systems

and also certainly partly for high-power devices such as CO2 lasers used for weld-

ing and cutting. Low-power semiconductor lasers, often called etalon-type diode

lasers, are very small (300 mm� 300 mm� 150 mm) and are able to convert electri-

cal power into optical radiation with high e�ciency (typically 10±30%). Their active

region is a few micrometers wide, less than 1 mm thick and as long as the laser

strip. As the refractive index of the semiconductor material is high, the ends of the

laser substrate act as resonator mirrors. Originally AlGaAs devices, working in the

near-IR (770±810 nm) were used, which provided a power of about 3 mW and here

the laser range came down to about 670 nm. Later on InGaAsP devices with a

wavelength down to 630 nm came on the market at lower prices. These diode lasers

are not available for each wavelength of the spectral range 630±1600 nm but leave

some wavelength gaps, despite the fact that their wavelength of operation can be

changed. However, now new II-VI type diodes (ZnSe) working in the range 470±

515 nm and more recently GaN lasers going down to the blue region are being

tested in research laboratories, which makes the outlook for analytical spectroscopy

with monochromatic sources very attractive.

Diode lasers have interesting spectroscopic properties. They produce radiation of

single spatial and longitudinal modes at a maximum injection current and side

modes at low diode current, down to <1% of the radiation power at maximum
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current. If the temperature and the diode injection current are kept constant, the

spectral line width is narrow (typically 40 fm), resulting in a high spectral resolving

power (A107), this being much higher than is necessary for a complete resolution

of atomic or molecular spectral lines in the gas phase. As this spectral band width

is 10±100 times lower than the Doppler widths of atomic spectral lines, they can be

used for Doppler-free isotopically selective analysis.

A diode laser spectrometer in a basic setup consists of a laser diode powered by a

low-power supply and it is attached to a Peltier element, the temperature of which

must be precisely controlled with the aid of an appropriate temperature sensor and

electronic circuit. Typical operating data for a 50 mW AlGaAs laser diode are 2 V

and 130 mA at room temperature. As the diode laser radiation is divergent and the

beam has an elliptical shape, the beam must be collimated by a large-aperture lens

system with a numerical aperture of A0.6. The wavelength of the diode lasers can

be tuned by either temperature or current. Temperature tuning is slow because of

the inertia of heat transfer from a heat sink to the semiconductor chip, whereas

current tuning can be very rapid. Smooth tuning ranges stemming from changes

of the laser cavity length (typically A0.06 nm/K) are limited by sudden hops to

other wavelengths due to the fact that the temperature shift of the gain curve is

larger (typically A0.25 nm/K) than the change in the cavity length. The wavelength

distance of the hop depends on the laser and its cavity length and is usually of the

order of 0.25 nm. The overall temperature tuning range of a diode laser is given by

the shift in the gain curve and isA20 nm if the diode temperature varies fromÿ30 K

to �50 K and the free range without hops is A0.25±0.4 nm. Although a few types

of diode laser on the market have overlapping wavelength areas which can be con-

tinuously tuned by temperature, most do not. The wavelength gap can be narrowed

by variation of the current, but some wavelengths simply cannot be reached with a

particular diode laser.

Because diode lasers are compact and inexpensive, several units can be inte-

grated and run simultaneously in a single spectrometer. Such parallel operation is

necessary for simultaneous determinations of di�erent species, because even if a

single diode can be tuned to the analytical lines of various species, temperature

tuning is too slow for many analytical applications. In addition, the duty cycle of a

continuous-wave measurement is seriously reduced if several species must be

measured sequentially with a single diode laser.

Given the limited tuning range of a single diode laser, many di�erent types of

diode lasers must be used in a spectrometer in order to cover the whole analytical

range that is now accessible, from about 400 to 1600 nm. The simultaneous use of

many diode lasers in a spectrometer is only limited by the necessity of dispensing

with a number of independently operating power supplies. With several laser diodes,

each tuned independently by temperature and locked to the wavelengths of various

analytes of interest, the analytical signals can be discriminated by modulating the

wavelengths of the laser diodes at di�erent frequencies. The detector signal must

then be processed by using narrow bandwidth lock-in ampli®ers or a Fourier ana-

lyzer and a monochromator is no longer required, as shown for a six-diode set-up

in Ref. [258].
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The analytically usable range of laser diodes can be extended by applying fre-

quency doubling, i.e. by using the second harmonic generated by laser radiations

in intracavity arrangements with nonlinear crystals. Thus, from 100 mW of funda-

mental power around 0.1 mW in the range 315±500 nm can be generated by

focussing A50 mW of 500 to 1000 nm fundamental radiation into an LiIO3 crystal.

Whereas with 0.1 mW only absorption measurements are appropriate, in ¯uo-

rescence or laser induced ionization, saturation of the excited level can often only

be attained with high spectral densities. Given the present limited wavelength

range of commercial diode laser, only the alkali elements Li, K, Rb, and Cs can be

e�ciently excited by fundamental radiation, as their resonance lines are between

670 and 895 nm. Accordingly, simultaneous laser atomic ¯uorescence spectro-

metric determinations of Li and Rb using a furnace as the atom reservoir were

possible down to the pg/mL level [259]. Once lasers down to the blue wavelength

range become available, there will thus be new possibilities for many elements.

Because of the wide analytical range already accessible with second harmonic

generation, many elements routinely determined by conventional AAS in analytical

¯ames or furnaces can also be determined by AAS with diode lasers. The availa-

blility of laser diodes with lower wavelengths will only make the approach cheaper,

as then second harmonic generation will become super¯uous. The elements now

accessible with l > 630 nm with resonance lines are already manifold: Li, Na, Al,

K, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ga, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag,

Cd, In, Sn, Cr, Ba, La, Hf, Ta, W, Re, Ir, Pt, Tl, Pb, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Ho, Tm, Yb and

Lu. Also U and some of the actinides can be determined. Important elements such

as Be, Mg, As and Hg with diodes emitting in the blue region will eventually be-

come accessible.

The fact that the wavelength of diode lasers can be current modulated up to the

MHz range allows reduction of 1=f noise and measurements can be taken near the

shot noise limit, i.e. down to absorbances of 10ÿ7±10ÿ8 in gas or vapor cells [260],

and with second harmonic generation resulting in a low power down to 10ÿ4 e.g.

for a furnace [261]. So for the Cr 425.44 nm line, an absorption signal with the

second harmonic for the case of a 0.5 mg/mL solution in ¯ame AAS with a 5 kHz

wavelength modulation is still very easily detected (Fig. 80). The modulation also

corrects for background shifts resulting from current increases as a result of

wavelength scanning. As in conventional AAS, absorbances down to 10ÿ3 can be

measured, and the improvement in the power of detection of laser AAS will be

considerable. This turns out to be true, as for Cr the detection limit with laser AAS

in the case of a ¯ame, is as low as 5 ng/mL when using ordinary pneumatic neb-

ulization. Thus for furnace AAS and wavelength modulation the detection limits

can compete with those of ICP-MS [262].

Non-metals such as H, O, S, noble metals and the halogens cannot be deter-

mined by ¯ame or furnace AAS, but have long-life excited states from which strong

absorption transitions can be induced by the red and near-IR radiation of diode

lasers. Furthermore, also elements such as Se and Hg can be determined by diode

laser radiation absorption from metastable states. Metastable states can be produced

in low-pressure plasmas such as dc, microwave and high-frequency discharges,
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where under optimum conditions the population of metastable states can amount

to up to 0.1±1% of the total number densities. As there are very strong transitions

from these states to higher levels in the red and near-IR, su�ciently high power for

good S/N ratios in wavelength modulation laser AAS can be delivered at the fun-

damental wavelength by commercially available diode lasers for e.g. F, Cl, Br and

O. This use of diode laser AAS with a low-pressure microwave induced plasma in a

resonator as described by Beenakker is shown in Fig. 81 [257]. When modulating

both the plasma and the wavelength in particular, the power of detection is high, as

a result of correction for background absorption and re¯ections in the optical

pathway. For instance 60 ppt of C2Cl2F4 can be detected by absorption of meta-

stable chlorine with the aid of a helium plasma.

For element-speci®c detection in gas chromatography, diode laser AAS is very

powerful. When using several diode lasers simultaneously, signals for several ele-

ments can be determined at the same time and the composition of molecular spe-

cies determined, e.g. Cl at the 837.60 nm line and Br at the 827.24 nm line and this

with detection limits of down to 3 ng/mL or with respect to the injection volume

0.1 pg/s or 1 pg absolute.

As the line widths of diode lasers are considerably narrower than those of atomic

spectral lines excited in a thermal atomizer, spectra can be recorded at very high

resolution. When performing the atomization at reduced pressure (e.g. at 100±500

Pa), pressure broadening is low as compared with the Doppler broadening. As the

Fig. 80. Instrumentation for speciation of CrIII and CrVI by

wavelength modulation laser AAS in an analytical flame and the

corresponding chromatograms obtained for deionized water.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [257].)
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isotope shifts are often larger than the Doppler broadening, signals of di�erent

isotopes such as 235U and 238U can often be di�erentiated making isotopic analyses

of enriched uranium possible [263]. Doppler-free spectroscopy with two laser

beams in co- or counter-propagating directions can also be applied, which becomes

even more isotopically selective, as isotope patterns hidden in the Doppler pro®le

can then be visualized.

Instrumentation for diode laser based AAS is now commercially available and

the method certainly will expand as diode lasers penetrating further into the UV

range become available, especially because of their analytical ®gures of merit that

have been discussed and also because of their price. In diode laser AAS the use

of monochromators for spectral isolation of the analyte lines becomes completely

super¯uous and correction for non-element speci®c absorption no longer requires

techniques such as Zeeman-e�ect background correction atomic absorption or the

use of broad band sources such as deuterium lamps.

4.3

Flame atomic absorption

In ¯ame AAS the sample solutions are usually nebulized pneumatically into a

spray chamber and the aerosol produced is lead together with a mixture of a

burning gas and an oxidant into a suitable burner.

Fig. 81. Element-specific detection of Cl and Br in a modulated

low-pressure helium plasma coupled to a gas chromatograph.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [257].)
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4.3.1

Flames and burners

Flames make use of propane, acetylene and hydrogen as the burning gases to-

gether with air or nitrous oxide as the oxidant gas. With these mixtures, temper-

atures between 2000 and 3000 K can be obtained as listed below:

. air±propane: 1930 K

. air±acetylene: 2300 K

. air±hydrogen: 2045 K

. nitrous oxide±acetylene: 2750 K

. oxygen±acetylene: 3100 K.

The air±acetylene ¯ame is most often used. Its temperature is high enough to ob-

tain su�cient atomization for most elements that can be determined by AAS, and

it is not so high that ionization interferences become signi®cant. Only in the case

of the alkaline and alkaline earth elements do the latter occur. The analytical con-

ditions can be optimized by changing the composition of the burning gas mixture.

The sensitivity for the noble metals platinum, iridium, gold, etc. can be improved

by increasing the oxidative properties of the ¯ame (excess of air), which was also

found to lower interferences. Therefore, the use of a reducing ¯ame was found to

be more advantageous for the determination of the alkali elements.

For more than 30 elements, however, the temperature of this ¯ame is too low.

This applies to elements that have very stable oxides such as V, Ti, Zr, Ta and the

lanthanides. These elements require the use of a nitrous oxide±acetylene ¯ame, as

was introduced into ¯ame AAS by Amos and Willis in 1966 [264], which is more

suitable. However, this ¯ame has a higher background emission, due in particular

to the radiation of the CN bands.

The hydrogen±air ¯ame is of little use. For the determination of Sn, however, its

sensitivity is higher than the acetylene±air ¯ame. Because of its higher transmis-

sion at short UV wavelengths the hydrogen±air ¯ame is also used for the determi-

nation of As and Se with the 193.7 nm and the 196.0 nm lines, respectively.

The propane±air ¯ame has the lowest temperature and ®nds use for the deter-

mination of easily atomized elements such as Cd, Cu, Pb, Ag, Zn and speci®cally

the alkali elements.

In ¯ame work the burners have one or several parallel slits of length 5±10 cm.

Thus an appropriate absorption path for the primary radiation is provided. In spe-

cial laminar burners the density of the analyte atoms at relatively high observation

positions can be kept high, which is advantageous as measurements are then pos-

sible in these higher observation zones, where more complete atomization is

achieved. Multislit burners may be useful so as to prevent deposits in the case of

solutions with high salt contents. Owing to the high gas ¯ows used and the narrow

slits of the burner, aimed at preventing any analyte ¯ow as a result of di�usion, the

residence times can become low. Thus in order to avoid that as a result of this, the

dissociation of molecules in ¯ames would be hampered, special precautions such
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as the use of impact surfaces above the ¯ame can be helpful. Additionally, the high-

temperature ¯ames require the use of special burners. Detailed information on

¯ames is available in classical textbooks (see e.g. Ref. [265±267]).

The dissociation of the molecules in which the analytes are present is of crucial

importance for atomic absorption. When introducing the sample solutions as an

aerosol into the ¯ames it is assumed that drying and evaporation of the solid par-

ticles is completed in the ¯ame itself [248]. In the gas phase mostly diatomic

molecules will be present. Triatomic species will be con®ned to the monohy-

droxides of some alkaline and alkaline earth metals, monocyanides as well as some

oxides such as Cu2O. Most other polyatomic compounds dissociate very quickly at

temperatures far below the temperatures in analytical ¯ames. The dissociation of

molecular compounds at high temperatures is treated in Ref. [19]. The dissociation

energies of diatomic molecules are in the range of 3±7 eV. In analytical ¯ames

compounds with dissociation energies of <3.5 eV will usually dissociate com-

pletely, whereas when dissociation energies are >6 eV the compounds are di�cult

to dissociate. The degree of dissociation may change considerably with the ¯ame

temperature [see Eqn. (90)].

It should be kept in mind that the solvent used may have a considerable in¯u-

ence on the ¯ame temperature. The in¯uence of the sample matrix on the ¯ame

temperature is low and therefore its consequences for the degree of dissociation are

negligible. The equilibrium itself is only a function of the temperature but the speed

with which the equilibrium is reached depends on the relevant reaction mecha-

nisms and the reaction velocities.

Dissociation reactions, in which the ¯ame gases are involved, play an important

role. Typical examples are the dissociation of oxides, hydroxides, cyanides and hy-

drides. Indeed, the concentrations of O, OH, CN and H in a ¯ame depend on the

reactions between the components of the ¯ame. For instance in the primary com-

bustion zone of a nitrous oxide±acetylene ¯ame, the concentration of atomic oxy-

gen is about by 3 orders of magnitude higher than the thermodynamically expected

concentrations [268]. Therefore, interferences cannot generally be explained by a

consideration of the oxygen available in the ¯ame. Whereas for the dissociation of

oxides, the mechanism will hardly have an in¯uence on the equilibrium itself, this

is di�erent in the case of the halogenides. Indeed the anion here does not stem

from the ¯ame gases but from the sample solutions. Because the amount of halo-

genide bound to the analyte is negligible, as long as the acid concentration in the

solution exceeds 1 mol/L, the degree of dissociation can be obtained as:

aD � 1=�1� nX=KD� � 1=�1� pX=KD� � 1=�1� 10 � cX=KD� �242�

when nX=KD is expressed in cmÿ3, pX=KD in Pa and cX=KD in mol/L.

Alkali metal halogenides are usually evaporated completely and Eq. (242) gives

the slope of the analytical curve as a function of the halogenide concentration in

the measurement solution. Halogenides with concentrations of >1 mol/L there-

fore will have a depressing in¯uence on the analytical signals for elements where

the dissociation energies of the monohalogenides have a dissociation constant

KD < 103 Pa.
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4.3.2

Nebulizers

Pneumatic nebulizers are usually used in ¯ame AAS. The nebulizer is mounted

in the spray chamber±burner assembly, as shown for the nitrous oxide or air±

acetylene burner system (Fig. 82). Here air or nitrous oxide are fed into the mixing

chamber through the nebulizer. The burning gas is lead directly to the burner. A

self-aspirating concentric nebulizer is often used, but other types that can be used

also include the Babington and cross-¯ow types (see Section 3.1). This nebulizer

may be made of glass or of corrosion-resistant metals such as Pt-Ir but also of

plastic such as Ryton. The sample solution consumption usually amounts to

around 5 mL/min in the case of gas ¯ows of 1 to a few L/min. In ¯ame AAS the

nebulization system must be able to generate small droplets (<10 mm), as only

such droplets can be transported and completely vaporized in the ¯ame. This is a

prime condition for the realization of high sensitivity and low volatilization inter-

ferences. The AAS nebulizers generate not only small droplets but also larger ones

(up to more than 25 mm). For the fragmentation of the latter the nebulizer should

be positioned in a mixing chamber provided with impact surfaces. In pneumatic

nebulization the sampling e�ciency remains restricted (some %) as fragmentation

is limited and all particles >10 mm pass into the waste. In ¯ame AAS using pneu-

matic nebulization as a rule the sample solution is aspirated continuously. After

5±7 s a stable signal is obtained and signal ¯uctuations, depending on the con-

centration, are of the order of 1%.

Apart from continuous sample aspiration also ¯ow injection and discrete sam-

pling can be applied (see Section 3.1), both of which deliver transient signals. In

the latter case 10±50 ml aliquots can be injected manually or with a sample dis-

penser into the nebulization system, as was ®rst proposed by Ohls et al. [125] and

described by Berndt et al. (see Ref. [126]). The approach is especially useful for

preventing clogging in the case of sample solutions with high salt contents, for the

analysis of microsamples as required in serum analysis or when aiming at the

Fig. 82. Burner±nebulizer

assembly for flame atomic
absorption spectrometry. a:

Burner head with mixing

chamber; b: nebulizer; c:

impactor bead; d: impact
surfaces; e: nebulizer socket.

(Courtesy of Bodenseewerk

PerkinElmer, U�berlingen.)
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highest absolute power of detection, as is required in combined analytical proce-

dures for trace analysis. In ¯ow injection the analyte solution is injected into a

carrier ¯ow with the aid of a valve provided with a loop (Fig. 83) [269].

Flow injection procedures are very useful for performing trace analyses in highly

concentrated salt solutions. Fang and Welz [270] showed that the ¯ow rate of the

carrier solution can be signi®cantly lower than the aspiration rate of the nebulizer.

This allows even higher sensitivities than with normal sample delivery can be

obtained. Despite the small volumes of sample solution, the precision and the

detection limits are practically identical with the values obtained with continuous

sample nebulization. The volume, the form of the loop (single loop, knotted reac-

tor, etc.) and the type and length of the transfer line between the ¯ow injection

system and the nebulizer considerably in¯uence the precision and detection limits

that are attainable.

When combined with solid-phase extraction, ¯ow injection in ¯ame AAS also

enables on-line trace matrix separations to be performed. Here the matrix can be

complexed and the complexes kept on the solid phase while trace elements pass

on towards the atomizer. For the case of the trace analysis of ZrO2, after dissolution

it was thus possible to keep up to 4 mg of Zr as a TTA (thenoyltri¯uoroacetone)

complex on the column, while impurities such as Fe were eluted and determined

with a high e�ciency [133]. This opens up a new line of research on the use of

on-line trace-matrix separations for any type of complex samples.

4.3.3

Figures of merit

Power of detection

The lowest elemental concentrations that can be determined by ¯ame AAS found

in the literature are often given in terms of the so-called ``characteristic concen-

Fig. 83. FIA manifold as used in preconcentration work with

AAS, ICP-OES and ICP-MS. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [269].)
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trations'' (in mg/mL). For aqueous solutions of such a concentration, an absorption

of 1% is measured which corresponds to an absorbance of 0.0044.

The noise comprises contributions from the nebulizer as well as from the ¯ame.

However, detector noise limitations can also occur. The last can be minimized by

operating the hollow cathode lamp at a su�ciently high current.

In order to obtain a maximum power of detection, the atomization e�ciency

should be as high as possible. Therefore, an optimization of the form of the spray

chamber and also of the nebulizer gas ¯ow is required. Furthermore, the primary

radiation should be well selected by the monochromator and the amount of non-

absorbed radiation reaching the detector should be minimized by selection of the

appropriate observation zone with the aid of a suitable illumination system.

The detection limits of ¯ame AAS are particularly low for fairly volatile elements,

which do not form thermally stable oxides or carbides and have high excitation

energies, such as Cd and Zn. Apart from these and some other elements such as

Na and Li the detection limits in ¯ame AAS are higher than in ICP-AES (see Table

20 in Section 10).

Analytical precision

When integrating the absorbance signals over 1±3 s, relative standard deviations

down to 0.5% can be achieved. Injection of discrete samples into the nebulizer or

utilizing ¯ow injection analysis results in slightly higher RSDs being obtained.

However, the RSDs soon increase when leaving the linear part of the calibration

curves and on applying linearization by software.

Interferences

The interferences in ¯ame AAS consisit of spectral, chemical and physical inter-

ferences.

Spectral interferences of analyte lines with other atomic spectral lines are of

minor importance as compared with atomic emission work. Indeed, it is unlikely

that resonance lines emitted by the hollow cathode lamp coincide with an absorp-

tion line of another element present in the atom reservoir. However, it may be that

several emission lines of the hollow cathode are within the spectral bandwidth or

that ¯ame emission of bands or a continuum occur. Both contribute to the non-

absorbed radiation, by which the linear dynamic range decreases. Also, the non-

element speci®c absorption (see Section 4.6) is a spectral interference.

Incomplete atomization of the analyte causes so-called chemical interferences.

They are due to the fact that atomic absorption can only occur with free atoms.

Thus reactions in the ¯ame which lead to the formation of thermally stable species

decrease the signals. This fact is responsible for the depression of calcium signals

in serum analysis by the proteins present, as well as for the low sensitivities of

metals that form thermally stable oxides or carbides (Al, B, V, etc.) in ¯ame AAS. A

further example of a chemical interference is the suppression of the absorbance of

earth alkali metals as a result of the presence of oxyanions (X) such as aluminates

or phosphates. This well-known ``calcium-phosphate'' interference is caused by the
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reaction:

MaOaX 8
excess

X�MaO 8
T"

M�O 8
�C

M� CO �243�

In hot ¯ames such as the carbon rich ¯ame, the equilibrium would lie on the right

side. However, in the case of an excess of oxyanions (OaX) the equilibrium is

shifted to the left and no free M atoms are formed. This can be corrected for by

adding a metal (R) which forms still more stable oxysalts and releases the metal M

again. To this aim La- and Sr-compounds can be used according to:

MaOaX� RaY 8
excess

RaOaX�MaY �244�

When LaCl3 is added to the sample solutions, the phosphate can be bound as

LaPO4.

With alkali metal elements the free atom concentrations in the ¯ame can de-

crease as a result of ionization, which occurs particularly in hot ¯ames. This leads

to a decrease of the absorbances for the alkali metal elements. However, it also may

lead to false analysis results, as the ionization equilibrium for the analyte element

is changed by changes in the concentration of the easily ionized elements. In order

to suppress these e�ects, ionization bu�ers can be added. The addition of an excess

of Cs because of its low ionization potential is most e�ective for suppressing

changes in the ionization of other elements, as it provides for a high electron

number density in the ¯ame.

Physical interferences may arise from incomplete volatilization and occur espe-

cially in the case of strongly reducing ¯ames. In steel analysis, the depression of

the Cr and Mo signals as a result of an excess of Fe is well known. It can be re-

duced by adding NH4Cl. Further interferences are related to nebulization e�ects

and arise from the in¯uence of the concentration of acids and salts on the viscosity,

the density and the surface tension of the analyte solutions. Changes in physical

properties from one sample solution to another in¯uence the aerosol formation

e�ciencies and the aerosol droplet size distribution, as discussed earlier. However,

related changes of the nebulizer gas ¯ows also in¯uence the residence time of the

particles in the ¯ame.

4.4

Electrothermal atomic absorption

The use of furnaces as atomizers for quantitative AAS goes back to the work of

L'vov and led to the breakthrough of atomic absorption spectrometry towards very

low absolute detection limits. In electrothermal AAS graphite or metallic tube

or cup furnaces are used, and through resistive heating temperatures are achieved

at which samples can be completely atomized. For volatile elements this can be

accomplished at temperatures of 1000 K whereas for more refractory elements the

temperatures should be up to 3000 K.
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The high absolute power of detection of electrothermal AAS is due to the fact

that the sample is completely atomized and brought in the vapor phase as well as

to the fact that the free atoms are kept in the atom reservoir for a long time. The

signals obtained are transient, as discussed earlier.

4.4.1

Atomizers

Apart from graphite tube furnaces, both cups and ®laments are used as atomizers

in electrothermal AAS [271]. The models originally proposed by L'vov et al. [171]

and by Massmann [172] were described in Section 3.4. In the case of the latter,

which is most widely used, the optical beam is led centrally through the graphite

tube, which is closed at both ends with quartz viewing ports mounted in the cooled

tube holders. Sample aliquots are introduced with the aid of a micropipette or a

computer controlled dispenser through a sampling hole in the middle of the tube.

Normal graphite furnaces have a temperature pro®le and thus di�erences in the

spreading of the analyte over the graphite surface may lead to changes in the vola-

tilization behavior from one sample to another. This e�ect can be avoided by using

a transversally-heated furnace, where the temperature is constant over the whole

tube length (Fig. 84). The latter furnace, which has been proposed by Frech et al.

[272], can accordingly allow a number of volatilization e�ects to be avoided. In

electrothermal AAS speci®c problems may arise from recombination of the atom-

ized analyte with oxygen and other non-metals, and so then the free atom concen-

tration, which is being measured in AAS, decreases. This can take place particu-

larly when the volatilized analyte enters a fairly cool plasma, as is normally the case

in a tube furnace. This can be prevented, as proposed by L'vov [179], by dispensing

the sample on a low-mass graphite platform located in the tube furnace. The low

heat content then allows very rapid heating and volatilization of the analyte into a

furnace plasma of about the same temperature as the sample carrier which lowers

the risks of recombination. The latter e�ect can be very e�ciently used when in-

troducing the sample as a dry solution aliquot onto a graphite probe in a heated

atomizer.

As discussed earlier, tungsten furnaces, as ®rst proposed by Sychra et al. [175a],

are useful for the determination of refractory carbide forming elements, which in

the case of a graphite furnace may su�er from poor volatilization, but they are more

Fig. 84. Spatially isothermal

graphite furnace for atomic
absorption spectrometry using

side-heated cuvettes with

integrated contacts. (a):
Cuvette contact area clamped

in terminal blocks, (b):

injection port, (c): aperture for

fiber optics. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [272].)
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di�cult to use in the case of real samples. Further, carbothermal reduction of ana-

lyte oxides does not take place here. Recently, Berndt et al. [273] have shown that

tungsten coils are suitable atomizers for dry solution aliquots, especially in the case

of matrix-free solutions as obtained in combined analytical procedures involving a

separation of the analyte from the matrix elements. Owing to the relatively large

coil surface (Fig. 85) the salt problems in the case of real samples may be lower

than with a metal tube furnace.

Despite the progress made in graphite furnace AAS, the basic mechanisms have

not been fully established as yet. This applies to the processes responsible for the

atomization itself as well as for the transfer of free atoms to the absorption volume

and their removal from this volume. The time-dependence of the atom population

in the absorption volume can be described by:

dN=dt � n1�t� ÿ n2�t� �245�

where n1�t� represents the number of atoms entering the atom reservoir and n2�t�
the number of atoms leaving the absorption volume. The ®rst attempts at model-

ling were made by L'vov et al. [274] and Paveri-Fontana et al. [275]. Accepting a

continuous increase in the atomization temperature, which applies mostly at the

beginning of the heating, and with A � dT=dt:

Nt�t� � A � t �246�

and:� t1

0

n1�t� dt � N0 �247�

where t1 is the time required to transfer the total number of atoms N0 into the

absorption volume. Accordingly,

n1�t� � 2 � N0t=�t1�2 �248�

Fig. 85. Schematic diagram of

the tungsten filament
atomizer. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [273].)
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When accepting that at the start of the absorption signal no atoms have been re-

moved from the absorption volume, the second term in Eq. (245) can be dropped

and integration of the equation provides:

N � N0=�t2
1� � t �249�

Whereas the beginning of the absorption signal can be calculated relatively well,

this is much more di�cult for the decay. For an open atomizer (such as a graphite

rod or probe) di�usion is predominant, which is no longer the case for tube

atomizers, where adsorption±desorption processes are also important. In the ``sta-

bilized temperature platform furnace'' (STPF), where a rapid furnace heating and

a platform are used according to Slavin et al. [276], the integrated absorption �Aint�
becomes independent of the atom formation rate. Also there are no longer any

mechanisms other than di�usion involved in the transport, as the analyte ®rst be-

comes atomized after the gas expansion is virtually ®nished. In this way losses

through the sampling hole are limited considerably and the atom losses can be

calculated as e.g. have been done by van den Broek and de Galan [277]. When using

the integral:

N�t� �
� t

0

S�T 0�R�tÿ t 0� dt 0 �250�

here S�T� is a function of the atom supply, R�t� is a function of the atom removal

and t 0 is the transition variable. The absorbance at any time t is proportional to N�t�
and for the integrated absorption

Aint �
�y

0

C � N�t� � CN0t �251�

C is a proportionality factor and tr is the mean residence time of the atoms. When

S�t� is practically zero, this equation almost gives N�t� and

N�t� � NtiR�t� �252�

Here Nti is the number of atoms being present at the time ti, with ti < t. Assuming

that di�usion towards the ends of the tube is the only mechanism for atom losses,

this equation reduces to:

N�t� � Nti � eÿk�tÿti� �253�

where k � 8�Dlÿ2�, D is the di�usion coe�cient in cm2/s and l is the length of the

graphite tube in cm. For a number of elements good agreement between model

and experimentally determined signal forms could be found.
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4.4.2

Thermochemistry

The dissociation equilibria between the analyte elements and their compounds are

very important, as they determine the fraction of analyte available as free atoms for

AAS. They are accordingly important both for the analytical sensitivity achievable

and especially so with respect to systematic errors.

The thermochemical behavior of the sample is of prime importance for the

height of the absorbance signal as well as for its form. The acids present in the

sample solution are normally removed during the drying and matrix decomposi-

tion steps. The residues eventually present during the absorption measurement

lead to non-element speci®c absorption. This speci®cally occurs in the case of acids

with high boiling points such as HClO4, H2SO4 or H3PO4 and stems from ClO,

SO, SO2 or PO molecular bands. These species, however, may also be produced

by the dissociation of the respective salts. Further problems may be caused by the

oxides of the analytes, which result from the dissociation of the salts. This fraction

of non-dissociated oxide in its turn is lost for the AAS determination and at the

same time may give rise to non-element speci®c absorption. When the dissociation

of the salts and the reduction of the analyte oxides is not completed before the ab-

sorption measurement several peaks may occur in the absorption signal. This can

often be avoided by the platform technique, which facilitates a sharp rise in the

heating of the furnace and lowers the risks of analyte deposition at the cooler parts

of the furnace.

The thermochemistry of the elements is particularly important when a reliable

destruction of the matrix is to be achieved and possibly removal of the matrix ele-

ments without risking analyte losses. Also the use of thermochemical reagents

such as quarternary ammonium salts (R4N�Clÿ) should be mentioned. They allow

organic samples to mineralized at low temperatures (below 400 �C) and prevent

losses of elements which are volatile or form partly volatile organic compounds.

This may be helpful in the case of Cd as well as of Zn, which forms volatile orga-

nozinc compounds in a number of organic matrices. Furthermore, the removal of

NaCl, for example, which is present in most biological samples, may be bene®cial

so as to prevent matrix interferences. However, this must be done at low temper-

atures so as to prevent analyte losses and can be realized by the addition of

NH4NO3, according to:

NH4NO3 �NaCl S NH4Cl�NaNO3

As the excess of NH4NO3 dissociates at 350 �C, NH4Cl sublimates and NaNO3

decomposes below 400 �C, all NaCl is removed at a temperature below 400 �C.

Without the addition of NH4NO3 this would only be possible at the volatilization

temperature of NaCl (1400 �C), by when analyte losses would be inevitable. Further-

more, in the case of the graphite furnace elements such as Ti and V form thermally

stable compounds such as carbides, which lead to negative errors, because in this

way fractions of the analytes are bound and do not contribute to the AAS signal.
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Here the use of pyrolytic graphite coated graphite tubes is helpful, as the di�usion

of the analyte solution into the graphite and thus the risk of the carbide formation

are decreased. Alternatively, ¯ushing the furnace with nitrogen can be helpful. In-

deed, in the case of Ti a nitride is then formed which in contrast to the carbide can

be dissociated easier. Other thermochemical means to decrease interferences, as

discussed earlier, are known as matrix modi®cation. The addition of a number of

substances, such as Pd-compounds or Mg(NO3)2, has been shown to be successful

for the realization of a matrix-free vapor cloud formation (see e.g. Ref. [278]). The

mechanisms involved also relate to surface e�ects in the furnace (see e.g. Ref.

[279]) and are in themselves a speci®c ®eld of research.

The development of the temperature program is the main task when establish-

ing a working procedure for furnace AAS. The selection of the di�erent tempera-

ture steps but also the use of all types of thermochemical e�ects are most impor-

tant so as to minimize the matrix in¯uences without causing analyte losses.

The use of radiotracers is very helpful for the understanding as well as for the

optimization of the analyte volatilization in furnace AAS, and with this element

losses and their causes at all levels of the atomization processes can be quantita-

tively followed. This has been studied in detail for a number of elements such as

As, Pb, Sb and Sb in furnace atomization by Krivan et al. (see e.g. Ref. [280]). The

results, however, may di�er considerably from those when the furnace is used as

an evaporation device only and the vapor produced is transported into a second

system for signal generation, as has been studied extensively by Kantor et al. (see

e.g. Ref. [281]). Here the transport e�ciencies were calculated for the case of

transport of the vapors released through the sampling hole, and similar consid-

erations could be made when releasing the vapors end-on.

4.4.3

Figures of merit

Analytical sensitivity and power of detection

In electrothermal AAS these are both higher by orders of magnitude than in ¯ame

AAS. This is due to the fact that in the furnace a higher concentration of atomic

vapor can be maintained as compared with ¯ames. Furthermore, dilution of the

analyte by the solvent is avoided, the solvent being evaporated before the atomiza-

tion step, as is dilution due to large volumes of burning gases. For most elements

the characteristic masses, being the absolute amounts for which an absorbance of

0.0044 or a 1% absorption is obtained are lower by orders of magnitude than in

¯ame AAS [271].

Detection limits in ¯ame AAS: 0.1±1 ng/mL (Mg, Cd, Li, Ag, Zn); 1±10 ng/mL

(Ca, Cu, Mn, Cr, Fe, Ni, Co, Au, Ba, Tl); 10±100 ng/mL (Pb, Te, Bi, Al, Sb, Mo, Pt,

V, Ti, Si, Se); >100 ng/mL (Sn, As).

Detection limits in furnace AAS (20 mL): 0.005±0.05 ng/mL (Zn, Cd, Mg, Ag);

0.05±0.5 ng/mL (Al, Cr, Mn, Co, Cu, Fe, Mo, Ba, Ca, Pb); 0.5±5 ng/mL (Bi, Au, Ni,

Si, Te, Tl, Sb, As, Pt, Sn, V, Li, Se, Ti, Hg).
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When sample aliquots of 20±50 mL are used, the detection limits in terms of

concentration are often in the sub-ng/mL range. They are particularly low for ele-

ments such as Cd, Zn and Pb which have a high volatility and high excitation

energies, but also for Mg, Cu, Ag, Na, etc.

Graphite furnace AAS remains of course a relative method of analysis. However,

e�orts have been made to establish a direct absolute method of analysis. Estimates

of detection limits have already been made that are in good agreement with

experimental results [282]. This necessitates calculating the exact reciprocal linear

dispersion of the spectrometer and correcting for Doppler broadening in the source

as well as for superposition of adjacent lines, and calculating the di�usion co-

e�cients for the atomic vapor in the furnace as well as atom losses through ion-

ization. Furthermore, the fundamental parameters must be su�ciently reliable and

matrix interferences must be excluded. This last condition is readily ful®lled by the

stabilized temperature platform furnace technique. As is shown by an extract of

these results in Table 7, the agreement between measured and calculated charac-

teristic masses is clearly remarkable.

Interferences

In furnace AAS interferences are much higher than in ¯ame AAS. This applies

both for physical as well as for chemical interferences.

Physical interferences These may stem from di�erences in viscosity and surface

tension, resulting in di�erent degrees of wetting of the graphite tube surfaces with

the sample solution, and also as a result of changes in the di�usion of the sample

solution into the graphite. The ®rst may be suppressed by the addition of surfactant

substances to the sample solutions, such as Triton X. The second e�ect can be

avoided by using pyrolytic graphite coated graphite tubes, where di�usion of the an-

alyte into the graphite tubes is lower. This measure is also very e�ective at preventing

carbide-forming elements from reacting with the graphite, which are thus lost and no

atomic absorption signal is thus generated. Electron-probe microanalysis studies, as

shown by many papers from Ortner and coworkers (see e.g. Ref. [283]), is very useful

at improving the optimization of ETAAS methods in this respect.

The in¯uence of concomitants on the volatilization can be minimized by the use

of platform techniques and of an isothermal furnace, as already discussed. The ®rst

such technique goes back to the work of L'vov. Here a thin graphite platform, often

made from pyrolytic graphite is slid through the furnace and kept in place through

the provision of two grooves in the graphite tube along its axis. As heating occurs

®rst at the wall the gaseous phase is hotter than the platform, promoting dissocia-

tion of molecular species, as the analyte is brought directly to high temperature. In

the case of the isothermal furnace, going back in its origins to the work of Frech

(see e.g. Ref. [272]), temperature pro®les across the furnace do not occur. In both

cases the formation of double peaks is largely avoided, as thermochemical reactions

are speeded up or cooler parts of the furnace where other species volatilize are

eliminated. Both measures are particularly helpful in the case of direct solids
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sampling for powders. For biological samples residuals from the organic matrix

may remain after thermal matrix removal and could lead to volatilization di�-

culties such as double peak formation. Through both of these measures this is

often e�ectively avoided.

In addition, undissociated molecules, which may be oxides arising from the dis-

sociation of ternary salts (MgO, ZnO, etc.), but also radicals and molecular species

Tab. 7. Calculated and experimental values for the

characteristic masses (mass for 1% absorption) in graphite

furnace atomic absorption spectrometry [282].

Element Characteristic mass (pg)

calculated experimental

Ag 1.02 1.2

Al 6.1 7.3

As 7.9 10.3

Au 6.5 7.3

Be 0.37 0.45

Bi 18.4 23.6

Cd 0.44 0.42

Co 4.11 4.8

Cr 1.57 2.1

Cs 2.37 5.2

Cu 2.24 3.2

Fe 3.18 3.6

Ga 9.5 10.1

Ge 10.5 15.3

Hg 68.8 69

In 8.6 9.3

K 0.59 0.7

Li 0.43 0.8

Mg 0.32 0.31

Mn 1.4 1.7

Na 0.42 0.5

Ni 5.82 7.5

P 2800 3300

Pb 8.5 10.9

Pd 15.0 15.4

Rb1. 2.2 2.4

Sb 12.6 15.0

Se 9.5 11.8

Si 12.4 15.2

Sn 13.5 20.0

Te 9.7 11.7

Tl 9.9 10.0

Tm 2.7 3.1

Yb 0.88 1.3

Zn 0.42 0.4
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arising from solvent residues, such as OH, PO, SO2, etc., may cause non-element

speci®c absorption. In addition, Rayleigh scattering of primary radiation by non-

evaporated solid particles may occur, which also leads to radiation losses. Both

phenomena necessitate the application of suitable techniques for background cor-

rection in most analyses of real samples by furnace AAS (see Section 4.6). Fur-

thermore, emission by the furnace itself may give rise to continuum radiation,

which can lead to systematic errors.

Chemical interferences Such interferences may be caused by losses of analyte dur-

ing the ashing step. They occur particularly in the case of volatile elements such as

As, Sb, Bi and Cd, or elements forming volatile compounds (e.g. halogenides). Here

thermochemical decomposition reactions, which can occur in view of the anions that

are present, are very important. Accordingly, in the course of the ashing step the re-

moval of NaCl, which is present in most biological samples, is often most critical.

Further element losses can occur as the result of the formation of thermally stable

compounds such as carbides or oxides that cannot be dissociated any further and

hamper the analyte element that is to be atomized and which then produces an AAS

signal. Because of this, elements such as Ti and V are particularly di�cult to deter-

mine by furnace AAS. As discussed, the use of pyrolytically coated graphite can lower

this e�ect and some of these sources of systematic errors can be reduced in furnace

AAS by the use of thermochemical reactions (see earlier).

Di�erences in the volatility of the elements and their compounds may also be

used for speciation work. Accordingly, it is possible, for example, to determine dif-

ferent organolead compounds such as Pb(CH3)4 and Pb(C2H5)4 directly by furnace

AAS (see e.g. Refs. [284, 285]) or after on-line coupling with chromatographic

separations. This approach can be used for other species as well but must be de-

veloped carefully for each special case.

As a rule calibration in furnace AAS is done by standard additions, as many of

the interferences mentioned cause speci®c changes to the slope of the calibration

curves. This makes sense as background changes can be readily measured through

di�erent techniques and in all cases with a su�cient time resolution to cope with

the transient nature of the analytical signals and of the background absorption as

well.

4.5

Special techniques

4.5.1

Hydride and cold-vapor techniques

For the determination of traces and ultratraces of Hg, As, Se, Te, As and Bi the

formation of the volatile mercury vapor or of the volatile hydrides of the appropri-

ate elements is often used, respectively. This allows a high sampling e�ciency to

be achieved and accordingly a high power of detection. The absorption measure-
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ment is often performed in a quartz cuvette. Hg, for instance, can be reduced to the

metal and then transported with a carrier gas into the cuvette. For the absorption

measurement no heating is required. The other elements are reduced to the vola-

tile hydrides, which are then transported with a carrier-gas ¯ow (argon or nitrogen)

into a cuvette. In order to dissociate the hydrides thermally, the quartz cuvette must

be heated to a temperature of 600±900 �C.

In both cases ¯ow-cells facilitate continuous formation of the volatile compound

and a subsequent separation of the reaction liquid from the gaseous compound

(see e.g. Ref. [286]). Here the use of drying stages with for example NaClO4 is very

e�ective at lowering the vapor content in the determination of Hg with the cold-

vapor technique, which in its turn guarantees a low non-speci®c absorption, e.g.

through stray light by small droplets or adsorption by molecular bands. Flow-cell

systems are very useful (see Section 3.3) for routine work and allow operation of an

automated system with sample turnables. They have practically replaced earlier

systems, where a volume of NaBH4 solution was allowed to react with a given vol-

ume of acidi®ed sample as described e.g. in Ref. [287].

Trapping of the analyte vapor released would thus be very useful in order to

increase further the absolute power of detection. In the case of Hg, this can be

achieved by passing the Hg vapor over a gold sponge and binding it as the amal-

gamate [288]. Subsequent to the collection step the Hg can be released completely

by heating. For the hydrides, cold trapping can be applied. Here the hydrides

can be condensed by freezing in a liquid nitrogen cooled trap and hence freed from

the excess of hydrogen formed during the reaction [289]. The isolated hydrides

are released by warming after a removal of hydrogen. By the trapping, enrich-

ment factors of far above 100 can be realized. However, as described by Sturgeon et

al. [290] and others, hot-trapping can also be applied. This is possible because the

hydrides have decomposition temperatures which are lower than the boiling points

of the respective elements. In the case of AsH3 the decomposition temperature is

below 600 �C, whereas the volatilization temperature for As is above 1200 �C. Ac-

cordingly, trapping can be performed in the graphite furnace itself. The furnace

only has to be brought to a temperature of about 600±700 �C to decompose the

volatile hydrides and the elements then condense in the furnace. Thus they can be

pre-concentrated and volatilized at temperatures above 1200 �C during the absorp-

tion measurement step.

The cold-vapor technique for Hg allows detection limits of <1 ng to be obtained

when using 50 mL of sample and they can be improved still further by trapping.

With the hydride technique detection limits below the ng/mL level can be achieved

for As, Se, Sb, Bi, Ge, Sn, etc. Accordingly, the levels required for analyses used to

control the quality of drinking water can be reached.

Hydride techniques, however, can su�er from many interferences (see Section

3.3). In AAS these interferences can not only occur as a result of in¯uences on the

hydride formation reaction but also as a result of in¯uences of concomitants on the

thermal dissociation of the hydride. Interferences from other volatile hydride

forming elements can also occur [291]. Recently it has been found that still more

elements can form volatile hydrides, as demonstrated e.g. by Cd. Here the hydride
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is normally unstable above liquid nitrogen temperatures. However, through the use

of didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) the cationic vesicles were found

to stabilize the volatile species of cadmium formed after reaction with NaBH4

[292], because the detection limit using ICP-AES thus obtained, as compared with

aqueous solutions, could be improved by a factor of 5. It was proposed that the

CdH2 is stabilized in the vesicle, whereas it immediately decomposes outside pro-

ducing a cold vapor of cadmium, which can be measured.

4.5.2

Direct solids sampling

In both ¯ame and furnace AAS direct solids sampling can be applied. In ¯ames,

sampling can be carried out in a boat or a cup, as introduced by Delves [176].

However, new approaches such as the combustion of organic samples and the in-

troduction of the released vapors into a ¯ame is possible, as shown by Berndt [293].

In the case of volatile elements such as Pb, detection limits obtained in this man-

ner are in the mg/g range. Direct powder sampling with furnaces was introduced

into atomic spectrometry in the 1940s by Preuss and in furnace AAS it can easily

be performed with a powder sampling syringe, as described by Grobenski et al.

[182].

The most feasible approach for direct powder analyses with ¯ame and furnace

AAS, however, is the work that has been done with slurries. Slurry atomization was

introduced for ¯ame AAS by Ebdon and Cave [116] in 1982. Although it has been

shown to be useful for ¯ame work, this is only for the determination of relatively

volatile elements in samples of which the matrix can easily be thermally decom-

posed. This is, for example, the case in a number of biological samples, such as

powdered plant or tissue materials.

Slurry nebulization can be used speci®cally to improve powder sampling in fur-

nace AAS. This has been shown to be successful for all types of materials such as

plant and animal tissue, powdered food materials and also, as was subsequently

developed by Krivan's group, for the analysis of refractory powders. It was shown to

be of use for the direct analysis of SiC powders [294]. In a recent study, Hornung

and Krivan [295] reported on the analysis of high-purity tungsten trioxide and high-

purity tungsten blue oxide and determined Ca, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni

and Zn directly in powders, of which 0.28±13.5 mg of tungsten trioxide and 0.40±

70 mg of tungsten blue oxide were introduced with a micro spatula onto a graphite

platform in a transversally heated graphite furnace. The high background absorb-

ance resulting from the oxides could be considerably decreased by reducing the

powders during the pyrolysis stage with the aid of a hydrogen ¯ow. Calibration in

all cases could be done by pipetting 10 mL amounts onto the platform after the re-

moval of the matrix residues and peak area measurements.

Direct solids sampling, however, be it directly with powders or with slurries,

should be used very carefully. Indeed, the amounts of sample used are often of the

order of a few mg and accordingly sampling errors may occur as a result of sample

inhomogeneity. Therefore, the use of fairly large furnaces in which larger amounts
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of powder can be handled has been proposed. In direct powder analysis calibration

may be a problem because the particle size has an impact on the analyte release

from the powder particles.

With compact metallic samples direct analysis by AAS can also be applied. Here

the use of cathodic sputtering combined with AAS of the atom vapor cloud pro-

duced has been described previously by Gough (e.g. [296]). They used jet-enhanced

sputtering so as to produce high ablation rates (several mg/min) and thus the cor-

respondingly high analyte number densities in the glow discharge plasma. This

approach has been made commercially available as an accessory to AAS equipment

[297]. The feasibility for direct analyses of steels has been shown especially for

samples that are di�cult to bring into solution and in which refractory oxide

forming elements such as Zr have to be determined [298].

For the case of both electrically conducting and electrically non-conducting

samples, laser ablation combined with AAS may be useful. In this case AAS

measurements can be performed directly at the laser plume. Measurement of the

non-element speci®c absorption will be very important, because of the presence of

particles, molecules and radicals as well as due to the emission of continuum radia-

tion. In addition, the absorption measurements should be made in the apprppriate

zones. When applying laser ablation for direct solids sampling, the atomic vapor

produced can also be led into a ¯ame for AAS work, as has previously been de-

scribed by Kantor et al. [299] in their early work.

4.5.3

Indirect determinations

For the determination of elements of which the most sensitive lines are in the VUV

spectral region, conventional AAS cannot be applied. Indirect methods can be used

here, as they can for the determination of chemical compounds. Sulfates, for in-

stance, can be determined by their precipitation as BaSO4, and then the excess of

barium used can be determined with AAS. A similar approach can be used for the

determination of the halogenides after their precipitation with silver.

Other indirect determinations can be performed by making use of chemical in-

terferences. Based on the calcium phosphate interference in ¯ame AAS for exam-

ple, phosphate can be determined by measuring the decrease in the absorption

signal obtained for calcium. However, for real samples such indirect techniques

should be used very carefully in view of possible systematic errors.

4.5.4

Flow injection analysis

Flow injection analysis as introduced by the work of Ruzicka [129] has been used

extensively in combination with atomic absorption spectrometry, the aim being to:

. enable automated dilution of the samples to be made so as to extend the linear

dynamic range;
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. perform on-line matrix removal so as to avoid interferences;

. enable on-line preconcentration to be performed where the power of detection of

the method is to be improved.

In a ¯ow injection system the sample ¯ow and a reagent ¯ow are continuously

brought together so as to allow a chemical reaction to take place. This reaction

produces a gaseous compound, which has to be separated o� as in hydride gener-

ation, or forms a complex, which can be adsorbed onto a solid phase to be isolated

and preconcentrated. In the latter case, elution with a suitable solvent is carried out

and the analytes are led on-line into the AAS system.

In the case of ¯ame atomic absorption a continuous recording of the analyte

signal can be performed and transient signals are obtained. As a result of the ¯ow

pattern in the tubing, the analyte signals will normally display a steep rise and

some degree of tailing, which depends on the analytes, their compounds formed

and the nature of the column ®ller material as well as on the dimensions and the

material from which the column holder is made. In the determination of elements

that form complexes, for example with dithiocarbamates, such as many heavy

metals [300], determination in highly concentrated salt solutions is straightforward

through ®xing the complexes on a suitable solid phase column, while releasing ele-

ments such as Na, K, Ca, or ammonium ions.

With graphite furnace atomic absorption only an o�-line determination is possi-

ble or by a semi-automated coupling, which adapts the analysis cycle with respect

to the frequency and time required for a determination to the ¯ow-rates in the

system.

4.5.5

Diode laser atomic absorption spectrometry

Through the availability of tunable diode laser sources the set-up used for atomic

absorption (see Section 4.2.2) can be simpli®ed considerably. In this way, several

additional advantages can be realized. As through wavelength tuning, measure-

ments in the wings of the absorption pro®le can also be made, and possible im-

provements to the linear dynamic range in a number of cases could be expected.

Through the use of more than one diode and tuning them to several analyte

lines, multielement determinations and the use of an internal standard become

simple. In AAS work the latter also enables instrumental drift to be overcome and/

or the short-term precision to be improved as well. For the detection, all that is re-

quired is pulsing of the primary source and the use of lock-in ampli®cation or a

Fourier analyzer.

Furthermore, tuning of the primary source enables o�-peak measurements and

background correction to be made directly.

As discussed earlier, present limitations of diode laser atomic absorption lie in

the fact that the lower wavelengths are not yet accessible and that the whole wave-

length range cannot be covered continuously as there are wavelength gaps between

the wavelength ranges of the diodes presently available.
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An interesting approach to the use of diode laser atomic absorption lies in the

use of discharges under reduced pressure as atom reservoirs. In the case of helium

low pressure microwave discharges for instance, metastable levels of elements such

as halogens, hydrogen, oxygen or sulfur are excited, which can be probed with

commercially available diode lasers as a result of the availability of a higher level in

the analyte term scheme. Such a principle can be applied successfully for element-

speci®c detection in gas chromatography [301±303] and also for the direct analysis

of polymers with respect to halogens [304].

4.6

Background correction procedures

In AAS, systematic errors are often due to non-element speci®c absorption, which

necessitates the use of background correction procedures. The absence of non-

element speci®c absorption can only be expected in the analysis of sample solu-

tions with low matrix concentrations by ¯ame AAS, but in furnace AAS work

background correction is required particularly for matrix loaded solutions. The

determination of the non-element speci®c absorption can be performed in several

ways.

4.6.1

Correction for background absorption with the deuterium lamp technique

This approach was introduced by Koirthyohann and Pickett in 1965 [253] and is

now provided with almost every AAS system. The total absorption resulting from

the presence of the element and the background absorption are measured with the

hollow cathode lamp radiation, but in addition a continuum source is used with

which only the background absorption can be measured. This is possible as the

monochromators used in AAS work have a large spectral bandwidth as compared

with the physical width of the resonance line emitted by the hollow cathode source

and also with respect to the width of the absorption line. Accordingly, all radiation

emitted by the hollow cathode lies within the absorption pro®le of the line and at

the same time the elemental absorption does not signi®cantly contribute to the

absorption in the case of the continuum source (Fig. 86), which extends homoge-

neously over the whole spectral bandwith. An electrical discharge in deuterium can

be used as the continuum source, as it emits fairly smooth continuum radiation in

the UV spectral range up to 400 nm.

Alternative measurements of the absorption of the hollow cathode lamp radia-

tion and of the radiation of the continuum source can also be taken in a rapidly

alternating mode, and accordingly a quasi-simultaneous measurement of line and

background absorption, as required with transient signals, becomes possible. This

can be realized by a rotating mirror and is su�ciently rapid to enable a high time

resolution, as shown by Berndt et al. [305].

This type of background correction assumes that the background absorption has
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a continuum nature within the spectral bandwidth of the monochromator. This is

not the case when the background absorption arises from molecular bands, which

have a rotation±vibration hyper®ne structure. These can arise from radicals pro-

duced by a dissociation of the solvent (OH, SO2, SO3, N�2 , CN, etc.) but also from

Fig. 86. Principle of background correction
with the D2-lamp technique (A), Dl: spectral

bandwidth of monochromator, BG: non-

element-specific ``background'' absorption, AS:

element-specific absorption signal. (B), Optical

diagram of an atomic absorption spectrometer
with D2 lamp for background correction (b)

(Model 2380) (Courtesy of PerkinElmer

Bodenseewerk GmbH).
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molecular oxides (MO). As such contributions occur particularly with the complex

matrices of real samples, where, for example, residues of the chemicals used for

dissolution or metal oxides are present, a background correction with a D2 lamp

often leads to systematic errors, which cannot be corrected for by calibration with

standard additions.

Furthermore, the radiant density of the D2 lamp in a large part of the spectrum

is fairly low. Hence, the procedure limits the number of analytical lines which can

be used and the number of elements that can be determined. As the spectral radi-

ance of the D2 lamp is generally low as compared with that of a hollow cathode

lamp, the latter must be operated at a low radiant output (low current), which

means that detector noise limitations and poor detection limits are soon encoun-

terd. Finally, as work is carried out with two primary radiation sources, which are

di�cult to align as they have to pass through the same zone of the atom reservoir,

this may lead to further systematic errors.

4.6.2

Background correction with the aid of the Zeeman effect

Zeeman AAS makes use of the splitting of the atomic spectral lines into several

components under the in¯uence of a magnetic ®eld. When a magnetic ®eld B (up

to 10 kG) is applied, the shift in wavenumber �DTm� of the so-called s-components

with respect to the original wavelength, where the p-components may remain, is

given by:

DTm � M � g � L � B �254�

M is the magnetic quantum number, L is the Lorentz coe�cient �e=�4pmc2� in

cmÿ1 �Gÿ1] and g the LandeÂ factor, being a function of the total quantum number

J, the orbital momentum quantum number L and the spin quantum number S:

g � 1� � J� J � 1� � S�S� 1� ÿ L�L� 1��=�2J� J � 1�� �255�

The intensities of the s-components (for which DM �G1) and the p-components

(for which DM � 0) are a function of DJ (0 or 1) and DM �0;G1� for the transitions.

In the normal Zeeman e�ect, which occurs in the case of singlet transitions (e.g.

with alkali earth metals and metals of the IIb Group such as Cd and Zn) g � 1 and

there are single components, whereas in all other cases there are groups of com-

ponents (anomalous Zeeman e�ect). In the case of a transverse magnetic ®eld

(perpendicular to the observation direction), a spectral line splits into three lines.

These are one p-component at the original wavelength; for this component DM � 0

which is polarized parallel to the ®eld. In addition, there are two s-components (s�

and sÿ) for which DM �G1. They are polarized in directions perpendicular to the

®eld. With a longitudinal ®eld (parallel to the direction of observation) there is no

p-component (DM � 0 is forbidden) and the s-components (DM �G1) are circu-

lary polarized.
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In order to use the Zeeman e�ect for background correction [306] several ap-

proaches can be applied (Fig. 87) [307]. A magnetic ®eld around the primary source

or around the atom reservoir can be provided, by which either the atomic emission

lines or the absorption lines are subjected to Zeeman splitting. Use can be made of

a constant transverse ®eld and the absorption for the p- and the s-components

measured alternately with the aid of a polarizer and a rotating analyzer. How-

ever, an ac longitudinal ®eld can be used and with the aid of a static polarizer only

the s-components are measured, once at zero and once at maximum ®eld strength.

When I1 and I2 in both instances (be it the s- or the p-component in the case of a

transverse ®eld or the total radiation and the s-component in the case of the lon-

Fig. 87. Approaches for Zeeman atomic absorption. (A):
Rotating polarizer and permanent magnet applied to the

atomizer; (B): permanent magnet around the primary source;

(C): longitudinal field of ac magnet applied to the atomizer

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [307].)
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gitudinal ®eld) are the intensities of the total signal and the background signal,

respectively, for each of them:

I � I0 exp�ÿkb� � exp�ÿka� �256�

where I0 in each of the cases is the intensity of the incident radiation and ka and kb

are the absorption coe�cients for the background and the line. The net absorb-

ance, which is proportional to the concentration can be calculated as:

ln�I2=I1� � �ka1
ÿ ka2

� � �kb1
ÿ kb2

� � ln�I20
=I10
� �257�

Accordingly, by subtracting in both cases the two absorption signals from each

other, the background absorbance measured under the line can be eliminated. This

assumes that both signals have constant intensities through the whole analytical

system and that both have the same absorption coe�cients for the background. In

order to have a linear calibration curve, high sensitivity and an accurate back-

ground correction, �ka1
ÿ ka2

�must be large and relate linearly to the concentration,

the absorption coe�cients for the background must be equal �kb1
� kb2

� and the

incident beams must be constant through the whole system �I20
� I10

�.
Di�erent set-ups for have been used for Zeeman atomic absorption spectrome-

try. Indeed, a permanent magnet or an electromagnet with a dc or an ac ®eld can

be used around the source or around the atom reservoir. The set-up that has a

permanent magnet may be the cheapest. However, the ®eld is constant and must

be transverse There must also be an alternating polarization system (e.g. a rotating

analyzer), where the principle of which means it has a low transmittance and the

ratio of I10
and I20

is di�cult to keep constant. The set-up with an electromagnet

has the advantage that the magnetic ®eld can be changed by changing the current.

Accordingly, the splitting can be optimized with respect to the element being deter-

mined and to the background structure. The magnetic ®eld can be applied at the

atomizer, which is possible both with a permanent magnet as well as with an

electromagnet. In principle the magnetic ®eld can also be placed around the pri-

mary source, which is possibly best in the case of a permanent magnet. Then both

a ¯ame and a furnace can be used as the atomizer and the according exchange is

easier. Moreover, a larger furnace can then be used, which is very useful for direct

solids sampling. Several types of the set-ups discussed, which have been realized in

commercial Zeeman AAS equipment are discussed in Ref. [307].

Analytical advantages

Zeeman AAS has several analytical advantages. First, the accuracy of the back-

ground correction in the case of a structured background is better than with the D2

lamp technique. However, when the background structure arises from molecular

bands, it should be borne in mind that molecular bands may also display the Zee-

man e�ect. Systematic errors resulting from this fact may be larger when one line

component is measured in a strongly changing ®eld.
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The detection limits in Zeeman AAS could be expected to be lower than in the

case of the background correction with a D2 lamp. Indeed, here the system uses

only one source. Accordingly, it can be operated at high intensity, through which

detector noise limitations are avoided. This advantage will certainly be most pro-

nounced when one component is measured in an alternating ®eld.

Another consequence of the use of one primary source will be the better stability

of the system. The analytical sensitivity in Zeeman AAS, however, will be inferior

to that of conventional AAS. This disadvantage is lowest for a ®eld which can be

varied from case to case.

In Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometry the linear dynamic range will also be

lower than in the case of background correction with the D2 lamp. This is related to

the fact that a di�erence between two absorbances is taken, which in the case of a

magnetic ®eld of non-optimal strength may actually lead to a bending away of the

calibration curve. These e�ects again are less pronounced when measuring one

component in an ac ®eld. Nowadays Zeeman AAS is widely used, for instance, for

trace determinations in biological samples.

4.6.3

Smith±Hieftje technique

This technique for background correction [308] makes use of the fact that resonant

atomic spectral lines emitted by a hollow cathode lamp may display self-reversal

when the lamp is operated at a high discharge current. During the ®rst part of the

measurement cycle the hollow cathode lamp is operated at a low current. The self-

reversal then does not occur and the resonant radiation is absorbed both by the

analyte atoms and by background-producing species. In a second part of the mea-

surement cycle, the current is brie¯y pulsed to above 500 mA, through which a

very high self-reversal occurs. Then the intensity at the original analytical wave-

length becomes low and the intensities in the side wings remain high, which

causes most of the background absorption to occur. By subtraction of both absor-

bances the net atomic absorption signal is obtained.

Similar to Zeeman AAS the Smith±Hieftje technique can be used for lines in the

whole spectral range and again uses only one primary radiation source, thus both

the alignment and the stability are optimum. Moreover, the technique is simple

and hence much cheaper than Zeeman AAS. In addition, radiation losses as a re-

sult of the use of polarizers in some Zeeman atomic absorption systems or limi-

tations to the volume of the atom reservoir do not occur here. The linearity of the

calibration curves and the accuracy in the case of structured background absorp-

tion should also be better than with the Zeeman technique, as the Smith±Hieftje

technique is not subjected to limitations due to Zeeman splitting of molecular

bands. However, as the self-reversal is not complete the technique can only be used

for fairly low background absorbances, the sensitivity is decreased as the self-

absorption is at the most 40% and special provisions have to be taken for pulsing

the lamps at high currents.
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4.6.4

Coherent forward scattering

Intensity of scattered radiation

Scattering of radiation is a one-step process in which two photons are involved, one

being absorbed by the atom and one being emitted. The intensity of scattered ra-

diation is particularly high because when monochromatic radiation is used as the

primary radiation the wavelength equals that of a resonance line of the scattering

atoms. When the latter are brought into a magnetic ®eld the scattered radiation

becomes coherent in the direction of the primary beam and the scattering atomic

vapor becomes optically active (magneto-optical e�ect). Depending on whether a

transversal or a longitudinal magnetic ®eld is used a Voigt or a Faraday e�ect is

observed, respectively.

In a system for coherent forward scattering, the radiation of a primary source is

led through the atom reservoir (a ¯ame or a furnace), across which a magnetic ®eld

is applied. When the atom reservoir is placed between crossed polarizers scattered

signals for the atomic species occur on a zero-background. When a line source

such as a hollow cathode lamp or a laser is used, determinations of the respective

elements can be performed. In the case of a continuous source, such as a xenon

lamp, and a multichannel spectrometer simultaneous multielement determina-

tions can also be performed. The method is known as coherent forward scattering

atomic spectrometry [309, 310]. This approach has become particularly interesting

since ¯exible multichannel diode array spectrometers have became available.

Intensities of the scattering signals

These can be calculated both for the case of the Voigt and the Faraday e�ect [310].

In the case of the Faraday e�ect (with the ®eld parallel to the observation direc-

tion), there are two waves which are polarized parallel to the magnetic ®eld. When

n� and nÿ are the refractive indices, nm � �n� � nÿ�=2 and Dn � �n� ÿ nÿ�=2 the

intensity IF�k� at the wavenumber k is given by:

IF�k� � I0�k� � F�sin�k � l � Dn�� � exp�k � l � nm� �258�

I0�k� is the intensity of a line of the primary radiation with wavenumber k and l is

the length of the atom reservoir. The sinusoidal term relates to the rotation of the

polarization plane and the exponential term to the atomic absorption. As both nm

and Dn are a function of the density of the scattering atoms, IF�k� will be propor-

tional to the square of the density of scattering atoms (N), according to:

IF�k� � I0�k� � N 2 � l2 �259�

For the Voigt e�ect, the scattered radiation has two components. One is polarized
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parallel to the magnetic ®eld (normal component) and the other perpendicular to the

®eld (abnormal component). When n0 and ne are the respective refractory indices

the intensity of the scattered radiation IV�k� can be calculated as for the Faraday

e�ect.

Multielement method

Coherent forward scattering (CFS) atomic spectrometry is a multielement method.

The instrumentation required is simple and consists of the same components as a

Zeeman AAS system. As the spectra contain only some resonance lines, a spec-

trometer with just a low spectral resolution is required. The detection limits de-

pend considerably on the primary source and on the atom reservoir used. When

using a xenon lamp as the primary source, multielement determinations can be

performed but the power of detection will be low as the spectral radiances are low

as compared with those of a hollow cathode lamp. By using high-intensity laser

sources the intensities of the signals and accordingly the power of detection can

be considerably improved. Indeed, both IF�k� and IV�k� are proportional to I0�k�.
When furnaces are used as the atomizers typical detection limits in the case of a

xenon arc are: Cd 4, Pb 0.9, Tl 1.5, Fe 2.5 and Zn 50 ng [309]. They are considerably

higher than in furnace AAS.

The sensitivity of CFS atomic spectrometry is high as the signals are propor-

tional to the square of the atom number densities. The dynamic range is similar to

that in atomic emission spectrometry and is of the order of 3 decades. It should be

considerably better than in atomic absorption spectrometry, where the linear dy-

namic range as a consequence of Lambert±Beers' law and of limitations through

the line pro®les is restricted to 1±2 decades. However, this again depends on the

primary source and especially in the case of continuous sources limitations can

occur. Information on matrix e�ects for real samples is still scarce. As scattering by

molecules and undissociated species is expected to be low, background contribu-

tions may be low as compared with AAS.

4.7

Fields of application

Solutions

The di�erent methods of AAS and also the related CFS are very powerful for the

analysis of solutions. The instruments are simple and easy to operate. Accordingly,

they are now used in almost all analytical laboratories. In particular, when one or

only a few elements have to be determined in a large number of samples, as is e.g.

the case in clinical analysis or in food analysis, AAS methods are of great use as

compared with other methods of elemental analysis.

To a limited extent atomic absorption spectrometry can also be used for multi-

element determinations. Several manufacturers introduced systems with multi-
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lamp turrets, where di�erent lamps can be held under preheated conditions. Here

rapid switching from one lamp to another enables sequential multielement deter-

minations to be made by ¯ame atomic absorption, for a maximum of around 5

elements. Simultaneous determinations are possible with multielement lamps, how-

ever, the number of elements that can be brought together and used as a hollow

cathode lamp with a su�ciently stable radiation output and lifetime is rather lim-

ited. The use of continuous sources facilitates ¯exible multielement determinations

for many elements in principle. It is necessary to use high-resolution spectro-

meters (e.g. Echelle spectrometers) with multichannel detection. CCDs o�er good

chances of realizing high and ¯exible multielement capacity without much loss of

power of detection as compared with single-element AAS. This applies to ¯ame

AAS, however much less so to furnace AAS, as a result of the individual thermo-

chemical behaviors of elements and compounds. In furnace AAS some of these

restrictions can be removed by the use of the stabilized temperature furnace plat-

form concept, as described by Slavin et al. [276].

Solids

When solids have to be analyzed, the samples must be brought into solution and

sample decomposition methods have to be used. They range from simple dissolu-

tion in aqueous solutions to a treatment with strong and oxidizing acids or even-

tually ¯uxes at high temperature and/or pressure.

From a series of acids, the use of HCl and HNO3 or mixtures of them is in most

cases free of problems from the point of view of the AAS determination. Simple

acid concentration matching of standard and sample solutions is required, when

applying calibration with synthetic standard solutions or solutions of reference

samples. Often high-boiling acids such as H2SO4, H3PO4 and HClO4 are used,

with the aim of increasing the temperatures in the reaction mixtures and accord-

ingly also the reaction and dissolution velocities. Complications may arise from the

oxide residues after solution drying and the dissociation of the salts. These may lead

to the formation of less-dissociated compounds with the analytes as well as to mole-

cular bands causing structured background absorption.

The dissolution speed and e�ciencies may also be increased considerably by

high-pressure digestion, as is done in PTFE vessels or quartz vessels with a steel

enclosure and resistive heating. A digestion of organic materials that is very e�-

cient and leaves no residue is often possible as well as a complete dissolution of

refractories such as Al2O3, SiC. In the case of PTFE vessels, blank contributions

and even memory e�ects often occur. Also the digestion times may be quite long

(up to 20 h or more including the cooling time) and the amounts of materials,

which can be decomposed at once, are often very low. The latter may hamper the

power of detection and also introduce restrictions from the point of view of sample

inhomogeneities.

As an alternative to resistive heating, microwave assisted digestion is ®nding

more and more acceptance [311]. The mechanisms of digestion are under discus-

sion, but it may be that in a number of cases dipole molecules dissociate earlier as
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a result of the coupling of the dipoles with the microwave ®eld. In any case the heat

is coupled directly to the reaction mixture and is not led via conduction to the me-

dium, which increases the transfer e�ciency and accordingly shortens the sample

digestion times. Therefore, all reactions have to be done in plastic vessels. Through

the development of special vessels, now higher pressures (up to 80 bar) can also be

tolerated under completely safe conditions. The latter is guaranteed by temperature

and pressure monitoring as well as by the presence of overpressure switches and

vapor release systems. Microwave-assisted heating for biological samples, such as

plants and tissues, as well as for environmental samples, such as sludges and

sediments and even soils, now can be performed without leaving any organic or

inorganic residues, and thus can be used successfully prior to ¯ame as well as to

furnace AAS.

Both in the case of digestion under resistance heating or of microwave-assisted

digestion it is possible to perform the digestion on-line with AAS analyses. The

samples must be brought into a powder form and stable suspensions must be

produced which are pumped through a digestion line after the addition of the diges-

tion reagents. The approach has already been shown to be viable for pulverized bio-

logical materials [130].

Refractory samples are often only present as granulates and are hard to grind.

Indeed, here the abrasion of the mills (be it even a hard material such as WC) is

high and this leads to contamination and consequently to interferences in the AAS

determination. In this case melting with ¯uxes is the only method of digestion. For

refractory powders, slags, minerals and rocks melting with alkali (NaCO3, K2CO3,

Na2B4O7, etc.) or with acidic salts (K2S2O8, KHSO4, etc.) is very useful. They have

to be used in an excess of 5±10 times the amount of sample (ca. 100 mg), which

leads to high amounts of salts in the analysis solutions. With graphite furnace AAS

this may lead to serious volatilization interferences and with ¯ame AAS to nebu-

lizer blocking. Furthermore, the melting procedure must be performed in high-

temperature resistive vessels such as platinum, glassy carbon, iron, nickel or china

crucibles. These materials may lead to contamination, which can also be entrained

from the solid reagents, these being much more di�cult to purify than acids. The

latter can indeed be very e�ciently puri®ed by isothermic distillation.

In some cases such as in the analysis of ZrO2, use is made of ammonium salts.

This has the advantage that the melting procedure can be performed in quartz

crucibles limiting the risk of contamination, that the salts are relatively pure as they

can be prepared from pure chemicals (NH3 gas and ClHSO3, e.g. see Ref. [312]),

and that the excess can be volatilized at low temperatures which makes the risk of

analyte losses through volatilization low. For example, with NH4HSO4, the melting

procedure can be performed at 400 �C and the excess of ¯ux volatilized at below

500 �C.

A further possibility to reduce the salt contents is their separation from the

analysis solutions by techniques such as ion exchange or adsorption of the ana-

lytes, after initial complexation onto columns ®lled with suitable solid phases.

In all sample dissolution and sample pretreatment work for AAS, attention must

be paid to all problems that may arise in trace elemental analytical chemistry. This
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includes precautions for avoiding contamination from the reagents, the vessels

used and from the laboratory atmosphere. Also, all factors that may cause analyte

losses as a result of adsorption or volatilization must be studied in detail, as dis-

cussed by TschoÈpel and ToÈlg (see e.g. Ref. [313]).

Sample types

Clinical chemistry, the metals industry, the analysis of high-purity chemicals and

pure substances, environmental analysis and life sciences are the most important

®elds of application for AAS methods.

In clinical analysis, ¯ame AAS is very useful for serum analysis. Ca and Mg can

be determined directly in serum samples after a 1:50 dilution, even with micro-

aliquots of 20±50 mL [314]. In the case of Ca, La3� or Sr2� are added so as to avoid

phosphate interferences. Na and K are usually determined in the ¯ame emission

mode, which can be realized with almost any ¯ame AAS instrument. The burner

head is often turned to shorten the optical path so as to avoid self-reversal. For the

direct determination of Fe, Zn and Cu, ¯ame AAS can also be used but with a

lower sample dilution. Determination of trace elements such as Al, Cr, Co, Mo and

V with ¯ame AAS often requires a pre-concentration stage, but in serum and other

body ¯uids as well as in various other biological matrices some of these elements

can be determined directly with furnace AAS. This also applies to toxic elements

such as Ni, Cd and Pb, which often must be determined when screening for work

place exposure. When aiming towards the direct determination of the latter ele-

ments in blood, urine or serum, matrix modi®cation has found wide acceptance in

working practices that are now legally accepted for work place surveillance, etc.

This applies e.g. for the determination of Pb in whole blood [315] as well as for the

determination of Ni in urine (see e.g. Ref. [316]).

For metal samples ¯ame and furnace AAS are both important methods of analy-

sis. They ®nd use in the characterization of raw materials and for product analysis.

In combination with matrix removal in particular, they are further indispensible

for the characterization of laboratory standards. These are used to calibrate direct

methods such as x-ray spectrometry and spark emission spectrometry for produc-

tion control. However, it should be mentioned that speci®c elements of interest

such as B, the rare earths, Hf and Zr, can be determined much better by plasma

emission spectrometry.

When determining trace elements in steel, removal of the Fe by extraction with

diethylether from a strong aqueous acid solution is very appropriate. A preconcen-

tration of trace impurities as dithiocarbamates, and eventual adsorption onto acti-

vated carbon has been proposed for trace determinations in aluminum subsequent

to sample dissolution (see e.g. Ref. [317]). However, multitrace determination

methods such as plasma atomic spectrometry are a better alternative to AAS

methods in this instance.

Trace determinations in di�erent metal bases (e.g. lead, gallium and indium) can

make use of pre-concentration based on a partial dissolution of the matrix (see Ref.

[318]). Refractory metals such as molybdenum, niobium, tungsten and tantalum
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powders are de®nitely di�cult to dissolve or to keep in solution and require trace

matrix separations to achieve a reliable volatilization of the analytes, e.g. in graphite

furnace AAS. Here slurry sampling electrothermal AAS, as has been extensively

investigated for these matrices by Krivan et al. (see e.g. Refs. [194, 294, 295]), is a

worthwhile alternative, especially as contamination is prevented and calibration by

addition of aqueous aliquots of the analytes is often possible.

AAS methods have also been widely proposed for the determination of the noble

metals. In the case of ¯ame AAS use of an oxygen±acetylene ¯ame is often pro-

posed. Graphite furnace AAS trace determinations (see e.g. Ref. [319]) can be made

of Pt in environmental and biological samples as well as determinations in noble

metals themselves.

Further industrial products that can be analyzed include glasses, ceramics, super-

conductors, cement, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, semiconductors, paints

and oils.

For determinations in glass, dissolution of the matrix by treatment with HF and

subsequent analysis of the trace concentrate is certainly a feasable approach. In

high-quality glasses used e.g. for the production of ®bers, even very low concen-

trations of trace elements may be relevant, so hydro¯uoric acid of very high purity

has to be used for the sample decomposition. This can be obtained by sub-boiling

procedures in plastic apparatus.

With ceramics, slurry sampling in the case of powders is of relevance. Here AAS

methods are fairly useful even though the traces have individual thermochemical

behaviors, and accordingly many of the analytical capabilities have to be compro-

mised in the multielement determination methods when using the graphite fur-

nace as an analyte vaporizer only, e.g. prior to ICP atomic spectrometry. The use of

thermochemical reagents here can be particularly helpful, both for separating the

evaporation of the matrix and analyte, as well as for in¯uencing the degree of

evaporation for the relevant trace element(s).

The determination of the main components in cement, such as Ca, with high

precision is of importance, as is the determination of heavy metals such as thal-

lium, however, because of environmental impacts. This can be performed success-

fully with AAS, provided the samples can be reliably brought into solution, as is

now possible with microwave assisted dissolution.

Trace and ultratrace determinations are now very important for chemicals. For

solid chemicals dissolution again may put limitations on the power of detection

achievable due to contamination during the dissolution procedure. Graphite fur-

nace atomic absorption together with plasma mass spectrometry are now of great

importance for the analyzing acids used e.g. in the treatment of surfaces in micro-

electronic components.

For superconductor materials and precursors high-precision analysis is very im-

portant. To this aim ¯ame atomic absorption can be applied, provided the precision

is optimized, as is possible, for example, by using internal standardization and

multichannel spectrometers. It should, however, be remembered that to control

the stoichiometric composition, in addition the determination of non-metals such
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as N and O, which cannot be performed by atomic absorption spectrometry, is

compulsory.

In pharmaceuticals it is mainly organic compounds that have to be determined.

However, more and more elements such as Se and As now have to be determined

as trace elements, whereas often substances such as MgO are relevant as major

compounds, but then high precision is required.

Catalysts for the chemical industry have to be characterized with respect to their

trace impurities and major components. Not only is their composition when they

are used initially in chemical reactors important, but also their alteration in the

course of time. As carbide forming elements such as V and Ti are often used,

atomic absorption spectrometry could be problematic. This also applies to catalysts

for exhaust gas detoxi®cation in cars. Noble metals such as Pt, Pd and Rh are ®xed

on alumina supports often also containing cerium compounds. Both for the deter-

mination of the stoichiometry but also for the monitoring of the noble metal con-

tents in used catalysts, AAS su�ers from problems because of the need for sample

dissolution as well as for the requirement to determine refractory oxide forming

elements.

Semiconductors in particular have to be characterized with respect to their dop-

ants. In the case of substances such as Si and GaAs, the determination of the ele-

ments B and P, for example, is very important for which AAS is only of limited use.

For the metals at trace level the situation is di�erent, with the problem that multi-

element characterization is often required, which can be better served by plasma

mass spectrometry.

Paint analysis for elements such as Fe in the case of TiO2 based materials is

often important. Also elements such as Cr and Hg may have to be determined.

For oil analysis both ¯ame AAS as well as graphite furnace AAS are important.

In the ®rst case nebulizers tolerating suspended particles can be used and in the

case of graphite furnace AAS direct solids sampling may be useful so as to avoid

the need for sample dissolution as well as to allow coarse metal particles present in

used engine oils to be dealt with.

Dissolution of environmentally relevant elements in slags and ores by fusion and

subsequent determination by AAS can be applied.

In the analysis of high-purity substances, general matrix removal is often very

important so as to pre-concentrate the elements to be determined. To this aim all

separation techniques such as ion exchange, liquid±liquid extraction of a metal

complex with organic solvents, fractionated crystallization, precipitation and co-

precipitation as well as electrochemical methods may be used (for a systematic

treatment, see Ref. [300]). These principles can also be applied in on-line systems,

as is now possible with solid phase extraction. Here matrix elements or the analytes

can be adsorbed as complexes onto the column and eluted for direct determination

by AAS.

AAS is often used for analytical problems in the life sciences and environmental

analyses. For the analysis of waste water, ¯ame and furnace AAS are complemen-

tary to plasma emission spectrometry. The last facilitates the determination of a
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large number of elements per sample but is more expensive than ¯ame AAS in

terms of instrumentation and less sensitive than furnace AAS. Furnace AAS is

very useful for the analysis of drinking water, but because of its monoelemental

capability it is likely to be replaced more and more by plasma mass spectrometry,

especially in large laboratories.

For the analysis of airborne dust a sample decomposition procedure, which takes

into account that much silica material is present, together with ETAAS may be

useful, but it again su�ers from the monoelemental capability. Airborne dust can

also be analyzed directly by slurry sampling and can even be directly sampled in

the graphite tube. Integrated sampling analysis procedures especially for easily

volatile elements such as Pb and Cd are feasible.

Many of the AAS procedures be it for water analysis, oil analysis, analysis of in-

dustrial products, have been described as DIN norms, now of great value to the

analytical laboratory.

AAS is a useful tool for speciation work as well. This applies for combinations of

species-speci®c extraction procedures and subsequent determination of the re-

spective species by AAS. Just such a method was worked out for the case of CrIII

and CrVI compounds by Subramanian et al. [320]. Use is made of the fact that the

CrIII is slower than the CrVI to form complexes, as a result of complexation with 6

molecules of H2O.

However, for speciation on-line coupling of gas or liquid chromatography with

AAS is becoming more and more useful.

In furnace AAS, coupling with gas chromatography has been shown to be very

useful for the determination of organolead [284] and organotin compounds [321].

By combining the cold-vapor technique with HPLC, a very sensitive method for

the determination of Hg species at the sub-ng level becomes possible [322]. When

applying cold-vapor AAS to the detection of mercury subsequent to the separation

of the species by HPLC, which also enables thermally labile compounds to be

separated, the organomercury compounds have to be destroyed to allow for the

AAS determination. They can be destroyed by wet chemical oxidation with

H2SO4aCr2O2ÿ
7 or by photochemical oxidation. It is then possible to perform spe-

ciation of mercury in gas condensates easily, where the species can be separated by

reversed phase HPLC [323].

The preferential reduction of the trivalent species in hydride generation can be

used for the speciation of As, while the pentavalent species is ®rst reduced by

hydrogen after converting it into the trivalent species by a reduction with cystein. A

similar way can be followed for SeIV and SeV! This can be done both in the case of

conventional as well as of electrochemical hydride generation [324].

In addition, for speciation coupling of ¯ow injection analysis and column chro-

matography with ¯ame AAS and also a direct coupling of HPLC with ¯ame AAS,

as is possible with high-pressure nebulization, are most powerful. Here the Cr line

in the visible region can be used, which makes the application of diode laser atomic

absorption spectrometry possible [325]. This has been shown recently by the ex-

ample of the determination of methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl.
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4.8

Outlook

AAS with ¯ames and furnaces is now a mature analytical approach for elemental

determinations. However, its development has not yet come to an end. This applies

to primary sources, where tunable diode lasers open new possibilities and even

eliminates the requirement of using expensive spectrometers. It also applies to

atom reservoirs, where new approaches such as further improved isothermal

atomizers for ETAAS or the furnace in ¯ame technique (see e.g. Ref. [326]) have

now been introduced, but also to spectrometers where CCD based equipment

eventually with smaller dimensions will bring innovation. Furthermore, it is clear

that on-line coupling both for trace element±matrix separations and speciation will

enable many analytical challenges to be more e�ectively tackeld.

Manufacturers

The most important manufacturers of atomic absorption spectrometry equipment

worldwide now are:

Baird-Atomic, Bedford, MA, USA

Analytik Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany

Erdmann & GruÈn, Wetzlar, Germany

Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan

G.B.C., Australia

PerkinElmer, Norwalk, CT, USA

Unicam, Cambridge, UK

Varian Techtron, Mulgrave, Victoria, Australia

Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan.
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5

Atomic Emission Spectrometry

5.1

Principles

The history of atomic emission spectrometry (AES) goes back to Bunsen and

Kirchho�, who reported in 1860 on spectroscopic investigations of the alkali and

alkali earth elements with the aid of their spectroscope [1]. The elements cesium

and rubidium and later on thorium and indium were also discovered on the basis

of their atomic emission spectra. From these early beginnings qualitative and

quantitative aspects of atomic spectrometry were considered. The occurrence of

atomic spectral lines was understood as uniequivocal proof of the presence of these

elements in a mixture. Bunsen and Kirchho� in addition, however, also estimated

the amounts of sodium that had to be brought into the ¯ame to give a detectable

line emission and therewith gave the basis for quantitative analyses and trace deter-

minations with atomic spectrometry.

By the beginning of the 20th century Hartley, Janssen and De Gramont had de-

veloped spectrochemical analysis further and ¯ames, arcs and sparks became

powerful analytical tools. To overcome the di�culties arising from unstable excita-

tion conditions, in 1925 Gerlach introduced the principle of internal standard

[327], where the ratio of the intensities of the signals of the analytes to the signals

for a matrix or of an added element were made and the reference element was

designated as the internal standard. This brought about the breakthrough of atomic

spectroscopy for elemental analysis.

In atomic emission spectrometry a reproducible and representative amount of

the sample is moved into a radiation source. The role of the radiation source in

atomic emission spectrometry is of similar central importance as a dissolution

procedure in wet chemical analysis. Therefore, continuous endeavors are always

being made to improve old and to develop new radiation sources for atomic emis-

sion spectrometry, so as to be able to perform analyses with better ®gures of merit,

as are required by the progress in science and technology. The role of the radiation

source in AES does not end at the stage of free atom production as it does in AAS,

but includes the excitation of levels from which transitions with high emission

e�ciency start and eventually also ionization, enabling ion lines to be used. Ideal

sources for atomic emission spectrometry should therefore meet many require-

ments. The sources should have a very robust geometry, where the analyte is led
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through zones with hopefully a high excitation e�ciency, i.e. high electron tem-

peratures, but low spectral background intensities (possibly deviations from ther-

mal equilibrium). The source should have an inert gas atmosphere so as to keep

interfering thermochemical reactions low. Also the in¯uence of the analyte ioniza-

tion and its contribution to the electron number densities in the radiation source

should be low so as to keep matrix interferences low. The analyte dilution should

be su�cient so as to obtain narrow lines, self-reversal also should be low and ®nally

the instrument and operation costs in terms of power and gas consumption should

also be low.

Qualitative analyses

These can be performed successfully with AES. Indeed, the unambiguous detec-

tion and identi®cation of a single non-interfered atomic spectral line of an element

is su�cient to testify to its presence in the radiation source and in the sample. The

most intensive line under a set of given working conditions is known as the most

sensitive line. These elemental lines are situated for the various elements in widely

di�erent spectral ranges and may di�er from one radiation source to another, as

a result of the excitation and ionization processes. Here the temperatures of the

radiation sources are relevant, as the atom and ion lines of which the norm tem-

peratures (see Section 1.4) are closest to the plasma temperatures will be the predo-

minant ones. However, not only will the plasma temperatures but also the analyte

dilutions will be important, so as to identify the most intensive spectral lines for a

radiation source. Also the freedom from spectral interferences is important.

Despite the fact that spectral lines are very narrow (some pm) with respect to the

whole spectral range, a large number of line coincidences can occur. Indeed, in

the spectral range of 200±400 nm more than 200 000 lines for the elements of the

Periodic Table have been tabulated and assigned to elements, and this is only a

portion of the total number of spectral lines. Therefore, high-resolution spec-

trometers have to be used for the qualitative evaluation of the spectra but also use

of more than one line is necessary to conclude the presence or absence of an ele-

ment. Qualitative emission spectral analysis is easy when the spectra are recorded

photographically or with a scanning monochromator. For the ®rst case atlases are

available, in which the spectra are reproduced and the most sensitive lines are in-

dicated. To identify spectral lines often a photograph of the ion spectrum is pro-

duced (Fig. 88). Also books with spectral scans around the analysis lines with super-

imposed spectra from possible interferents have been published, e.g. for the case of

ICP-OES (see that for example from Winge et al. [329]).

In addition, spectral line tables, in which the wavelengths of the spectral lines

together with their excitation energy and a number indicating their relative inten-

sity for a certain radiation source are tabulated, are very useful. They are available

for di�erent sources, such as arc and spark sources [330±332], but also in a much

less complete form for newer radiation sources such as glow discharges [333] and

inductively coupled plasmas [334].

Qualitative analysis by atomic spectrometric methods has now been given totally
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new possibilities, as simultaneous emission spectrometers where the whole ana-

lytically usable part of the spectrum is measured on a series of CCDs placed in the

Rowland circle of a spectrometer are now available. This development could have

been be foreseen when vidicon detectors became available, with which even for

small spectral scans line identi®cation became much easier, as shown for a rare

earth mineral analyzed by ICP-OES (Fig. 89). With CCD spectrometers and the

computer facilities allowing storage of many reference spectra and spectrum strip-

ping, line identi®cation becomes easy and unambiguous, as many lines per ele-

ment can be checked. To a certain extent this can now also be achieved by rapid

scanning spectrometers, where the spectral range of 200±800 nm can be scanned

at high velocity, a high precision in random line positioning as well as peak in-

tensitiy measurements becomes possible (Table 8) and no deterioration of spectral

resolution as compared with slew-scanning high-resolution monochromators has

to be taken into account, as shown by instrumental line widths [93]. This also

allows spectral stripping in the case of stable sources as in ICP-OES, as shown for

the case of Y in ZrO2 e.g. in Ref. [93].

Quantitative atomic emission spectrometry

The intensity of an elemental atomic or ion line is used as the analytical signal in

quantitative atomic emmision spectrometry. In fact the intensitities are unequivi-

Fig. 88. Photographically recorded emission spectra from

spectral atlas. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [328].)
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Tab. 8. Relative standard deviations (RSD) of the intensities
for selected Fe-lines as determined from five replicates of

spectral scans acquired in the second order with a rapid

scanning sequential monochromator for a solution containing
10 mg/L of Fe. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93].)

Line (nm) Intensity (a.u.) RSD ( %)

239.927 26 200 4.0

238.076 37 800 3.5

238.204 725 000 3.2

238.324 23 700 1.8

238.863 114 000 2.6

239.562 512 000 2.6

239.924 132 000 3.1

240.488 277 000 4.4

240.666 101 000 2.0

241.052 153 000 1.4

Fig. 89. Spectra of ICP-OES recorded with an SIT vidicon for

the case of water, a europium solution and a dissolved

bastnaesite sample containing europium [335].
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cally related to the analyte number densities sampled. Indeed, the intensity of a

spectral line is directly related to the number density in the source as:

I � �1=�2p�� � h � n � �gm=Z�T�� � exp�ÿEm=kT� � A � n �260�

where h is Planck's constant, n the line frequency, gm the degeneracy of the excited

level, Z�T� the partition function for the level of ionization concerned, Em the ex-

citation energy, k Boltzmann's constant, T the excitation temperature, A the transi-

tion probability and n the analyte number density of the analyte in the ionization

level concerned. Accordingly for an atom line n � nT ÿ n i, with nT being the notal

number of analyte atoms per volume [(weight:atomic weight)� Avogadro number/

cm3] and n i the ion density. Furthermore:

n i � ne=�nT ÿ n i� � f��2 � p �me � k � T�5=2�=h3g
� �2 � Zi=�Za� � �exp�ÿEi=k � T�� �261�

where ne is the electron number density, me the mass of the electron, Zi; a the par-

tition functions for atoms and ions, respectively, Ei the ionization energy and ai the

degree of ionization. NT can be obtained by integrating over the source volume

observed, making use of source modelling with respect to the analyte di�usion.

The total number of analyte atoms in the source is related to this number in a rigid

manner and to the in¯ux of analyte through the sampling mechanism. The latter

is, for example, the evaporation rate in arc emission work, the sample uptake rate

in pneumatic nebulization with its e�ciency taking into account transport losses,

the sputter rate in glow discharge work, all of which can be calculated.

The number of photons entering the monochromator is determined by the space

angle of observation and in its turn determines the ¯ux at the entrance collimator

�fen� as:

fen � t � I � �% of space angle� � �A1 � A2�=� fk � cos û� �262�

where fen is the ¯ux at the entrance collimator, t is the optical transmittance of the

entrance collimator, A1 is the area of the entrance slit (slit width� slit height), A2 is

the area of the entrance collimator mirror and fk its focal length, I the radiant

density of the source over the 4p angle and û is the angle of the entrance collimator

with the optical axis.

fout � R1 � R2 � fin �263�

where R1 and R2 are the re¯ectivities of the grating and the exit collimator, re-

spectively.

fPh � fout � cos y� sout=sen �264�

where fPh is the ¯ux through the exit slit, sen is the entrance and sout the exit slit
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width and cos y the angle between the focal plane and the detector head. This

photon ¯ux fPh is directly related to the signal of a photomultiplier through:

ic � fPh �Q :E:� e �265�

where ic is the cathode current, Q.E. the quantum e�ciency and e the charge of the

electron (in coulombs),

ia � y�V� � ie �266�

with ia as the anode current and y�V� the ampli®cation over the dynode chain and:

V � Rsel � ia �267�
digital signal � �range�A=D��=V �max � number of digits �268�

with V the measured voltage for a selected resistor Rsel and an A/D convertor.

Accordingly, from the photomultiplier signal the number of analyte atoms

brought from a given amount of sample into the radiation source can be calculated

directly. As all constants in the calculation shown, however, are not known apriori,

AES in practice is a relative method and a calibration has to be performed. The

determination of the calibration function is an important part of the working pro-

cedure. The calibration function relates the intensity of a spectral line (I) to the

concentration c of an element in the sample. From the work of Scheibe [336] and

Lomakin [337] the following relationship between absolute intensities and ele-

mental concentrations was proposed:

I � a � c b �269�

where a and b are constants. The expression with absolute intensities is used vir-

tually only in ¯ame work or in plasma spectrometry, where very stable radiation

sources are used. Normally the intensity ratio of an analyte line to a reference sig-

nal is used, as proposed by Gerlach. This leads to calibration functions of the form:

I=IR � a 0 � c b 0 �270�

The inverse function of the calibration function is the analytical evaluation func-

tion. It can be written as:

c � cR�I=IR�h �271�

or:

log c � log cR � h log�I=IR� �272�

The slope of the analytical evaluation curve in the bilogarithmical form in the case
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of trace analyses in most cases is 1. At higher concentrations h may be >1 as a re-

sult of the commencement of self-reversal. Particularly in trace analysis by AES the

intensity of the spectral background IU can be used as reference signal and then in

Eq. (272), cR should be replaced by cU. The calibration constant cU is the concen-

tration at which the line and background intensities are equal (background equiv-

alent concentration ± BEC value) and can be calculated as:

cU � ��IX=IU� � 1=c�ÿ1 �273�

The ratio �IX=IU� and the calibration constants cU for a given element and line

depend on the radiation source and the working conditions selected but also on the

spectral apparatus [338, 339]:

cU � �dBU=dl�DlL

B0
� seff � RL

s0 � R0
�
����������������������
�p=�ln 16��

p
� 4

�����������������������������
��sa=seff �4 � 1�

q

cU � cU;y � A1 � A2 (274)

cU;y describes the in¯uence of the radiation source, �dBU=dl� is the spectral radi-

ation density for the background intensity, B0 is the radiant density for an analytical

line at the concentration c � 1 and DlL is the physical width of the analysis line.

The second term �A1� describes the in¯uence of the spectral apparatus.

seff � �s2
e � s2

0 � s2
L � s2

z�1=2 �275�

sL is the spectral slit width corresponding to the physical width of the spectral line

�DlL� and RL � l=DlL, the resolution required to resolve the line width. sz is the

slit width corresponding to the optical aberrations in the spectral apparatus and is

de®ned as:

sz � Dlz � dx=dl �276�

Dlz can be determined by measuring the practical resolution of the mono-

chromator from the deconvolution of the two components of the Hg 313.1 nm

line doublet and subtraction of the contributions of the di�raction slit width

(s0 � l � f =W ) and the entrance slit width (se). The contribution of the natural

width of the Hg lines can be neglected, as it is very low in the case of a hollow

cathode lamp.

In the case of monochromators sz is predominant, but in the case of a very high

resolution it becomes less signi®cant and A1 ! 1.

The factor A2 describes the in¯uence of the pro®le of the analysis line and the

in¯uence of the e�ective measurement slit. In the case of photoelectric measure-

ments the latter is the exit slit width of the spectrometer. This contribution is only
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relevant when sa=seff < 2, which is virtually only the case with photographic

measurements where the line pro®le is scanned with a very narrow densitometer

slit. For photoelectric measurements A2 � sa=seff as the exit slit width must be

larger than the e�ective line width because of the thermal and mechanical stability

of the system.

With the aid of these equations, detection limits and signal to background ratios

that have been obtained with two di�erent spectrometers can be compared.

For instance for a 0.9 m Czerny±Turner monochromator, with R0 � 216 000

(grating width: 90 mm and grating constant: 1/2400 mm), se � 12 mm (ŝe � 4),

sa � 15 mm (ŝa � 5), practical resolution: 0.007 nm (Rz � 75 000); and for a 0.5 m

Ebert monochromator: R0 � 134 600 (grating width: 60 mm and grating constant:

1/2442.4 mm), se � 4 mm (ŝe � 1:5), sa � 6 mm (ŝa � 2:3), practical resolution: 0.01

nm (Rz � 35 000), the ratio of the constants cU and the detection limits for an

analysis line at 300 nm and with a line width of DlL G 3 pm in the case of the same

excitation source and both spectral apparatus should be: cL 0.9-m/cL 0.5-m � 0:88

[180].

Detection limit

This is a very important ®gure of merit for an analytical method. As discussed in

Section 2.1 in general, for an atomic emission spectrometric method it can be

written as:

cL � cU � �IX=IU� �277�

IX=IU is the smallest line-to-background ratio that can still be measured. When the

de®nition is based on a 99.86% probability, it is given by 3 times the relative stan-

dard deviation of the background intensities.

In the case of photographic or diode array registration the intensities of the line

and the spectral background are recorded simultaneously, and:

s � �s2�IX � IU� � s2�IU��1=2 �278�

As the intensities of the line and the spectral background are nearly equal in the

vicinity of the detection limit, their standard deviations will be equal and the rele-

vant standard deviation reduces to:

s � s�IU�
���
2
p

�279�

There is some di�erence in the standard deviations when line and background in-

tensities are measured simultaneously, as in the case of photographic detection or

with modern CCD spectrometers, or when they are measured sequentially as done

in slew scanning systems. Indeed, in the ®rst case the ¯uctuations of line inten-

sities and background intensities for a considerable part are correlated, especially at

low signal levels and thus partially cancel. This may lead to a considerable gain in

power of detection.
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The value of the standard deviation can be measured directly, but in the case of a

photographic measurement it can be calculated from the standard deviation of the

blackenings with the aid of Eq. (184). This shows that for trace analyses, emulsions

with a high g must be used. Accordingly, standard deviations sr�IU� of about 0.005

can be obtained. This assumes a smooth background and these values re¯ect only

the graininess of the emulsion and do not include contributions from source ¯uc-

tuations. In the case of photoelectric measurements with a photomultiplier, s is the

absolute standard deviation of the background intensity, measured at a wavelength

adjacent to the spectral line or at a blank sample at the wavelength of the analytical

line. It may consist of several contributions as:

s2�IU� � s2
P � s2

D � s2
A � s2

V �280�

sP is the photon noise of the source or the noise of the photoelectrons and

sPA
���
n
p

, when n is the number of photoelectrons considered; sD is the dark cur-

rent noise of the photomultiplier and sDA ID, when ID is the dark current; sA is

the ¯icker noise of the radiation source and sA Af, when f is the radiant density;

and sV is the ampli®er noise.

sV in most cases can be neglected as compared with other sources of noise. In

the case of very constant sources sA is small. Owing to the proportionality between

sD and ID it is advisable to choose a photomultiplier with a low dark current, so as

to avoid detector noise limitations. Here limitations may remain when spectral

lines at lower wavelengths are used. Indeed, then the spectral background in-

tensities are usually low, so that the detector noise becomes predominant. This may

speci®cally become the case when an Echelle spectrometer is used for the mea-

surements. Owing to slit height limitations the photon ¯ux onto the detector then

becomes very small. In many cases this is balanced by the fact that Echelle spec-

trometers have a shorter focal length, because of which the overall radiant ¯ux

density in the focal plane is higher. Also in the case of CCD detector technology,

limitations through the detector noise may occur. In particular, readout noise here

may be limitating. This is because the detector is read many times so as to collect

the charge accumulated during the numerous subsequent measurement cycles

that are required to realize a su�ciently large linear dynamic range. In most other

cases, the photon noise will be limiting for the level of detection.

When signals include a blank contribution, this will also have ¯uctuations,

which limit the power of detection in practice, the in¯uence of which can easily be

shown. If IX is the lowest measurable signal without blank contribution, I 0X the

lowest analytical signal including a considerable blank value, IU the background

signal and IBl the blank signal, IU, �IX � IU�, �IBl � IU� and �I 0X � IBl � IU� can be

measured and:

�I 0X � IBl � IU� ÿ �IBl � IU� � 3
���������������������������������������������������������������������
�s2�I 0X � IBl � IU� � s2�IBl � IU��

q
�281�

or

�I 0X � IU� ÿ IU� � 3
����������������������������������������������
�s2�IX � IU� � s2�IU��

p
�282�
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This leads to:

�I 0X=IU� � �IX=IU��1� IBl=IU��sr�IBl � IU�=sr�IU�� �283�

and the detection limit becomes [128]:

c 0L � cUf�IX=IU��1� IBl=IU��sr�IBl � IU�=sr�IU��g

or

cL � �sr�IBl � IU�=sr�IU���1� IBl=IU� �284�

As blank contributions themselves also scatter, which cannot be eliminated by

blank subtraction, and as blank values scatter independently of the analytical sig-

nals, the presence of blank contributions always deteriorates the limit of detection

achievable. Accordingly, to obtain the best limit of detection in AES the standard

deviations of the background, the blank contributions and the cU values should be

minimized. The in¯uence of the standard deviations of the line and background

intensities are partly correlated. This has the consequence that the standard devia-

tions of the net signals could be decreased when line and background intensities

are measured simultaneously, as is possible with photographic emulsions and with

the new array detectors that have simultaneous measurement capabilities at a large

number of adjacent wavelengths. However, this is only true when the spectral

background from the source and not the pixel-to-pixel noise is limitating. The cU

values are a function of the radiation source, the elements and the lines (re¯ected

in cU;y) and also of the spectrometer (through A1 and A2). In order to keep A1 and

A2 as close to one as possible, a spectral apparatus with high resolving power (R0

high), a low entrance slit (se � 1:5s0) should be used and take sa � seff . On the

other hand, it should be con®rmed that the spectral background intensities can still

be measured. Indeed, the background intensities obtained are proportional to the

entrance slit width and thus detector noise limitations could be encounterd when

the slit widths become too narrow. Also thermal and mechanical stabilities become

limitating in the case of narrow slit widths, by which, particularly in systems with

on-peak integration instead of slew-scan procedures, the long-term stability can no

longer be guaranteed.

Apart from the high power of detection, also the realization of the highest ana-

lytical accuracy is very important. This relates to the freedom of interferences.

Whereas the interferences stemming from in¯uences of the sample constituents

on the sample introduction or on the volatilization, ionization and excitation in the

radiation source di�er widely from one source to another, most sources emit line-

rich spectra and thus the risks for spectral interferences in AES are high. In the

wavelength range 200±400 nm, as an example, only for arc and spark sources have

more than 200 000 spectral lines yet been identi®ed with respect to wavelength and

element in the classical MIT Tables. Consequently, spectral interferences are much

more severe than in AAS or AFS work.
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Therefore, in AES it is also advisable to use high resolution spectrometers so as

to minimize the risks of spectral interferences. A practical resolving power of

40 000, which guarantees that spectral lines at wavelengths of 300 nm and wave-

length di�erences of 0.0075 nm can still be spectrally resolved, is advisable. This is

particularly the case when trace determinations must be performed in matrices

emitting line-rich spectra.

The nature of spectral interferences, may however, be di�erent.

. Direct coincidence of lines: when the wavelength di�erence is less than the

spectral bandwidth of the spectral apparatus.
. Line wings: spectral lines of matrix elements may have a width extending to up to

several pm, as is known e.g. from the calcium lines in water samples from the

early work on ICP-OES [341]. Here an estimation of the spectral interference for

analytical lines situated on the wings has to be made by weighting the intensity

contributions at well-de®ned wavelength di�erences away from the line center.
. Contributions from band emission spectra, especially in the region of intensive

band systems (CN at 370±385 nm, N�2 at 390±400 nm, NH at 340±350 nm, OH

at 310±320 nm). Also here weighted corrections, as in the case of matrix line

wings may be necessary.
. Stray radiation contributions usually have a more even spectral dependence and

in a number of cases can be corrected for by measuring the stray radiation in-

tensity on one side of the analytical line only.

Knowledge of the atomic spectra is also very important so as to be able to select

interference-free analysis lines for a given element in a well-de®ned matrix at a

certain concentration level. To do this, wavelength atlases or spectral cards for the

di�erent sources can be used, as they have been published for arcs and sparks,

glow discharges and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (see

earlier). In the case of ICP-OES, for example, an atlas with spectral scans around a

large number of prominent analytical lines [329] is available, as well as tables with

normalized intensities and critical concentrations for atomic emission spectrom-

eters with di�erent spectral bandwidths for a large number of these measured

ICP line intensities, and also for intensities calculated from arc and spark tables

[334]. The problem of the selection of interference-free lines in any case is much

more complex than in AAS or AFS work.

5.2

Atomic emission spectrometers

As all elements present in the radiation source emit their spectrum at the same

time, from the principles of AES it is clear that it is a multielement method and is

very suitable for the determination of many elements under the same working

conditions. Apart from simultaneous determinations, so-called sequential analyses

can also be carried out, provided the analytical signals are constant. Sequential and
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simultaneous multielement spectrometers both have their own possibilities and

limitations.

Sequential spectrometers

In most cases these include Czerny±Turner or Ebert monochromators with which

the lines can be rapidly selected and measured one after another. Owing to the line-

rich emission spectra the focal lengths are often up to 1 m and a grating with a

width of up to 100 mm and a constant of 1/2400 mm is used. These instruments

require very accurate presetting of the wavelength, which is di�cult on a random-

access basis. Indeed, the halfwidth of a spectral line corresponds to a grating angle

of 10ÿ4 degrees. Therefore, work can be performed in a scanning mode and with

stepwise integration at di�erent locations across the line pro®le or advanced tech-

niques such as optical encoders and direct grating drives can be used. Systems

employing ®xed optics with a multislit exit mask, a moveable photomultiplier and

®ne wavelength adjustment with the aid of computer-controlled displacement of

the entrance slit are also used. Sequential spectrometers are ¯exible as any ele-

mental line and any background wavelength within the spectral range (usually

from 200 to up to 600 nm) can be measured, however, they are slow when many

elements must be determined. They are of particular use in the case of stable ra-

diation sources such as plasma sources at atmopheric pressure or glow discharges

operated under steady state sputtering conditions.

Spectral background intensity measurements can be accomplished by slew-scan

procedures for the grating or also for the entrance slit. However, the spectral back-

ground and the line intensities in the case of monochannel instruments are not

measured simultaneously, which is actually possible with array detectors.

An interesting device for rapid scanning of spectra (the whole analytical range

from 165 to 750 nm in 2 min) with a high resolution (7 pm line widths measured)

and with individual integration times of 2.5 ms is the IMAGE system [93]. The

high dynamic range is realized through rapid changes in the photomultiplier volt-

age while keeping the currents within a narrow range. The precision of wavelength

access is so good that spectrum subtraction readily becomes possible as shown

in the case of ICP-OES for the determination of Zr in a solution containing Fe

(Fig. 90).

Simultaneous spectrometers

Today these virtually always make use of photoelectric radiation detection, whereas

earlier, spectrographs with photoplate recording were in wide use, especially for

qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses. Simultaneous photoelectric spectrom-

eters usually have a Paschen±Runge optical mounting. They have many exit slits

and are particularly suitable for rapid determinations of many elements in a con-

stant and well-understood sample matrix and the achievable precision is high. How-

ever, the analysis program is ®xed and accordingly simultaneous spectrometers are

not suitable for the analysis of random samples. Owing to the stability require-
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ments larger exit slits are often used, through which thermal drifts can be over-

come and lower spectral resolution is obtained. In applications of trace analysis in

particular, background correction is often required. This can be achieved by com-

puter-controlled displacement of the entrance slit or by a rotation of a quartz re-

fractor plate behind the entrance slit (Fig. 91). Here slew-scan procedures also en-

able scans from di�erent samples to be superimposed, such as solutions of real

samples, the dissolution reagents required and water e.g. in ICP-OES. In the case

of copper a positive error could be attributed to a coincidence with a molecular

band, probably from the BaO species (Fig. 92) [343].

As a result of the decrease in the price of CCDs, providing up to 20 CCDs is now

feasable, covering the whole spectral range from the VUV to the visible, even in-

cluding the alkali element lines with the aid of a supplementary grating, as shown

in Fig. 93 for a commercially available system. Such a system makes line identi®-

cation very easy, as has already been shown by earlier work where a SIT vidicon was

coupled to a conventional Czerny±Turner monochromator. By spectrum compar-

isons, analytical lines of the rare earths in a complex dissolved mineralogical sam-

ple in ICP-OES could easily be found. This is done by comparing back with stored

spectra from pure analyte solutions, and at the same time background correction

becomes easy as every wavelength is digitally accessible, and through appropriate

software even the simulation of background spectra and their subtraction is possi-

ble. When the whole analytical range becomes accessible multiline calibration be-

comes easy, also in post-measurement evaluation when the spectra are saved. This

Fig. 90. ICP atomic emission

spectra for a 10 g/L Zr
solution with and without 2

mg/L Fe in the vicinity of the

Fe II 234.349 nm (a) and Fe II

239.562 nm (b) lines obtained
with the IMAGE approach.

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [342].)
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may be very useful for improving or controlling the analytical accuracy limitations

resulting from spectral interferences.

A further advantage of a multi-CCD system is the linear dispersion and the one-

dimensional spectral dispersion. This both facilitates comparison of recorded and

saved spectra and enables a high radiation throughput as the whole height of the

Fig. 91. Background

correction with a computer-
controlled simultaneous ICP-

OES spectrometer.

Fig. 92. Spectral interfer-

ences in ICP-OES as recorded

in wavelength scans obtained
by displacement of the

entrance slit. 3 kW Ar-N2 ICP,

Baird 1000 1 m spec-trometer,

sample: 0.5534 mg of air-
borne dust sample HBW 2 per

mL (±), 19 mg/mL of HBO3,

19 mg/mL of HF, 4.9 N HNO3

(± ±); the same after the

decomposition (± . ± . ); water

(� � � �), line: Cu I 324.754 nm.

(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [343].)
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entrance slit can be used. However, there certainly are line interference problems,

as with 20 CCDs of 1024 pixels each the spectral resolution for a 1 m Paschen±

Runge instrument with a grating constant of 1/2400 mm may become too low in a

number of cases.

Echelle spectrometers

In addition, Echelle spectrometers are often used [50]. By combination of an order-

sorter and an Echelle grating either in parallel or in crossed-dispersion mode, high

practical resolution (up to 300 000) can be realized with an instrument of fairly low

focal length (down to 0.5 m) (Fig. 94). Therefore, the stability as well as the lumi-

nosity are high. By using an exit slit mask with a high number of preadjusted slits,

highly ¯exible and rapid multielement determinations are possible.

As high-quality solid-state detectors are now available (Table 9) relatively compact

high-resolution electronic spectrometers can be realized [344]. According to the

grating equation, the wavelength di�erence Dl�k� between two subsequent orders

with the same di�raction angle b, which also gives the spectral length of order k is

Fig. 93. ICP-OES spectrometer CIROS±Paschen±Runge circle
with detector alignement. (Courtesy of Spectro Analytical

Instruments.)
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given by:

Dl�k� � l�k� ÿ l�k� 1� � l�k�=k �285�

where l�k� is the central wavelength of the order k. To achieve the splitting of the

spectral range of interest into as many sub-spectra as are necessary, the number k
has to be according to Eq. 285 and the grating equation:

dg l �286�

For a groove distance e.g. of d � 13:33 mm (75 grooves per mm) the wavelength

range between 190 and 850 nm is split into approximately 100 orders (k � 125±28),

which superimpose for a � 68� within a di�raction angle ranging from bmin �
56:5� to bmax � 63:8�.

Another specialty of the Echelle grating relates to the angular dispersion, nor-

mally given by:

db=dl � k=�d � cos b� �287�

and for the case of autocollimation of an Echelle grating (a � b � YB, the Blaze

angle:

db=dl � 2 tan YB �288�

Fig. 94. Echelle spectrograph with internal

order separation in a tetrahedral mounting.
(1): Entrance slits, (2): spherical collimator

mirror, (3): prism, (4): Echelle grating, (5):

spherical camera mirror, (6): focal plane (A).

Part of an iron spectrum recorded with an

Echelle spectrograph with collimator and
camera focal length of 500 mm, original size of

the part: 20� 15 mm2 (B). (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [344].)
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Thus Echelle gratings have a constant and much larger relative angular dispersion

than classical di�raction gratings and the spectral resolution dl=l of an Echelle

spectrometer is almost constant and at least 2±8 times higher than the correspond-

ing resolution of a classical grating spectrometer. The orders, however, always have

to be separated, for which prisms are used, preferably positioned transversally. The

detector size in the case of a two-dimensional detector such as a CCD and the

spectral coverage required necessitates optical mapping of generally at least 50±150

di�raction orders on to a plane of typically 25� 25 mm2. The distance between

di�erent orders of an Echelle spectrum is given by the dispersive element used for

order separation and is not constant. Taking the distances between two neighbor-

ing orders at the upper and lower ends of the wavelength range, their di�erence

increases in the ratio: lmax=lmin. The corresponding slit height h for a minimum

order distance is given empirically by:

H < �B=�m �
��������������������
lmax=lmin

p
�� ÿ b �289�

where B is the width of the detector perpendicular to the di�raction orders,

m � k�lmin� ÿ k�lmax� is the total number of di�raction orders and b is the pixel

width, denoting that the minimum distance of 1 pixel between the orders has to be

guaranteed. For an Echelle spectrum with m � 100, recorded by an array detector

with 1000� 1000 pixels and 25� 25 mm2 total area, h becomes <93 mm.

Echelle spectrometers can also be made small, when only part of the spectrum is

to be used, while still having a considerably high spectral resolution. In Echelle

systems, dedicated parts of the spectrum are often measured with a separate built-

in spectrometer. This is e.g. the case in ICP-OES for the spectral range where the

most sensitive alkali lines are found [345].

As the most sensitive lines of a number of elements such as S, P, C and As are at

VUV wavelengths, access to this spectral range is required, which necessitates the

elimination of oxygen from the entire optical path. This can be achieved by con-

tinuous evacuation of the spectrometer, purging with nitrogen or argon or by the

use of sealed gas-®lled spectrometers. Accordingly sensitive lines of Br, Cl, I, N, P

and S become available for the ICP (see Refs. [346, 347] for N and Heitland [348]

for the other elements) (Table 10). Then, however, the path between the ICP and

Tab. 10. VUV atomic emission lines

for the halogens, phosphorus and

sulfur in ICP-OES. [348].

Cl 134.724

Br 163.340

I 161.761

P 178.290

S 180.734

S 182.037
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the spectrometer must be free of air as well. This can be easily achieved with a

spark, or in the case of the ICP by using an axially viewed ICP with the appropriate

interface or by using a special torch [347].

Often wavelength measurements are made at low wavelengths in the second order,

so as to increase the spectral resolution and to increase the wavelength coverage up

to the longer region, where the alkali elements have their most sensitive lines.

Then solar-blind photomultipliers are used to ®lter out long-wavelength radiation

of the ®rst order.

5.3

Flame emission

The oldest of the spectroscopic radiation sources, a ¯ame, has a low temperature

(see Section 4.3.1) but therefore good spatial and temporal stability. It easily takes

up wet aerosols produced by pneumatic nebulization. Flame atomic emission

spectrometry [265] is still a most sensitive technique for the determination of the

alkali elements, as e.g. is applied for serum analysis. With the aid of hot ¯ames

such as the nitrous oxide±acetylene ¯ame, a number of elements can be deter-

mined, however, not down to low concentrations [349]. Moreover, interferences

arising from the formation of stable compounds are high. Further spectral inter-

ferences can also occur. They are due to the emission of intense rotation±vibration

band spectra, including the OH (310±330 nm), NH (around 340 nm), N�2 bands

(around 390 nm), C2 bands (Swan bands around 450 nm, etc.) [20]. Also analyte

bands may occur. The S2 bands and the CS bands around 390 nm [350] can even

be used for the determination of these elements while performing element-speci®c

detection in gas chromatography. However, SiO and other bands may hamper

analyses considerably.

5.4

Arcs and sparks

Arc and spark AES have found wide use for the analysis of solids and are still im-

portant methods for routine analysis, especially when many elements have to be

determined in numerous samples.

5.4.1

Arc emission spectrometry

5.4.1.1 Arc characteristics

Electrical arc sources for atomic emission spectrometry use currents of between 5

and 30 A, and the burning voltage between two electrodes of di�erent polarity in

the case of an arc gap of a few mm then ranges between 20 and 60 V. Dc arcs can
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be ignited by bringing the electrodes together, which causes some ohmic heating.

Under these conditions dc arcs have a normal (decreasing) current±voltage char-

acteristic due to the high rate of material ablation by thermal evaporation. In a dc

arc the areas between the cathode fall near to the cathode layer, the positive column

and the anode fall area can be distinguished.

The cathode delivers a high number of electrons, carrying the greater part of the

current, by glow emission. This electron current heats up the anode to its subli-

mation or boiling temperature (up to 4200 K in the case of graphite) and the cath-

ode reaches temperatures of ca. 3500 K as a result of atom and ion bombardment.

An arc attaches to a limited number of small burning areas. Owing to the high

temperatures of the electrodes containing or constituting the sample, sample vola-

tilization is mainly the result of thermal evaporation. Therefore the anions present

may in¯uence the volatilization of metals considerably, as the thermochemical be-

havior of the compounds determines the volatilization of an element. This can lead

to high matrix in¯uences but at the same time can be used to obtain selective vol-

atilization, removing spectral interferences due to matrix element lines.

The plasma temperature in the carbon arc is of the order of 6000 K and it can be

assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium. According to the temperatures ob-

tained, it could be expected that in arc emission spectrometry mainly the atom

lines will be the most sensitive lines, when considering their norm temperatures.

Arcs are usually used for survey trace analysis but also for the analysis of pure

substances when the highest power of detection is required. However, they may be

hampered by poor precision (RSDs of 30% and higher).

5.4.1.2 Dc arc spectrometry

The sample is placed in or on an electrode with a suitable geometry and volatilizes

as a result of the high electrode temperature. Electrodes made of graphite and with

a beaker form are often used. In the case of refractory matrices anodic evaporation

is used and the positive column can be observed, or for very sensitive methods

also the cathode layer where the volatilized sample ions are enriched (cathode layer

e�ect).

Solid samples

These must be powdered, and sample amounts of up to 10 mg (powder or chips)

are eventually brought into the electrode after mixing with graphite powder and

briquetting. Thermochemical aids such as NH4Cl can be added, so as to create

similar volatilization conditions for all samples. In addition, spectrochemical bu�ers

such as CsCl may be added to control the arc temperature or the electron pressure.

Easily ionized elements normally have a very strong in¯uence on the line inten-

sities, for several reasons. Firstly, the ionization of easily ionized elements removes

energy from the plasma and cools it, through which the electrical characteristics

are changed and the intensities of lines are in¯uenced through the Boltzmann

function. Secondly, the ionization of an easily ionized element increases the elec-
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tron number densities in the plasma, which delays the ionization of the analytes

and thus in¯uences the atom to ion line ratios. Thirdly, when elements ionize, the

pressure in the plasma, which is proportional to the particle number densities, in-

creases and the plasma increases its volume. This is still increased as the electrons

di�use more easily to the outer plasma zones than the positive ions, providing an

additional electric ®eld (Fig. 95), a mechanism known as ambipolar di�usion.

The strong in¯uence of changes in the ionization through di�erent matrices

thus will strongly in¯uence the geometry of arc plasmas as well, which explains the

high interferences of easily ionized elements. In most cases internal standards are

used. Rules for the selection of suitable lines for internal standardization have been

set up and can be derived from the formulae giving the intensities of atomic

emission lines. It is clear that a suitable line pair should make use of either two

atom or two ion lines, the ionization potentials of the two elements should be fairly

similar, as should the excitation energies as well as the transition probabilities of

the lines selected. Also their wavelengths should be fairly close so as to avoid dif-

ferences in the spectral response of the detector.

The plasma is operated in an atmosphere of a noble gas or often also in O2 or

CO2, so as to create favorable dissociation and excitation conditions or to avoid in-

tense bands such as the CN bands. Universal procedures for the analysis of oxide

powders by dc arc analysis are well known and are still in use (see e.g. Ref. [351]).

Dc arcs are also of use for the analysis of metals, as is still done for copper with

the so-called globule arc. Here distillation of volatile elements from the less volatile

matrix is applied.

Stabilized dc arcs

Such arcs can be obtained by sheathing gas ¯ows or by wall-stabilization, as e.g.

described by Riemann [352]. Magnetic ®elds can be used to provide rotating arcs,

which have a better precision. Here a magnetic ®eld should be applied transversally

to the direction of the arc, and the rotation frequency is a function of the magnetic

®eld strength as well as of the arc current, as described in classical dc arc papers

from Todorovic et al. (see e.g. Ref. [353]).

Fig. 95. Ambipolar diffusion in spectro-

chemical sources.
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Dry solution analysis

This can be performed successfully both on metal electrodes (e.g. copper) or with

graphite electrodes which have been previously impregnated with a solution of

Apiezon (e.g. in benzene). In the latter case carriers such as CsCl may be useful so

as to increase the line to background ratios as a result of their in¯uence on the

current voltage characteristics [354]. The copper arc method has found use in the

determination of the rare earths in solutions, which was historically important in

radiochemistry related topics [355±357].

Dc arc spectrography is still a most powerful method for trace determinations in

solids even with di�cult matrices such as U3O8. Here the detection limits for

many elements are down in the sub-mg/g range [358]. It is still in use for survey

analysis, especially in the case of ores, minerals and geological samples. In work

with unipolar arcs, re-ignition of the arc is often facilitated by providing an hf dis-

charge over the dc arc, by which the arc channel is kept electrically conductive.

Dc arc work has been given new impetus since the availability of CCD spec-

trometers, allowing simultaneous detection of all spectral lines photoelectrically,

which could be expected to revive dc arc work for general survey analyses (see e.g.

Ref. [359]).

5.4.1.3 Ac arc spectrometry

Ac arcs have an alternating polarity at the electrodes. To reignite the arc an hf dis-

charge is often used, which is superimposed onto the ac discharge gap. Because

thermal e�ects are lower and the burning spot changes more frequently in the ac

arc, the reproducibility is better than in the case of dc arcs. Here RSDs of the order

of 5±10% may be obtained.

5.4.2

Spark emission spectrometry

Spark emission spectrometry is a standard method for the direct analysis of me-

tallic samples and is of great use for production as well as for product control in the

metallurgical industry (for a treatment of this subject see Ref. [360]).

5.4.2.1 Sparks

Sparks are short electrical capacitor discharges between at least two electrodes. The

spark current is delivered by a capacitor which is charged to a voltage UC by an

extra circuit (Fig. 96A). When the voltage is delivered directly by an ac current an ac

spark is obtained. The voltage can also be delivered after transforming to a high

voltage and rectifying, in which case dc spark discharges occur. In both instances

the voltage decreases within a very short time from Uc to UB, which is the burning

voltage. During the formation of a spark, a spark channel is ®rst built and then a

vapor cloud is produced at the cathode. This plasma may have a temperature of

10 000 K or more whereas in the spark channel up to 40 000 K may be reached.

This plasma is in local thermal equilibrium but its lifetime is short and the after-
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glow is soon reached. Here the temperature and the background emission are low

but due to the longer lifetime of atomic and ionic excited states line emission may

still be considerable.

In a discharge circuit with capacity C, an inductance L and a resistance R the

maximum discharge current is:

I0 � �U0 ÿUB�
������������
�C=L�

p
AU0

�����������
�c=L�

p
�290�

The spark frequency within the spark train is:

f � 1=�2p�
��������������������������������������
�1=LC ÿ R2=�4L2��

p
�291�

or when R is small:

f � 1=�2p�
���������������
�1=LC�

p
�292�

The capacitor may store energy of:

Q � 1=2U2
C � C �293�

of which 20±60% is dissipated in the spark and the rest in the auxiliary spark or as

heat. Depending on R, L and C the spark has di�erent properties, e.g. when L in-

creases the spark becomes harder.

Fig. 96. Circuitry in spark

generator for optical emission
spectrometry (A) and types

of spark discharges (B), a:

oscillating spark, b: critically

damped spark and c: over-
critically damped spark.
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As is shown in Fig. 96B, there can also be oscillating sparks �R < 2
���������
L=C

p � (a),

critically damped �R � 2
���������
L=C

p � (b) or overcritically damped sparks �R > 2
���������
L=C

p �
(c).

High voltage sparks are of 10 < UC < 20 kV and are frequently used. Their time

cycle is regulated mechanically or electrically. Medium voltage sparks (0:5 < UC <

1:5 kV) are now used for metal analysis. They require an hf discharge for ignition

and are usually unipolar discharges in argon. Accordingly, band emission is low,

the most sensitive lines of elements such as C, P, S, and B can be excited and the

VUV radiation is not absorbed. Often, a high energy is used to prespark, by which

the sample melts locally, is freed from structural e�ects and becomes homoge-

neous. Frequencies of up to 500 Hz are often utilized, by which high energy can be

dissipated and a high rate of material ablation is obtained. Often a unidirectional

spark is used, which is possible by recti®cation in the spark circuit. Then no ma-

terial ablation at the counter electrode is to be expected and e.g. the use of tungsten

counter electrodes is possible without su�ering from contributions of the line-rich

tungsten spectra to the spectral background.

5.4.2.2 Analytical features

Spark emission spectrometry enables a rapid and simultaneous determination of

many elements in metals, including C, S, B as well as P and even gases such as N

and O. Therefore, spark emission atomic emission spectrometry is very comple-

mentary to x-ray spectrometry for analyses in metallurgical laboratories [361].

Analysis times including presparking (5 s) may be down to 10±20 s and the

method is of great use for production control. Special sampling devices are used to

sample liquid metals, e.g. from the blast furnace or convertor and particular care

must be taken that samples are homogeneous and do not include cavities. The de-

tection limits obtained in metal analysis di�er from one matrix to another but for

many elements they are in the mg/g range (Table 11). Thus the power of detection

of spark analysis is lower than with dc arc analysis.

The analytical precision is high. By using a matrix line as an internal standard

line, RSDs at the 1% level and even lower are obtained.

Matrix interferences are high and relate to the matrix composition but also to the

metallurgical structure of the sample. Therefore, a wide diversity of standard sam-

ples are used and also matrix correction procedures are applied, as discussed pre-

viously (see Section 4.2.1). More appropriate selection of the analytical zone of the

spark is now possible with the aid of optical ®bers, which could allow the number

of matrix interferences to decrease. Indeed, the energy addition zone and the signal

generation zone can thus be separated, by which changes in sample composition

have less in¯uence on the energy uptake in the spark, the signals become less

a�ected and calibration becomes easier.

The acquisition of the spectral information from each single spark separately is

now possible with advanced measurement systems, using integration in a small

capacitor and rapid computer-controlled readout combined with storage in a multi-

channel analyzer. With the aid of statistical analysis, sparks with outlier signals

can be rejected and the precision improved accordingly. Furthermore, pulse di�er-

ential height analysis enables discrimination between a number of elements such
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as Al and Ti, between dissolved metals and excreted oxides. Indeed, the ®rst will

give low signals and the last high intensities as they stem from locally high con-

centrations [364]. Also by measurements in the afterglow of single sparks or by the

application of cross excitation in spark AES (see e.g. Ref. [365]), there is still room

for improvement in the power of detection.

As a number of elements have their most sensitive lines at VUV wavelengths,

such as N, O, P, S, Cl and H, access to the VUV region is very important, as is

possible through the use of sealed spectrometers with air-tight ¯ushed spark

stands. For elements that are highly relevant metallurgically, such as C, O, H and

N, e�orts to lower the blank values due to the environment gases are still required

to be able to replace classical C, H, N, O analyzers based on sample combustion.

Spark AES has also been used for oil analysis. Here the oil is sampled by a rotat-

ing carbon electrode. Also electrically non-conducting powders can be analyzed after

mixing them with graphite powder and briquetting.

5.5

Plasma source AES

Plasma sources developed from ¯ames and are now very important tools for mul-

tielement determinations in liquid samples and in solids following sample disso-

Tab. 11. Detection limits (mg/g) for steels in spark and glow

discharge OES and glow discharge MS.

Element Spark OESa GD-OESb GD-MSc

Al 0.5 0.1

B 1 0.3

Cr 3 0.05

Cu 0.5 0.3

Mg 2 0.9

Mn 3 0.2

Mo 1 0.8

Nb 2 0.6

Ni 3 0.1

Pb 2 0.004

Si 3 0.4

Ti 1 0.6

V 1 1

Zr 2 1.5

a Spark discharge in argon using polychromator [360];
b Grimm-type glow discharge with 1 m Czerny±Turner

monochromator [362];
c Grimm-type glow discharge and quadrupole mass

spectrometer [363].
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lution. In order to overcome the disadvantages related to the low temperatures of

chemical ¯ames but to develop sources with a similarly good temporal stability and

versatility with respect to the sample introduction, e�orts were directed towards

electrically generated discharges called plasma sources. At atmospheric pressure

these discharges have a temperature of at least 5000 K and provided their geometry

is suitably optimized, they allow the e�cient take up of sample aerosols. Moreover,

in most cases they are operated in a noble gas thus chemical reactions between the

analyte and working gas are avoided.

Among these so-called plasma sources in particular dc plasma jets, inductively

coupled plasmas (ICP) and microwave discharges have become important sources

for atomic emission spectrometry, mainly for the analysis of solutions (see Ref.

[28]).

5.5.1

Dc plasma-jet AES

Dc plasma jets were ®rst described as useful devices for solution analysis by Korolev

and Vainshtein [366] and by Margoshes and Scribner [367]. The sample liquids were

brought into an aerosol form by pneumatic nebulization and arc plasmas operated

in argon and with a temperature of about 5000 K were used.

5.5.1.1 Types of plasma jets

So-called current-carrying and current-free plasma jets can be distinguished. With

the ®rst type cooling as a result of changes in aerosol introduction has only a slight

in¯uence. Indeed, the current decrease resulting from a lower number density of

current-carriers can be compensated for by an increase in the burning voltage and

this stabilizes the energy supply. The discharge, however, is very sensitive to changes

in the electron number density, as caused by varying concentrations of easily ion-

ized elements. When they increase the burning voltage breaks down and with it the

energy supply, which again results in drastic temperature decreases.

With the so-called current-free or ``transferred'' plasma, the observation zone is

situated outside the current-carrying zone. A source such as this can e.g. be real-

ized by the use of a supplementary gas ¯ow directed perpendicular to the direction

of the arc current and by the observation zone being in the tail-¯ame. In this ob-

servation zone no current is ¯owing. This type of plasma reacts signi®cantly on

cooling as no power can be delivered to compensate for temperature drops. There-

fore, it is fairly insensitive to the addition of easily ionized elements. They do not

cause a temperature drop but only shift the ionization equilibrium and give rise to

ambipolar di�usion, as discussed previously.

The dc plasma jet described for example by Margoshes and Scribner [367] is a

current-carrying plasma. This also applies to the disk stabilized arc according to

Riemann [352], where the form of the plasma is stabilized by using several disks

with radial gas introduction keeping the plasma form stable under di�erent sample

loads and the in¯uence of the plasma composition on the plasma properties low.

However, the plasma described by Kranz [368] is a transferred plasma.
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5.5.1.2 Three-electrode plasma jet

The three-electrode dc plasma jet developed by Spectrometrics Inc. (Fig. 97) [369]

uses two graphite anodes protected by sheathing gas ¯ows and both having a sep-

arate power supply (2� 10 A, 60 V). There is a common shielded cathode made of

tungsten. The sample solution is normally nebulized by a cross-¯ow nebulizer and

the aerosol is aspirated by the gas ¯ows around the anodes. The observation zone is

small (0:5� 0:5 mm2) but very intensive and located just below the point where

the two positive columns join. The optimum combination for this plasma is with a

high-resolution Echelle monochromator with crossed dispersion, as the latter has

an entrance slit height of around 0.1 mm. It also has the advantages of a current-

free plasma, as the observation zone is just outside the current-carrying part of the

discharge but still close enough to it to be compensated for rapid cooling. The

plasma temperature is of the order of 6000 K, ne � 1014 cm3 [370], and the plasma

is almost in LTE.

The detection limits for most elements are of the order of 5±100 ng/mL. For ele-

ments with very sensitive atomic lines such as As, B and P, the detection limits are

slightly lower than in ICP-AES [371]. The high level of detection is also certainly

related to the high resolution of the Echelle spectrometer used. Di�erent concen-

trations of alkali elements, however, cause higher matrix e�ects than in ICP-AES

and may even necessitate the use of spectrochemical bu�ers. The analytical preci-

sion achievable is high and RSDs below 1% can be reached. The system can cope

with high salt contents (>100 g/L) and has found considerable use e.g. for water

analysis [372], and especially for the analysis of seawater, brines and even oils.

The multielement capacity is limited, as the optimal excitation zones for most

elements di�er slightly, and thus as a result of the small observation zones consider-

able losses in the power of detection occur when using compromise conditions.

Owing to the high resolution of the Echelle spectrometer, DCP-AES is also very

useful for the analysis of materials with line-rich emission spectra, such as high-

alloy steels, tungsten, molybdenum and other refractory metals. It has also entered

into speciation work, where applications such as the determination of metallopro-

teins by coupling DCP-OES with chromatography have been described [373].

Fig. 97. Three-electrode plasma jet. (a):

electrodes; (b): tail flame; (c): cathode block;
(d): plasma column; (e, f ): argon� anode

block front (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [369].)
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5.5.2

Inductively coupled plasma AES

Inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs) in their present form go back to the work of

Reed [374], who used these sources for crystal growth in the 1960s. They were in-

troduced into spectrochemical analysis, by Green®eld et al. in 1964 [375] and by

Wendt and Fassel [376], both of whom used them in their present form as sources

for atomic emission spectrometry.

5.5.2.1 The inductively coupled plasma

In this type of plasma the energy of a high-frequency generator (in the frequency

range of around 6±100 MHz) is transferred to a gas ¯ow at atmospheric pressure

(mostly argon) in a quartz tube system with the aid of a working coil (Fig. 98). The

electrons take up energy and collide with atoms, by which a plasma with a tempera-

ture of up to 6000 K is formed. At a suitable gas ¯ow, geometry of the torch and

frequency, a ring-shaped toroidal plasma is formed, where the sample aerosol

passes centrally through the hot plasma. The burner consists of three concentric

quartz tubes. The aerosol is led with its carrier gas through the central tube. Be-

tween the outer and the intermediate tube a gas ¯ow is introduced tangentially. It

takes up the high-frequency energy but also prevents the torch from melting.

A torch of the type according to Fassel has a diameter of ca. 18 mm and can be

operated at 0.6±2 kW and with 10±20 L/min of argon. In so-called mini-torches gas

consumption can be down to about 6 L/min, through the use of a special gas inlet

Fig. 98. ICP-optical emission spectrometer. (a) gas supply, (b)

sampler, (c) peristallic pump, (d) nebulizer, (e) nebulization
chamber, (f ) hf generator, (g) ICP torch, (h) spectral apparatus,

data acquisition, data processing.
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or by further reduction of the torch dimensions [377]. It has been reported that

ICPs can even be operated at powers of down to 200 W and with an argon con-

sumption as low as 1 L/min [378]. However, this plasma is no longer a robust

source that is capable of taking up wet aerosols of any aqueous sample solution

[379]. Green®eld used a larger torch (outer diameter of up to 25 mm), in which an

ICP can be operated at higher power and where also argon, oxygen or even air can

be used as the outer gas ¯ows (up to 40 L/min). Here an intermediate argon ¯ow

(about 8 L/min) is used. With the Fassel torch an intermediate gas ¯ow (about 1 L/

min) is useful when analyzing solutions of high salt contents or organic solutions,

so as to prevent salt or carbon deposition, respectively.

The operation of a plasma based on air has also been tried speci®cally for envi-

ronmental monitoring purposes [380, 381]. The plasma can only be succesfully

ignited using argon and then slowly changing the gas from argon to air or nitro-

gen. These discharges are operated at 1.5±2 kW, and with respect to smoothness of

the spectral background and power of detection are much less powerful than the

argon ICP. As in addition they are di�cult to ignite and to keep stable, they have

not achieved a breakthrough as yet.

The ICP is almost in local thermal equilibrium. Indeed, the excitation temper-

atures (from atomic line intensity ratios) are about 6000 K [382] and the rotation

temperatures (from the rotation lines in the OH bands) are 4000±6000 K (see Refs.

[383, 384]). From the broadening of the Hû-line, an electron number density of

1016 cmÿ3 is obtained, whereas from the intensity ratio of an ion and an atom line

of the same element the electron number density found is 1014 cmÿ3. It has also

been reported that measured line intensity ratios of ion to atom lines are higher by

a factor of 100 than those calculated for a temperature of 6000 K and the electron

number density found is 1016 cmÿ3. This indicates the existence of over-ionization.

This can be understood from the excitation processes taking place. They include

the following.

. Excitation through electrons or processes involving radiation:

Ar� e! Ar�, Arm (metastable levels: E @ 11:7 eV), and

Ar� (Ei � 15:7 eV)

Ar� hn! Ar� (radiation trapping)

M� e! M�, M�� � e (electron impact)

M� � e! M� hn (radiative recombination)
. Excitation through argon species:

Ar�M! Ar�M�

Arm �M! Ar�M� (Penning e�ect)

Ar� �M! Ar�M�� (charge transfer)

Accordingly, an over-population of the argon metastable levels would explain both

the over-ionization as well as the high electron number density in the ICP. Indeed,

it could be accepted that argon metastables act both as ionizing species and at the

same time are easily ionized [385]. This could explain the fairly low interferences

caused by easily ionized elements and the fact that ion lines are excited very e�-
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ciently, despite the fact that their norm temperatures are much higher than the

plasma temperatures. However, the discrepancies shown are not encountered to

such an extent when the temperatures from the Saha equation are used in the

calculations [386]. Nevertheless, it can be accepted that a number of processes are

predominant in well-de®ned zones of the plasma, as indicated by spatially-resolved

measurements of various plasma parameters (see e.g. Ref. [387]). New detailed

knowledge can be achieved by using Thomson scattering, with which both electron

number densities and electron temperatures can be determined irrespective of

whether the plasma is in local thermal equilibrium or not, and this can be achieved

with high spatial resolution. Several investigations on the contribution of di�erent

excitation mechanisms, the in¯uence of easily ionized elements on the processes

in the di�erent zones of the plasma and the in¯uence of working parameters have

been published by Hieftje and coworkers [388±390].

5.5.2.2 Instrumentation

ICP generators are R-L-C-circuits producing a high-frequency current at high

power (Fig. 98). The end-stage can be a triode, but nowadays transistor technology

can also be used. The hf energy can be led to the remote plasma stand with the aid

of a coaxial cable. This requires the use of a matching unit so as to tune the plasma

optimally before and after ignition with the generator. However, in other systems

the working coil can be provided as an integral part of the oscillator. Generators

with a ®xed frequency as well as generators where the frequency can change with

the load are also used. In the ®rst case, a change in the load changes the ratio of the

forward power and the power re¯ected to the generator and necessitates retuning,

whereas in the second case a small frequency shift occurs. Both types of generators

may perform equally well provided the power supply to the plasma, which usually

amounts to about 50% of the energy dissipated in the generator, remains constant.

The stability of the power and the constancy of the gas ¯ows are both essential in

order to obtain the highest analytical precision.

ICP generators with frequencies ranging from 27 to 100 MHz have been used

and in general 27.12 and 40 MHz generators are now available. As a result of de-

tailed investigations by Mermet and coworkers only slight di�erences in the per-

formance in terms of detection limits and matrix interferences have been mea-

sured (see e.g. Ref. [391]).

The ICP can be viewed side-on as well as end-on for atomic emission spectrom-

etry. Whereas in the beginning side-on observation only was used, end-on obser-

vation was later found to have a number of advantages: (i) the optical pathway is

longer, which may remove detector noise limitations especially when working at

low UV and VUV wavelengths; (ii) it is easy to realize a system that is transparent

at VUV wavelengths, enabling determinations to be made of elements such as the

halogens, phosphorus, sulfur but also many metals at lines free of spectral inter-

ferences and with high line-to-background intensity ratios [392]. Therefore, limi-

tations with respect to the linear dynamic range and higher easily ionized element

interferences as a consequence of the larger in¯uence of geometry changes of the

plasma may occur [393].
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In plasma spectrometry the sample must be brought as a ®ne aerosol into the

plasma, which as a rule is achieved by pneumatic nebulization. The aerosol should

enter the hot plasma zones with a low injection velocity so as to realize residence

times in the ms range that are required for an e�cient atomization and excitation.

Therefore, the carrier gas ¯ow should not exceed 1±2 L/min. With advanced

pneumatic nebulizers for ICP spectrometry an aerosol with a mean droplet diam-

eter in the 5 mm range can be obtained with an e�ciency of a few % [139, 140] for a

gas ¯ow of 1±2 L/min and a sample uptake rate of 1±2 mL/min. The concentric

nebulizer made of glass (Meinhard nebulizer) is self-aspirating, the cross-¯ow

nebulizer may have capillaries made of di�erent materials and is pump-fed but is

less sensitive to clogging in the case of solutions containing high salt contents. The

Babington-type nebulizer can be used successfully for slurry nebulizations as was

®rst shown by Ebdon and Cave [116]. Later it was used in ICP-AES for many types

of powder analyses including also ceramic powders [117]. The fritted disk nebu-

lizer has not found wide use. Apart from those mentioned, new approaches for

ICP-AES lie in the use of the jet-impact nebulizer [142], direct injection nebu-

lization [121] and high-pressure nebulization [143] (see Section 3.1).

The high e�ciency nebulizer [110] works at high pressure delivering a high

nebulization e�ciency at very low sample uptake, which is ideally suited for cou-

pling ICP-AES or mass spectrometry with chromatography for speciation purposes.

High e�ciency is also obtained with the so-called oscillating nebulizer, as diag-

nosed when using di�erent advanced aerosol study techniques, as reviewed by

McLean et al. [122]. In plasma spectrometry the idea of micro total analysis sys-

tems (mTAS) incorporating sample preparation, trace±matrix separation and deter-

mination in one system has also become increasingly important. The miniaturiza-

tion of all steps beginning with those of sample pretreatement allows it to work

with the most minute amounts of sample as e.g. required in biomedical research,

to use lowest amounts of reagent and to minimize chemical waste problems. To

this aim the use of high-e�ciency nebulizers working with minute amounts of

sample is very suitable. So far work has been done with capillary electrophoresis,

which can easily be housed in microstructured systems on a chip, as shown e.g. by

Bings et al. [394].

In pneumatic nebulization for ICP-AES continuous sample feeding requires a

sample aspiration time of about 30 s, so as to attain a stationary signal, a mea-

surement time of around 5±10 s and a rinsing time again of 30 s at minimum.

However, discrete sampling is also possible with injection systems known from

¯ame AAS [125, 126] and by ¯ow injection. Work with sample aliquots of down to

10 mL then becomes possible, which e.g. is particularly useful when it comes to

working with microsamples [140], or for the analysis of solutions containing high

salt contents [395].

For ICP-AES both sequential and simultaneous as well as combined instruments

are used. In sequential spectrometers special attention is given to the speed of the

wavelength access and in simultaneous spectrometers to the provision of back-

ground correction facilities. In combined instruments a number of frequently used

channels are ®xed and with a moving detector or an integrated monochromator
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access to further lines is possible. Echelle instruments gained interest as they allow

the highest resolution at low focal length to be realized and as they can be success-

fully combined with advanced detectors such as CCDs. Paschen±Runge spectrom-

eters with a large number of CCDs covering the whole analytically usable spectral

range, certainly for ICP-AES, allow full use to be made of the spectral information

at all wavelengths simultaneously.

5.5.2.3 Analytical performance

Power of detection

The nebulizer gas ¯ow, the power, and the observation height are important pa-

rameters to be optimized so as to get the highest power of detection for an element

(single element optimization) or a number of elements (compromise conditions).

Such optimizations can be done by single-factor studies or Simplex optimization

(see e.g. Refs. [396, 397]). The nebulizer gas in¯uences the aerosol droplet size and

nebulizer e�ciency but also the plasma temperature. Accordingly, for each element

and line there will be a fairly sharp optimum for the aerosol gas ¯ow where the

line-to-background ratio is maximum. The power mainly determines the plasma

volume and will be optimum for so-called soft lines (atom lines and ion lines of

elements with low ionization potential) at rather low values (1±1.2 kW), whereas

for hard lines (lines of elements with high excitation potential and highly energetic

ion lines) as well as in the case of organic solutions the optimum value is higher

(1.5±1.7 kW). The optimum observation height will be a compromise between the

analyte number densities (highest in the lower zones) and the completeness of

atomization and excitation (a few mm above the working coil). Only elements such

as the alkali metals are measured in the tail ¯ame. Usually an observation window

(e.g. 2� 2 mm2) that is not too small is selected so as to secure su�ciently high

photon ¯uxes through the spectrometer in order to avoid detector noise limitations.

As the analytical lines in ICP-AES have a physical width of 1 to up to 20 pm and

the spectra are line rich the use of a high-resolution spectrometer is required.

The detection limits for most elements are at the 0.1 (Mg, Ca, . . .) to 50 ng/mL

level (As, Th, . . .). In particular, for elements which have refractory oxides (such as

Cr, Nb, Ta, Be, rare earths, . . .), a fairly low ionization potential and sensitive ion

lines, the detection limits are lower than in AAS. On the contrary, the detection

limits for elements with high excitation potentials, such as Cd, Zn and Tl, are lower

in AAS than in ICP-AES. The detection limits for B, P, As, . . . , which have more

sensitive atom lines, are somewhat lower in DCP-AES than in ICP-AES. For P, S,

N, O and F, the most sensitive lines are at VUV wavelengths and here with vacuum

spectrometers and VUV transparent pathways and optics, values of 450 ng/mL

(Br), 200 ng/mL (Cl), 55 ng/mL (I), 3.9 ng/mL (P) and 3.5 ng/mL (S) can be ob-

tained [348].

The detection limits obtained by radial and axial observation were found to be up

to one order of magnitude lower in the axial as compared with the radial viewing,

as reported by Ivaldi and Tyson [393]. These results were obtained with an Echelle
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spectrometer using CCD detection. The results were found to be partly due to bet-

ter signal to background ratios but also to lower RSD values. The latter may be

understood from the better stabilization of the plasma.

Interferences

Most interferences in ICP-AES are additive interferences and relate to coincidences

of spectral background structures with the elemental lines used. They are mini-

mized by the use of high-resolution spectrometers and background correction

procedures. Indeed, in the spectral wavelength range of 200±400 nm more than

200 000 atomic emission lines of the elements have been listed and in addition

molecular bands also occur. Accordingly, coincidences will often occur within the

spectral line widths themselves. In order to facilitate the selection of interference-

free spectral lines in ICP-AES, Boumans worked out a system where the interfer-

ences for about 900 prominent lines [334] are given for spectrometers with a certain

spectral slit width in terms of critical concentration ratios. Further line tables for

ICP-AES [398] and atlases [329] are available, although incomplete. In ICP-AES

multiplicative interferences also occur. They may have several causes, namely:

. Nebulization e�ects: As discussed earlier, di�erences in the physical properties of

the di�erent sample and calibration solutions lead to variations in the aerosol

droplet size and thus also in the e�ciency of the nebulizer and the sample intro-

duction. This e�ect is strongest in the case of free sample aspiration and rela-

tively low nebulizer gas ¯ow and can be minimized (see Section 3.1).
. Easily ionized elements have a complex in¯uence: Firstly they may cause a de-

crease in excitation temperature, as energy is consumed for ionization. Further,

they may shift the ionization equilibrium for partially ionized elements as they

in¯uence the electron number densities through their easy ionization. They may

also cause changes in plasma volume as a result of ambipolar di�usion or even-

tually quench exciting species such as metastables [399]. After correcting for the

in¯uence of easily ionized elements on the spectral background, signal enhance-

ments or suppressions are negligible up to concentrations of 500 mg/mL of Na, K,

Ca or Mg. At larger di�erences in concentration matrix-matching of the standards

should be applied.

Ivaldi and Tyson [393] reported that interferences caused by NaCl were found to be

nearly twice as high in the case of axial viewing than in radial viewing and also

atom to ion line intensity ratios were in¯uenced more severely in the case of axial

viewing.

Analytical precision

As the sample introduction into the plasma is very stable, RSDs in ICP-AES are

about 1% and the limiting noise is proportional to this, including ¯icker noise and

nebulizer noise.
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However, as shown in the noise spectra (Fig. 9), there is a frequency dependent

component at about 200 Hz, this being due to the gas ¯ow dynamics, as has been

mentioned by Belchamber and Horlick [400]. The ¯icker noise present increases

when particles are entering the ICP that can no longer be completely evaporated.

This is e.g. the case when blowing powders into the ICP.

At wavelengths below 250 nm, however, detector noise limitations may occur

especially with high-resolution spectrometers. For integration times exceeding the

1 s level, the full precision is normally achieved. In the case of CCD detection,

readout noise may also become important.

With the aid of an internal standard, ¯uctuations in sample delivery in particular

and up to a certain extent changes in excitation conditions can also be compensated

for. To appreciate the full bene®t of internal standardization, the intensities of the

analytical line and the internal standard line, and in trace determinations eventu-

ally also of the spectral background near the analytical line, should be measured

simultaneously, which can be easily done in the case of a CCD spectrometer. The

full analytical precision of ICP-AES in fact can be thus obtained. This can actually

be demonstrated by the determination of the main components, as is required in

stoichiometric determinations of advanced ceramics. After optimizing the sample

dissolution procedure for the case of silicon±boron±carbo±nitride, which can be

made speeded up by microwave-assisted decomposition with acids [401] silicon at

the 60% level could be determined with a sequential spectrometer with an absolute

error of analysis (standard deviation inluding replicated analyses as well as decom-

positions) of 1% or better. In the case of high-temperature superconductors, the

precision at the 0.4±3% (m:m) level for PbaBiaSraCaaCuaO superconductors can

be even higher, which is understandable from the less stringent dissolution condi-

tions required and the thermochemical properties of the related elements, which are

also less prone to volatilization losses and contamination from the laboratory envi-

ronment. With the aid of analyses with an ICP-CCD based spectrometer, formulae

can be determined as: Pb0:404G0:001Bi1:795G0:007Sr1:95G0:02Ca2:11G0:02Cu3:04G0:02O10:8�0:1

[402]. In many cases this results in relative errors of 1% and lower. This is possible

by simultaneous measurements of line and background intensities, leaving more

room for improvements by internal standardization. This, however, was found to

be very critical with respect to line pair selection.

It can thus be seen that ICP-AES could now replace spectrophotometric and titri-

metric methods completely with respect to the precision achievable, also when

considering the main components, as in addition it has been shown to be suitable

for advanced working materials [403].

The principles of the selection of line pairs in the case of ICP-AES have been

described well and in detail by Fassel et al. [404].

For an intensity ratio of two atomic emission lines from two di�erent elements:

Iqp�Xo�=Isr�Ro� � f�n�Xo� � Aqp � nqp � gq �QRo�=�n�Ro� � Asr � nsr � gs �Q�Ro��g
� fexp��Es ÿ Eq�=kT �g �294�

Fluctuations in number densities of both elements X (analyte) and R (reference
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element) are cancelled. In order to keep the in¯uence of ¯uctuations in the excita-

tion temperature low, lines with similar excitation energies should be used and also

their partition functions should be of the same order of magnitude, rendering the

choice di�cult. Two atom or two ion lines should also be selected and in order to

correct for changes in sample delivery, the ionization has to be taken into account:

n�X��=n�R�� � �n�X� � K�Xo!X�� � �n2
e � K�Ro!R�� � ne � K�Ro!R�� � K�R�!R�����=

�n�R� � K�Ro!R�� � �n2
e � K�Xo!X�� � ne � K�Xo!X�� � K�X�!X2���

�295�

with:

K�Xo!X�� � �n�X�� � ne�=n

� ��2 � p �me � k � T�3=2�=�h3�g � �2 �Q�X��=Q�Xo��exp�ÿEi�Xo�=�k � T��
�296�

K�X�!X2�� � �n�X2�� � ne�=n

� f��2 � p �me � k � T�3=2�=�h3�g � �2 �Q�X2��=Q�X���
� exp�ÿEi�X��=�k � T�� �297�

and similarly for R.

These equations show that the analyte and reference elements should have ion-

ization energies of the same order of magnitude. Changes occurring similarly for

analyte and reference element number densities can be fairly well compensated for

by selecting Iqp=Isr as the analytical signal, however, this applies less for changes in

the temperatures. Departures from LTE in the ICP should be taken into account

and also that analytical lines are selected for which the norm temperatures are far

above the plasma temperatures. This is still more stringently controlled in the case

of multielement determinations, where the selection of di�erent reference ele-

ments for a number of analytes may actually be required.

The possibilities of simultaneous background correction in the case of a two-

channel spectrometer have been described in early ICP papers by Meyers and Tracy

[405]. In the case of brass alloys with internal standardization, RSDs below 0.1%

can be obtained with simultaneous ICP-AES spectrometers for copper and zinc,

where ICP-AES comes near to the precision achievable with x-ray ¯uorescence

spectrometry for metal analysis [406].

Multielement capacity

The multielement capacity of both sequential and simultaneous ICP-AES is high as

is the linear dynamic range (up to 5 orders of magnitude). It is restricted on the

lower side by the limits of determination and at the higher concentrations by the
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beginning of self-reversal. This only starts at analyte concentrations of about 20 000

mg/mL, which is due to the fact that analyte atoms hardly occur in the cooler

plasma zones. The linear range for axial viewing and radial viewing of the plasma

may di�er somewhat. For axial viewing as the optical pathway is longer, the self-

absorption and risks of self-reversal increase. The latter in particular is more likely

when the analyte has to pass through a longer but cooler zone. This can be avoided

both by skimming the ICP as well as by the use of a gas ¯ow entering perpendic-

ular to the ICP axis and blowing the analyte away from the cooler zones. These

di�erences in linear dynamic range were also reported by Ivaldi and Tyson [393].

Special techniques

The analytical performance of ICP-AES can be considerably improved by using

alternative techniques for sample introduction.

Organic solutions Solutions such as in MIBK, xylene or kerosene can also be

nebulized pneumatically and determinations in these solvents can be performed di-

rectly with ICP-AES (see e.g. Ref. [407]). The addition of oxygen or the use of higher

power is helpful so as to avoid carbon deposits. It has also been suggested that the

use of burners with sharp edges and improved ¯ow dynamics are very helpful at

preventing carbon deposits [408]. Oils can be analyzed after dilution 1:10 with xylene

(cL: 0.5±1 mg/g). Although xylene has been used as a diluent, however, MIBK and

other ketones may be more problematic especially at a lower powers of operation.

Heavy metals can be extracted from waste waters as APDTC complexes with organic

solvents (such as MIBK, xylene or CCl4) and thus separated from the accompanying

easily ionized elements that cause interferences [407].

Advanced pneumatic nebulizers There has been increasing interest in these nebu-

lizers for ICP-AES.

Maximum dissolved solids nebulizers [111] are usually cross-¯ow nebulizers

operated at a high pressure. They are often made from PTFE, including the capil-

laries, and thus can be used for work with HF containing solutions. In this case a

nebulization chamber made of PTFE and an ICP torch with an internal tube made

of Al2O3 ceramics or BN should be used.

High-e�ciency nebulizers are also cross-¯ow nebulizers, usually operated at very

high pressures and are available from several manufacturers for ICP work. Fritted

disk nebulizers have not made a great breakthrough for practical ICP work. More

applications can be found for the Babington nebulizers when it comes to slurry

nebulization for ®ne powders, based again on Ebdon's work. The LeÂgeÁre nebulizer

and the grid nebulizer are other types of Babington nebulizers that have been de-

veloped and have been shown to o�er good e�ciencies at relatively low gas ¯ows.

Systems delivering monodisperse aerosols are very worthwhile for the study of

evaporation processes and because of their relationship to the power of detection and

interference e�ects in ICP-AES. Towards this aim, the MDMI (monodisperse dried

microparticulate injector) has been used by Olesik (see e.g. Ref. [409]). It is a sys-
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tem that combines a droplet generator and an oven, reproducibly generating mono-

disperse droplets of controllable size and velocity on demand.

Ultrasonic nebulization This has been applied since the early work on ICP-AES

[151]. Both nebulizer types where the sample liquid ¯ows over the nebulizer trans-

ducer crystal and types where the ultrasonic radiation (at 1 MHz frequency) is

focussed through a membrane on the standing sample solution have been used.

When applying aerosol desolvation the power of detection of ICP-AES can be im-

proved by a factor of 10 by using ultrasonic nebulization. This speci®cally applies to

elements such as As, Cd and Pb, which are of environmental interest. However, be-

cause of the limitations discussed in Section 3.2, the approach is of particular use in

the case of dilute analytes such as in water analysis [150]. Additional ®ne detailed

development, however, is regularly carried out, as with ICP-AES the process is crucial

for elements such as Cd, As and Pb for which threshold values in fresh water samples

can just still be measured reliably with this type of sample introduction. Such a de-

velopment is the microultrasonic nebulizer (mUSN) operated with argon carrier gas,

as described by Tarr et al. [410].

High pressure nebulization As has been described by Berndt, this has been shown

to provide both a gain in power of detection as well as good short- and long-term

stability in ICP-AES. It is interesting to see the gain in power of detection when the

process is performed at high temperature [145]. A further development is its on-line

coupling with sample decomposition of suspended material, which is important for

water and for biological samples [130].

Thermospray

Since their introduction in the 1980s thermospray systems have been shown to

increase the aerosol generation e�ciencies and accordingly the power of detection.

In ICP-AES they have been further developed into systems where a gain in the

power of detection and high accuracy can be achieved for real samples as compared

with conventional pneumatic nebulization [411].

It should be kept in mind that both thermospray nebulization and high-pressure

nebulization [143] successfully allow the analyte introduction e�ciency to be in-

creased and thus also the power of detection, however, again only when aerosol

desolvation is applied. They are especially interesting for speciation by on-line

coupling of ICP-AES and HPLC, as shown later.

Electrothermal evaporation and direct sample insertion This procedures allow the

sampling e�ciency to increase so much that work with microsamples becomes pos-

sible and at the same time the power of detection for the concentration can be im-

proved further. ETV-ICP-AES has been applied with graphite cups [189], graphite

furnaces [186] but also with tungsten ®laments [412]. It has been applied not only

with dry solution residues but also with dry suspension residues. The latter approach

has been developed extensively by Krivan and coworkers and applied to the analysis

of refractory powders (e.g. AlN and Al2O3 [413]). In the case of Al2O3 powders, it was

shown by Wende [34] that volatilization aids were very helpful at increasing the
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number of elements that can be volatilized from the matrix. It was also possible to

avoid volatilization of the matrix in a number of cases. The use of AgCl as a thermo-

chemical reagent, even in the case of relatively coarse powders weighed into a sam-

pling boat, resulted in a fairly good volatilization of Ca, Fe, Na and Si from the matrix,

however, volatilization occurs according to the boiling points of the analytes (Fig. 99).

Direct sample insertion allows the direct analysis of used oils [189] and of micro-

amounts of sediments [193] as well as the determination of volatile elements in

refractory matrices [191]. Di�culties lie in the calibration and in the signal acqui-

sition. The latter necessitates a simultaneous and time-resolved measurement of

the transient signals for the line and background intensities to be made in trace

analysis. This may become easier when applying CCD detection with the appro-

priate software. Also in the case of direct sample insertion the use of thermo-

chemical reagents has been found to be useful [414]. An extremely sensitive tech-

nique lies in its combination with laser ablation [415]. A very high degree of

sample introduction e�ciency is reached, so the power of detection may be the

highest possible in plasma atomic emission spectrometry.

Hydride generation As compared with pneumatic nebulization, hydride generation

with ¯ow cells [154] allows the detection limits for As, Se, etc. to be decreased by 1.5

orders of magnitude down to the ng/mL level. Thus a hydride generator is a useful

accessory to ICP-AES for water analysis. However, the limitations due to possible

systematic errors from heavy metals and from analytes being in the non-mineralized

form remain. Working at high acid concentrations, the use of complexing agents to

mask the heavy metals causing the interferences (tartrate in the case of copper for

example) and mineralization by treatment with sulfuric acid until fuming to decom-

pose organoarsenicals is helpful. Electrochemical hydride generation avoids blank

contributions from the high amounts of acids that have to be used as well as from the

Fig. 99. Volatilization of dry solution aliquots from a graphite
boat evaporation system coupled to a simultaneous ICP optical

emission spectrometer at different heating currents [34].
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sodium borohydride and the NaOH required to stabilize its solutions. This was ®rst

proposed by Liu et al. [416] for AAS work and was optimized by Hueber and Wine-

fordner [417]. Comparative studies of conventional and electrochemical hydride gen-

eration with ICP-AES have also been performed and showed that the detection limit

of 0.8 ng/mL for conventional hydride generation can certainly be improved by elec-

trochemical hydride generation.

Gas and liquid chromatography Coupled with ICP-AES these are useful approaches

for speciation work, as shown by the early work of Cox et al. [418] for CrIII/CrVI

speciation, where Al2O3 ®lled columns and elution with acids and NaOH were used.

Anion exchangers could also be used. New impetus has arisen from the interfacing of

thermospray and high-pressure nebulization to ICP-AES. ICP-AES remains of inter-

est for the element-speci®c detection in the speciation of silicon compounds and is a

good alternative to ICP-MS, where considerable spectral interferences hamper the

power of detection that can be obtained.

Direct solids sampling This is of special interest, despite the fact that ICP-AES is

mainly of use for the analysis of liquids. In a number of cases it enables the same

precision and accuracy to be obtained as in work with solutions but without the need

for time-consuming sample dissolution involving analyte dilution.

For compact solids arc and spark ablation are a viable approach for metals [100,

214]. Aerosols with particle sizes at the mm level [216] and detection limits at the

mg/g level are obtained [213]. Owing to the separate ablation and excitation stages,

matrix in¯uences are particularly low, as shown for aluminum [100] and for steel

samples [213]. In the ®rst case, only for supereutectic silicon concentrations were

matrix e�ects obtained (Fig. 100). For low-alloyed samples straight calibration

curves are obtained and in the case of high-alloyed steels, even samples with widely

di�erent Cr or Ni contents are on the same calibration curves, which, are in fact

slightly curved.

Laser ablation can be used with similar ®gures of merit [419], also for electrically

non-conducting samples and with lateral resolution (up to around 10 mm). The

aerosol produced with a Nd:YAG laser has a particle size in the mm range. With

steel samples, no selective volatilization was found to occur, which contrasted

sharply with the case of brass. However, in the latter case spark ablation was also

found to result in a high selective volatilization [225]. A very stable material abla-

tion was possible with the so-called LINA (laser induced argon spark) spark system

[297], where through a rotation of the focussing lens the plasma is moved over the

sample surface. With ICP-AES, detection limits in steels were found to be in the

mg/g range, even when measuring the spectral background with a high-purity steel

sample (Table 12) and, as shown for a standard reference sample, fairly good ana-

lytical accuracy was obtained. It was found that by using the intensity of an Fe line

as the internal standard signal the precision could be signi®cantly improved.

5.5.2.4 Applications

ICP-AES is now a routine analytical method, which is of speci®c use when a large

number of elements have to be determined in many samples, whether they are
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Fig. 100. The analysis of Al and AlSi alloys by spark ablation
coupled with ICP-OES. 3 kW argon-nitrogen ICP, Spectrovac

1000 and 1 kV spark at 25 Hz. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [100].)

Tab. 12. Detection limits obtained with LINA spark coupled with sequential ICP-AES [217].

Sample matrix Element/line

(nm)

Concentration range

( %)

Limit of detection

( %)

Low-alloyed steel Ni II 231.604 0.59±4.45 0.002

Cr II 267.716 0.102±2.95 0.004

Mo II 281.615 0.09±1.00 0.007

Mn II 293.306 0.047±0.95 0.002

Si I 212.412 0.033±1.46 0.006

Brass Fe II 259.940 0.022±0.73 0.004

Ni II 231.604 0.009±0.36 0.004

Sn II 189.989 0.19±0.92 0.018

Pb II 220.353 0.49±3.01 0.095

Aluminum Fe II 259.940 0.0079±0.98 0.004

Cu I 324.754 0.021±2.8 0.035

Si I 212.412 0.20±9.22 0.024
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solutions or dissolved solids. Therefore, in many cases it is complementary to AAS

as the power of detection of furnace AAS cannot be rivaled for most elements. ICP-

AES is of special interest for the analysis of geological samples, environmental

analysis, clinical analysis, food analysis, metal analysis, chemicals analysis and in

the certi®cation of reference materials.

In the analysis of geological samples, sample dissolution with respect to nebu-

lization e�ects but also to ionization interferences is important [399]. The analysis

of rare earth minerals without [420] and with removal of the matrix has been

reported.

The analysis of environmentally-relevant samples is a major ®eld of application.

Based on the work of Garbarino and Taylor [421], a method has been proposed by

the US EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) [422] and later by DIN [423] for

waste water analysis. The latter, standardized procedure describes the sample de-

composition, the analytical range for 22 elements and frequent interferences of

ICP-AES in waste water analysis. For the analysis of natural waters, hydride genera-

tion [424], preconcentration based on liquid±liquid extraction of the dithiocarbamate

complexes [425], adsorption of trace elements onto activated carbon [426] and also

co-precipitation [e.g. with In(OH)2] [427], etc. have been reported and special em-

phasis has been given to speciation (as given in the Refs. in [428]) and on-line

preconcentration [134].

In clinical analysis, Ca, Fe, Cu, Mg, Na and K can be determined directly even in

microsized serum samples [128]. Also electrothermal evaporation and direct sam-

ple insertion are particularly useful from this point of view. Generally, however, the

power of detection of ICP-AES is too low for most analytical problems encountered

in the life sciences.

Metals analysis in particular should be mentioned in the ®eld of industrial

products. Apart from solution analysis also direct metal analysis by spark ablation

is very useful [100]. Through the availablity of CCD spectrometers the analytical

precision that can be achieved is so high, that even for major components errors

as low as or even lower than in classical chemical methods can be achieved. This

is documented by the analysis results for stoichiometric determinations of high-

temperature superconductors of the YaBaaCuaO type (Fig. 101) [402]. It also ap-

plies for ceramics of the SiaBaNaC type, where sample decomposition by various

methods including microwave-assisted dissolution, dissolution by fusion and de-

composition with acids at high-pressure combined with sequential ICP-AES suc-

cessfully allowed the stoichiometry to be controlled [401]. In addition, the analysis

of refractory powders by slurry nebulization for Al2O3 [429], SiC [430] and even for

ZrO2 [132] powder samples or analyses subsequent to well-investigated sample

decomposition methods, also making use of microwave-assisted dissolution, [431]

are very powerful methods.

5.5.3

Low-power high-frequency plasmas

High-frequency discharges at low power and with capacitive power coupling, known

as the stabilized capacitively coupled plasma (SCP), as described by Gross et al. [432]
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for element-speci®c detection in chromatography may, in addition to ICP-AES, be a

useful alternative especially when advanced sample introduction techniques are

used.

The plasma is sustained in a water-cooled quartz tube with an internal diameter

of 1 mm and is powered through two annular electrodes around the capillary and

within a distance of about 10 mm. The plasma has a length of about 20 mm and

can be operated with helium or argon at a power of 100 W at maximum and a fre-

quency of 27.12 MHz. The plasma itself is very well established between the elec-

trodes and is fairly robust.

For sample introduction ¯ow-cell hydride generation can be used without the

need to remove the excess of hydrogen from the reaction gases, giving a detection

limit of 40 ng/mL for As. Also the discontinuous hydride generation technique

using NaBH4 pellets can be used and then an absolute detection limit for As of 5

ng is obtained. These values are better by a factor of 2 than with a surfatron MIP as

the atomic emission source but by a factor of 5 higher than in ICP-AES. Alter-

natively pneumatic nebulization can be applied provided a desolvation of the aero-

sol is performed and the ®gures of merit are then similar to those of an MIP ac-

cording to Beenakker (detection limits in the 1±10 ng/mL range) [433].

With electrothermal evaporation from a tungsten ®lament and quartz ®ber op-

tics, detection limits are at the 50±100 pg level for many elements, except for Fe

which is subjected to spectral interferences from tungsten lines. This was estab-

lished from the use of di�erent working gases and especially from experiments

with the addition of H2 to the argon. In the case of coupling with graphite furnace

atomization Cu, Mg and Fe can be determined in serum samples without dilution

for Fe and Cu and with a 1:100 fold dilution for Mg [434].

Fig. 101. Precision achievable in the analysis of high-
temperature superconducting powders by sequential and

simultaneous ICP-OES [402].
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When working with the SCP, the plasma is so well established between the

electrodes, that it is possible to insert a sample into the plasma, without moving it

away. This opens up the possibility of drying sample aliquots on a quartz rod and

then etching them from the rod by inserting it into the plasma (Fig. 102) [435].

Both with Ar and with He, for Pb, Mg, Cd and Cu detection limits in the 100±600

pg range are obtained for 20 mL samples, however, with considerable interferences

from easily ionized elements.

5.5.4

Microwave plasmas

Microwave plasmas are operated at 1±5 GHz. They are produced in a magnetron.

The electrons emitted by a glowing cathode are led through a cavity with a series of

radially arranged resonance chambers to which an ultra-hf (UHF) ®eld is applied.

Strong UHF currents are produced by resonance, which can be coupled out by the

anode and transported by a coaxial cable. The microwave current is led to a wave-

guide. Only when the waveguide has dimensions below certain critical values can

microwaves be transported. The transport e�ciency can be regulated with the aid

of moveable walls and screws. A standing wave is produced in a cavity and the

microwave energy is coupled into the resonator by a loop or with an antenna. Both

l=2, l=4 cavities, etc. have been proposed [436] and allow tuning with respect to a

favorable ratio of forward to re¯ected power. Microwave energy can also be trans-

ported through strip lines of suitable dimensions formed by metal vapor deposition

or galvanically deposited on electrically non-conducting substrates. These strip

lines should be protected against heating through re¯ected power losses by cooling

Fig. 102. Set-up for pneumatically operated direct insertion of

dry solution residues into an SCP as a source for atomic
emission spectrometry. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.

[435].)
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with a fan, a cooling-water circuit or a Peltier cooling element. They can have dimen-

sions of below 1 mm in width, several 0.1 mm in thickness and varying length

(up to 10 cm) and are very useful for attemps to miniaturize microwave resonant

structures.

Capacitively coupled microwave plasma

This type of single-electrode discharge goes back to the work of Mavrodineanu and

Hughes [437]. Here the microwaves are led to a pin-shaped electrode and the sur-

rounding burner housing acts as the counter electrode. A bush-form of discharge

burns at the top of the electrode and the sample aerosol enters concentrically with

this pin (Fig. 103). The plasma, which can be operated with 2±4 L/min argon,

helium or nitrogen (at 400±800 W), is not in LTE (Tex � 5000±8000 K and

Tg � 3000±5700 K, ne � 1014) (see the radially and axially resolved measurements

of Bings et al. [438]) and it is a current-carrying plasma. As the sample aerosol

enters with a fairly low e�ciency into a hot zone where the background emission

also will be high, the detection limits especially for elements with thermally stable

oxides will be poor (see e.g. Ref. [439]), for example, Na 589 nm: 0.05; Be 234.9 nm:

0.06; Mg 285.2 nm: 0.04; Al 396.1 nm: 0.16 mg/mL. In addition, alkali elements

cause high matrix e�ects; e.g. for 500 mg/mL they amount to 100% in the case of

Mg. Therefore, spectrochemical bu�ers are often used, such as CsCl. Because of

the possibility of working with He, the source is also useful for the speciation of

widely diverse elements including P, S and the halogens, as shown by Hanamura

et al. [440].

A considerable advantage of the CMP is that it can also easily be operated with

air only. Even in the case of organic solutions, such as diluted oils, trace deter-

minations are then possible [441]. The high stability of an air operated CMP also

allows optical emission spectrometry to be used with a CMP for real-time air qual-

ity monitoring. For environmentally relevant elements such as Fe, Cu, Pb and Cd,

detection limits in air are obtained (Table 13), which are, for example, below the

thresholds set by legislation in Germany [442]. It was also found that high water

loadings, as are often present after the washing out of stack gases, or CO2, as is

always present in stack gases of waste incineration, signi®cantly in¯uence but do

not drastically deteriorate the detection limits. It also should be possible to decrease

the dimensions of a CMP considerably without deteriorating the analytical perfor-

mance. In addition, wall stabilization of the plasma by additional gas ¯ows will

certainly improve the robustness of the CMP still further and improve both power

of detection as well as decrease the sensitivity towards variations in easily ionized

element concentrations.

Microwave induced plasmas

These electrodeless discharges (MIPs) are operated in a noble gas at fairly low

power (mostly below 200 W). They have become important as sources for atomic
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Fig. 103. Capacitively coupled microwave
plasma (A) [442] and microwave induced

plasma discharges (B, C). (B): MIP in a TM010

resonator according to Beenakker; (a):

cylindrical wall, (b): fixed bottom, (c):
removable lid, (d): discharge tube, (e): holder,

(f ): coupling loop, (g): PTFE insulator, (h):

microwave connector, (i, j): tuning screws, (k):
fine tuning stub, (l): holder (reprinted with

permission from Ref. [442, 443] and related

literature). (C): Surfatron type MIP; original

version: 20 mm < lI < 250 mm, D1: 11 mm
and D2: 40 mm, cut-off frequency : 2 GHz

(reprinted with permission from Ref. [453]).
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spectrometry since Beenakker [443] succeeded in operating a stable plasma at

atmospheric pressure with less than 1 L/min argon or helium and a power below

100 W (Fig. 103). Here, the so-called TM010 resonator is used. It is a cylindrical

resonant cavity (diameter: ca. 10 cm) where the power enters through a loop or an

antenna and the ®lament plasma is contained in a centrally located capillary. At

higher powers toroidal argon [444] and di�use helium [445] discharges can also be

obtained. The ®rst of these requires a wet aerosol to be led into the plasma and

careful centering of a 4 mm internal diameter quartz tube in the cavity. At a power

of 200±300 W a plasma can also be sustained with nitrogen and under the name of

MINDAP has been described to be a powerful excitation source [446]. Even at

higher power the same resonator can be used and plasmas in helium with high

excitation e�ciency have been obtained, as investigated by Wu and Carnahan [447].

The MIP is generally not in LTE and metastable argon or helium species are as-

sumed to contribute to the excitation. Moussanda et al. [448] studied the spectro-

scopic properties of various MIP discharges and observed that the rotational tem-

peratures are about 2000 K. MIPs are very useful for coupling with electrothermal

evaporation, where detection limits in the upper pg range can be obtained. This

can be realized both with graphite furnace atomization [180] and tungsten ®lament

atomizers [178]. The excitation of desolvated aerosols is also possible. Wet aerosols

can only be taken up with the toroidal argon MIP. Accordingly, this allows element-

speci®c detection in liquid chromatography [449]. The detection limits are rather

low, which is understandable from the low spectral background intensities in the

center of the plasma (Table 14) [450].

Helium MIPs are excellent for element-speci®c detection in gas chromatography,

as has been commercially realized [451]. In this way, not only are the halogens and

other elements relevant in pesticide residue analysis but also organolead and or-

ganotin compounds determined down to low concentrations. This makes MIP-AES

very useful for speciation work [321, 452]. It has been shown that the delocalized

helium MIP gave low detection limits for elements with high excitation potentials

Tab. 13. Detection limits (mg/m3) obtained with OES using an air CMP with

different water loading [442]. Maximally allowed concentrations of metals in flue

gases in Germany : S Cd, Tl, Hg <50 mg/m3 and S As, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb,

Sb, Sn and V <500 mg/m3.

Element/line (nm) Water loading (g/m3)

32G 4 50G 5 222G 13

Cd I 326.10 29 2000

Co I 345.35 100

Cr I 425.43 0.6 0.5 13

Fe I 371.99 0.6 1.2 51

Mg I 285.21 0.4 25

Mg II 279.55 3.1 254

Ni I 361.93 4.3 130

Pb I 405.78 7.2 4.3 250
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such as Cd and P, however, it could also only be operated with dry sample vapors or

aerosols.

The MIP is also useful for the excitation of volatile hydride forming elements

after stripping the hydrides from the excess of hydrogen. With di�erent trapping

techniques detection limits down to the sub-ng level can easily be obtained [156]. A

further useful type of MIP is the so-called surfatron described by Hubert et al. [453]

(Fig. 103). Here the power enters through an antenna plunging perpendicularly to

near the plasma capillary and a plasma is formed by microwave coupling through a

slit and power propagation along the surface of the discharge. As compared with

the MIP obtained in a TM010 resonator according to Beenakker, this plasma is more

stable and allows more variability in sampling, as e.g. shown by direct comparative

studies with the same tungsten ®lament atomizer [454].

Also in a TE010 resonator, an argon MIP can be operated at a power below 100 W.

The discharge has been found to be very stable and can be coupled with electro-

chemical hydride generation without the need to remove the excess of hydrogen

before releasing the reaction gases into the MIP [158]. The detection limits were

slightly higher than in the argon or helium surfatron (2.4 versus 1 ng/mL for As)

and by a factor of 2 lower than in ¯ow-cell hydride generation using NaBH4. When

trapping hydrides in a hot graphite furnace detection limits for As, Sb and Se were

found to be 0.08, 0.12 and 0.14 ng/mL in the case of a helium surfatron MIP and

determinations in real samples such as chinese tea could be performed [455].

The MIP torch described by Jin et al. [456] (Fig. 104) allows operation with

both argon and helium discharges and so the use of hydride generation or electro-

thermal evaporation is possible. The high excitation e�ciency in the MIP torch

(MPT) and the high robustness are understandable from the high electron tem-

Tab. 14. Detection limits (both on a 3s basis) obatined with

OES using a toroidal MIP and pneumatic nebulization of

solutions without desolvation as compared with those using a

filament-type MIP and aerosol desolvation obtained by
Beenakker et al. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [450].)

Detection limit (mg/mL)Element

(nm)
toroidal MIP filament MIP

Co I 240.73 0.05 0.36

Cr I 425.43 Ð 0.21

Cr I 357.86 0.01 Ð

Cu I 324.75 0.003 0.015

Ga I 417.20 0.003 0.015

Mg I 285.12 0.002 0.008

Mg II 279.55 0.002 0.009

Mn I 403.08 0.015 0.08

Mn II 257.61 0.006 0.05

Sr II 407.77 0.002 0.008
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peratures (16 000±18 000 K) and electron number densities (2±4� 1020 mÿ3), as

determined from Thomson scattering [457] as well as from the relatively high gas

temperatures of 3600 K, as approximated by the radially resolved rotation temper-

atures measured by Engel et al. [458].

After careful optimization and use of a high-e�ciency LeÂgeÁre nebulizer, aerosols

from aqueous solutions and acetonitrile containing solutions can be introduced

into the plasma and the detection limits for elements with sensitive atom lines

such Cr are still at the 100 ng/mL level [459]. In the case of ¯ow-cell hydride gen-

eration the detection limits found for As, Sb and Se without removing the excess of

hydrogen from the reaction gases were at the 2±5 ng/mL level, being no more than

a factor of 5 higher than in ICP-AES [460]. Owing to the relatively high gas tem-

peratures, an MIP in an MPT can also be used successfully for evaporating and

exciting spark ablated aerosols. The di�erences of the detection limits obtained

Fig. 104. Microwave plasma

torch according to Jin et al.
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [456].)
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from those of spark ablation ICP-AES for steels, after considering the di�erences in

spectrometers used, were less than an order of magnitude [212].

Through modelling of the electric ®elds and the in¯uences of the load the di-

mensions of the MPT can be optimized so that the plasma can be ignited and op-

erated without retuning, making the torch construction much simpler [461].

One of the latest approaches in microwave induced plasmas consists of the real-

ization of microwave discharges in microstructured resonant cavities using micro-

strip lines for power transmission (an MSP). Such a strucure was achieved by

Bilgic et al. [462] (Fig. 105). In a 1 mm diameter channel made in quartz plates a

plasma is sustained and powered through microstrip lines produced electrochemi-

cally and by metal vapor deposition. The structure is able to withstand a 20 W argon

plasma for hours, as cooling is provided by a copper plate forming the grounded

electrode. The gas temperatures measured in the plasma were at the 600 K level

and the excitation temperatures at 4000 K. When coupled with mercury cold vapor

generation devices, a detection limit of 50 pg/mL of Hg was obtained and high

analytical short- and long-term precisions were obtained [463]. In a modi®ed ver-

sion it turned out that it was also possible to obtain a stable discharge with helium

at 5±30 W and at 1±10 W in argon at gas ¯ows of 50±1000 mL/min [464]. In the

case of helium, chlorine could be successfully excited, showing the potential of the

developments especially in combination with miniaturized CCD spectrometers for

process control and element-speci®c detection in gas chromatography, and also in

the so-called mTAS (micro total analysis systems).

Fig. 105. Resonant structure

for MSP miniaturized MIP
inside a quartz wand powered

through microstrips.

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [463].)
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5.6

Glow discharge AES

Glow discharges have long been recognized as unique sources for atomic emission

spectrometry. Their features relate to the possibility of analyte introduction by

sputtering as well as to the advantages of non-LTE plasmas, allowing the discrete

excitation of terms even including those of high energy. Their analytical properties

are related to the geometric and electrical properties of the glow discharges. These

discharges have a high burning voltage (up to several kV) and a fairly low current

density as compared with arc sources (around 0.1 A/cm2 as compared with several

10 A per mm2 for arc sources). The plasma is mainly delocalized and covers the

whole electrodes uniformly (up to several cm2), whereas an arc plasma is very

constricted in dimensions (as little as <1 mm2). This results in a very stable and

low-noise operation.

The fact that glow discharges have much lower atom number densities than at-

mospheric pressure plasmas is responsible for the fact that the measurement of

fundamental parameters such as electron number densities, electron temperatures,

etc. by techniques such as Thomson scattering is much more di�cult than in the

case of atmospheric pressure plasma discharges, and that this is only now becom-

ing a ®eld of active research. Moreover, the lower collision frequency, which causes

large departures from local thermal equilibrium, is responsible for the fact that

many more processes are signi®cantly involved in the excitation mechanisms than

in the case of atmospheric pressure plasmas.

Modelling work in this ®eld started later and the ®rst reliable models for the

sample volatilization and excitation are only now becoming available as are calcu-

lations of the emission spectra, as performed by Bogaerts et al. (see e.g. Ref. [465]).

The species assumed to be present in an argon glow discharge plasma include

electrons, argon (Ar�, Ar�2 and Ar2�) ions, fast argon atoms, argon atoms in vari-

ous excited levels, sputtered material atoms and ions, also in the ground state and

in excited levels. The formation of these species and their energies are calculated

using a combination of Monte Carlo models (for the electrons, for the Ar� ions,

fast argon atoms and material atoms in the sheath adjacent to the cathode and for

the thermalization of material ions), ¯uid models (for the slow electrons and argon

ions) and collisional±radiative models (for the excited argon and material levels).

These models are coupled together due to the interaction processes between the

species. The last model takes into account that in the case of an argon discharge, for

example, the following processes are involved in the populating and de-populating

processes of 64 relevant argon levels (see Ref. [466]:

. electron, fast argon ion, fast and thermal argon atom impact excitation and de-

excitation between species at all possible levels;
. electron, fast argon ion, fast and thermal argon atom impact ionization from all

the levels;
. three-body electron±ion recombination at all levels, where the third body is an

electron, a fast argon ion, a fast or a thermal argon atom;
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. radiative electron±ion recombination at all levels;

. radiative decay between all levels;

. associative ionization for the levels with excitation energy above 14.71 eV, this

being the ionization energy of Ar�2 , i.e. Ar� � Ar� ! Ar�2 � eÿ.

The four 4s levels play a key role in analytical glow discharges (e.g. for Penning

ionization of the sputtered atoms) and they cannot easily be depopulated by radia-

tive decay (due to forbidden transitions for the metastable levels, and to radiation

trapping for the resonant levels). Therefore some additional loss processes are in-

corporated for these levels, in order to describe them with more accuracy:

. Penning ionization of sputtered atoms;

. 4s±4s collisions leading to the ionization of one of the atoms, or leading to the

formation of Ar�2 (associative ionization);
. two-body collisions with argon ground state atoms, yielding ``collision induced

emission'': Ar��4s� � Ar� ! Ar� � Ar� � hn;
. three-body collisions with argon ground state atoms, leading to the formation of

Ar�2 : Ar��4s� � Ar� � Ar� ! Ar�2 � Ar�; and
. di�usion and subsequent de-excitation at the cell walls.

Finally, the radiative decay to the ground state is a�ected by so-called radiative

trapping. Indeed, the ground state argon atoms will re-absorb a fraction of the

emitted radiation, so that only a small fraction (de®ned by the escape factor, of

the order of 10ÿ4 for pressures of about 1 mbar) can actually escape. Therefore the

Einstein probability for radiative decay must be multiplied by this escape factor to

obtain the net decay rate. Because all these processes are collisional or radiative,

this type of model is called a ``collisional±radiative model''. All the cross-sections,

rate coe�cients, transition probabilities etc. have been presented in papers by

Bogaerts et al. Other data required to calculate the population and loss rates, such

as densities, ¯uxes and energies of electrons, argon ions and atoms, must be taken

from the results of models describing these plasma species. In this way the ``colli-

sional±radiative'' model is coupled with the other models, and solved iteratively

until convergence is achieved.

The features of glow discharges can be realized in the hollow cathode and related

sources, in glow discharges with ¯at cathodes with dc or rf power and in special

sources such as the so-called gas-sampling glow discharges.

5.6.1

Hollow cathodes for AES

The energetically important parts of the discharge (cathode layer, dark space and

negative glow) as well as the sample are inside the cathode cavity. The volatilization

results from cathodic sputtering and/or thermal evaporation. This depends on the fact

whether the whole cathode with its outer and inner wall is subjected to sputtering
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without any cooling (hot hollow cathode), the outer wall is shielded by a quartz

enclosure without applying further cooling (transitional hollow cathode) or if the

outer wall of the cathode is shielded and directly cooled (cooled hollow cathode).

The characteristic depends on the discharge gas (at a few mbar of argon: i � 0:2±

2 A, V � 1±2 kV; at 10±20 mbar of helium: i � 0:2±2 A, V < 1 kV) but also on the

cathode mounting. Indeed, in a cooled cathode the characteristic is normal and the

analyte volatilizes by cathodic sputtering only, whereas in the hot hollow cathode

thermal evaporation also takes place, by which the characteristic especially at high

currents may become normal. In this case thermal e�ects could even lead to a

strong selective volatilization, which can be made use of analytically. The latter was

shown to occur in the case of brass, as it could be demonstrated by electron probe

micrographs of partly molten brass samples, the outer layers of which are less rich

in Zn [467].

The analyte is, in any case, excited in the negative glow contained in the hollow

cathode only. Owing to the high residence times in the excitation zone and the

high line-to-background ratios, resulting from the non-LTE character of the plasma

(gas temperatures of 600±1000 �C [21] and much higher electron temperatures)

the hollow cathode is the radiation source with the lowest absolute detection limits.

In this sense it has found wide use for analysis of dry solution residues, e.g. in the

case of the rare earth elements, or subsequent to matrix separation in the analysis

of high-purity substances (see Refs. in [468]). The Doppler widths of the lines are

low and accordingly this source has even been used for isotopic analysis (determi-

nation of U235/U238). To date it is still employed for the determination of volatile

elements in a non-volatile matrix such as As or Sb, in high-temperature alloys

[469], where detection limits of below 1 mg/g can be obtained.

Hollow cathode glow discharges operated in helium are also of great use for the

detection of the halogens, which can then be detected in gas chromatographic

e�uents, with detection limits in the pg/s range for Cl and Br and a linear response

of 1.5 decades [470]. Another interesting application is the detection of trace ele-

ments in air and airborne dust. This can be done o�-line, where when using

graphite electrodes as collectors, detection limits for Pb and Cd in the mg/m3 range

can be determined [471]. Through the direct introduction of air and its particulates

through the side wall of a hollow cathode, total toxic metal loads and with end-on

introduction the gaseous load only can actually be di�erentiated [472]. A further

treatment of the hollow cathode lamp as an atomic emission spectrometric source

is given in Ref. [473].

5.6.2

Furnace emission spectrometry

Similar to hollow cathodes electrically heated graphite furnaces placed in a low-

pressure environment can also be used for sample volatilization. The analyte re-

leased can then be excited in a discharge between the furnace and a remote anode.

This source is known as FANES (furnace atomic non-resonance emission spectrome-
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try) and was introduced by Falk et al. [474]. Because of the separation of volatilization

and excitation its absolute detection limits are in the pg range. For real samples,

however, the volatilization and excitation interferences may be considerable.

5.6.3

Dc glow discharges with a flat cathode

With this source compact electrically-conducting samples can be analyzed directly.

They must be ¯at, and are then taken as the cathode and ablated by cathodic sput-

tering. The sputtered material is excited in the negative glow of the discharge, which

is usually operated at a few mbar of argon. As the sample is ablated layer-by-layer

both bulk and in-depth pro®ling analyses are possible.

Glow discharge sources

A useful device was ®rst described by Grimm in 1968 [475]. Here the anode is a

tube (diameter: 8±10 mm) of which the distance from its outer side to the cathode

block and the sample is less than the main free path length of the electrons

(around 0.1 mm). Furthermore, the anode±cathode interspace is kept at a lower

pressure than the discharge lamp. According to the Paschen curve, no discharge

can take place at these locations and the glow discharge is restricted to the cathode

surface (Fig. 106). In later versions, a lamp with a ¯oating restrictor and a remote

anode, in which the second vacuum is super¯uous, has also been used.

The Grimm lamp has an abnormal characteristic, the current is selected to be at

40±200 mA and the burning voltage is usually below 1 kV. Both in krypton as well

as in neon the burning voltage is higher than in argon, but it also depends on the

Fig. 106. Glow discharge lamp according

to Grimm. (a): cathode block; (b): sample;

(c): negative glow; (d): quartz window; (e):

insulator (Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [232].)
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cathode material. The ablated material is deposited at the edge of the burning cra-

ter, limiting the discharge time to a few minutes, and inside the anode tube, mak-

ing a regular rinsing stage necessary. In AES the glow discharge is viewed end on.

Characteristics

Sputtering After ignition of the discharge a burn-in time is required to achieve a

sputtering equilibrium. The surface layers have to be removed ®rst, but once equi-

librium is reached the discharge penetrates with constant velocity into the sample.

Preburning times are usually up to 30 s for metals (at 90 W in argon, zinc: 6 s; brass:

3±5 s; steel: 20 s; and Al: 40 s) but depend on the sputtering conditions (shorter at

high voltage, low pressure, etc.). Therefore, in bulk analysis a high-energy preburn at

low pressure and high voltage and current is often used, with durations below around

10 s so as to shorten the total time of analysis.

The burning crater has a structure depending on the material structure or in-

clusions, and the electrical ®eld may induce a small curvature, especially with the

classical Grimm lamp [476]. In the glow discharge with a ¯oating restrictor this

curvature was found to be less pronounced. The form of the sputtering pro®les can

also actually be calculated from models and this in good agreement with experi-

mentally recorded sputter pro®les [239].

The material volatilization is of the order of a few mg/min and increases in the

order: C < Al < Fe < steel < Cu < brass < Zn. It also depends on the gas used,

which is normally a noble gas. Helium is not used, as due to its small mass sput-

tering is too limited. The sputtering rate increases in the order: neon < argon <

krypton. It is proportional to 1=
���
p
p

[240], when p is the gas pressure. Furthermore,

the sputtering rates of alloys can be predicted to a certain extent from the values for

the pure metals [232].

Excitation Collision with high-energy electrons are important for the excitation, as

are also other processes that have already been discussed such as charge transfer or

excitation by metastables. The electron temperatures are 5000 K (slow electrons for

recombination) and >10 000 K (high-energy electrons for excitation) and gas tem-

peratures are below 1000 K, a result of which is that the line widths are narrow. The

importance of processes such as charge transfer has been shown for the case of cop-

per lines by Steers et al. [477]. Here the use of Fourier transform spectrometry was

very useful so that many lines and their intensities could be recorded. Because of the

high resolution, which could then be obtained, self-reversal was found to occur in the

case of resonance lines in the Grimm-type glow discharge [40]. Steers et al showed

that the use of cross excitation with microwaves was very helpful, so as to supple-

mentary excite the ground-state atoms released from the sample and remaining

at high number densities in front of the negative glow, which causes self-reversal

[478].

Because of the low spectral background intensities the limits of detection from

the side of the source will be low and for metals will be down to the mg/g range in a

classical Grimm lamp [479]. Also elements such as B, P, S, C, As, . . . can be deter-

mined. The plasma is optically thin, but for resonance lines of the matrix elements,
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self-reversal may occur. Altogether, however, the linear dynamic range will be high

as compared with arc or spark sources. As a result of the stable nature of the dis-

charge the noise is low. There is hardly any ¯icker noise and only some frequency

dependent components from the vacuum and the line occur on purely white noise.

Thus, RSDs obtained without an internal standard can easily be below 1%. How-

ever, owing to the low radiant densities shot noise limitations may occur. Because

of its stable nature the glow discharge source can be coupled with Fourier trans-

form spectrometry. In such a case e.g. a detection limit down to 30 mg/g can be

obtained for molybdenum in steel samples. At the same time the highest spectral

resolution can be obtained [40].

As the sample volatilization is due to cathodic sputtering only, matrix interfer-

ences as a result of the thermochemical properties of the elements do not occur.

This has been shown impressively in early comparative studies of glow discharge

atomic spectrometry and spark emission spectrometry with aluminum samples

(Fig. 107) [480]. It must be stated, however, that with advanced sparks, where

through the use of ®ber optics only those parts of the spark plasma are observed

that are not involved in sample ablation, matrix interferences in the case of spark

emission spectrometry are also lower. The analysis of similar alloys with di�erent

metallographic structures by glow discharge atomic spectrometry can often be carried

out with one calibration.

Applications

Bulk analysis of metals Glow discharge AES has found wide use in the bulk analysis

of metals. This applies less to production control, as the preburn time required is

long as compared with sparks, than it does to product control. The easy calibration

due to the abscence of volatilization interferences and low spectral interferences as

well as to the high linear dynamic range are advantageous. The method is particularly

useful for elements having high sputtering rates such as copper. Samples have to be

available as ¯at and vacuum-tight disks (thickness: 10±30 mm), but with special

holders threads and metal sheets can also be analyzed. The samples must be polished

and free from oxide layers prior to analysis.

Depth-profile analysis As the sample is ablated layer-by-layer with a penetration rate

of 1±3 mm/min depth-pro®le analysis is also possible. The intensities of the analyte

lines are measured as a function of time. However, the sputtering rates of alloys with

varying compositions must be known so as to be able to convert the time scale into a

depth scale. The intensities must be related to concentrations, which can be done by

using theoretical models and sputtering constants, as proposed by Bengtson et al.

[481]. The power of detection can be quite good and the depth-resolution is of the

order of 5 nm, when elemental concentrations >0.1% must be monitored. Depth-

pro®le analysis is now a major area of application of glow discharge emission spec-

trometry in the laboratories of the metal industry [see e.g. (Fig. 108)].

The depth of the crater can also be measured from the radiation leaving from the

glow discharge emission source in the case of transparent samples ablated by rf

glow discharges (see Section 5.6.4). Indeed, part of the emitted light is re¯ected at
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Fig. 107. Determination of Si in Al alloys with medium voltage

spark OES (A) and OES using a Grimm-type glow discharge

(B). [480].
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the sample surface and modulates the line intensity and in the case of transparent

layers a technique based on the interference patterns has been developed for mea-

suring layer thicknesses [482].

Electrically non-conducting powders These can also be analyzed after mixing with

Cu powder and briquetting into pellets, as ®rst shown by El Alfy et al. [210] for geo-

logical samples and ores. The performance depends greatly on the particle size of

the powders, but detection limits in the mg/g range are possible for the light elements

(Al, Be, B, . . .).

5.6.4

Rf glow discharges

Apart from dc also rf glow discharges are very useful sources for atomic spec-

trometry. As a result of the bias potential built up in the vicinity of the sample, non-

conducting samples such as ceramics can also be ablated directly and analyzed by

atomic emission spectrometry, as shown by Winchester et al. [483] (Fig. 109). In rf

glow discharges the power can be coupled into the plasma through the sample,

which has the disadvantage that sample thickness has to be corrected for in a

number of cases, however, approaches using a sideways coupling of the power into

the plasma have also been developed [484]. In this case the same source can be

operated with rf and dc power.

Extensive measurements of electrical characteristics and plasma parameters for

rf glow discharges have been performed by Marcus et al., e.g. with Langmuir

probes and they revealed higher electron number densities [485] than in dc glow

discharges, however, comparisons are di�cult because of constructional di�er-

ences. Potential applications of rf glow discharges include analyses of multilayers

as well as studies with coated glasses and layered ceramics.

Fig. 108. Depth-profile

through a galvanized steel
sheet surface. The Zn coating

isA18 mm thick, and the Al

concentration in the bulk is

0.049%. The voltage U
increases from 510 V in the

Zn to 740 V in the bulk steel.

(a): Zw; (b): Al; (c): Fe

(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [481].)
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5.6.5

New developments

Since it was found that a great part of the analyte released by sputtering consists of

ground-state atoms, cross excitation by dc discharges [486], rf discharges [487] and

microwave discharges [362] has been investigated. The microwave assisted glow

discharge, as represented in Fig. 110, has been studied extensively by Leis et al.

[362]. It was found that the supplementary excitation in the case of steel samples

resulted not only in a gain in net intensities and thus in a decrease of shot noise

limitations, but also in line-to-background intensity ratios with a consistent preci-

sion and accordingly a gain in the power of detection. This gain was of the order of

a factor of 10, as shown for steels (Table 11).

Jet-enhanced sputtering can be incorporated into glow discharge sources so as to

increase the material ablation. This goes back to Gough [296] and is very useful

when using glow discharges as atom reservoirs for atomic absorption spectrometry.

Indeed, the atom number density can then be increased. Commercial instrumen-

tation for direct atomic spectrometric analysis of metal samples using jet-assisted

glow discharges as atom reservoirs are available and the features for steel analysis

have been shown by Ohls [298]. Reliable analyses for minor constituents are pos-

sible. In atomic emission work, it was found that the jet-assisted glow discharge

Fig. 109. Rf glow discharge

atomization/excitation source.
(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [483].)
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has higher signal-to-background ratios for non-resonant lines of elements with

high excitation energies such as Zn, as expected from the increase in ablation rates

(from about 1 to 5 mg/min for copper samples). Through measurements on brass,

it could be shown that this is not true for copper resonance lines, which can be

understood from the increased self-reversal. Also, selective sputtering for Cu and

Zn as a result of redeposition was found to be possible [238].

Magnetic ®elds were found to in¯uence the sputtering rates in glow discharges

as they change the geometry of the glow discharge plasma. This was found to be

the case both with dc and rf discharges. With dc discharges and copper samples

sputtering rates were found to increase from 100 to 200 mg/min for a magnetic

®eld of 10 kG, 1±2 mm thick samples and 20±60 W at 2±4 mbar. The changes in

the form of the plasma were found to relate back to the sputter pro®les [245]. In

the case of rf discharges and glass or ceramic samples, ring-shaped plasmas as well

as plasmas with the highest density in the center were also obtained, alongwith the

appropriate sputter pro®les [246].

Furthermore, it was found that simple types of dc discharges were also capable

of exciting vapors and even molecular species such as volatile hydrides [488].

In the case of a helium discharge sustained in a Grimm-type glow discharge

lamp, vapors of halogenated hydrocarbons can be introduced successfully through

Fig. 110. Glow discharge lamp

with integrated microwave
cavity for atomic emission

spectrometry. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [362].)
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the cathode, both when using hollow cathode as well as with ¯at cathode geo-

metries. As a result of the introduction of CH2Cl2 vapors the current at the con-

stant burning voltage drops considerably [489], which can be understood from the

energy required for the sample decomposition. The highest line-to-background ratios

are obtained, however, around the sampling ori®ce, despite the fact that it would be

expected that the analyte immediately spreads out in all directions after entering

the discharge chamber.

From ratios of C:Cl line intensities, it is possible to determine empirical for-

mulae, which makes the method very valuable for the identi®cation of compounds

when applying element-speci®c detection in gas chromatography. McLuckey et al.

[490] introduced gas sampling glow discharges as soft ionization sources for or-

ganic molecules in mass spectrometry. Pereiro et al. [491] showed that they were

also prominent sources for atomic emission spectrometry. They determined the

halogens present in halogenated hydrocarbon vapors in helium and thus demon-

strated the potential as element-speci®c detectors for gas chromatography. It has

been shown that gas-sampling glow discharges with ¯at cathodes can be operated

with argon, helium and with neon and can also be used to excite vapors produced

by hydride generation (Fig. 111) [488]. The current±voltage characteristics of such

systems are fairly ¯at and detection limits for arsenic down to 20 ng/mL can be

obtained. Spatially resolved measurements also showed that the sample introduc-

tion location remains clearly visible. The source is also a viable ion source for mass

spectrometry (see Section 6.2.2).

5.7

Laser sources

High-powered lasers have shown to be useful sources for the direct ablation of

solids. In atomic emission spectrometry, ruby and Nd:YAG lasers have been used

since the 1970s for solids ablation. When laser radiation interacts with a solid a

laser plume is formed. This is a dense plasma containing both atomized material

and small solid particles, which have evaporated and or been ejected due to atom

and ion bombardment from the sample. The processes occurring and the ®gures of

merit in terms of ablation rate, crater diameter (around 10 mm) and depth at vari-

ous energies as well as the expansion velocities of this plume were described back

in the 1980s [223]. The plume is optically thick and as an emission source seemed

hardly of interest. By applying cross-excitation with a spark or with microwave en-

ergy, however, the power of detection can be considerably improved, as described in

the respective textbooks (see e.g. Ref. [221]). It was found that the absolute detec-

tion limits were down to 10ÿ15 g, but the RSDs were no better than 30%. The

method, however, can be applied to the identi®cation of mineral inclusions and of

microdomains in metallurgical analysis, forensic samples and archeology.

There has been renewed interest in the method, mainly due to the availability of

improved Nd:YAG laser systems. In addition, di�erent types of detectors, such as

microchannel plates coupled to photodiodes and CCDs, in combination with mul-
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tichannel analyzers make it possible for an analytical line and an internal standard

line to be recorded simultaneously, by which the analytical precision can be consider-

ably improved. By optimizing the ablation conditions and the spectral observation,

detection limits obtained using the laser plume as a source for atomic emission

spectrometry are in the 50±100 mg/g range and RSDs are in the region of 1% as

shown by the determination of Si and Mg in low-alloyed steels [224, 227]. This

necessitates the use of slightly reduced pressure, so that the atom vapor cloud is

no longer optically very thick and the background emission intensities become

lower. In the case of laser ablation of brass samples at normal pressure and direct

emission spectrometry at the laser plume, selective volatilization of Zn was still

encounterd, irrespective of the laser wavelength used, as shown by Gagean and

Mermet [225].

New advanced fs-lasers were recently found to produce less bu�er-gas plasma

above the sample surface and especially at reduced pressure, and thus allow more

accurate determinations of Cu and Zn in brass samples to be performed than with

ns pulses [492].

Fig. 111. Gas sampling glow

discharge (A) and continuous-
flow hydride generation system

(dimensions in mm) (B), (a):

reaction column, (b): fritted

glass disk, (c): gas±.liquid
separator and (d): condenser

(Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [488].)
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Manufacturers

Equipment for atomic emission spectrometry is now available from various manu-

facturers. Several types of sources [arc, spark, ICP, MIP, glow discharge (GD), etc.]

are o�ered as indicated for the respective ®rms, of which most are listed below.

. A. F. Analysentechnik, TuÈbingen, Germany: MIP

. ARL, Fisons, Ecublens, Switzerland: arc, spark, ICP, GD

. Baird Atomic, Bedford, MA, USA: arc, spark, ICP

. GBC, Australia: ICP

. Hilger, UK: arc, spark, ICP, GD

. Hitachi, Japan: ICP

. Instruments S. A., Longjumeau, France: arc, spark, ICP, GD

. Labtam, Australia: arc, spark, ICP

. Leco, St. Joseph, MI, USA: GD, ICP

. Leeman Labs, USA: ICP

. Linn, Hersfeld, Germany: ICP

. PerkinElmer, Norwalk, CT, USA: ICP

. Shimadzu, Japan: arc, spark, ICP

. Spectro Analytical, Kleve, Germany: arc, GD, spark, ICP

. Thermo Jarrell Ash, USA: arc, spark, ICP, GD

. Varian, Australia: ICP
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6

Plasma Mass Spectrometry

The plasma sources developed for atomic emission spectrometry have also been

shown to be very suitable ion sources for mass spectrometry. This is particularly

true for electrical discharges at pressures in the 1±5 mbar range and sources at

atmospheric pressure since the powerful vacuum systems became available, with

which the pressure di�erence between the mass spectrometer (of the order of 10ÿ5

mbar) and the source can be bridged.

Elemental mass spectrometry, however, goes back to the use of high-vacuum

arcs and sparks, with which ultratrace and survey analyses of metal samples could be

performed (for an overview, see e.g. Refs. in [68, 69]). Spark source mass spectro-

graphy with high-resolution sector ®eld mass spectrometers, is still very useful for

a survey characterization of electrically-conducting solids down to the ng/g level.

The spectra can be recorded on photographic plates, which are a permanent docu-

ment and at least enable semi-quantitative analyses to be made. At the ng/g level

this approach is suitable for the quality control of materials required in micro-

electronics. The technique has become very useful since computer-controlled den-

sitometers have been available, which automatically record the blackenings of the

elemental lines on the photoplates and convert them into logarithmic intensities,

these being proportional to the logarithmic concentrations.

Spark source mass spectrometry requires expensive sector-®eld mass spec-

trometers and despite the possibility of automated read-out of the spectra, highly

skilled laboratory personnel for data evaluation are also required. This situation

arises from the fact that high-vacuum sparks are very powerful sources producing

vast amounts of multiply charged ions making the spectra line rich. The analytical

precision achievable in spark mass spectrometry is low, however, special precau-

tions such as the use of rotating electrodes have been found to be helpful. Spark

source mass spectrometry has been used for the analysis of compact metals, from

which electrodes could be made by turning-o� or by ®xing drillings in electrode

holders. In the case of metals of low melting point, such as gallium, liquid nitrogen

cooled electrodes of the gallium were used. For electrically conducting as well as

non-conducting powders electrodes were pressed from mixtures with gold powder,

which is ductile and leads to electrodes that are electrically and heat conductive.

The method is very powerful for dry solution residues as a result of its sensitivity

and has been used for impurity detection in liquid aliquots obtained from trace±

matrix separations in the analysis of high-purity materials.

Analytical Atomic Spectrometry with Flames and Plasmas. JoseÂ A. C. Broekaert
Copyright > 2002 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

ISBNs: 3-527-30146-1 (Hardback); 3-527-60062-0 (Electronic)
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In the course of the late 1970s new mass spectrometric methods, which made

use of the plasma sources known from optical atomic spectrometry came into use.

They will be treated in detail and consist in particular of ICP mass spectrometry

(ICP-MS) and glow discharge mass spectrometry (GD-MS), which have contributed

to a considerable portion of the progress that has been made in elemental analysis

as compared with spark source mass spectrometry.

6.1

ICP mass spectrometry

Plasma mass spectrometry developed on the basis of the experience gathered with

the extraction of ions from ¯ames, as was done for diagnostic purposes in the mid-

1960s [493].

Douglas and French [494], towards the end of the 1970s, used an atmospheric

pressure microwave plasma, into which they introduced dry aerosols, as an ion

source for mass spectrometry and reported very low detection limits as compared

with other methods of solution analysis. In 1980 Houk et al. [495] ®rst showed the

analytical possibilities of ICP-MS and described the sampling of ions through a

water-cooled aperture (of 0.6±1 mm) into a vacuum chamber with a pressure of a

few mbar, maintained by a powerful roughing pump. From this chamber a second

sampling takes place, through a second aperture of the same dimensions, into the

high vacuum of a quadrupole mass spectrometer. This development became pos-

sible as a result of the improvement in stability and the spectral resolution of

1 dalton that is achievable with quadrupole mass ®lters, as well as by the further

development of vacuum technology.

As the method has the same excellent possibilities for sample introduction as

ICP-AES but in addition enables much lower detection limits to be achieved, covers

more elements and allows the determination of isotope concentrations, ICP-MS

rapidly developed into an established analytical method [496].

6.1.1

Instrumentation

In ICP-MS (Fig. 112) the ions formed in the ICP are extracted with the aid of a

conical water-cooled sampler into the ®rst vacuum stage where a pressure of a few

mbar is maintained. A supersonic beam is formed and a number of collision pro-

cesses take place as well as an adiabatic expansion. A fraction is sampled from this

beam through the conical skimmer placed a few cm away from the sampler. Be-

hind the skimmer, ion lenses focus the ion beam now entering a vacuum of 10ÿ5.

This was originally done with the aid of oil di�usion pumps or cryopumps, respec-

tively, but very quickly all manufacturers switched to turbomolecular pumps backed

by roughing pumps.

The sampler and the skimmer are usually made of stainless steel and are both

conically shaped with di�erent cone angles. The sampler can also be made of cop-

per, which has a better heat conductivity. In the case of HF containing solutions,
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platinum samplers can also be used. This is particularly worthwhile for the analysis

of geological samples subsequent to wet chemical dissolution and removal of the

silicates. The distance between the sampler and skimmer is critical with respect to

the maximum power of detection and minimal ionization interferences. This also

applies to the power transmission to the rf coil, where considerable di�erences

were found for coils powered centrally and coils powered at one of the ends [497].

The processes in the intermediate stage together with their in¯uence on the ion

trajectories in the interface and also behind the second aperture (skimmer) are very

important for the transmission of ions and for related matrix interferences, this

being the topic of fundamental diagnostic studies (see e.g. Refs. in [496]). Vaughan

and Horlick [498] used the commercial program MacSimion to model the einzel

lens and the Bessel box input lens system of an inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometer and compared the results obtained for di�erent lens voltage settings

with experimental data.

Today's commercially available instrumentation fall into three groups, namely

quadrupole based instruments, high-resolution instruments and time-of-¯ight sys-

tems. For each system di�erent ion extraction conditions must be selected. In a

quadrupole, as a result of the high transmission, no high extraction voltage is

required, which is totally di�erent for a sector ®eld instrument. Here either the

spectrometer or the plasma must be at a high potential. With quadrupoles a mass

resolution of 1 dalton over the whole spectral range means the method su�ers

from isobaric interferences especially at masses below 80 dalton. In the case of

sector ®eld instruments, the resolution may be up to 5000 while in commercial

instruments su�cient transmission can still be maintained. As the spectral back-

ground intensities are low, detection limits are lower, not only as a result of the

absence of a number of interferences but also because of better signal-to-back-

ground ratios [499]. For time-of-¯ight ICP-MS, both othogonal as well as linear

end-on arrangements are used. The instruments available use a re¯ectron [74].

Fig. 112. Instrumentation for low-resolution ICP-MS.

(a): nebulizer; (b): sampler; (c): ion optics; (d): quadrupole;
(e): electronics; (f ): detector; (g): rf-generator; (h): roughing

pump; (i): turbomolecular pump: (j): quadrupole rf generator.
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Duty cycles are still fairly low as ion packages in a time scale of ms are sampled but

spectrum development and acquisition still takes orders of magnitude longer.

Despite high throughput, the power of detection has as yet not been fully ex-

ploited. Dual-channel mass spectrometers, where the ion beam is split inside the

mass spectrometer [87] are very useful for isotope ratio work. However, they still

use di�erent detectors. Mattauch±Herzog arrangements with a ¯at focal plane have

also been introduced for plasma mass spectrometry work. They are ideally suited

for work with array detectors, which are certainly very useful for isotope ratio work,

as within a narrow mass range isotope signals are actually measured simulta-

neously, together with their respective background signals [500]. Such detectors are

available as microchannel plates coupled through a phosphor to photodiode array

detectors.

6.1.2

Analytical features

The analytical features of ICP-MS are related to the production of ions in analytical

ICPs as well as to the highly sensitive ion detection and the nature of the mass

spectra themselves.

On the basis of the Saha±Eggert equation, the degrees of ionization for the

chemical elements can be calculated for a plasma temperature of 6000 K, an elec-

tron number density of 1015 and partition functions according to Ref. [5] (Table 15)

[501]. They range from over 99% for sodium to 10ÿ5 for chlorine. The argon ICP

thus has good prospects for the determination of metals but for non-metals has a

number of limitations as a result of these considerations.

ICP mass spectra

In low-resolution ICP-MS the resolution in the spectra at best is 1 dalton and

cluster ions are found particularly in the lower mass range signals, which in a

number of cases cause spectral interferences with analyte ions. Cluster ions may be

formed from di�erent types of compounds present, namely:

Tab. 15. Degree of ionization of some elements in an analytical ICP

(temperature: 6000 K, ne: 1015, electronic partition functions according

from Ref. [5]. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [501].)

Element Ionization energy

(eV)

Degree of ionization

(%)

Ba 5.21 9.386

Cl 13.01 1:7� 10ÿ5

Fe 7.87 0.231

Cu 7.724 0.637

Na 5.138 0.996

S 10.357 9:7� 10ÿ3

Y 6.51 0.867
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. solvents and acids: H�, OH�, H2O�, . . . , NO�, NO2�, . . . , Cl�, . . . , SO�, SO�2 ,

SO3H� (when residual H2SO4 is present in the measurement solution);
. radicals of gases in the surrounding atmosphere: O�2 , CO�, CO�2 , N�2 , NH�,

NO�, . . . ;
. reaction products of the above mentioned species with argon: ArO�, ArOH�, . . . ,

ArCl�, Ar�2 , . . . .

These cluster ions give strong signals in the mass range up to 80 dalton and may

hamper the determination of the light elements as a result of spectral interfer-

ences. At higher masses, the singly charged ions of the heavier elements are found,

as are doubly charged ions of the light elements. They occur particularly for ele-

ments with low ionization energies.

In the mass spectra signals for compounds of the analyte with various other

species also occur, such as MO�, MCl�, MOH�, MOH�2 , . . . . These ions may be

formed by the dissociation of nitrates, sulfates or phosphates in the plasma or they

may result from reactions between analyte ions and solvent residuals or oxygen in

the plasma or eventually in the interface between the plasma and the mass spec-

trometer inlet.

In early work it was recognized that the selection of the sampling zone in the

plasma and the aerosol carrier gas ¯ow may strongly in¯uence the occurrence of

cluster ions and doubly charged analyte ions [502, 503]. This is clearly demon-

strated by the results for lanthanum, where even doubly and triply charged ions

may be expected in the argon plasma. This necessitates speci®c optimization of the

power and especially of the carrier-gas ¯ow, which in¯uence both temperature and

residence times of the sampled substance in the plasma. This is documented e.g.

for the intensities of the signal for the ArO� and the Cu� ions in Fig. 113 [504].

Signals of the di�erent isotopes are obtained for each element. Their intensity

ratios correspond to the isotopic abundances in the sample. Use can be made of this

fact for calibration by isotopic dilution with stable isotopes and in tracer experi-

ments. The isotopic abundances of the elements, however, are also useful for the

recognition of spectral interferences. The spectra in ICP-MS are less line rich than

in ICP-AES. With quadrupole mass spectrometers, however, the resolving power

of the spectrometers is also lower than in ICP atomic emission spectrometers.

Accordingly, cluster ions will often cause spectral interferences and appropriate

correction procedures must be worked out. With high-resolution sector ®eld in-

struments (Fig. 114) which have a resolution of 5000 or more, a number of these

interferences will not occur. This is clearly shown by calculations of the minimum

resolution that should be obtained so as to avoid the most frequent interferences

occurring in plasma mass spectrometry with argon inductively coupled plasmas

(Table 16) [499]. The fact that prominent spectral interferences in the analysis of

real samples such as dissolved ceramic powders can be avoided is re¯ected by the

signal scans for Cr and Fe, signals commonly interfered with by cluster ion signals,

as seen in Fig. 115 [504].

In ICP-MS the background intensities are usually low. They are mainly due to

the dark current of the detector and to signals produced by ions scattered inside the
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Fig. 113. Maximum values of ion energies for

two ion species (A) and mass spectra in the

mass regio 42±82 dalton in ICP-MS (B) when
sampling ions at different gas flow rates for a

1 mg/mL solution of Cu at radial distance 0

mm and 1.5 kW, standard solution. (Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [497].)
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mass spectrometer as a result of collisions with residual gas species or re¯ection.

In order to shield for the direct UV radiation, a beam stop is often supplied in the

mass spectrometer. Accordingly, in ICP-MS the ICP only contributes slightly to the

background, which contrasts with ICP-AES where the background continuum

arises from interactions between electrons and ions in the plasma, from molecular

bands, from wings of broad matrix lines and from stray radiation. Therefore, cali-

bration by standard additions is often very successful in ICP-MS, as the systematic

errors originate more from signal enhancements or depressions than from spectral

background interferences.

Fig. 114. High-resolution ICP

mass spectrometer. (Reprinted
with permission from Ref.

[504].)

Tab. 16. Minimally required resolving power (R) in order to

avoid spectral interferences in ICP-MS (extracted from Ref.
[499]).

Isotope Polyatomic ion R required

27Al 12C15N, 13C14N� 1454
51V 12C14N1H� 918
52Cr 40Ar12C� 2375

35Cl16O1H� 1671
55Mn 39K16O� 2670

37Cl18O� 2034
56Fe 40Ar16O� 2502

40Ca16O� 2479
60Ni 44Ca16O� 3057

23Na37Cl� 2409
63Cu 40Ar23Na� 2790

31P16O�2 1851
64Zn 32S16O�2 1951
75As 40Ar35Cl� 7775
77Se 40Ar37Cl� 9181
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Optimization

For the optimization of ICP-MS with respect to the highest power of detection,

minimal spectral interferences and signal enhancements or depressions, as well as

highest precision, the most important parameters are the power of the ICP, its gas

¯ows (especially the nebulizer gas), the burner geometry and the position of the

sampler as well as the ion optics parameters. These parameters determine the ion

yield and the transmission and accordingly also the intensities of the analyte and

interference signals. At increasing nebulizer gas ¯ow the droplet size decreases

(see Section 3.1), and thus the analyte introduction e�ciency goes up, however,

this is at the expense of the residence time in the plasma, the plasma temperature

Fig. 115. High-resolution ICP

mass spectra from elements
which suffer from Cl-induced

spectral interferences in 0.4 M

HCl: (a): 20 ng/mL of V,

resolution 5000, (b): 20 ng/mL
of Cr, resolution 5800 and (c):

100 ng/mL of As, resolution

7500. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [504].)
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and thus also of the ionization, as shown by optimization studies (Fig. 116) [505].

The optimization of the carrier gas ¯ow, the ion sampling location and the power is

more critical in ICP-MS than in ICP-AES. Indeed, in the latter case, the observation

window is often of the order of 2� 2 mm2 and thus considerably larger than in

ICP-MS (below 1 mm2). This leads to sharper optimization maxima in ICP-MS

than in ICP-AES and accordingly larger di�erences between results for single ele-

ment optimization and results at compromise conditions, respectively.

Furthermore, changes of the nebulizer gas ¯ow also in¯uence the formation and

the breakdown of cluster ions, requiring optimization with respect to minimum

spectral interferences as well.

The carrier gas ¯ows in¯uence the ion energies, as shown for 63Cu� and the

ArO� in Ref. [497] and also the geometry of the aerosol channel. Normally the

aerosol gas ¯ow is between 0.5 and 1.5 L/min. It must be optimized together with

the power, which in¯uences the plasma volume and therewith the kinetics of the

di�erent processes taking place, and the position of the sampler. By changing the

voltages at the di�erent ion lenses the transmission for a given ion can be opti-

mized, enabling the optimization of its detection limit and the minimization of

interferences. In multielement determinations a compromise must always be made.

For the easily ionized elements working at so-called cool plasma conditions has

been shown to be very successful. From the calculation of the degrees of ionization

Fig. 116. Dependence of Ni�, Pd� and Pt� signals on injector

gas flow rate for a range of forward powers and sampling
depths of 15, 20 and 25 mm. (Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [505].)
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it can be seen that here mainly singly ionized species are formed instead of multi-

ply ionized species (see detection limits listed in Ref. [499]. For Na, K, Ca and Al

detection limits in the sub-ppt range then become achievable.

Power of detection

In order to obtain the optimum power of detection, the analyte density in the

plasma, the ionization and the ion transmission must be maximized. The power

will thus be between 0.6 and 2 kW and the sampler at about 10±15 mm above the

tip of the injector. The detection limits, obtained at single element optimum con-

ditions di�er considerably from those at compromise conditions, but are still sig-

ni®cantly lower than in ICP-AES (Table 17). In general it can be said that for the

heavy elements, which have complex atomic term schemes and accordingly very

Tab. 17. Detection limits in ICP-OES and ICP-MS.

Element Detection limit

ICP-OES

(ng/mL)

[329]

ICP-MS

(ng/mL)

[506]

HR-ICP-MS

(ng/L)

[499]

Ag 7 0.03 0.4a

Al 20 0.2 0.4a

Au 20 0.06 0.8

B 5 0.04 5.4

Cd 3 0.06 0.5a

Ce 50 0.05 Ð

Co 6 0.01 0.14a

Cr 6 0.3 0.24a

Fe 5 Ð 0.9a

Ge 50 0.02 0.7

Hg 20 0.02 Ð

La 10 0.05 Ð

Li 80 0.1 0.012a

Mg 0.1 0.7 0.2a

Mn 1 0.1 0.14a

Ni 10 Ð 0.3a

Pb 40 0.05 0.12a

Se 70 0.8 Ð

Te 40 0.09 Ð

Th 60 0.02 Ð

Ti 4 Ð 0.4

U 250 0.03 Ð

W 30 0.05 0.15

Zn 2 0.2 0.2a

a Cold plasma conditions.
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line-rich spectra but with low intensity lines in ICP-AES, the detection limits in

ICP-MS are much lower than in ICP-AES. For most elements the detection limits

are very similar, except for the elements for which spectral interferences are a lim-

iting factor. This applies to As (75As� with 40Ar35Cl�), Se (80Se� with 40Ar40Ar�)

and Fe (56Fe� with 40Ar16O�). The detection limits for elements with high ioniza-

tion potential are usually very poor because of the limited formation of positive

ions. They may, however, be lower when they are detected as negative ions (cL for

Cl�: 5 and for Clÿ: 1 ng/mL).

The acids present in the measurement solution and the material of which the

sampler is made (Ni, Cu, . . .) may in¯uence the occurrence of spectral interfer-

ences considerably and accordingly the detection limits for a number of elements.

This is particularly important when analyzing solids subsequent to sample disso-

lution by treatment with acids. Here the measurement solution should hopefully

not contain chlorine, phosphate or sulfate ions. If they do, it is advantageous to

remove them by precipitation or fuming o� and taking up the analytes in dilute

nitric acid. The detection limits for ICP-MS in the case of solids thus su�er from

the necessary sample dilution. In this case the sample concentration in the mea-

surement solution is often limited to 500 mg/mL, as for solutions of Al2O3 or SiC

powders [507]. This is due to the risk of sample depositions blocking the sampler

and contrasts with ICP-AES where for these materials sample concentrations up to

5 or even 50 mg/mL are possible. For elements such as B, Mg, Fe, etc. the power of

detection of ICP-AES with respect to the solid samples is accordingly higher than

in ICP-MS.

The detection limits also depend to a great extent on the type of mass spec-

trometer used. The values for quadrupole mass spectrometers are by orders of

magnitude higher than in the case of high-resolution mass spectrometry. This ap-

plies particularly for strongly interfered elements such as Fe [499]. With time-of-

¯ight ICP-MS, the detection limits in the case of the light elements are up to one

order of magnitude better than in quadrupole based ICP-MS. However, for the

heavy elements they are up to a factor of ®ve worse [508].

Precision and memory effects

The constancy of the nebulizer gas ¯ow is of prime importance for the precision

achievable in ICP-MS. After stabilizing the nebulizer gas ¯ows, relative standard

deviations can be below 1%. They can be improved still further by internal stan-

dardization [509]. The tolerable salt concentrations (1±5 g/L) are much lower than

in ICP-AES, because of the risks of sampler clogging and depend on the respective

salts. The memory e�ects may become limiting and in the case of a high matrix

load rinsing times of 1±2 min are required.

A considerable portion of the noise originates from the nebulizer and the noise

level can generally be decreased by cooling the spray chamber. The latter is shown

to decrease the white noise somewhat as well as some 1= f contributions and also

the standard deviations for the blanks [41]. This leads directly to an improvement

in the detection limits.
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Interferences

Signal enhancements and depressions resulting from the matrix relate to the neb-

ulization, in¯uences on the ionization in the ICP and to changes in the plasma

geometry as well as in the ion energies. Changes of the nebulizer gas ¯ow in¯u-

ence the nebulization e�ects (see Section 3.1), however, they also lead to changes of

the aerosol channel geometry and the plasma temperature and hence also the in-

terferences of easily ionized elements [510]. Space charge e�ects have also been

shown to play an important role in the suppression of signals as a result of alkali

metals [511]. Up to a certain amount these e�ects can be adequately corrected for

by using an internal standard, for which the selection is only possible empirically.

However, the guidelines are that elements with similar masses and ionization po-

tentials should be chosen. Thus, it is often advisable to select more internal stan-

dards to cover elements in the whole analytical mass range, such as Sc for the low

mass elements and Rh for the heavier elements. The use of internal standards

was shown in early work to be very successful for serum samples [509]. The matrix

e�ects can be eliminated to such a degree that calibration with aqueous solutions

in the case of diluted serum samples is possible.

In mass spectrometry signals are obtained for each isotope present. With the low

mass resolution of quadrupole mass spectrometers (A1 dalton), this leads to a

number of isobaric interferences, which can be corrected for with appropriate

software. This type of interference depends only slightly on the working conditions,

which is not the case for spectral interferences resulting from doubly charged ions,

background species or cluster ions. The background species at low masses [512]

cause considerable spectral interferences e.g. for 28Si� (with 14N14N�), 31P� (with
16N16OH�), 80Se� (with 40Ar40Ar�). Species such as 40Ar16O� not only interfere

with 56Fe�, but due to all isotopic combinations and any hydrides present, also

with other transition metal isotopes (52Cr, 53Cr, 54Cr, 54Fe, 55Mn, 56Fe, 57Fe, 58Ni,
58Fe and 59Co). In the case of HCl, additional interferences for further transitional

metal isotopes will result from Cl�, ClO�, ClN� and ArCl� species. Under ®xed

working conditions these interferences do not change very much with the matrix

composition and can be corrected for by subtraction. However, they limit the power

of detection. The interactions of signals from doubly charged ions and cluster ions

change considerably with the power, the sampler position and the nebulizer gas

¯ow. These interferences are particularly important for elements which have rela-

tively low ionization potentials or that form thermally stable oxides (e.g. Ba, Sr, Mg,

Ti). This has been shown by measurements of the signals of singly charged (M�),

and doubly charged (M2�) ions as well as of metal oxides (MO�) and hydroxides

(MOH�), e.g. in the case of Ba [503, 505].

Considerable progress with respect to spectral interferences in the case of quad-

rupole mass spectrometry has been possible through the use of collision- and

reaction-induced dissociation of cluster species. This work goes back to the research

of Douglas and French [513] and Barinaga et al. [514]. For collision-induced dissocia-

tion, it is advantageous to provide for hexapole or octapole arrangements between the

skimmer and the mass spectrometer itself, and to ®ll these arrangements with the
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appropriate gases. For collision-induced dissociation, helium as well as xenon, have

been successfully used and for reaction-induced dissociation, e.g., hydrogen, nitro-

gen, oxygen and ammonia, as shown for the case of H2 in Ref. [515], and it has

been used in the determination of S [516], B, Li, etc.

A reduction of the interferences resulting both from spectral overlap and ion-

ization can be realized in a number of cases by removal of acids and matrix re-

siduals, as shown by on-line removal of these species by separations on solid phases,

which has now been tested in the case of exchanges made at modi®ed nebulizer

surfaces [517].

Isotopic dilution analysis

Dilution with stable isotopes o�ers the possibility of performing tracer experiments

but also of circumventing systematic errors. The principle [518] can be applied for

every element which has at least two stable or longlife isotopes. For its application

the analyte with a known isotopic composition but which di�ers from that of the

sample is added to a known amount of sample, and mixed thoroughly. The isotopic

abundance ratio R then is given by:

R � �NS � hS�1� �NA � hA�1��=�NS � hS�2� � NA � hA�2�� �298�

NS is the number of atoms of the element to be determined in the sample and NA

the number of atoms in the amount of standard added. hS and hA are the abun-

dances of the isotope (1) and (2) in sample and standard added. Thus, NS or the

absolute mass GS is given by:

GS � GA � �hA�1� ÿ R � hA�2��=�R � hS�2� ÿ hS�1�� �299�

R results from the signals of the isotopes, hS�1� and hS�2� as a rule are the natural

abundances. GA is the absolute amount of standard added, hA�1� and hA�2� are

known from the isotopic composition. Isotope dilution in ICP-MS has been applied

in studies on Pb (see e.g. Ref. [519]). Also tracer experiments for Fe in biological

systems (see e.g. [520]) have been described. The precision achievable in the deter-

mination of isotope ratios for abundances which di�er by a factor of less than 10 is

in the lower percent range.

For the determination of isotope ratios, the precision of TOF-ICP-MS has been

studied in a preliminary comparison with other mass spectrometer systems [521].

Typical isotope ratio precisions of 0.05% were obtained, thus overtaking sector ®eld

mass spectrometry with sequential detection, for which values of 0.1±0.3% for
63Cu/65Cu in Antarctic snow samples have been reported [522]. Similar results

were obtained by Becker et al. [523] for Mg and Ca in biological samples (0.4±

0.5%). In principle, the features of TOF-ICP-MS may be superior to those of se-

quential sector ®eld or quadrupole mass spectrometry, however, true parallel de-

tection of the signals as is possible with multicollector systems may be the de®ni-
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tive solution, as shown by Hirata et al. [524]. Here the use of detectors which allow

true parallel measurement of the signals within the relevant mass range, just as the

CCDs do for optical atomic spectrometry, may be the ultimate solution and bring

about the ®nal breakthrough for ICP-MS isotope ratio measurements as is required

in isotope dilution mass spectrometry.

Alternative methods for sample introduction

Apart from continuous pneumatic nebulization, all sample introduction tech-

niques known from ICP-AES have been used and are of use for ICP-MS. Similar to

ICP-AES, the analysis of organic solutions is somewhat more di�cult [525].

The addition of oxygen was found to be helpful when nebulizing e�uents from

HPLC containing organic eluents such as acetonitrile. This was useful when using

ICP-MS for on-line detection in speciation as well as in trace±matrix separations.

Here, however, it is useful to use desolvation, even in the case of low consumption,

high e�ciency nebulizers, such as the HEN or DIHEN. This can be done e�-

ciently with membrane desolvation using Na®on membranes [148].

The use of ultrasonic nebulization just as in ICP-AES allows the sampling e�-

ciency to be increased. The high water loading of the plasma has to be avoided, as

is possible with desolvation, not only to limit the cooling of the ICP but also to keep

the formation of cluster ions and the related spectral interferences low. These are

complex, as for example, a change in water loading also in¯uences the pressure in

the intermediate stage [526]. The use of high-pressure nebulization in ICP-MS has

similar advantages and is suitable for coupling ICP-MS with HPLC. The set-up that

is of use in speciation work is the same as the one used for on-line trace±matrix

separations [527]. With the formation of volatile hydrides, the detection limits for

elements such as As, Se and Sb can also be improved. As shown in Ref. [528],

improvements for Pb were also obtained. They are due to improved analyte sam-

pling e�ciency but also to the decrease in cluster ion formation resulting from the

introduction of a water-free analyte, which also applies to the cold vapor technique

in the case of Hg.

Electrothermal vaporization (ETV) in addition to its features for the analysis of

microsamples, in ICP-MS has the additional advantage of introducing a dry analyte

vapor into the plasma. Hence, it has been found to be useful for elements for

which the detection limits are high as a result of spectral interferences with cluster

ions. In the case of 56Fe, which is subject to interference by 40ArO�, Park et al.

[529] showed that the detection limit could be improved considerably by ETV. For

similar reasons the direct insertion of samples in ICP-MS leads to the highest ab-

solute power of detection (detection limits in the pg range and lower [530, 531]).

Transient signals arise from electrothermal vaporization, where accordingly the

number of elements that can be determined for one vaporization event is very

limited, unless drastic decreases in analytical precision and power of detection are

accepted. In this respect TOF-ICP-MS o�ers some advantages. Here simultaneous

measurements of di�erent isotopes are possible during one evaporation event
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without losses in analytical performance. It is even possible to monitor the separa-

tion of the volatilization of interferents from the evaporation of the analytes in real-

time, which is very helpful for removing both spectral and ionization interferences,

as shown by Mahoney et al. [80].

Despite ICP-MS being mainly a method for the analysis of liquids and solids

subsequent to dissolution, techniques for direct solids sampling have also been

used. They are required particularly when the samples are di�cult to bring into

solution or in addition are electrically non-conducting and thus di�cult to be ana-

lyzed with glow discharge or spark techniques. For the case of powders, such as

coal, slurry nebulization with a Babington nebulizer can be applied in ICP-MS as

well [532]. ETV o�ers good possibilities not only for powders but even for gran-

ulates also. With a novel furnace into which graphite boats can be introduced and

where halogenated carbons can be used as volatilization aids, di�erent volatile

halogenide forming elements can be successfully evaporated from Al2O3.

When applying slurry sampling under continuous ultrasonic treatment of the

slurry, accurate results for powdered biological substances [533], and also for WC

[534] and Al2O3 powders down to the sub-mg/g level [535] can be obtained. For the

direct analysis of metals spark ablation can be applied and the detection limits are

in the ng/g range, as shown for steels [536]. When analyzing metals [537] as well

as electrically non-conducting samples, laser ablation combined with ICP-MS is

very useful. A Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 1±10 pulses/s and an energy

of around 0.1 J has been used. For ceramic materials such as SiC, the ablated

sample amounts are of the order of 1 ng and the detection limits down to the 0.1

mg/g level. When using lasers with di�erent wavelengths, material ablation as well

as the minimum crater diameters achievable may well vary, both of which also vary

with the gas atmosphere (argon or helium), as studied by Guenther and Heinrich

[538]. Despite the availability of advanced lasers for certain sample types a number

of questions remain. For the analysis of CuaZn alloys, the calibration behaves non-

linearly, which can be explained by a change in the mass ablation with the com-

position, and also when using di�erent lasers with di�erent pulse lengths and

wavelengths [539]. Laser ablation is now so controllable that, in the case of multi-

collector ICP-MS, isotopic analyses for individual grains of minerals can be per-

formed with a precision in the isotopic ratio of better than 0.02% (2s level) [524].

Laser ablation can also be used successfully for samples which are di�cult to ana-

lyze directly by any other method, e.g. plastics and glass samples. The use of indi-

vidual laser spikes will be especially interesting in the case of TOF-ICP-MS, as then

it will be possible to perform real multielement determinations from the material

cloud generated by a single laser shot.

6.1.3

Applications

ICP-MS is especially promising for the areas where ICP-AES is applied but where

further improvement in the power of detection is required. This is the case in trace
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analysis for geological samples and speci®cally for hydrogeological samples as well

as for trace determinations in metals, in biology and medicine as well as in envi-

ronmental analysis.

Geological samples

In the case of geological samples ICP-MS is of interest where multielement deter-

minations are required and ICP-AES cannot be used because of the lack of power

of detection or spectral interferences. This applies to the determination of low

concentrations of the rare earth elements [506, 540]. Clogging and corrosion of the

sampler may be critical and requires rinsing and working with solutions having

concentrations below 0.1%. Hydrogeological samples, as described by Garbarino

and Taylor [541], can be analyzed very accurately for Ni, Cu, Sr, Cd, Ba, Tl and Pb

by isotope dilution ICP-MS. For a series of trace elements ETV was found to be

useful so as to reduce spectral interferences. This applies particularly to volatile ele-

ments such as Tl [542] but in the case of a metal ®lament vaporizer also to Pt, Pd,

Ru and Ir [543]. For the investigation of inclusions in minerals, laser ablation ICP-

MS is very powerful. It can even be used for the analysis of liquid inclusions in

minerals, which provide important information for geologists [544].

Metals and ceramics

Trace determinations down to the sub-mg/g level are possible in metals and ce-

ramics as the analyte concentrations may be up to 5 g/L. ICP-MS therefore is really

an alternative to ICP-AES for the analysis of metals with line-rich spectra. This has

been shown in the case of high-temperature alloys [545]. However, matrix inter-

ferences also ®nally limit the power of detection and matrix removal is useful to

make further improvements to the power of detection and calibration. All classical

principles of trace±matrix separation are very helpful in this respect. In the case of

Al2O3 powders subsequent to sample dissolution, the Al can be separated o� by

®xing the APDC complexes of a number of analytes on a solid phase and by re-

leasing them into the ICP after matrix removal [131]. For SiC the acid residues

remaining after decomposition of the powders with fuming sulfuric acid can be

removed by fuming o� and taking up the residue with dilute nitric acid, by which

the detection limits can often be improved by one order of magnitude [546]. Using

high-resolution ICP-MS the detection limits for Al2O3 ceramics are found to be of

the same order of magnitude as in the case of quadrupole ICP-MS coupled on-line

to matrix removal. In the latter case, however, Cr could not be determined down to

low concentrations, as a result of the interference of the 52Cr� signal with the ArC�

signal [504].

For the direct analysis of steels by ICP-MS, Jiang and Houk [547] used arc abla-

tion and reported detection limits at the 0.1 mg/g level and calibration curves being

linear to concentrations of 0.1%. Arrowsmith and coworkers showed that both

in metals as well as in ceramic samples direct analyses could be performed with
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laser ablation coupled to ICP-MS [537, 548, 549]. Laser ablation ICP-MS is now

commercially available and of great use for survey analysis of solids and also for

inclusions.

Biological and medical samples

For biological and medical samples, ICP-MS has facilitated a considerable en-

largement of the series of elements that can be determined directly and, thus, is of

great importance for speciation and bioavailability studies. Normal levels of a

number of trace constituents in clinical samples have been determined by ICP-MS

[550]. In urine good agreement of ICP-MS results with those of other techniques

was obtained for elements with masses beyond 81 (Pb, Cd, Hg and Tl). Deviations

were found for As, Fe and Se, which could be partially eliminated by precipitation

of the chlorides from the measurement solution. With ICP-MS Pb can be deter-

mined in blood [551] and the bioavailability of Zn has been studied [552]. For the

analysis of small samples, as shown for blood analysis [553], or for the analysis of

samples with high salt contents, ¯ow injection can be applied. By coupling ICP-MS

with chromatographic techniques, metals bound to di�erent protein fractions can

also be determined separately [554]. In addition, metabolic studies can be per-

formed by isotopic dilution work, which is very promising for medical applications.

For applications in the life sciences, where limited sample volumes or fairly com-

plex mixtures are the norm, chromatographic techniques enabling high chromato-

graphic resolution, such as capillary zone electrophoresis, coupled on-line to ICP-

MS are very powerful. Applications such as the determination of organoselenium

compounds and of metalloproteins in serum [556] or the separation of the six

relevant arsenic compounds in water at their 1±2 mg/L level [557] should be men-

tioned. The use of low-consumption high-e�ciency nebulizers, such as the direct

injection high e�ciency nebulizer [558] are of great value in these applications.

Environmental work

ICP-MS is very promising in the area of environmental studies. Many elements can

be determined directly in drinking water. In waste water analysis sample decom-

position by treatment with HNO3aH2O2 is often required and the most frequent

isobaric interferences have been described [559]. For seawater analysis, the salt

contents makes sample pretreatment necessary, which can be done by chelate ex-

traction. Beauchemin et al. [560] obtained a preconcentration of a factor of 50 by

sorption of the trace elements onto an SiO2 column treated with 8-hydroxyquino-

line and determined Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, Cd, Pb and U in seawater. In river water

Na, Mg, K, Ca, Al, V, Cr, Mn, Cu, Zn, Sr, Mo, Sb, Ba and U could be determined

directly and Co, Ni, Cd and Pb after the above mentioned preconcentration proce-

dure. For As, preconcentration by evaporation of the sample was su�cient. Isotope

dilution delivers the highest accuracy [561] and the procedure has been applied to
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the characterization of a standard reference sample [560]. ICP-MS, subsequent

to sample decomposition with HNO3aH2O2, has also been used for trace deter-

minations in marine sediments [562] and for the trace characterization of marine

biological samples [563, 564]. Owing to the extremely high power of detection ICP-

MS can be used to determine very low background concentrations in unpolluted

areas. With high-resolution ICP-MS and a microconcentric high-e�ciency nebu-

lizer Rh, Pd and Pt can be detemined in ice samples with detection limits down to

0.02, 0.08 and 0.008 pg/g, respectively [565] as can the actinides in environmental

samples [566].

ICP-MS coupled with chromatography has become very important for speciation

of environmentally relevant elements.

For the speciation of chromium in waste water samples from the galvanic in-

dustry, Andrle et al. [567] ®xed the CrIII and CrVI species present through a reaction

with dithiocarbamates. In this way, stable complexes were formed, which could

then be separated by chromatography. The preparation of these complexes can

be performed in a ¯ow system which includes a thermostated reactor and ®xation

of the complexes on a solid phase. The separation can be performed by on-line

coupling with reversed-phase chromatography and detection by ICP-MS using

hydraulic high-pressure nebulization, as introduced for atomic absorption spec-

trometry by Berndt [143]. Calibration of the procedure is performed by standard

additions so as to correct for any shifts in the CrIIIaCrVI equilibrium during the

complexation reaction. The chromatograms, in the case of a waste water sample,

showed that multielement speciation is certainly possible, as elements other than

Cr may be present in di�erent valence states and accordingly also form di�erent

complexes with dithiocarbamates.

Other methods of speciation of chromium in water samples lie in the use of

anion exchange resins, which were shown by Barnowski et al. [568] to retain both

the CrIII and the CrVI species. This approach has the advantage that chloride ions

which could possibly be present are retained and accordingly do not cause spectral

interferences, e.g. when determining preconcentrated iron species.

Gas chromatography coupled with ICP-MS enables the determination of volatile

organometal compounds, such as the organolead compounds, to be performed,

with a high power of detection. In other cases a derivatization has to be performed,

e.g. ethylation with tetraethylborate or a Grignard reaction (for a discussion see

Ref. [452]). Suitable coupling systems have been described combining GC and

quadrupole or sector ®eld ICP-MS (see e.g. Prange and Jantzen [569] and Heister-

kamp et al. [570]), where the transfer line is heated. A drawback is the risk of

skewing the gas chromatography peaks when using these mass spectrometers in

the multielement mode. As with gas chromatography separations can be accelerated

still further using multi-capillary gas chromatography [571]; skewing of peaks then

becomes an even greater risk. The related systematic errors can be eliminated by

using TOF-ICP-MS, as shown by Leach et al. [572]. For GC use of a large and bulky

ICP is also no longer required and savings in investment and operating costs can

be made by switching to microwave plasma sources.
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6.1.4

Outlook

Further trends in mass spectrometry with discharges at atmospheric pressure lie in

the use of alternative plasmas, in the progress of developments to mass spectro-

metric equipment and in the improvement of sample introduction.

Without loss in analytical performance ICPs can be operated at lower gas ¯ows

and power consumption especially at higher frequencies (up to 100 MHz) (see e.g.

Ref. [573]). The addition of molecular gases such as N2 has been thoroughly in-

vestigated by Lam and Horlick [574], who found a decrease in the formation of

cluster ions in a number of cases. Helium ICPs have been investigated by Chan

and Montaser [575] and these could be very useful for the determination of the

halogens, as shown in Ref. [576].

MIPs have also been used as sources for mass spectrometry, as e.g. described by

Satzger et al. [577]. Whereas sampling capabilities are practically limited to cou-

pling with gas chromatography or electrothermal atomization, MIPs at higher

power may be useful alternative sources, as they can also be operated in nitrogen

[578]. This has been shown for a high-power nitrogen discharge by Okamoto [579],

where a number of interferences known from argon plasmas could be avoided.

Moreover, the operating costs of such a system are lower and for speci®c applica-

tions, such as process analysis, it might be of interest.

Other plasmas at atmospheric pressure, such as the FAPES (furnace atomic

plasma emission source) developed by Blades [580] have been used as ion sources

for mass spectrometry. With FAPES detection limits in the fg range can be ob-

tained, as microsamples can be analyzed with virtually no transport losses (Fig.

117) [581]. However, further investigations on interferences certainly still need to

be made.

By using high-resolution systems instead of quadrupole based instruments

spectral interferences can be eliminated in a number of cases. To this aim, sector

®eld instruments, provided they become cheaper, and time-of-¯ight instruments,

especially for the case of transient signals, begin to ®nd uses [75]. As on-line cou-

pling of high resolving separation systems with ICP-MS becomes of more and

more use and multielement speciation is requested not only in volatile but also in

liquid samples, plasma-TOF-MS becomes of greater interest. This is shown by the

®rst results obtained with capillary zone electrophoresis coupled with TOF-ICP-MS

by Bings et al. [582]. Advanced types of mass spectrometers, well-known from work

in organic mass spectrometry, such as ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry

[583] and ion traps may become of use. Both constitute approaches for achieving

extremely high spectral resolution and, in the case of soft plasmas, also work with

clusters. With ICP Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry a

resolving power of up to 88 000 has been realized and detection limits at the sub-

mg/L level found.

A microwave plasma torch can be operated very stably with argon as well as with

helium and can be used as an ion source for time-of-¯ight mass spectrometry. Such

a system, as described by Pack et al. [76], is very useful for element-speci®c detec-
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tion in gas chromatography, as peak skewing is absent. It is easy to bring the GC

column up immediately behind the plasma and to heat the complete transfer line

by resistance heating of a copper wire wound around the capillary (Fig. 118). In

this way there is no chance of deterioration of the chromatographic resolution and,

as helium can be used as the working gas, the detection limits for halogens are very

low. When recording the chromatograms of the halogenated hydrocarbons, carbon

and chlorine can be monitored simultaneously (Fig. 119). The stability of the

plasma is obvious from the ¯at signal for chlorine at the elution time for methanol.

The detection limits for chlorinated compounds were shown to be in the fg range

and are considerably lower than in a low-pressure ICP and a quadrupole mass

spectrometer. This may partly be due to the small size of the microwave discharge

as compared with the ICP, resulting in a lower analyte dilution. The coupling of

time-of-¯ight mass spectrometry with a helium microwave plasma torch and gas

chromatography may accordingly become a real alternative to the microwave in-

Fig. 117. FAPIMS (furnace atomization
plasma ionization MS) workhead and sampling

interface, (1): x, y, z translation; (2): viewing/

sampling port; (3): ICC furnace; (4): rf center

electrode; (5): type N rf connector; (6): brass
collet; (7): plasma gas (He) inlet; (8):

photodiode temperature sensor; (9): to
roughing pump; (10): MACOR support rings;

(11): modified sampler cone; (12): standard

skimmer cone. (Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [581].)
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duced plasma atomic emission detector (MIP-AED) and also to ICP-MS coupled

with gas chromatography for the determination of organometallic or halogenated

compounds.

In the ®eld of sample introduction, hyphenated systems and devices allowing on-

line preconcentration, automated sample introduction or speciation will become

more and more important.

Summarizing, the potential of ICP-MS lies in the fact that analyses can now be

performed with the ¯exible sampling of an ICP, with true multielement capacity

and a high power of detection.

Manufacturers

. Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA

. Finnigan MAT, Bremen, Germany

. GBC, Australia

. Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan

Fig. 118. GC-MPT-TOFMS experimental set-up. Capillary
column extends from the GC oven to the tip of the MPT, where

a plasma is formed. The plasma is sampled through a 0.5 mm

orifice into the TOFMS for mass analysis. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [76].)
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. Leco, St Joseph, MI, USA

. Micromass Ltd., UK

. PerkinElmer Sciex, Norwalk, CT, USA

. Spectro Analytical Instruments, Kleve, Germany

. Thermo Jarrell Ash, Waltham, USA

. Varian Ass., Mulgrave, Australia

. VG Elemental, Sussex, UK

6.2

Glow discharge mass spectrometry

Glow discharges [584], known from their use as radiation sources for atomic

emission spectrometry have also became recognized as powerful ion sources for

mass spectrometry. This development started with spark source mass spectrometry,

where continuous e�orts were made to arrive at more stable sources with the

added advantage that the matrix dependency of the analyte signals would be lower

than in spark sources [69].

In glow discharge mass spectrometry the analyte is volatilized by sputtering and

the ions are produced in the negative glow of the discharge as a result mainly of

collisions of the ®rst kind with electrons and Penning ionization. Subsequently, an

ion beam is extracted which in its composition is representative of the sample.

Between the glow discharge and the spectrometer a reduction in gas pressure is

required. As the glow discharge is operated at a pressure of around 1 mbar, a two-

Fig. 119. Isotope-specific chromatograms of

halogenated hydrocarbons (chlorobutane to
chlorohexane) in methanol obtained by GC-

MPT-TOFMS. Twin boxcar averagers are used

for data collection. (a): Signal from 12C, (b):

signal from 35Cl. (Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [76].)
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stage vacuum system is required. A cathodic extraction can be done at the cathode

plume, by taking the sample as the cathode and drilling a hole in it. The aperture

should reach the hot plasma center. In most cases the extraction of the ions, how-

ever, is done anodically.

As a result of impurities in the ®ller gas and the complexity of the processes

taking place, not only do analyte and ®ller gas ions occur in the mass spectra but

also many other ions. Spectral interferences therefore can occur and for various

reasons:

. isobaric interferences of isotopes of di�erent elements, e.g. 40Ar� with 40Ca� or
92Zr� with 92Mo�;

. interferences of analyte ion signals with doubly charged ions, e.g. 56Fe2� with
28Si� (this type of interference, however, is much rarer than in earlier work with

high vacuum sparks);
. interferences of analyte ions with cluster ions formed from analyte and gas spe-

cies, e.g. 40Ar16O� with 56Fe�;
. interferences by signals from residual gas impurities, e.g. 14N16O1H� with 31P�

forming, for instance, metal argides.

Mass spectrometric measurements contributed to clarifying the mechanisms of

reactions with reactive species such as air and and water vapor. Indeed, the pres-

ence of water vapor may seriously in¯uence ionization and excitation in the glow

discharge plasma, thus leading to a decrease in analytical signals such that they

are barely observable [585]. The major consequence would be an oxidation of the

sample surface, quenching of argon metastables, low sputtering, and loss of ana-

lyte atoms due to enhanced gas-phase reactions. Therefore, the presence of water

vapor should be limited by using high-purity gases, optimized vacuum systems and

getters as appropriate. Cryogenic cooling may also be helpful. In a subsequent

study, water was pulse injected into the discharge, to clarify the behavior of various

cathodic materials (Cu, Fe, and Ti) [586]). Depending on the reactivity of these

metals, oxides were formed during the pulsed injection and shortly afterwards. The

e�ects for Ti were found to be larger than for Cu and Fe.

General models of GD-MS, as presented by Vieth and Huneke [587], include

electron ionization three-body recombination and compare fairly well with experi-

mental measurements of singly- and multiply-charged Ar ions. Penning ionization

was found to predominate when the ion species had ionization energies below the

energy of the Ar metastables. It can be shown with an electrostatic probe how GD-

MS parameters are in¯uenced by the voltage of an auxiliary electrode inserted into

the plasma [588]. The plasma potential and the ion energies seem to follow the bias

potentials well whereas the electron temperatures behave in a more complex fash-

ion. The formation and use of signals for doubly charged analyte ions in GD-MS,

when the singly charged ions su�er from interferences, has been treated by

Goodner et al. [589]. A study of Ar, He, Kr, Ne and N2, from the point of view of

spectral interferences and sputtering, showed that Ar gave the best sputtering

while with respect to signals, memory e�ects and cost, Kr was the worst [590]. The
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dependence of the ion current, ion intensity and energy distribution on power,

carrier gas pressure and sampling distance in the case of a magnetron rf-GD for

MS was investigated for a borosilicate glass cathode, and ion intensities were found

to depend strongly on pressure and distance [591].

The possibility of separating the interfering signals depends on the instrument

resolution. In the case of quadrupoles the mass resolution at best is unity and these

interferences can only be corrected for by mathematical procedures. However, even

with high-resolution instruments having a resolution of 5000 many inteferences

remain, especially those with hydrides in the mass range 80±120 Da.

6.2.1

Instrumentation

Glow discharges operated at pressures in the 0.1±1 mbar range can be coupled to

mass spectrometers by using an aperture between both chambers with a size of

about 1 mm.

Much work has been done with dc discharges. The Grimm-type source with ¯at

cathodes is usually used. The glow discharge may, however, also use pin-shaped

samples which can be introduced into the source without even admitting any air.

Harrison and Bentz [584] accordingly coupled discharges with a pin cathode as

well as hollow cathode plumes to a high-resolution sector ®eld mass spectrometer.

This geometry was found in 1984 in the early glow discharge mass spectrometers

(VG 9000) available through VG Instruments (Fig. 120A). A double-focussing

spectrometer in so-called reversed Nier±Johnson geometry is used, with which a

spectral resolution of about 104 can be obtained. The mass range up to 280 Da can

be covered by using an acceleration voltage of 8 kV. A Faraday-cup and a so-called

Daly±Multiplier are used as detectors with the possibility of continuous switching.

The vacuum of 10ÿ6 mbar is maintained with the aid of oil di�usion or turbomo-

lecular pumps. To lower the background, the source housing can be cooled down to

act as a cryo-pump.

However, with further developments quadrupole mass spectrometers have also

been used to detect the ions produced in a glow discharge. No high voltage is re-

quired to realize a su�ciently high ion extraction yield and rapid scans can easily

be performed, which enables quasi-simultaneous multielement measurements to

be made. An electrostatic analyzer is often used in front of the spectrometer as an

energy ®lter. Jakubowski et al. [592] described a combination of a Grimm-type glow

discharge with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Fig. 120B) and studied the basic

in¯uence of the working and construction parameters. Glow discharge mass spec-

trometers using quadrupoles are now commercially available.

A special dc GD for combination with a sector-®eld instrument has been de-

signed for the analysis of high-purity Si [593]. The Si� ion yield was found to in-

crease with gas pressure, probably as a consequence of the enhancement in the Ar

metastable population. The signals for the Si�2 decrease perhaps as a result of an

increase in dissociative collisions. Detection limits for elements such as Al, As, B,

Cl, Fe, P and U are at a level of 6� 1010±6� 1013 atoms/cm3.
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A modi®ed version of the Grimm-type GDL has been described by Shao and

Horlich [594]. The source has a ¯oating restrictor and is designed so as to replace

an ICP torch in an ICP-MS. Therefore, the anode is slightly positive with respect to

the earthed skimmer interface of the MS system. The simultaneous analysis of an

unknown sample and a reference material was carried out by means of a system

based on two pulsed GD sources housed within the same tube [595]. Optimization

of the relative position of the two cathodes was achieved by evaluating the signals

produced in GD-MS when using the same specimen for each of them.

The introduction of rf-powered glow discharges in MS has led to a large broad-

ening of the applicability of the method [596]. In initial studies it was shown that

the bias potential is directly proportional to rf power and inversely proportional to

the discharge gas pressure. When coupled to a high-resolution double-focussing

mass spectrometer [597], problems of rf shielding, grounding and coupling to the

accelerating potential were faced. To this end a source capable of handling both pin

and ¯at samples was built. It operated stably at 13.56 MHz, 10±50 W and 0.1±1

mbar. Ion currents up to 10ÿ9 A and a mass resolution of 8000 could be obtained.

Fig. 120. Glow discharge

mass spectrometry. A: Sector
field based instrument (a):

glow discharge source; (b):

magnetic sector field; (c):

electrostatic energy analyzer;
(d): Daly detector; (e):

Faraday cup (VG 9000,

courtesy of VG Instru-ments)

and B: a quadrupole based
low resolution glow discharge

mass spectrometer (a): source;

(b): ion optics; (c): quadrupole

mass filter; (d): differential
pumping system; (e): detector.

Similar to described in Ref.

[611].
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Depth pro®ling is also possible as a result of the radial ¯ow of support gas onto the

sample surface. A successful extraction and focussing of ions necessitated para-

metric studies with respect to ion kinetic energies.

The analytical ®gures of merit of rf-GD-MS also with respect to depth pro®ling

have been evaluated by Marcus et al. [598]. Two current versions of the lamp were

considered, namely one for ¯at and one for pin samples.

An rf-GD-TOF mass spectrometer has been described by Myers et al. [599]. The

ion optics which focus ions toward the entrance of the TOF instrument are the

same as those used in the original ICP-TOF-MS. By means of pin-shaped brass

samples of varying lengths, the sample±skimmer distance in the GD-TOF-MS in-

struments was optimized at 4 mm, while discharge gas pressure and power pro-

vided the best results in the 50±60 W and 0.3 mbar range, respectively. The appli-

cation of small negative potentials to the skimmer cone (extraction ori®ce) was

found to improve signals only slightly. However, higher negative potentials reduced

both signals and resolving power. The skimmer potential was also found to a�ect

the ®nal kinetic energies of the ions before their extraction in the TOF. At 0.3 mbar

all ions extracted for mass analysis were found to have approximately the same

kinetic energy and detection limits were stated to be at a level of 1 mg/g.

Work has also been carried out with TOF-MS using pulsed GD sources. The

e�ect of the distribution of the kinetic energy was lowered by resorting to a two-

stage acceleration ®eld by using a dc microsecond-pulsed GD as described by Hang

et al. [600]. Here the sample was placed on the tip of a direct insertion probe. The

con®guration permitted the use of current intensities as high as 500 mA with 200

ns pulses being applied. During the active cycle of pulsed operation a larger net

signal (by up to 2 orders of magnitude) can be produced than could be generated

through a comparable power level in the dc mode. Furthermore, the fast pulsed

discharge operation may permit a diagnostic evaluation of the plasma processes

and give improved analytical performance when used with TOF-MS.

An rf-planar-magnetron GD has also been coupled with TOF-MS. For rapid

sample changing without venting the mass spectrometer, a sliding PTFE seal was

placed at the interface. The seal in turn holds a Macor ring, shields it from the

plasma and supports the sample [601]. Detection limits for conducting and in-

sulating materials were of the order of 0.1 and 10 mg/g for B and Mg in Macor, and

Bi, Cr, Mn, Ni, and Pb in aluminum, respectively. The source±spectrometer com-

bination still needs improvements at the interface with respect to the extraction

location for analyte ions, the scattered ion noise and the extraction repetition rate.

When applying a hollow cathode (HC) discharge as the ion source, two groups of

ions (respectively with high and low kinetic energy) were detected in the plasma of

a reversed HC source combined with an MS [602]. The former group of ions are

produced in the negative glow region, while the latter are formed in the extraction

ori®ce of the cathode base. Discrimination between these two groups by setting the

acceleration voltage so as to separate the high-energy group (analyte atoms) from

the low-energy group (Ar carrier gas and cluster ions) could lead to improved ana-

lytical performance.

Hollow cathodes have also been used for the direct analysis of liquids. As re-
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ported by You et al. [603] a particle beam liquid chromatography (LC)-MS device

can be interfaced with a heated HC unit. The high e�ciency of the thermal nebu-

lization system ensures that analyte particles from the aqueous solution can be

transported into the heated HC cell for subsequent vaporization and excitation as

well as ionization. The discharge characteristics were investigated in the case of Ar

and He as support gas, the latter giving less line-rich emission spectra. To explore

in detail the behavior of the system, signals for Cs and Na were studied as a func-

tion of the discharge pressure, current, solvent ¯ow rate, tip temperature, etc. Op-

timum results were obtained at low ¯ow rates (even down to 0.2 mL/min) and

temperatures of 200±220 �C, respectively. The system can be used successfully as

an ion source for mass spectrometry. The transport of analytes was found to be

enhanced by the addition of HCl to the solutions due to an enhancement in analyte

size favored by this reagent, as revealed by scanning electron microscopy. Typically,

the particle size was in the 2±8 mm range with transport e�ciencies of 4±18%, as

found for Cu, Fe and Na test solutions [604].

Gas sampling GD was ®rst described by McLuckey et al. as a soft ionization

source [490]. It was shown to facilitate the ionization of gaseous compounds while

giving both elemental as well as molecular information, as shown for the case of

AsH3 produced by hydride generation (Fig. 121) [488] and can be used successfully

for the ionization of any atomic as well as molecular vapor. By alternating from soft

to harsher conditions, it is possible to change from atomic to molecular informa-

tion. This can be illustrated by the spectra obtained from ferrocene vapor [605].

McLuckey proposed the use of glow discharges coupled with quadrupole ion-trap

MS for the determination of high-explosive substances in the vapor phase. The gas

sampling GD system was found to be very e�ective at forming negative ions, e.g.

from mono-, di- and trinitrophenols, mono-, di- and trinitrotoluenes, S, and others.

Also low pressure ICPs and MIPs, often used as ion sources (see e.g. Creed et al.

[606]) are very similar in their performance to glow discharges, except for them

being electrodeless discharges. They have shown particular merits for element-

speci®c detection in chromatography, where detection limits down to the pg/s level

Fig. 121. Mass spectrum obtained from

argon gas sampling glow discharge coupled

with hydride generation for the determination
of As. Solution: 10 mg/mL As; argon pressure:

0.2 Torr; voltage: 760 V; current: 20 mA;

quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzers),

vacuum in 3rd stage: 2� 10ÿ5 Torr, signal
detection: secondary electron multiplier.

(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [488].)
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can be obtained. These values, however, were found to be surpassed for halogens

by microwave discharges at atmospheric pressure coupled with TOF-MS.

Glow discharges have also now been miniaturized. In the discharge in a micro-

structured system, described by Eijkel et al. [607], molecular emission is obtained

and the system can be used successfully to detect down to 10ÿ14 g/s methane with

a linear response over two decades. A barrier-layer discharge for use in diode laser

atomic spectrometry has also been described recently (Fig. 122) [608].

6.2.2

Analytical performance

With ¯at as well as pin form cathodes the discharge is usually operated at about 1

mbar, a gas ¯ow rate of a few mL/min and the current is about 2±5 mA with a

burning voltage of 500±1500 V.

Normally the power is stabilized and the pressure, the current, the voltage or the

power are taken as optimization parameters. All electrically-conductive samples

and even semi-conductors can be analyzed directly. After a preburn phase the dis-

charge can be stable for many hours. Detection limits down to the ng/g range are

obtained for most of the elements.

Mass spectrometric methods are relative methods and need to be calibrated with

known reference samples. To this aim so-called relative sensitivity factors are used.

They are de®ned as:

Fig. 122. Dielectric barrier (db) discharge microstrip plasma in

set-up for diode laser AAS. (DL1, DL2): diode lasers, (BS):

beam splitter, (M): mirror, (G): grating, (PD1, PD2):
photodiodes. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [608].)
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RSF � xel=xref � cref =cel �300�

where xel and xref are the isotope signals for the element to be determined and a

reference element, respectively, and c is their concentration. When matrix e�ects

are absent the factors are 1. In GD-MS the RSFs are found to be much more closer

to 1 as compared for instance with spark source mass spectrometry [609] and sec-

ondary ion mass spectrometry.

Particularly in quadrupole systems spectral interferences may limit the power of

detection as well as the analytical accuracy. This is shown by a comparison of a

high- and a low-resolution scan of a mass spectrum (Fig. 123) [609, 610]. In the

®rst scan (A), the signals of 56Fe2�, 28Si�, 12C16O� and 2N�2 are clearly separated,

which is not, however the case in the quadrupole mass spectra. In the latter scan,

interferences can be recognized from comparisons of the isotopic abundances.

Also physical means such as the use of neon as an alternative discharge gas [611]

can be used to overcome the spectral interference problem.

Similar approaches can be followed with all types of glow discharges discussed

under Section 6.2.1.

6.2.3

Analytical applications

The use and topical applications of GD-MS as sources for MS has been well covered

in a review by Caroli et al. [612].

Bulk concentrations

GD-MS is of use for the direct determination of major, minor and trace bulk con-

centrations in electrically-conductive and semi-conductor solids down to concen-

trations of 1 ng/g. Because of the limited ablation (10±1000 nm/s), the analysis

times especially when samples are inhomogeneous are long. It has been applied

speci®cally to the characterization of materials such as Al, Cd, Ga, In, Si, Te, GaAs

and CdTe.

A comparative study of spark-ablation ICP-MS and GD-MS in the case of steel

has been reported by Jakubowski and coworkers [536, 613]. The RSFs for a number

of trace elements and the measurement precision are very similar in both cases.

Steel analysis by GD-MS bene®ts from the addition of 1% of H2 to the Ar discharge

gas [614], the explanation for which is certainly complex. For certi®ed reference

steels, including superalloys, reliable analysis results can be obtained. The deter-

mination of Mo, Nb and Zr in steels by GD-MS was found to be a�ected by the

formation of multiply-charged cluster ions (metal argides) [615]. A correction based

on the assumption that the rate of formation of the singly-charged argide is the

same for all analytes and coincident with that of FeAr� was used. The capabilities

of low resolution GD-MS were shown by the example of steel analysis [616], where

detection limits were down to 1 ng/g and up to 30 elements could be determined.
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Rare earth elements have been determined in metallic Gd, La, Nd, Pt and Tb by

GD-MS. Surface contamination can be removed by a 10 min predischarge and

careful assessment of polyatomics interferences performed. At the 1 mg/g level

RSDs are up to 40%. Also rf-GD-MS has been applied to the analysis of metals and

its ®gures of merit discussed [599].

Both for high-purity substances [617] and semiconductor-grade materials [618]

up to 16 elements can be determined in 5N and 6N type samples. At high resolu-

Fig. 123. Glow discharge mass spectrum at high resolution

(A) (reprinted with permission from Ref. [610]) and at low

resolution (B) (reprinted with permission from Ref. [592]).
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tion the determination of Ca and K is also possible [611]. Mykytiuk [619] showed

that GD-MS can now e�ectively replace spark source mass spectrometry for a

number of applications with excellent detection limits (often at the ng/g level) and

with greater independence from the matrix composition. Interferences are still

limiting in a number of cases, but Oksenoid et al. [620] showed that a substantial

improvement by several orders of magnitude in analyte-to-interfering Ar gas in-

tensity could be obtained by optimizing the lamp geometry, the working voltages

and the gas ¯ow. This allowed elements such as Br, K and Rb to be determined

down to 1 mg/g, 1 mg/g and 10 ng/g, respectively. Routine bulk trace determina-

tions in high-purity metals often revealed di�erences of one order of magnitude

[621], which was attributed to sample inhomogeneity. Vieth and Huneke [609] de-

termined 56 elements in six alloys and found good agreement between the RSFs

and those calculated on the basis of a semi-empirical model accounting for di�u-

sion, ionization recombination and ion-extraction phenomena.

High-purity and alloyed Al can be analyzed with a presputtering time of 30 min

at a voltage higher than 1000 V and a current of 5.5 mA. For the actual analysis

1000 V and 2 mA were found to be suitable [622]. An investigation of background

spectral interferences revealed little in¯uence of gaseous, aqueous and solution

species, although the formation of metal argides and multiply charged Ar species

could not be disregarded in the evaluation of mass spectra [623]. For Al the detec-

tion limits of the rf-GD were found to be higher than those stated for commercially

available high-resolution GD mass spectrometers, namely, in mg/g: 0.61 for Mn,

0.53 for Ni, 0.19 for Pb, 0.17 for Cr and 0.15 for Bi [601]. In Al samples Th and

U concentrations of 20 ng/g can still be determined [617]. Limits of detection in

the ng/g range and below with precisions of between 7 and 30% were obtained in

the analysis of Al- and Co-based alloys by GD-MS [624], where the importance of

ultraclean working conditions was stressed. Saito et al. [625] determined B in high-

purity Mo down to 0.1 ng/g. For the elements C, N and O in steel at concentrations

of 20 mg/g and below the lamp must be cooled to reduce the background species

intensities, evacuated over a period of 20 min to allow the determination of N,

presputtering should be used for the determination of C and the Ar puri®ed with

a ZrO catalyst to improve the quanti®cation of O. When using cooling in the case

of high-purity Ga, the detection limits were below the blank values of chemical

analysis [626]. This also seemed to be useful in the analysis of YBa2Cu3Ox and

other high-temperature superconductors with a pin GD [627].

For metal alloys isotope ratios in solid samples can be determined for U and Os

by GD-MS [628]. To avoid interferences Kr was selected as the discharge gas, but

the results were still seriously a�ected by multiply-charged ions of Ca, Kr and Si.

Isotopic measurements of Pd charged electrolytically with protium and deuterium

were performed with a precision of better than 0.07%, however, only with a high-

resolution instrument could interferences be prevented [629]. Also cooling of the

discharge cell was required so as to eliminate hydride interferences from adsorbed

H2O. Trace elements were determined in Pt powder by GD-MS after ascertaining

their RSFs [630]. The interference of PtH could not be disregarded in the case of
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Au and Ir, requiring cryocooling to eliminate it. Accuracy and precision were in the

range 10±15 and 5±10%, respectively, while the power of detection turned out to be

better by 1±2 orders of magnitude than in ICP atomic emission spectrometry.

High-purity Ti has been analyzed by GD-MS to ascertain the Sc content [631].

The interference of 50Ti40Ar2� limited the power of detection to 25 ng/g. Magnet-

ron GD plasmas have been used for high-precision analysis of pure Cu, Mg, Al,

Zn-based and Mn alloys and showed potential for high-precision analyses [632].

Copper-based alloys have been analyzed by quadrupole GD-MS using a system with

optimized ori®ce-to-cathode distance, energy analyzer setting and bias voltage and

trace elements were determined down to the mg/g level with a precision of 2±5%.

Hutton and Raith [633] reported accuracies and precision similar to those of con-

ventional arc and spark analysis. In 5N and 6N gallium Ca and K can be deter-

mined at high resolution with detection limits below the blanks of chemical anal-

ysis [634].

For compact SiC samples the analysis results were in good agreement with those

of neutron activation analysis [618].

Powder samples

Electrically non-conducting powder samples can be analyzed after mixing with a

metal powder such as Cu, Ag or Au and briquetting, as is known from experience

with GD-OES. However, degassing and oxygen release may necessitate long pre-

burn times and introduce instabilities. Also blanks arising from the metal powder

may be considerable, e.g. for Pb in the case of copper powder.

The compacted pellet approach for powders was used by De Gendt et al. [635],

who investigated the in¯uence of the host matrix type (Ag, Cu), cooling and cath-

ode shape (pins, disks) for some Fe ore certi®ed reference materials. While binder

and sample matrix had little e�ect on experimental RSFs, cooling and sample ge-

ometry played a signi®cant role. Careful optimizing and controlling the working

parameters allows accuracy and precision of the measurements of better than 10%

to be obtained. The use of a secondary cathode for GD-MS of non-conducting

samples such as solid glasses or sintered iron ores has been reported [636]. It was

found that di�erent sample types require ad hoc optimization of the measurement

parameters, e.g. by changing the ratio between the sample and the secondary

cathode signals. Furthermore, the purity of the secondary cathode may in¯uence

blanks and detection limits and the electrical resistivity of the sample is important

too.

Iron meteorites have been analyzed for major (Co, Fe, Ni) as well as for minor

and trace elements (up to 53 elements with detection limits down to the ng/g level)

by GD-MS [637]. The isotopic composition was also shown to enable some infor-

mation on the origin of the outer shell to be obtained and anomalies for C and N

concentrations could be seen.

Teng et al. [638] examined some factors a�ecting trace determinations in soils, in

particular red clay and forest soil. Satisfactory results were obtained by re-sorting
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the RSFs from soils CRMs. In particular the in¯uence of sample oxygen content

and host binder identity were examined and GD-MS was found to be less prone to

matrix e�ects than laser ablation ICP-MS.

Betti et al. [639] used GD-MS for the determination of trace isotopes in soil,

sediments and vegetation by blending with a conductive host matrix, namely Ag

and using the secondary cathode technique so as to achieve a stable discharge. In

this way detection limits in the pg/g range could be obtained for the radioisotopes
137Cs, 239Pu, 241Pu, 90Sr and 232Th using an integration time of 1 h and a mass

resolution of 100. Both total elemental concentrations and organometallic species

could be determined in soil by means of GD-MS and GC-MS [640].

Suspended particulate matter can be analyzed after depositing it on high-purity

In [641]. With detection limits at the sub-mg/g level data for 53 elements in a 10 mg

sample were obtained, which proved to agree by better than a factor of 2 for 34

elements with results from other techniques. Atmospheric particulate matter

was subjected to analysis by GD-MS by Schelles and Van Grieken [642]. Air was

pumped through a single-ori®ce impactor stage in which the aerosol was collected

on a metal support, which was then used as the cathode in the GD unit.

The maturity of GD-MS as a technique capable of routinely providing complete

chemical analyses at the ultratrace level for insulating solid materials has clearly

been demonstrated by quanti®cation of a full range of elements (from Li to U) in

coal and coal ¯y ash [643]. The samples were mixed with high-purity Ag powder as

the binder and pressed into a pin shaped pellet by means of a polypropylene mold.

Critical steps in the determination process were the inhomogeneous distribution of

elements within and among the ¯y ash particles and the purity of the binder. The

presence of highly volatile compounds hindered the application to bituminous coal.

The analysis of Al2O3 powders was possible after mixing with copper powder,

but the presputtering was found to be critical. Also both argon and neon can be

used as working gases, allowing detection limits down to the mg/g level to be ob-

tained and optimization towards freedom from interferences [644].

Compact non-conductive samples

The ability of rf-GD sources to sputter or atomize compact non-conductive samples

directly has been investigated intensively. The e�ects of cryogenic cooling, power,

pressure and distance between sample and exit ori®ce have been investigated to

improve the performance of rf-GD-MS in the analysis of oxides [645]. The ®rst

parameter was found to be crucial to removing gaseous interfering species. After

careful optimization a precision of 5% could be obtained and the RSFs were 0.5±3

depending on the matrix, allowing semiquantitative analyses only. The rf-GD-MS

analysis of glass and ceramic samples has also been reported [646]. By adjusting

the ion transfer optics of the double-focussing mass spectrometer the ratio of

analyte-to-background contaminant ion intensities can be optimized. Macor, a

fairly insoluble non-conducting glass ceramic used as an insulating material capa-

ble of withstanding high voltages, can be analyzed directly [647] and O, Si, Mg, Al

and B determined.
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Pigmented polymer coatings on steel and PTFE as well as PTFE-based copoly-

mers can be analyzed by rf-GD-MS in order to ®ngerprint them [648]. Advantages

compared with SIMS and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are that the method is

fast and does not require dissolution of the sample, and thermal volatilization

processes do not appear to take place.

A tandem system consisting of pulsed dye laser ablation and ionization in a GD

source for MS have been described by Barshick and Harrison [649]. The role played

by the working gas (Ar, He, Ne) on redeposition of sputtered material has also been

clari®ed. Removal of interfering species in GD-MS is possible through the use of

getters such as Ag, C, Ta, Ti and W [650]. This approach has been applied suc-

cessfully in the determination of rare earths so as to avoid oxide ion formation.

Depth profiles

These can be recorded just as in GD-OES, however, with a much higher resolution

so that here thin multilayers can still be characterized [613] (Fig. 124]. Also the

conversion of the intensity scale into a concentration scale is easier and the sensi-

tivity higher. By the use of di�erent working gases (see e.g. Ref. [651]) the scope of

the method can be continuously adapted compared to other methods for depth-

pro®ling.

In the depth-pro®ling analysis of steel by GD-MS, initial degassing caused seri-

ous interference problems independent of whether fast or slow erosion rates were

adopted. Thermal degassing under vacuum conditions in the ion source before

igniting the discharge has been shown to be helpful.

In frictional brass-coated steels quanti®cation of continuously varying concen-

trations of Cu, Fe and Zn can be performed based on a linear combination of the

RSFs and/or sputter rates for both Fe and brass [652]. Technical layers in a CraNi

system with a thickness of 30 nm to 10 mm can be characterized with respect to

composition and thickness with GD-MS using a penetration rate of up to 0.1 mm/s

and a depth resolution of 10 nm [613].

Dry solution residues

Analysis of dry solution residues can also be performed successfully with GD-MS.

This has been shown with the aid of hollow cathodes, with which Sr, Ba and Pb can

be determined [653] and where in 10±20 mL up to 70 elements can be determined

with detection limits in the pg range [654]. With a Grimm-type discharge solution

residues can be formed on the cathode by evaporating microvolumes of analyte

solutions having low total salt contents. With noble metals such as Pt and Ir [655],

use can be made of cementation to ®x the analyte onto a copper target, so that it is

preconcentrated and can be sputtered reproducibly. This has been found to be a

way of ®xing pg amounts of Ir on a copper plate prior to analysis with GD-MS.

A GD-MS method has been developed for the analysis of microliter volumes of

aqueous solutions which permitted the long-term acquisition of data [656]. Sam-

ples were either adsorbed on pin-shaped electrodes prepared by pressing high-
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purity Ag powder or by preparing a slurry of Ag powder and the solution sub-

sequently dried and pressed into a pin. In both instances homogeneity and particle

size of the individual materials are critical. Tests were carried out with the NIST

SRMs 3171 and 3172 multielement solutions of Al, Ba, Be, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg,

Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, Se, Sr and Zn. The average relative error was about 14% (2±30%)

indicating the need for further work. For the determination of Pt in urine of

patients treated with Cisplatin, the residues were dissolved in water and aliquots

dried on the tips of carbon electrodes allowing the determination of both Pb and Pt

down to the ng/g level. It was thus possible to conclude that Pb was displaced from

body compartments and mobilized by administering Pt [657].

Fig. 124. Intensity versus time

profile obtained in GD-MS
analysis of a CraNi multilayer

system on Si substrate: (a):

discharge current and (b):

single-ion monitoring profiles
of A: Si, B: Cr and C: Ni (I),

and concentration versus

depth profile calculated from

measurements (II). (Reprinted
with permission from Ref.

[613]).
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Acid digestion is recommended for the analysis of waste oils from of vehicles. A

few mL of the resulting aqueous leachates can then be pipetted onto Ag powder and

the slurries dried and pressed into polyethylene slugs to produce pins that can

eventually be submitted to GD-MS analysis for the assay of their Pb contents [658].

Determinations can be performed by isotope dilution and concentrations as low

as 3 mg/g Pb determined with a precision of better than 5%. GD-MS has also

been used for the analysis of crude oils [659] and Cr, Cu, Fe. Mg, Na, Ni, Pb, Si, Sn

and Ti can be determined in NIST SRMs, SPEX organometallic standard oils and

re®ned oil composites. The method performs very well for limited amounts of

sample, but the polyatomic interferences are a drawback.

Gases and vapors

Glow discharges are also very useful to excite and ionize dry vapors as generated by

electrothermal vaporization or hydride generation. In the ®rst case, Guzowski et al.

[605] showed that by electrothermal vaporization of dry solution aliquots in a

graphite cup atomizer, vapor sampling was possible and particularly in the case of

TOF-MS allowed reliable determinations to be made. The system is very useful for

studying vaporization e�ects, as signals of di�erent elements can actually be

monitored simultaneously and this also applies for isotope signals. It also was

found that by alternating hard and soft conditions, even molecular information

from bromoform or ferrocene can be obtained.

Hydride generation can also be used for sample introduction into a helium, argon

or neon discharge and depending on the pressure and current more molecular ions

or atomic species are found. The technique has excellent sensitivity and a fairly

good dynamic range and precision [660].

In speciation, glow discharges are excellent detectors for GC work as shown

earlier. In addition to the low power and pressure ICPs they can be used success-

fully for element-speci®c detection for gas chromatography. An rf-GD-MS system

has been used as a detector for GC by Olson et al. [661]. The set-up should consist

of a temperature-controlled transfer line of stainless steel from the exit of the GC

to the inlet of the GD source. The system has been tested with tetraethyl-Pb,

tetraethyl-Sn and tetrabutyl-Sn and provided useful structural information for

the identi®cation of these compounds through the observation of fragment peaks;

the detection limits were down to 1 pg.

Manufacturers

Glow discharge (GD) mass spectrometers with high (h) and low (l) resolution are

available from several manufacturers.

. Extrel, Pittsburgh, PA, USA: GD(l)

. Turner Scienti®c, Finnigan, Bremen, Germany: ICP�GD(l)

. VG Instruments, Fisons, Cheshire, UK: GD(h), GD(l)
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7

Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry

In atomic ¯uorescence spectrometry the analyte is brought into an atom reservoir

(¯ame, plasma, glow discharge, furnace) and excited by absorbing monochromatic

radiation emitted by a primary source. This can be a continuous source (xenon

lamp) or a line source (hollow cathode lamp, electrodeless discharge lamp or a tuned

laser). Subsequently, the ¯uorescence radiation emitted, which may be of the same

wavelength (resonance ¯uorescence) or of a longer wavelength (non-resonance

¯uorescence) is measured with or without being spectrally resolved.

7.1

Principles

A simpli®ed model for the ¯uorescence process can be drawn up for two levels

[662]. When a two-level system is considered (Fig. 125) and excitation is expected to

occur only as a result of absorption of radiation with radiant density rn, without

any contributions from collision processes to the excitation, the population of the

excited level �n2� can be given by:

dn2=dt � n1 � B12 � rn ÿ n2�A21 � k21 � B21 � rn� �301�

where B21 is the transition probability, n the frequency and n1 is the population of

the lower level. A21 is the transition probability for spontaneous emission, B21 the

transition coe�cient for stimulated emission and k21 is the coe�cient for decay by

collisions. The exciting radiation is supposed to be ``white'', this means a constant

radiation density over the absorption pro®le. When the statistical weights of n1 and

n2 are equal, B21 � B12 and when in addition nT � n2 � n1, this being the condi-

tion for a closed two-level system in thermal equilibrium, Eq. (301) can be solved

as:

n2 � nT � B � rn � tr�1ÿ exp�ÿt=tr�� �302�

because n2 � 0 when t � 0.
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tr � �2 � B � rn � A21 � k21�ÿ1 �303�

and is referred to as the response time of the pumping process.

In the case of primary sources with low intensity and atom reservoirs at low

pressure, e.g. glow discharges in which quenching is low:

n2�t� � nT � B � rn � tsp � �1ÿ exp�ÿt=tsp�� �304�

or in equilibrium:

n2�t�eq � nT � B � rn � tsp �305�

When the primary source is of a low intensity and quenching occurs in the atom

reservoir, as is the case in an atmospheric pressure furnace, ¯ame or plasma:

n2�t� � nT � B � rn � t � �1ÿ exp�ÿt=t�� �306�

with

t � �A21 � k21�ÿ1 �307�

being a longer response time.

When the absorption of radiation increases up to a certain value A21 and k21 be-

come negligible. Then n2 � nT=2 and becomes independent of the radiant density

of the exciting radiation and a state of saturation is reached. This situation can be

realized when lasers are used as primary sources.

The radiaton density required to obtain saturation can be calculated as:

rs
u � �A21 � k21�=2B �308�

Fig. 125. Transitions in a two-level system for

atomic fluorescence spectrometry. (Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [662].)
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this being the radiant density with which an equilibrium population at the point of

half saturation is obtained.

Apart from ¯uorescence with two levels, cases where more than two levels are

involved in the process are also known.

The radiating level may often be somewhat below the level to which pumping

occurs and the transition between the two levels can be radiationless and take place

through heat losses. Also the ¯uorescence transition sometimes does not end at the

ground level. With two levels resonance ¯uorescence occurs, where stray radiation

from the exciting radiation limits the power of detection. In the case of three-level

systems there is non-resonant ¯uorescence, where this limitation does not apply.

However, here the radiant densities are much lower. Therefore, populating the ex-

cited level will only be su�ciently successful when using very intensive primary

sources such as tunable lasers.

In atomic ¯uorescence work, the radiant density of the primary source can vary

with:

. time: pulsed or continuous sources;

. frequency: when the source has a certain spectral pro®le, i.e. white or line radia-

tion with a certain line width;
. space: the source can be spatially inhomogeneous, through which suitable optics

for the sampling of the ¯uorescence radiation is required.

The absorption pro®le of the atoms in the atom reservoir is a function of the dif-

ferent line broadening mechanisms and contibutions to the physical line width.

When self-absorption is negligible, the intensity of the ¯uorescence radiation is

given by:

BF � n2 � hu
0
� �1=4p� � A21 � n2 � hu

0
� �1=4p� � �1=tsp� �309�

Where l is the thickness of the ¯uorescence layer. By combination with Eq. (304), it

becomes obvious that:

. at primary sources with low intensities the ¯uorescence increases linearly with

the radiant density of the primary source;
. when the radiant density of the primary source is su�cient to obtain saturation

(e.g. a tunable laser) the radiation density of the ¯uorescence radiation cannot be

increased further by increasing the intensity of the primary source.

Equilibrium equations for three-level systems can be set up just as for two-level

systems.

The models must be corrected because of the following.

. The absorption of the exciting radiation is only proportional to the density of

analyte atoms and the depth of the atom reservoir in the ®rst approximation. As

the intensity decreases with the depth because of absorption, a correction factor
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must be used and the primary intensity is given by:

rn�n�f1ÿ exp�ÿk�n� � L�g dn �310�

. The ¯uorescence radiation itself is also only proportional to the atom number

densities and the pathlength through the atom reservoir in a ®rst approximation

because of self-absorption.

Both of these conditions depend on the set-up and also on the fact that a continu-

ous source or a line source is used.

As especially in the case of non-resonant AFS the ¯uorescence intensities are

low, special precautions have to be taken for signal acquisition. Indeed, the signal-

to-noise ratios can be improved considerably by using pulsed signals and phase-

sensitive ampli®cation, as is easily done e.g. in the case of laser sources (see Sec-

tion 2.1).

7.2

Instrumentation

A system for AFS consisits of a primary source, an atom reservoir and a detection

system for measuring the ¯uorescence radiation. In some cases the detection can

actually be performed without the need for spectral dispersion, e.g. by using ®lters

only.

Primary sources

As primary sources, continuous sources such as a tungsten halogenide or a deute-

rium lamp can be used. They have the advantage that multielement determinations

are possible. However, because of the low radiant densities saturation is not ob-

tained and the power of detection is not fully exploited. With line sources such as

hollow cathode sources and electrodeless discharge lamps much higher radiances

can be obtained. Even ICPs into which a concentrated solution is introduced can be

used as a primary source, through which multielement determinations become

possible.

With laser sources in the continuous as well as in the pulsed mode saturation

can be obtained. In most cases dye lasers are used. They have a dye (mostly a sub-

stituted coumarine) as the active medium. This liquid is continuously pumped

through a cuvette and has a broad wavelength band (ca. 100 nm), within which a

wavelength can be selected with the aid of a grating or prism. By using several dyes

the whole wavelenth range down to 440 nm can be covered. The laser is often

pumped by a second laser (e.g. an excimer laser) and can be operated in a pulsed

mode. As its energy output is very high, it is possible to apply frequency doubling

and Raman shifting, with which the accessible wavelength range can be decreased

down to the 200 nm range. Accordingly, with some ¯exibility saturation can be
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realized for almost any term. In the case of resonant transitions ( f � 0:1±1) the

energy required therefore is 10±100 mW, whereas for a non-resonant transition

� f � 10ÿ3� it is up to 1 W. Tunable dye lasers allow frequencies of up to around 10

Hz to be achieved and the pulse length can be down to 2±10 ns.

Fluorescence volumes

Chemical ¯ames are very useful as ¯uorescence volumes, because of their good

sample uptake capabilities and temporal stability. As the temperature is limited

(3000 K for the C2H2aN2O ¯ame) problems arise for elements with thermally sta-

ble oxides, as is known from experience with ¯ame AAS. These problems do not

occur when an ICP is used as the atom reservoir [663]. In the ICP the measure-

ments should be made in the higher part of the tail ¯ame as otherwise the ionized

and excited analyte fraction is too high. To keep the formation of oxides and the

sideways di�usion of analyte low, a burner with an extended outer tube should be

used for AFS work. In a graphite furnace the atomization e�ciency is high and

due to the limited expansion of the vapor cloud, the residence time of the analyte

atoms is high as well. Accordingly, graphite furnace atomization laser AFS has ex-

tremely low absolute detection limits. Discharges under reduced pressure can also

be used as the ¯uorescence volume. They have the advantage that quenching of the

¯uorescent levels, which may limit the power of detection but can also cause matrix

e�ects, is lower [664].

Elements with low intensity ¯uorescence lines (e.g. Eu, Tm and Y) have been

determined in aqueous solutions by depositing and drying nanoliter amounts of

sample on the Ni cathode of a miniature GD source used as the atom reservoir

[665]. The atomic cloud thus formed was excited by a Cu-vapor laser-pumped dye

laser to detect ¯uorescence directly. Absolute detection limits of 2 fg for Eu, 0.08 fg

for Tm and 1.2 pg for Y were achieved and the total time for analysis from sample

probing to data acquisition did not exceed 5 min.

Furthermore, laser-produced plasmas may also be used as the ¯uorescence vol-

ume [226], which has been shown to be particularly useful for direct trace deter-

minations in electrically non-conducting solids.

Detection

The detection of the ¯uorescence radiation di�ers in resonant and in non-resonant

AFS. In the ®rst case, the radiation is measured in a direction perpendicular to that

of the incident exciting radiation. However the system will su�er from stray radia-

tion and emission of the ¯ame. The latter can be eliminated by using pulsed pri-

mary sources and phase-sensitive detection. In the case of non-resonant ¯uores-

cence, stray radiation problems are not encountered, although the ¯uorescence

intensities are lower, which necessitates the use of lasers as primary sources and

spectral apparatus that will isolate the ¯uorescence radiation. A set-up for laser ex-

cited AFS (Fig. 126) may make use of a pulsed dye laser pumped by an excimer

laser. The selection of the excitation line is then done by the choice of the dye and
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the tuning of the laser. Pulses with a length of 2±10 ns occur at a frequency of up

to 25 Hz. A mirror can be placed behind the source so that the exciting radiation

passes through the ¯uorescence volume twice and to lead the largest possible

fraction of the ¯uorescence radiation into the monochromator. The photomultiplier

signal is then ampli®ed and measured with a box-car integrator of which a ns

window is synchronized with the pumping laser.

7.3

Analytical performance

Detection limits

The detection limits in AFS are low particularly for elements with high excitation

energies, such as Cd, Zn, As, Pb, Se and Tl.

In ¯ame AFS, elements which form thermally stable oxides such as Al, Mg, Nb,

Ta, Zr and the rare earths are hampered by insu�cient atomization. This is not the

case when an ICP is used as the ¯uorescence volume. Here the detection limits for

laser excitation and non-resonant ¯uorescence are lower than in ICP-AES (Table

18) [663]. ICP-AFS can be performed for both atomic and ionic states [664].

Using a graphite furnace as the ¯uorescence volume and laser excitation, the

detection limits are very low; e.g. Ag: 3� 10ÿ3, Co: 2� 10ÿ3, Pb: 2� 10ÿ3 ng/mL

[665, 666].

Very sensitive determinations of Mo can be performed by dry solution residue

analysis with laser-excited AFS in a hollow cathode discharge as the atomizer, as

shown by Grazhulene et al. [667]. Bolshov et al. [668] showed that very low levels of

lead in Antartic ice samples could be determined by laser-excited AFS using dry

solution residue analysis with graphite furnace atomization.

When performing laser-excited AFS at a laser plume, it would appear to be use-

ful to produce the laser plasma at pressures below atmospheric pressure, as then

the ablation depends only slightly on the matrix [226, 669].

Fig. 126. Experimental set-up for laser

induced atomic fluorescence work. (a): Flame,
ICP, etc., (b): dye laser; (c): pumping laser,

(d): photomultiplier, (e): monochromator, (f ):

boxcar integrator, (g): data treatment and

display.
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Spectral interferences

In atomic ¯uorescence spectrometry spectral interferences are low as the ¯uores-

cence spectra are not line rich.

Linear dynamic range

The linear dynamic range of AFS is similar to that of OES or even larger. Indeed

there is no background limitation nor is there a serious limitation because of self-

reversal, both of which limit the linear dynamic range in OES at the lower end and

at the higher end, respectively. It may well be that the exciting radiation becomes

less intensive when penetrating into the ¯uorescence volume and also that ¯uo-

rescence radiation is absorbed by ground-state atoms before leaving the atom res-

ervoir. These limitations, however, are less stringent than self-reversal in OES.

The application of laser-excited AFS in the analytical laboratory up to now has

been seriously hampered by the complexity and cost of tunable lasers, which may

change with the availability of less expensive but powerful and also tunable diode

lasers, which can be operated in the complete analytically important wavelength

range.

Tab. 18. Detection limits in laser atomic fluorescence spectrometry.

Element Detection limit (ng/mL)

Laser AFS ICP [663] Laser AFS furnace [665]

Ag 0.003

Al 0.4

B 4

Ba 0.7

Co 0.002

Cu 0.002

Eu 10

Fe 0.003

Ga 1

Ir 0.2

Mn 0.006

Mo 5

Na 0.02

Pb 0.000025

Pt 4

Si 1

Sn 3

Ti 1

Tl 7

V 3

Y 0.6

Zr 3
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8

Laser Enhanced Ionization Spectrometry

Laser enhanced ionization spectrometry (LEI) [670] is based on the optogalvanic

e�ect, which has been known since the early work on gas discharges. It was found

that the current in a discharge under reduced pressure increases when irradiating

with monochromatic radiation of a wavelength which corresponds to a transition

in the term diagram of the discharge gas. As an analytical method LEI is based

on a measurement of the increase of the analyte ionization in an atom reservoir

resulting from a selective excitation of atoms or molecules with the aid of laser ra-

diation [669, 670].

8.1

Principles

Ionization of atoms X in an atom reservoir can result from collisions with energy-

rich atoms of another species M (Fig. 48) and the rate constant for the reaction

M� X�k1i

M� e� X�

can be written as:

k1i � nX � �8kT=�p �mr��1=2 � QMX � exp�ÿEi=kT� �311�

where nX is the concentration of analyte atoms, QMX is the cross section for colli-

sions between X and M, which are atoms of another element, k is Boltzmann's

constant, Ei is the ionization energy and T is the temperature in the atom reservoir.

When the atoms X are in an excited state E2 above the ground level, it can easily be

seen that k1i will change into

k2i � exp�E2=kT� � k1i �312�

and the increase in ionization for a level that is 1 eV above the ground level in the

case of a ¯ame with T � 2500 K is e5 � 150. The ionization equilibrium will

change although the recombination rate remains the same. Moreover, states with
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high energies (so-called Rydberg states) have a longer lifetime (tAn3 with n being

the main quantum number) and therefore ionization through collisions or through

®eld ionization increases. However, the probability of ionization does not increase

in an unlimited way with E2 in one-step processes as the transition probability for

the transition 1! 2 decreases with E2 ÿ E1. The increase in ionization also depends

on the population of the level 2. In order to get a su�ciently high population in the

excited level, to which the transition probability should be su�ciently high, a laser

must be used. Indeed, for a closed system and two terms n1 and n2, the equilib-

rium is characterized by the equation:

B12 � rn � n1 � B21 � rn � n2 � A21 � n2 � k21 � n2 �313�

where B21 � �g1=g2�B12 and nT � n1 � n2 � n i.

B12 and B21 are the transition probabilities for absorption and stimulated emis-

sion, respectively, and n1, n2, n i and nT the analyte atom densities for the lowest

state, the excited state, the ionized state and the total number densities. g1 and g2

are the statistical weights, A21 is the transition probability for spontaneous emis-

sion and k21 the coe�cient for collisional decay. Accordingly,

n2 � B12 � rn�nT ÿ n i�=��1� g1=g2�B12 � rn � A21 � k21� �314�

n2 will increase until A21 � k21 becomes negligible and then n2=n1 � g2=g1. The

required radiation densities are therefore about 10±100 mW for a resonant transi-

tion ( f � 0:1±1) and 1 W/cm3 for a non-resonant transition ( f � 0:001). Further-

more, the use of a continuous wave laser allows n i to be maximum and the use of

multistep excitation may be helpful especially when high-energy terms (Rydberg

states) have to be populated.

Indeed, when F is de®ned as:

F � n2=�n i � n2� � n2=�nT ÿ n i� � n2=nt �315�
ÿdn2=dt � k2i � n2 � k2i � F�nt ÿ n i� � k2i � F � nt �316�

Integration leads to:

ln nt � ÿk2i � F � t� C �317�

and as nt � nT ÿ n i and at t � 0 nt � nT:

n i � nT�1ÿ exp�ÿk2i � F � t�� �318�

For an irradiation over the time Dt1n i ! nT when:

Dt1 g 1=�k2i � F� �319�

Accordingly, the laser irradiation should last long enough therefore cw (continous
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wave) lasers might be more appropriate than pulsed lasers, provided the radiant

densities are su�ciently high.

It could also be that it is more bene®cial to populate the Rydberg level in two

steps, because it is easier to reach a level that is near to the ionization energy when

very short wavelengths are not used. For an ionization potential of 7 eV, radiation

with l < 220 nm is required, as for 1 eV � 1:6� 10ÿ16 erg, l is 1240 nm (because

of E � h � c=l). In addition, the oscillator strength decreases with E2 ÿ E1 and in

the case of two-step procedures the selectivity also increases.

LEI as an analytical technique thus requires a tunable laser, an atom reservoir, a

galvanic detection system and read-out electronics including a boxcar integrator. It

was ®rst realized experimentally with a ¯ame as the atom reservoir using pneu-

matic nebulization for sample uptake [670].

A pulsed dye laser pumped with ¯ash lamps is used in most cases, as here the

selection of di�erent dyes, frequency doubling and Raman shifting, which is pos-

sible as a result of the high energies available, allows the whole spectral range

down to 200 nm to be covered. However, diode lasers, particularly for multistep

excitation, and dye lasers pumped with an excimer or a nitrogen laser can also be

applied.

The atom reservoir can be a ¯ame, furnace or also a plasma discharge at atmo-

spheric and at reduced pressure.

In the case of a ¯ame (Fig. 127), the sample is usually introduced by pneumatic

nebulization. The laser enters the ¯ame a few mm above the burner head and a

large collector electrode is situated a few mm above the laser beam location. This

allows the ions formed to be extracted with a high e�ciency. The collector electrode

should be large so as to minimize changes in the ®eld as a result of changes in

electron number densities due to di�erent concomitant concentrations. It should

also be positioned inside the space containing the ions produced by LEI so as to

minimize analyte signal losses. The measurement unit includes phase-sensitive

ampli®cation to ensure high S/N ratios, but does not require any spectrometric

equipment as only an ion current is being measured.

Fig. 127. Flame laser enhanced

ionization spectrometry [670,

671]. (a): Flashlamp/dye laser,
(b): high voltage, (c): trigger

photodiode, (d): preamplifier,

(e): pulse amplifier, (f ): active

filter, (g): boxcar averager, (h):
chart recorder. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [671]).
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8.2

Figures of merit

The sensitivity in LEI depends on the properties of the laser system, the terms

populated, the atom reservoir and the detection system. It can be written as:

S � c � XB � b�A��exp�ÿE �i =kT� � B12�A� � rp
n �A�� �320�

where c is a constant, XB is the number density of analyte atoms in the lower level

according to Boltzmann, b is the atomization e�ciency in the ¯ame, rp
n �A� is the

spectral radiation density per laser pulse, E �i is the ionization energy of the excited

level and S is the sensitivity in nA/(ng/mL). The noise includes contributions from

¯icker noise, nebulizer noise and also detector noise, and when applying phase-

sensitive ampli®cation detection limits are in the sub-ng/mL range (Table 19) [670,

671]. They are lowest when using a furnace as an atom reservoir because here the

highest atom number densities and the longest residence times are encountered.

In the case of pulsed lasers the radiation densities enhance the sensitivities,

whereas in the case of cw lasers the n i values increase as a result of improved ex-

citation e�ciencies.

In the so-called thermionic diode, a heated collector electrode is simply brought

into the vicinity of the laser beam and isolated towards the vessel walls. No extrac-

tion voltage is applied and the ion current ¯owing as a result of the decreasing

negative space charge around the collector, as a result of the ionization by the laser,

Tab. 19. Comparison of limits of detection for cw and pulsed laser LEI. (Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [671].)

Cw Pulsed

element/wavelength

(nm)

limit of detection

(ng/mL)

dynamic range

(orders of magnitude)

limit of detection

(ng/mL)

Ca 422.7 1 5

Ca 300.7 0.1

Ga 417.2 60 >3

Ga 287.4 0.07

In 451.1 0.1 >4

In 410.1 16 4.5

In 303.9 0.006

K 766.5 0.1 >4

K 294.3 1

Li 460.3 20 >4

Li 670.8 0.001

Na 589.0 0.025 5

Na 285.3 0.05

Rb 420.2 0.7 3

Rb 780.0 0.09 >5

Rb 629.8 2

Sr 460.7 0.4 >5
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is taken as the analytical signal. The whole system is usually operated at reduced

pressure and allows detection of 102 atoms to be made (for Refs., see [672]).

In LEI the matrix e�ects are low. This applies in particular to samples with

complicated atomic spectra, as no spectral interferences are encounterd. Elements

with low ionization energies may cause matrix e�ects. The latter could be due to a

change in the ion current as a result of changes in the electron number density in

the ¯ame. This can be compensated for by measuring alternately with and without

laser irradiation. Ionization of the matrix by the laser may also lead to errors in the

ion currents measured. These can be eliminated by modulation of the frequency of

the exciting laser radiation around n, which corresponds to E2 ÿ E1 � hn, where E2

is the intermediate level (Rydberg state) and E1 the ground level. Furthermore, the

ion production as a result of the laser irradiation may in¯uence the collection e�-

cieny at the electrode as the electric ®eld around the electrode changes. This e�ect

can be minimized by using a large electrode and by collecting all of the ions pro-

duced. This sets limits on the pulsing frequency. Indeed, for a distance of 5 mm

between the collector and the burner, a ®eld of 100 V/cm and a mobility of 20 cm2/

V s, this being typical for a ¯ame in which T � 2500 K, the highest allowed pulsing

rate is 4000 Hz. Even so, for Na concentrations of 100 mg/mL matrix e�ects are still

negligible.

The linear dynamic range in ¯ame LEI is of the order of 3 decades. However, the

multielement capacity is limited as monochromatic laser radiation is required.

When using two lasers and applying two-photon spectroscopy, only those atoms

that do not have a velocity component in the observation direction will undergo

LEI. Then the absorption signals become very narrow (Doppler-free spectroscopy).

This enhances the selectivity and the power of detection, however, it also makes iso-

tope detection possible. Uranium isotopic ratios can thus be detected, similarly to

with atomic ¯uorescence [673] or diode laser AAS. Thus for dedicated applications a

real alternative to isotope ratio measurements with mass spectrometry is available.

8.3

Analytical applications

LEI has been applied successfully to the trace determination of Tl [674] for cer-

ti®cation purposes, and for combinations with laser evaporation and all other

atomization techniques represents a powerful approach to detection. Laser photo-

ionization and galvanic detection have been applied to hollow cathode dark space

diagnostics [675]. Photoionization is produced to measure the dark space widths of

linear ®eld distributions directly. A theoretical model has been developed and its

predictions veri®ed with experimental ®ndings for a uranium hollow cathode dis-

charge operated in neon or xenon. Variations in the ground-state densities of

sputtered neutrals have also been measured.

Apart from the galvanic detection of the ion currents, direct mass spectrometric

detection of the ions can also be applied, as is the case with resonance ionization

mass spectrometry (RIMS) [676]. In addition, ionization can be performed by multi-

photon absorption, which requires very intense primary sources.
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9

Sample Preparation for Atomic Spectrometry

In a large number of atomic spectrometric methods sample preparation is required

but depending on the method or sample introduction technique used, it can vary

widely from a simple polishing step to a complete sample dissolution and subse-

quent analyte±matrix separation.

9.1

Sample preparation in direct compact sample analysis

In the direct analysis of metal samples, as in spark or x-ray ¯uorescence spectro-

metric analysis for process or product control, as treated in the pertinent literature

(see e.g. Ref. [677]) treatment of the sample surface by turning-o� or polishing

with suitable emery paper may be adequate. However, in order to obtain the high-

est precision and accuracy, special procedures such as turning-o� with a diamond

in the case of glow discharge atomic spectrometry for bulk analysis [476] may be

very helpful. New procedures such as laser ablation with a moving laser beam

(LINA) no longer require any treatment of either metal or of ceramic or glass

surfaces.

9.2

Grinding, sieving and compaction of powders

Grinding is of paramount importance since it allows homogenization in the case of

direct solids analysis, and when applying sample dissolution it is often indispens-

able so as to increase the e�ectiveness of treatment with the aggressive reagents

required for decomposition and dissolution. Sample grinding can be done in rota-

tion mills using vessels and pestles made of di�erent materials. Stainless steel or

very hard materials such as tungsten carbide or agate are very useful. When

grinding hard materials the di�erence in hardness between the sample materials

and the grinding tools should at be least 2 on the Mohs hardness scale. In the case
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of SiC for example, which is produced as a solid material, grinding with WC in-

troduces considerable amounts of W and with steel mills, Fe is found in the sample

materials. When grinding SiC granulates in a high-purity mill made of SiC the

abrasion of the mill could be up to a few % of the sample [546]. Grinding allows

the mean particle size to be brought down to around 10 mm and in the case of wet

grinding to around 5 mm. After grinding, particle sizes of powders can easily be

determined with laser di�raction of a slurry of the material, or by automated elec-

tron probe microanalysis after depositing a layer on Nuclepore ®lters and coating

with C or Au to render the sample electrically conductive (see Fig. 62 for compar-

ative measurements) [203].

In order to sieve samples, sets of sieves with increasing mesh number and made

of di�erent materials, including very inert ones, can be used.

For the compaction of powders it is often necessary to mix the powder with a

binder, to homogenize the mixture and to apply high pressure. Some powders such

as Cu, Au, Ag and graphite powder may be mixed in a ratio of up to of 5:1 with the

sample powder and electrically- as well as heat-conductive and even vacuum-

tight pellets can be obtained. To reduce the amount of sample material required,

it is often su�cient just to place the sample binder mixture in the middle of

Fig. 128. Preparation of electrically- and heat-

conductive as well as vacuum-tight pellets for
the analysis of powders by direct solids

sampling atomic spectrometric methods. (a)

Side-on view, (b): top view (according to Ref.
[210]).
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the pellet (Fig. 128) [210]. Pressures required to obtain stable pellets can be up to

80 T/cm2.

9.3

Sample dissolution

Sample dissolution can be performed with liquid or solid reagents at elevated

temperatures causing a chemical reaction or melting of the mixture. The dissolu-

tion aids may introduce considerable contamination, as they are present in large

excess. In addition, the vessels and also the laboratory atmosphere may constitute a

source of contamination, whereas analyte losses particularly due to volatilization or

adsorption onto the vessel walls may occur. Dissolution procedures for many types

of materials can be found in the literature. They are used together with methodol-

ogy for trace matrix separations based on classical chemical principles.

9.3.1

Wet chemical methods

Wet chemical dissolution is often performed with acids and the e�ectiveness in-

creases with the oxidizing capacity. The latter depends on the acid (HCl < HNO3 <

HClO4 < HClaHNO3) and the maximum temperature, depending on the boiling

point of the acid (HCl < HNO3 < H2SO4 < H3PO4). As the maximum tempera-

ture increases with the pressure work is often carried out in PTFE vessels in steel

autoclaves at high pressure (up to 200 atm). The acids that give very soluble salts,

such as HNO3 or HClO4 (not for K) are advantageous. Acids such as HNO3 and

HCl can be very e�ciently puri®ed by isothermic distillation. Quartz is preferred

over glass as a vessel material. However, when HF is required for the treatment of

silicon containing materials, vessels made of Pt or PTFE should be used. Whereas

quartz and glass can be cleaned successfully by purging them with steam or HNO3

vapors, Pt is rinsed most e�ciently with dilute chlorine free HNO3. In order to

keep contamination risks low during chemical treatment in open systems, work in

cleanrooms including the use of laminar-¯ow clean benches is advisable [678].

9.3.2

Fusion procedures

Fusion with alkali ¯uxes (Na2CO3, K2CO3, Na2B4O7, etc.) as well as acid ¯uxes

(KHSO4) or more volatile salts such as NH4HSO4 in an excess of often 10:1 is most

e�ective for the dissolution of many refractory powders such as Al2O3 or ZrO2.

However, these methods are hampered by the purity of the ¯uxes or abrasion of the

vessels when it comes to applications for trace analysis. Recrystallization is a way

forward, except for chemicals such as NH4HSO4, which can be prepared from pure

chemicals (ClHSO3 and pure NH3) [312]. In the case of ZrO2 powders such ¯uxes
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are very useful, as the excess can be volatlized easily and the fusion can be made in

quartz vessels at no more than 500 �C.

Special equipment for the parallel fusion of several samples including automatic

pouring of the molten mixtures into water for dissolution or leaching are com-

mercially available.

9.3.3

Microwave-assisted methods

Microwave-assisted treatment with acids, sometimes at pressures of up to 80 atm

in vessels made of ®ber enforced plastic is very e�cient for increasing the speed

and e�ectiveness of dissolution procedures. This is related to the fact that the liq-

uid mixture is heated directly and not by convection through the wall. Many pro-

cedures have been described in a monograph [679] and in the appropriate litera-

ture. Also procedures for slurries with ¯ow-through systems have been proposed

[680] and used very e�ciently, e.g. for powdered biological materials. Systems

enabling the dissolution of several samples to be carried out simultaneously and

under rigid pressure and temperature control [681] are now commercially available.

Resistance-heated systems have also been proposed for on-line dissolution as an

alternative to microwave-heated systems, mainly for the treatment of slurries of

biological samples [130].

9.3.4

Combustion techniques

Combustion in an oxygen atmosphere of samples that have an organic matrix has

long been used for sample decomposition. In the so-called Trace-O-mat [682] cel-

lulose powder is often added to the sample so that a number of inorganic samples

such as soils can even be decomposed. The decomposition products are then col-

lected in a liquid nitrogen cooled trap. As a further development for inorganic re-

fractory samples, ¯uorination has been proposed. This can be done with minute

(about 10 mg) amounts of elemental ¯uorine in nickel reactors [683, 684]. The

volatile reaction products can be determined on-line by IR spectrometry [685] or

gas mass spectrometry [686]. In order to eliminate spectral interferences a con-

trolled distillation of the condensed reaction products from a liquid nitrogen cooled

system can be applied and this allows, for example, the main contaminants of Si3N4

to be determined with reasonable precision.

9.4

Flow injection analysis

Trace matrix separations and concentration procedures are required in combined

procedures, which are a prerequisite to characterizing reference materials, as then
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calibration with solutions containing only the elements to be determined can be

applied. Such procedures are now used in ¯ow injection based systems.

9.5

Leaching sample preparation methods

The isolation of analytes by leaching, as is often done in soil analysis, is often dic-

tated by the di�culties encountered when dissolving samples completely. However,

also for speciation work, where the analytes are labile such procedures are often

the only way to obtain the analyte solutions (see e.g. Ref. [687] for the isolation of

organomercury compounds from ®sh samples).
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10

Comparison with Other Methods

Atomic absorption, optical emission and atomic ¯uorescence as well as plasma

mass spectrometry and new approaches such as laser enhanced ionization now

represent strong tools for elemental analysis including speciation and are found in

many analytical laboratories. Their power of detection, reliability in terms of sys-

tematic errors and their costs re¯ecting the economic aspects should be compared

with those of other methods of analysis, when it comes to the development of

strategies for solving analytical problems (Table 20).

10.1

Power of detection

AAS using furnaces remains a most sensitive method, certainly for easily volatil-

ized elements with high excitation energies and this also applies to AFS using laser

excitation. AAS will de®nitely bene®t from the development of diode lasers, as it is

then possible to eliminate the use of spectrometers for spectral isolation. Moreover,

the dynamic range problems could be decreased by measuring in the wings of the

absorption lines and the background measurement also could be performed by

tuning the laser. This necessitates, however, obtaining lasers with which the ana-

lytical wavelengths down to the VUV can be covered. LEI is another most powerful

approach with respect to power of detection, especially when applying Doppler-free

spectroscopy. However, these methods have limited multielement capacity. From

this point of view, plasma atomic spectrometric methods are more powerful. ICP-

OES will remain an important tool for multielement determinations in liquid

samples and its power of detection is between that of ¯ame and furnace AAS. Thus

it is the appropriate method for tasks such as waste water analysis. As a result of

the availability of new detectors enabling multiline calibration and actual simulta-

neous acquisition of line and spectral background intensities, ICP-OES is now ca-

pable of high-precision analyses, which previously could only be done with labori-

ous wet chemical and spectrophotometric methods.

ICP-MS has provided further progress particularly with respect to power of de-

tection, provided the matrix loading of the sample solutions remains low. There

may also be limitations in the low mass range (below mass 80), due to interfer-
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ences by cluster ions. The use of sample introduction techniques generating dry

aerosols has certainly improved matters, e.g. for Fe, As and Se. Further improve-

ments are possible by the use of high-resolution mass spectrometry using sector

®eld instruments. However, lower cost instruments are required so as to make the

technique a�ordable to a broader circle of users. Time-of-¯ight mass spectrometry

will de®nitely help signi®cantly wherever transient signals are obtained and multi-

element determinations are required, such as in electrothermal evaporation, single

shot laser ablation and gas chromatographic detection. Therefore, multicollector

mass spectrometers eventually with multichannel detection are the ultimate solu-

Tab. 20. Figures of merit of analytical methods.

Method Detection limit Matrix effect Cost

Atomic absorption

Flame �� � �
Furnace ��� ��� ��

Atomic emission

Dc arc �� ��� ���
Spark � �� ��
DE plasma �� �� �
ICP �� � ��
MIP �� � ��
Glow discharge �� � ��
Laser � � ��

Atomic ¯uorescence (laser) ��� �� ���
LEI ��� � ���
X-ray spectrometry

XRF ��(�a) � ��
Electron microprobe �� �� ���
PIXE ��� �� ���

Auger electron spectroscopy �� �� ���
Mass spectrometry

Spark ��� ��� ���
ICP ��� �� ���
Glow discharge ��� � ���
SIMS ��� �� ���
Laser ��� �� ���

Activation analysis ��� � ���
Electrochemistry ��� ��� �
Spectrophotometry �� ��� �
Spectro¯uorimetry ��� ��� �
Chromatography

Gas ��� ��� ��
Liquid �� ��� ��

� Low; �� medium; ��� very high.
a TRXRF � total re¯ection x-ray ¯uorescence.
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tion to precise isotope ratio determinations as are required in tracer or isotope dilu-

tion work.

Whereas ICP atomic spectrometry is certainly a most useful method for multi-

element determinations in liquid samples at low concentration levels, glow dis-

charges are very useful for the analysis of solids. Glow discharge atomic emission

gained its merits speci®cally for depth pro®ling analysis and in addition is useful

for bulk analysis together with standard methods such as arc and spark emission

spectrometry. Glow discharge mass spectrometry was ®rst found to be of interest

for the analysis of ultrapure metals, as required in microelectronics. However,

quanti®cation is di�cult and certi®ed samples are required for calibration. When

applying dry solution residue analysis, GD-MS has extremely low absolute detec-

tion limits. This approach is very useful for many applications in the life sciences,

as it combines a high power of detection with the possibility of isotope dilution. In

mass spectrometry this approach o�ers new possibilities, as more classical ther-

mionic techniques are only applicable to elements of which the species can be

evaporated. The use of soft discharges is interesting, as molecular information can

be obtained. With solids, soft laser ablation combined with time-of-¯ight mass spec-

trometric detection is also useful.

Optical atomic and mass spectrometric methods can be used for the determina-

tion of the light elements, which is an advantage over x-ray spectrometric methods.

Apart from this restriction, total re¯ection x-ray ¯uorescence provides a high power

of detection, high accuracy and high multielement capacity, all with a minimum of

sample preparation [688]. It should be considered together with developments

such as work with polarized x-rays enabling much lower detection limits to be

achieved, also with energy-dispersive systems and local analysis with focussed x-ray

radiation, as well as with the use of soft x-rays facilitating speciation in a number of

cases [689].

10.2

Analytical accuracy

The analytical accuracy of methods can only be discussed with regard to the com-

plete analytical procedure applied. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize sample

preparation procedures and trace±matrix separations speci®cally to the require-

ments of the analytical results in terms of accuracy, power of detection, precision,

cost and the number of elements and increasingly of the species to be determined.

However, the intrinsic sensitivity to matrix interferences of the di�erent methods

of determination remains important.

In optical emission and in mass spectrometry, spectral interferences remain an

important limitation to the analytical accuracy achievable. In atomic emission this

applies particularly to the heavier elements as they have the more line rich atomic

spectra. When these heavy metals are present as the matrix, as is often the case in

metal analysis, the necessitity of matrix separations is obvious when trace analyses
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have to be performed. In order to overcome limitations by spectral interferences,

high resolution Echelle spectrometers are ®nding more and more uses. They are

compact and thus combine high resolution together with excellent stability and

further enable multielement determinations to be made by using advanced detec-

tor technology, e.g. with CCDs. The latter are also very useful for classical Paschen±

Runge spectrometers with many CCDs covering the whole analytical range.

In mass spectrometry spectral interferences limit the accuracy in the low mass

range in particular. Progress could be expected from the use of sector ®eld and

time-of-¯ight mass spectrometry. However, in the ®rst case transmission and in the

second case dynamic range problems must be given attention. Signal depressions

and enhancements are a further main cause of interferences in ICP-MS. They can

be succesfully taken care of by using standard additions, as in ICP-MS the spectral

background is low. Furthermore, internal standardization may well allow compen-

satation to be made for easily ionized elements e�ects. This is more di�cult in

ICP-AES, where the spectral background especially in trace analysis is considerable

and may be in¯uenced strongly by changes in the concentrations of easily ionized

elements.

In AAS and AFS, limitations to the analytical accuracy are mostly related to

physical and chemical interferences and are due less to spectral interferences. In

furnace AAS thermochemical processes limit the achievable accuracy and necessi-

tate temperature programs to be carefully worked out in order to cope with errors

arising from thermochemical e�ects. In AFS and also in LEI, it is necessary to

control matrix in¯uences relating to quenching when analyzing real samples.

Because of the necessity to characterize reference materials traceability in the

measurements is very important. In atomic spectrometry background acquisition

methods have improved so much that although it is not an absolute methodology,

every step in the calibration and in the measurement processes can be extremely

well characterized.

10.3

Economic aspects

The power of detection and the accuracy of analytical methods cannot be discussed

without considering the expense arising from instruments and operating costs as

well as from the laboratory personnel. Methods allowing multielement analyses to

be performed and achieving a high throughput of samples are certainly advanta-

geous for routine laboratories. In this respect, ICP spectrometric methods in par-

ticular o�er good possibilities despite the high instrument costs and the high

consumption of power and gases. Miniaturized spectrometers using new detector

technology are both very powerful and at the same time much less expensive.

Microplasmas are cheap to construct, as are the plasma generation and operation,

and for well de®ned purposes such as element-speci®c detection in chromatogra-

phy are already proving to be useful.
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In many cases, however, the costs arising from sample preparation will become

decisive, which favors x-ray spectrometric methods, provided the earlier mentioned

limitations are not encountered. Future progress will certainly depend on the avail-

abilty of on-line sample treatment using, for example, ¯ow injection and even-

tually on-line sample dissolution as is possible in some cases with microwave-

assisted heating. Also the realization of separations in miniaturized systems and

with minute amounts of reagents is very promising. In each instance the question

of which method should be selected will have to be discussed for each type of

analytical task to be solved.

10.3 Economic aspects 311
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